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Premier Award ~ Editorial

A R T S
JUDGE

Ian Doig
Ian Doig is editor-in-chief
of Fast Forward Weekly,
Calgary’s news, arts and
entertainment publication.
He has also worked
extensively as an arts and
business writer.

&

E N T E R T A I N M E N T

NWT News/North – “NWT artists say
1 e leaders neglecting the arts,” by Brodie
plac
Thomas.
Brodie Thomas takes a solid, journalistic
approach to this state-of-the-union arts story. A
compelling lead is followed by a concise, wellordered story and is accompanied by the writer’s
photo of a local artist and arts administrator
practicing his craft. The story deftly illuminates
the debate over the economic and cultural
importance of arts funding in the NWT.
st

2 ce land Hollywood invades Dunnville,” by
a
pl

nd

Dunnville Chronicle – “By air and by

Doreen Hoover.
Breezy and fun, this piece imparts a strong feel
for the community of Dunnville’s excitement
over participating in the filming of the movie
Amelia. The front-page graphic combination of
header, copy and photo is very effective.
However, the quotes from the film’s local extras
could have been tidied with paraphrasing, and
reaction to the production from local filmmakers
and actors could’ve been examined.

3 ce Crier – “Blogging sensation launches
pla
rd

Did we get it wrong?
News/North is committed to getting it right, either facts or names.
With that goes a commitment to
acknowledge mistakes and run corrections. If you spot an error in
News/North, call (867) 873-4031
and ask to speak to an editor, or
e-mail editorial@nnsl.com. We’ll
get a correction or clarification in
as soon as we can.

NEWS
Briefs
Trailcross contract
Wood’s Homes, the new operators of the Trailcross Treatment
Centre, has signed a three-year contract with the Fort Smith Health
and Social Services Authority to
provide therapeutic treatment for
young people in the NWT.
Trailcross can accommodate
nine youth with mental health and
behavioural challenges as a result of
abuse, neglect, trauma and development struggles. The young people,
aged 12 to 18, stay anywhere from
three days to nine months depending
on treatment needs.
– Paul Bickford

Charges stayed
in Behchoko
A 14-year-old Behchoko youth
who was up on charges including
break and enter had the charges
stayed July 10 because of a clerical
error.
"As a result of a problem with
subpoenas we were forced to stay
the case," said Staff Sgt. Francis
Cullen.
Charges against the youth
included break and enter of the
school, possession of a stolen snowmobile, damage to that snowmobile,
and possession of an incendiary
material.
Cullen said the mistake happened because of a mis-communication between two officers, one
of whom was being transferred out
of the detachment. RCMP can no
longer pursue the charges.
"In this instance, because there
was an administrational error it
would be considered an abuse of
process if we were to turn around
and reinstate the charges, as much
as I would like to," said Cullen
He said the entire detachment
was feeling the shame over dropping the ball on this case.
"We made a mistake. I'm not
going to deny that. It doesn't look
good. It doesn't feel good at all.
But that’s the nature of the (justice
system)," said Cullen
– Brodie Thomas

McPherson's new CAO
The Hamlet of Fort McPherson
has a new chief administration officer (CAO). Mary Rose Tetlichi took
over the position on July 7.
"It's not as bad as I thought it
would be. I thought there would be
a lot of outstanding issues but so far
it has been good," she said.
The CAO is responsible for
administration of the hamlet. Tetlichi now oversees departments such
as public works and recreation.
Before accepting this position,
Tetlichi was the executive assistant
and lands officer at the hamlet. She
has lived in Fort McPherson almost
her entire life. She said she is looking forward to working with the
community.
– Brodie Thomas

feature news

NWT artists say leaders
are neglecting the arts

Call for lottery revenue to be shared between sports and arts
by Brodie Thomas
Northern News Services

NWT

He is one of the NWT's most
successful artists. He was invited
to display his work and share his
knowledge in Mexico, Switzerland,
and Germany over the past year. The
Japanese government recently commissioned him to build an inukshuk
in Japan. Yet Bill Nasogaluak said
none of this would have been possible had he remained in the NWT.
The Toronto-based artist left
his home in Tuktoyaktuk, where he
could not make ends meet as an artist, more than two years ago. He said
he would have loved to stay in Tuk,
but the financial support he needed
wasn't available in the territories.
He isn't the only one raising concerns about the lack of support for the
arts in the NWT. Artists at the Great
Northern Arts Festival (GNAF) are
calling on the territorial government
to put more money into the arts in
order to bring this territory on par
with the Yukon and Nunavut.
According to GNAF gallery curator and festival co-founder Charlene
Alexander, the arts community in
Whitehorse and throughout the
Yukon is thriving, thanks to government funding.
Spin-off effects
"There are two theatre groups and
four arts organizations in Whitehorse
alone. One of those organizations is
specifically for first nations artists,"
said Alexander.
She said the thriving arts community has spin-off effects that you
can't put a dollar value on. Tourism
is bolstered by galleries and theatres,
and residents have a better quality of
life, according to Alexander.
"When people come to Whitehorse it is what they notice about the
community," she said.
Alexander said that most of the
funding for these groups comes from
the Yukon Lottery Corporation. The
Yukon government put $2.5 million
into the arts last year though lottery
revenues.
In the Yukon, lottery revenues are
shared by arts and sports groups. In
the NWT, lottery profits go exclusively to Sport North.
Sport North's executive director
Doug Rentmeister said Sport North
received $1.5 million in funding from
lottery revenues in 2007. The lack of
funding and the exclusive focus on
sport bothers Alexander.
"Everybody has a different way of
getting recreation into their lives, and
not everybody is an athlete. Recreation is about getting out and meeting
the community," she said.
If the lack of funding bothers
Alexander, it makes NWT Arts
Council chairman Sonny McDonald
downright mad.
He said the NWT Arts Council
gets a "measly" $355,000 each year
from the territorial government to
distribute to artists. He said that
amount is an insult when you look at
the great work that is coming out of
the territories. He would like to see a
share of lottery revenues going into
the arts.
McDonald said money is needed to promote the territory's art-

Brodie Thomas/NNSL photo

Fort Smith Artist and NWT Arts Council chair Sonny McDonald is fed up with the lack of
funding given to artists. He said art can be a renewable resource and a major part of the
economy as it is in Nunavut if the government would invest more money into the industry.
ists. Without promotion the NWT
is going to continue to lose artists
like Nasogaluak to other provinces,
he said.
Nasogaluak said it is easy to see
how NWT artists are being passed
over because of the lack of exposure.
He gave an example from two years
ago when the Canadian Arts Council
came to the North to purchase Inuit
art for a show in Ottawa.
"Out of 96 pieces they bought,
only two pieces came from the
Northwest Territories. Upon further
investigation, the two pieces they
bought were from artists who have

relocated here from Nunavut," said
Nasogaluak.
Nasogaluak and McDonald say
the government could take simple
steps to help territorial artists. Besides
sharing lottery revenues, they could
legislate a one per cent levy on all
new office and government buildings
constructed in the NWT.
In almost every other province,
one per cent of the cost of every
building is used to commission an
artist to create works for that building. Nasogaluak said the walls in
new government offices such as the
Greenstone Building in Yellowknife

are shamefully bare when compared
with buildings in Alberta or the
Yukon.
Nasogaluak said what is really
lacking is an artistic vision from
our leaders. He said MLAs in the
territory fail to see what a larger art
community could do for healing,
well-being, and the economy in the
North.
"Nobody is really going to care
who the mayor was or the premier
was a hundred years from now.
When everything is said and done,
people are always judged at the end
of the day by their art," he said.

July 2008 RIVERDA
LE-EAST

Arts&Entertainment

Toronto Riverdale-East York Town

book of ‘likes,” by Lorianna De Giorgio.
An airtight author interview, this short piece
precisely captures its funny, irreverent and
insightful subject, author and blogger Christian
Lander. This story is lovely proof that arts
features needn’t be dry or serious to be
illuminating.
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demographic Christian CRIER
think’s he knows your
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taste in just about everything.
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Blogging sensation
launches book of ‘likes’

LORIANNA DE GIORGIO

Arts & Entertainment

The best comedy writing
from within, or in Christian comes
Lander’s
case from making fun of
himself and
those like him.
The 29-year-old former copywriter
is the author of the blog,
Stuff White
People Like, an intensely
popular yet
some might say, controversia
l list of
what white people fancy.
Now a book, thanks to a
deal with
Random House, the grad
school dropout’s blog lists a bevy of
things white
people like, from coffee,
bicycles and
yoga to hating their parents,
still at concerts and the idea standing
of soccer.
Each post comes with an
explanation as to why whites like
what they
like.
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While some critics have
called
Lander a racist, he has
no qualms
about lumping all white
people into
one group.
“To call this racist shows
you
ably don’t have an understandinprobg of
what a real racist is,”
Lander says,
adding Stuff is in no way
meant to be
hateful.

“One of my commentato
rs
best comment about it when had the
someone
tried to call it racist, ‘there’s
a reason
this isn’t racist, (a white
person)
never been denied a job because has
(they)
like expensive sandwiches
and yoga.’
“If you compared it to the
stereotypes of other minorities
that were
created and are meant to
keep
down or to perpetuate negative them
images
– that’s racist.
“Liking yoga is not
For coffee it’s: “White
meant to
people all demean you.”
need Starbucks, Second
Cup
Lander, however,
fee Bean. They are also fond or Cofof saying people he’s referringadmits the white
‘you do not want to see me
to are more of
before I get the yuppie,
upper middle class, leftmy morning coffee.’ ”
winged variety.
Or hating their parents:
“White
It was too easy to ridicule
people love to talk about
righthow much winged white
they hate their parents, so
people as shows like
if you are The Daily
Show and The Colbert
in a situation where you
need to gain Report excelled
a white person’s trust, ask
at that, he says.
them about
“As I grew up in this neighbourtheir parents.”
hood there were working
Lander, who grew up in
class people
Riverdale, here when I
has lived in the States
was six, seven, eightsince grad years-old but
school at Indiana University.
by the time I reached
he cur- high school they
rently resides in Culver
were all gone.
City, Calif.
“Every white person in this
with his wife Jess.
neighbourhood is college-educ
He came up with the idea
ated, upper
for his middle class. That’s
blog while having an IM
why we did it. It’s
chat
January with Filipino friend, back in not a grand scheme to anger people
Myles but these are the
Valentin.
white people I know
… I’m one of them.”
The two high school friends
Essentially he’s making fun
discussing why white people started
of himdidn’t self, as he’s pretty
watch the HBO drama, The
much
the poster
Wire, and boy for Stuff.
ended up trading jokes
For the interview, he’s
about what dressed in
jeans and a vintage tee
they were doing instead
of watching that’s topped
off with a cardigan. In a
the show: things like getting
an arts way, Lander resembles
degree, attending writers
a redheaded,
workshops shorter version
or having an ’80s night.
of Dan Levy, complete with black-rimmed
Blogging about it seemed
glasses and a
like the cheeky smirk.
perfect next step. And
before long
He sips a Diet Coke,
people took notice.
and
about his love of New Balance raves
By March, Stuff received
shoes,
lion hits, with people around 14 mil- his bike and how ketchup chips and
the
forwarding the ever-growing world certain types of chocolate bars found
list to readily over here,
their friends.
can’t be found in
the States.
Book agents followed, and
The only “dislike” is where
the book version was published.by July
the
interview is being held.
“Initially, it was only
meant to
While breakfast places and
be read by Myles, and
Whole
like two of Foods make
my friends,” says Lander
the
while back seedy smoke-filledlist, apparently a
in town to promote Stuff.
donut shop a
“If this stone’s throw
blog was written as my
way to insult East Chinatownaway from Toronto’s
people, and I didn’t put myself
hasn’t yet made the
all, people would see through in it at cut.
“This place is liked by old
heartbeat, and it’s not funny.” it in a
Chinese
guys who play chess,” he
says.
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President’s Message
Every year the Better Newspapers Competition allows us to celebrate the accomplishments of our
members. The competition provides an opportunity to display our members’ finest work. We are proud
of the quality of the stories, photographs, ideas and the many people who work tirelessly to make the
community newspaper industry of Ontario the best it can be.
Each year, we review the awards program, we listen to your suggestions and comments and we do
everything we can to ensure the BNC evolves with the industry it represents. This year, to move with
the times, we have created four new website categories. These include Best Community Newspaper
Web Site, Best Community Newspaper Web Portal, Local Online Innovator of the Year and the Surfer’s
Selection. The Surfer’s Selection award is the first Competition Award to be opened up to the membership for judging.
As always, we give special thanks and credit to the judges. Each one of them is a journalism or an
advertising professional. Some are involved in the business of getting a daily or weekly newspaper into
readers’ homes; others dedicate themselves to teaching writing, editing, photography and layout skills
to those who will one day become newspaper industry leaders. No matter what their ‘day’ job, these
individuals have, once again, risen to the challenge of judging. They have given countless hours of their
time and they have done so for a selfless reason. They are passionate about the newspaper industry and
they want to keep raising the bar.
Many thanks to our sponsors for their continued support. Your generous contributions allow us to
reward those who truly deserve recognition.
Last, but by no means least, thank you to all the member newspapers and their staffs who rooted
through boxes and archives and pulled together nearly 2000 examples of their best work. Thanks
for your participation and for contributing to another successful year for community newspapers in
Ontario.

Abbas Homayed
OCNA President 2008/09
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

B E S T B U S I N E S S A N D F I N A N CE STORY
1s

t

Northumberland News - “Kraft
preparing its last meal”
place
This story explores all angles of the closure of an
important employer in the community. There is the history of
the facility, the perspective of a newly unemployed worker,
what services are offered to these workers now, and how the
community tries to find a new occupant for the plant. The
layout is clean and easy to read.

2 ce
nd

Renfrew Mercury – “Making music with Mill
Music”
This story grabs you from the beginning with an
entertaining lead. The strength of this story is we get to see
the man behind the business and a life illustrated with several
anecdotes. I’m sure in this community he is synonymous with
his business which is obviously his passion. Another story
with a clean layout and that is easy to read.
pla

3 ce
rd

Mount Forest Confederate – “Neustadt Springs
raises a glass to ten years”
This entry is crisply written, to the point
and entertaining. The writer’s use of language could be
viewed as a bit corny, but Chris Clark pulls it off and makes
it work. The story is easy to follow and full of information on
the microbrewing industry. A good read.
pla

Honourable Mention

Haliburton County Echo – “Lights on the Molou marquee
dimming” – This story could have been in the top three
because it is well written and provides interesting insight into
the world of movie theatres. However, it suffers from being
turned over three pages, making it lose a bit of continuity,
and it has a typo on the front page where it does not direct the
reader to the page to which the story continues.

Overall Comments

The writing was strong in most of the 73 entries, however
writers need to proofread because typographical errors spellcheck does not find get through. Presentation is important
and some stories would benefit from using subheads to break
the copy into “chapters”. They would also benefit from not
being continued over three or sometimes four pages. When
a story is turned that often, it loses continuity and flow. Plus,
when a story is turned, it should not be done so in mid-sentence because that also disrupts flow. The best stories featured
good, visual details and anecdotes from the people involved.
However, writers have to resist including everything they
have from an interview because some stories were bogged
down in details that diluted the main thrust and added
nothing. Having said all this, it was a pleasure to read such a
diversity of great topics and the OCNA should proud of all
73 entries in this category because they all contained some
valuable information.

northumberlandnews.com
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Kraft preparing its last meal
One of Cobourg’s
oldest industries
closing at month’s end
By Jennifer O’Meara
jomeara@northumberlandnews.com

COBOURG - The final days are
here for the Cobourg Kraft plant,
as the facility nears its month-end
closing.
“It’ll be a sad day when the doors
finally close on the last day and they
become part of Cobourg’s history,”
Mayor Peter Delanty said, of one of
the town’s oldest industries.
The plant has a long history in
Cobourg. During World War I, part
of the current buildings were used
to make 18-pound shells. After the
war, the facility was bought by the
York State Fruit Company, of Rochester. The company that was formed
in Cobourg became the Douglas
Packing Company. The factory used
the apples from nearby orchards to
make the pectin Certo, used to help
set jams and jellies.
In 1929 General Foods Limited
purchased Douglas Pectin Ltd. and
expanded it to include cereals, dog
food, Tang and Kool-Aid.
“It was a good company. (There)
was a good spirit to it,” said Colin
Dowsett, who worked for General
Foods from 1969 to 1989.
The workers went on strike for six
weeks in 1972, over what Mr. Dowsett said was a “misunderstanding” between management and the
union.
“It never happened before and
it hasn’t happened since, so to my
knowledge there was a very good
relationship,” said Mr. Dowsett.
In 1989, General Foods and Kraft
Foods merged to become Kraft
General Foods.
“The change over was quite
a major thing,” said Mr. Dowsett.
“Their ways of doing business were
very different.”
At its height, the plant employed
around 1,200 people, Mayor Delanty said. The number of employees
eventually decreased, when automation was introduced.
When the plant closure was
announced last year, 380 workers
were facing unemployment.
“I feel bad for the people that
are going to lose their jobs. I know
many of them,” said Deputy Mayor
Gil Brocanier, who worked as a
manager at the Kraft plant for 26
years. “It was a good organization to
work for. Unfortunately, it’s just not
financially viable anymore.”
STEVE NEWMAN

News file photo

Cobourg’s Kraft plant, on William Street, will close its doors at month’s end. The site has been home to the
food industry since just after World War I.

go to was a relief,” said Mr. Dunn. “I
A union representative for the
didn’t have to worry about my famKraft employees said he would
ily or my financial situation.”
not comment until the plant was
Mr. Dunn lives in Baltimore and
closed.
is now actually working closer to
Dennis Dunn was one of the Kraft
home. Although the warehouse
employees shocked by the clodoesn’t pay quite as well as Kraft
sure announcement. In February
did, it’s nice to have a good secure
he found new work in a Baltimore
income.
warehouse and left Kraft. He said
“It’s just a little
his new workplace is
of a lifestyle change,”
excellent and he had a
‘You pick up bit
he said. “You pick up
good transition.
“I was kind of lucky I the pieces and the pieces and move forguess,” said Mr. Dunn.
you move on.’ ward.”
Kraft Canada
“As soon as I heard I
Dennis Dunn
started looking for Former Kraft worker announced the October
2008 closing of the plant
work and I lucked
last November. A specifout.”
ic closing date has not been given,
Mr. Dunn had been with Kraft
but Kraft Canada Corporate Affairs
for six years. He heard about the
spokesperson Lynne Galia said the
job opening through a fellow Kraft
facility will be closed at the end of
employee and threw his hat in. He
this month. About 15 workers will
said he didn’t stay at Kraft long
be kept on to shut down the plant,
enough to take advantage of any of
Ms. Galia said.
their programs to help employees
After the closure was announced,
find new work.
Kraft met with representatives from
“I couldn’t stop Kraft from closing
Service Canada, Watton Employand actually having something to

Business

l Music
Making music with Mil
25th anniversar y
Renfrew business celebrates
By
Mercury Staff
As a youngster, Stephen St. Michael recalls
how he and his siblings
peawould throw their
saxonuts into their dad’s
at
phone while he played
home.
“He’d get pissed off,”
recalls St. Michael decades
later, smiling while knowfront
was
music
ing that
life
and centre in a family
coated with
that wasn’t Friday,
September 19
many luxuries.
much
There wasn’t
Saturday,
September 20
but
money to go around,
of music.
there was lots
Sunday,
September 21
St. Michael’s brothers,
Andy and Chris, played
the guitar, sister Sharon
sister
played the piano and
music
a
been
Deanna has
teacher for decades.
It’s a week or so before
sale
the 25th anniversary
busiat St. Michael’s
he’s
ness, Mill Music, and
musitalking about his
when
cal background,
the
a customer enters
if
store looking to see
his
St. Michael might fix
amplifier.
“It’s early ‘70s, late
visitor.
the
figures
‘60s,”
“It’s later than that,”
responds St. Michael.
After a few minutes
St.
more of talking,
give
Michael says, “I’ll
old
you $150 cash for the
amplifier or any instrument worth $200.”
on
The visitor settles
exchanging the amplifier
guitar.
a
for
Then it’s back to talkwhat
ing about music and
up in
it was like growing
Renfrew in a house where
was
St. Michael says there
of
a piano. As for photos
birthdays and Christmas
a
time, there was often
too,
musical connection
with one or more guitars

its

ment Services, Community Employment Resource Center (CERC) and
Cobourg’s Community and Economic Development department to
help the employees. A Ministry for
Training, Colleges and Universities
spokesperson said Kraft declined
the government services and opted
to set up its own action centre.
Kraft brought in an outplacement
firm to offer employees help with
resume writing, interviewing skills,
job finding skills and general career
counselling, as they searched for
new work. An adjustment committee of two union and two management members has been formed
and will continue these same services to support Kraft employees
until September 2009, Ms. Galia
said.
“We know a number of people
have been hired locally,” said
Wendy Gibson, coordinator of the
town’s community and economic
development. “A number have gone
to Sabic and a number have gone to
Weetabix.”

URE
THIS WEEK’S FEAT

LOCKWOOD

1054 Gillan Rd.,
Renfrew

A Touch of Country Decor
20th Annual Show & Sale

The town was also quick to join
in the search for a new owners for
the Kraft plant. The mayor created
a Kraft task force early this year to
help attract new buyers who may
want to consider other uses for the
land.
“It’s obviously a devastation for
the employees that have worked
there, but on the positive, it brought
a lot of great people together in
the Mayor’s Task Force,” said Ms.
Gibson, of the committee of local
industry experts and government
officials. “We probably couldn’t
have done that if not for the closure.”
The task force worked to help
Kraft employees move to other local
opportunities, maintain or increase
a regional industrial assessment,
and find new uses for the plant as
quickly as possible.
“When the announcement was
made last year just before Christmas, it was sort of like ‘Man, that’s
bleak,’” said Mayor Delanty. “But
with the work of the task force I
started to feel more optimistic.”
The task force created a virtual
Kraft tour that gives a computergenerated fly over of the plant, with
the buildings colour-coded based
on possible uses.
“The whole idea was to replace
jobs,” said Deputy Mayor Brocanier.
“We won’t know how successful it
was until things are finalized.”
Through the task force’s work over
40 possible buyers came through the
plant for a tour and the closing Kraft
plant is very close to being sold to a
new buyer, Mayor Delanty added.
An offer on the William Street plant
has been accepted, according to
the Mayor, and now the prospective
buyer is having the facility checked
out before the deal is finalized.
Ms. Galia said Kraft Canada cannot confirm anything at this time
regarding the possible sale of the
facility.
If the sale goes through, the new
owner would take over the plant in
January 2009, the mayor said, adding he doesn’t know who the new
owners are or how much is being
offered.
Although a new industry may not
be moving into the Kraft plant right
away, the possible sale of the building could soon be creating jobs in
Cobourg, the mayor added.
Even with hope of a new owner
on the horizon, the Kraft plant will
be sadly missed.
“They were always reaching out
into the community and saying
‘How can we help?’”

613-432-4809
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Rob is the editor of the
Claresholm Local Press, a
community of 3,700
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and Lethbridge on
Highway 2 in Alberta.
A graduate of the
University of Alberta in the
faculties of education and
arts, and the Lethbridge
College school of communication arts, Rob has been
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a half with the Macleod
Gazette, one of the oldest
newspapers on the prairies,
and has had his work
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weeklies in southern
Alberta. In his spare time
he’s editing the latest
Claresholm history book,
teaches writing, sits on
an LCC journalism school
advisory board and is
working on the great
Canadian novel.
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

B E S T
JUDGE

E D I T O R I A L

Peterborough This Week – A night of bad
1 e behaviour
c
pla
Peterborough This Week took the lesstravelled, and given the circumstances laid out in the
editorial, controversial route of pointing out the childish
actions of the Peterborough Coalition Against Poverty
and some councillors at a city council meeting. An
original, sincere and poignant editorial.
st

FINANCING

0% ON ALL NEW

Todd Hamilton
Todd Hamilton is the
publisher and managing editor of The Interior
News, The Northern Daily
and managing editor of
Houston Today. In 2008,
Hamilton was named the
Best Local Editorial Writer
for the second consecutive year by the Canadian
Community Newspaper
Association. He is also
a five-time Ma Murray
Award winner – B.C.’s top
community newspaper
award for editorial writing
and community service.
As managing editor, in the
past four years, The Interior
News and Houston Today
have won more than 60
international, national
and provincial journalism
awards including in 2008
and 2007, Best All-round
newspaper titles in Canada
in their circulation ranges.

Kanata Kourier-Standard – O’Brien must step
2 ce aside until courts hear his case
a
l
p
Take out the first two paragraphs and this was
the winning editorial. It was fearless, unyielding,
thought-provoking and ultimately very interesting...
except for the first two paragraphs. Clearly a great
editorial but “sometimes” get to the point.

3 ce consistency
pla
rd

Barrhaven Independent – No justice, no

The Independent rightly questions why legal
decsions, both federally, provincially and municipally,
favoured all except a five-year-old who was sexually
assaulted. Properly indignant, the hope is the
Independent follows this up with a series of stories
to examine the inequities.

Honourable Mention

Newmarket Era-Banner – Any Aurora growth is on
ORM
Burlington Post – Joseph Brant Memorial needs to
come clean

Overall Comments

For the most part, the editorials submitted were very
well-written, but much of the subject matter was obvious, the stance not fearless and did not offer a constructive alternative. Ontario editorial writers need to serve
their communities by strongly challenging popular,
conventional thought and provide solutions.
Congratulations to the winners, you are what makes
OCNA newspapers great.
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OPINIONS
A night of bad behaviour
OUR OPINION

A

t the end of Monday's city council meeting, Mayor
Paul Ayotte chastised council members who had
challenged his authority during the evening's
proceedings. It had been an eventful night with 17 citizens speaking about the shelter proposals and with more
gavel-banging than we've seen in a while.
While we agree that some council members could have
behaved better, the lecture on how to act at a council
meeting should extend to several people in the audience.
Unfortunately, most of them had already left the room
and didn't hear the message.
The night went off the rails when council members outnumbered the mayor and agreed to open discussion to
not just the two agencies securing the shelter contracts -Youth Emergency Shelter and Brock Mission. They wanted to talk about the unsuccessful bidder -- Whitepath

Consulting -- as well.
Why?
So they could vent in the front of the cameras. Or so they
could give the illusion that what people said would have
an effect on the vote.
It didn't. Councillors voted unanimously for YES's contract and only Coun. Eric Martin voted against Brock running the male shelter again. He had made up his mind a
least a week ago that he didn't approve of the shelter and
no delegation changed his opinion.
Speakers that come to the podium at City Hall need to
be prepared with facts, not just emotional pleas. To be effective, they should give councillors information ahead of
time.
And they should act like adults.
City council is not a comedy act. Therefore, heckling is not
appropriate and it adds nothing to the level of debate.
Frustrated citizens yelled out comments from the floor
throughout the night, about NIMBY syndrome and ac-

cess to business plans. If you have something to say, go to
the podium and speak up. Don't hide within the crowd.
It also does not buy you any credibility if you act like immature schoolgirls, huddling and twittering in the second
row. Yes, we are talking to members of the Peterborough
Coalition Against Poverty.
If you want to be heard and to be taken seriously, be rational and talk to councillors beforehand. Don't use the
time-worn excuses about perceived lowering property
values or rising crime rates.
Remember, they've heard that a zillion times and it rarely
comes to pass as feared.
It's councillors' faults that things got out of hand. But that
doesn't excuse the citizens who took advantage of the
raucous mood of the evening as if they were at a show by
Larry the Cable Guy.
Providing beds and meals to homeless men and women
isn't a joke and should not be reduced to a sideshow.
Next time, all of you act your age.

LETTERS

LETTERS

Councillor’s language
lacked eloquence, but
her frustration felt by
many others
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Editorial

Bridge decision leaves gap right where
it should be

Eugene Sallows,
a musician with
the Geriatric Jazz
band, trumpets in
a new year at the
Kanata Seniors
Centre on
Friday, Sept. 5,
during its annual
open house.
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Independent Editorial

No justice,
no consistency

Barrhaven was given 90 days of jail time, to be served on weekends, along with
house arrest and a conditional sentence. Randall sexually assaulted a five-yearold girl in his home while his wife, who ran a home daycare, was not around.
While the Crown was looking for a one-year jail sentence, Wake’s logic in
handing down the lenient sentence was that Randall would lose his job with
Stats Canada. The family, he deduced, had already suffered a financial loss as
Mary Randall had lost her home daycare business because of the attack. Wake
also commented that Randall fully co-operated with the police and that psychiatrists had determined he was at low risk of being a repeat offender.
But that brings up another question. Are our judges too lenient? Or is the system broken?
There were, in total, seven charges against Randall. Some of the charges
involved a second child. Randall was planning on entering a not guilty plea on
those charges, and the charges were dropped as part of a plea bargain. Had he
pleaded not guilty, the victimized children would have had to appear in court.
And why should the judge take into consideration the financial impact of this
man? What about the family of the little girl? Is there any thought given by the
court to their financial situation? Surely, they would never again be comfortable
with leaving their children in a home daycare, meaning that they would have to
sacrifice one income. And what about the costs for counselling and therapy that
will be needed? The children will need therapy, and the parents may very well
need help in getting over the guilt of leaving their children in a vulnerable position.
But the real tragedy here is that at least one child has had her innocence taken
forever at the hands of a child molester. She will never get that back. Surely her
innocence is worth more than 90 days in jail served on weekends.
Many residents throughout Nepean-Carleton are furious with the outcome of
the sentencing. Posters and photocopies of news stories about Randall were put
up on telephone poles in the area. The city’s bylaw department was, at the time
of this writing, planning to take them down. Evidently, the many illegal business signs that have been up for months and even years are okay, but it’s not
palatable to warn residents about a child molester in the neighbourhood.
In a perfect world, the perpetrator would be financially responsible for the
treatment and rehabilitation of the victim and the victim’s family. Wages are
garnisheed in Canada for things far less important than the sexual assault of a
five-year-old.
But in an even more perfect world, the courts would treat sexually assaulting
a child more seriously than, say, shooting a wild turkey.
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minorities bring to the public service.
I am a public servant
myself and most of the visible minorities that I know
in the public service were
trained in Canadian universities and are as qualified as
everybody else.
A greater number of visible minorities, even at the
entry level, have at least a
university degree.
The public service hiring
process is so comprehensive and rigorous that only
qualified individuals are

8503

selected to occupy positions.
Normally, after people

Thus, there is no occasion

and experience, they go on to write
an exam.
The successful candidates
are then called for an interview.
In all these processes,
English or French is used as
the medium of communication. One cannot therefore
go through this selection
process successfully without
basic knowledge of one or
both official languages.

on a silver platter.
In fact, recent government
reports show that recruitment rates of visible minorities are falling, while overall
hiring in the public service
is increasing, even though
visible minorities are more
educated than most applicants and language does not
seem to be a barrier.

have where a visible minority is
beenUR
short-listed
O
COMMUNITY
based on handed a public service job
their qualification

i wait for iphone

LETTERS,
SEE PAGE 8

Steph Willems photo

All good things come to those who wait. In the case of Shane Walker (left) and Michael Lahey, it was
a new Apple iphone, which went on sale at Rogers locations on Friday, July 11. The two camped out
to be first in line to purchase the limited-release ‘phone that does everything’.

Kickin’ it with Sass Jordan
It’s kind of intimidating when you meet someone famous of whom you are a fan.
It was like that when I met Sass Jordan during
my Canadian Media Idol audition a few months
ago.
Now, I know what some of you are out there
thinking, ‘Wow, Sass Jordan reads your column
and she was intimidated meeting you?’ Uh, no, it
wasn’t quite like that.
Culturally, I’m, well, stuck in the 80s. I don’t
wear parachute pants and I no longer have leather
ties and I never really had a mullet, but as far as
music is concerned, I lock into my 80s zone pretty frequently. We will be driving along in my little white Honda POS, Ivory Thunder – damn I
love saying that – and the kids know what they are
in for when their dad starts fishing through the
cassettes. “Here we go again,” they will say, “Dad
wants to go back to his
happy place. Which one do
you want, Dad, Men
Without Hats, Tears for
Fears, or Frankie Goes to
Hollywood?”
I was a big fan of the
Montreal music scene in the
1980s. The brilliance of By Jeffrey Morris
Men Without Hats goes far
beyond Safety Dance, and
there was Corey Hart, The Box, Chalk Circle,
April Wine, Gino Vanelli, and yes, I even have a
Mitsou cassette with the extendamix of Bye Bye
Mon Cowboy. By the way, that song is perfect for
those long drives on the 416 in Ivory Thunder –
damn I love saying that.
And then there was Sass Jordan.
“It’s really an honour to meet you,” I said with
a smile, extending a hand as she backpedaled a
bit, wondering if I was a big scary stalker. “I was
a huge fan of yours in the 1980s.”
She rolled her eyes and groaned and the other
Canadian Idol people started to laugh.
“Hey,” she said to them, “This guy wants to
meet the rock star Sass Jordan.”
I sort of felt stupid. That’s okay, I’m used to
that. It happens daily. Okay, hourly. Okay, secondly.
At first, I thought she was making fun of me
because I was a stalkerish fan, but in reality, Sass
Jordan just has a hard time accepting that anybody
would be honoured to meet her. She doesn’t see
herself as famous, and she isn’t really comfortable
with being a rock icon. She is just Sass Jordan. As
I would learn over the next hour, she is one of the
most genuine and nicest people one could ever
meet.
Because my Zamboni Man song was hockeythemed, or more likely because my personality is

FROM
THE
OTHER
SIDE

extremely narrow and one-dimensional, we started talking about hockey.
As it turns out, Sass Jordan has been around
hockey all her life. She is a little bit of a fan,
though now that she lives in Toronto, she finds
herself sitting and watching that blue team play.
Even though her hockey roots are at the old
Forum in Montreal, she would often find herself
hobnobbing with Matts Sundin and some of the
other stars in Toronto. Entertainers and athletes,
she said, often travel in the same circles.
Aside from the A-list celebrity thing, Sass
Jordan also has a history in sports as an anthem
singer. Over the past couple of decades, she has
sung the national anthem in many arenas, and she
has collected many great stories over the years.
“I think the most embarrassing moment happened in New York,” she said. “I was singing the
anthem at a Rangers game – I
don’t remember what year it
was but it was a long time ago.
I had been in the U.S. for a
long time and I didn’t know
that they had officially
changed the words to O
Canada. So I sang one version
of the song while the words on
the scoreboard were different.
That was really embarrassing.”
But aside from the embarrassing moments in
New York, there were some great ones.
Singing at games in which Wayne Gretzky was
playing was always a thrill, and then there was a
game just after 9-11.
“It was very emotional,” she said. “You sing the
anthem before a hockey game, and it’s a tradition.
But that night in New York, it was the first time I
could really feel the emotion from a crowd after
the national anthem. The way the people reacted
to the song, it was a very special feeling. You
could feel how important it was to them and you
could sense just how much the 9-11 attacks
impacted everyone’s lives.”
When Sass Jordan was contacted about being a
judge for Canadian Idol, she wasn’t really familiar with it. She had heard of American Idol but
had never watched the show. That has helped, as
the Canadian judges are not trying to replicate a
Simon, Paula and Randy type of chemistry.
Although she encourages the artists, there is a bit
of reality.
“You can tell right away if somebody has it or
they don’t,” she said.
We had a great talk and after our interview was
over, she finally got rid of me. I guess I might
have overstayed my welcome by an hour or two.
But, hey, it was Sass Jordan. I tried to tell her
goodbye but it was so hard…
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Grand Bend Strip – How much is your child’s life

worth?
place
This editorial regarding the tragic drowning of
a 14-year-old girl at a beach where no lifeguards were
present was striking. It was the additional effort, with
the related story, insight from the girl’s parents and a Q
& A with the town administrator on why there are no
lifeguards on duty after 6 was what put this one over the
top. It begs the question, how much is a life worth?

2 ce of our heritage
pla
nd

Bracebridge Examiner – Ignorance: a part

I really liked the strong language that wil
hopefully change the attitudes of the local council
to see the value of local heritage. Well done.

3 ce The local council’s fight with firefighters does
pla
rd

Burks Falls Almaguin News – Stupid Battle

seem silly and with this editorial, hopefully
cooler heads prevailed. Keep it up.

Honourable Mention

Sioux Lookout Wawatay News – Major changes
needed for 135 year old legislation The Mining Act is
antiquated and the writer is calling for action to protect
not only First Nations land rights, but all communities.
Clearly written and worthy of mention.
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How much is your child’s life worth?
in 18 million per year. In one example, the
study - compiled using statistics from the U.S.
Lifesaving Association - noted that in 1990,
five people drowned on Memorial Day at
American Beach in Nassau County, Florida,
one year after lifeguards were removed
because of budgetary restraints. A short time
later, lifeguards returned and the number of
I didn’t ask Richard and Anna Kovar how drownings dropped to zero for the eight years
much they would be willing to pay to bring leading up to the report’s release.
their daughter Jule back to life; instead, I’ll
Grand Bend’s lifeguards are on duty five
put the question to you. If you were able to hours a day during the week and seven
give money to revive your child, would you hours a day on weekends (12 noon to 5 p.m.
pay $20,000, $50,000, $100,000, $1 million?
Monday through Thursday, and 11 a.m. to
This is not a budgetary issue, as Lambton 6 p.m. Friday through Sunday and holiday
Shores CAO John Byrne says (see following Mondays). Friday morning, when our cover
interview). If the budget were your family’s, shot was taken, there were still none on the
you would find the money, right? And you beach at 9:20, and there were people swimwould find it right now instead of thinking ming in very rough conditions. Among them
about it and waiting for someone to tell you were Jacey Gardner (on cover) and her friend
it’s the right thing to do.
Breanne Johnston, both 14, of Windsor. They
So why is it, then, that Lambton Shores were attracted to the waves for “the rush,”
continues to wait for a report from a profes- Johnston said. “It’s fun because it makes for
sional body analyzing the situation at Grand bigger waves,” Gardner added.
Bend beach before it makes a real move to
Where would those girls be if Stephanie
secure the safety of swimmers at the beach? Donaldson and I were not meeting there that
I’m sorry, but a few life rings are not enough. morning? And they weren’t the only ones
The fact is, a life ring is useless if there is no swimming in the 3’-4’ waves; we also saw a
one on the beach to throw it to a person who woman with her two young children and a
is drowning. Like the saying about a tree fall- man with his toddler.
ing in the forest, if someone drowns when the
Lifeguards are more than rescuers. In fact,
beach is empty, does anybody see?
their most important role may be to prevent
I’m surprised that no one has the foresight swimmers from putting themselves in danger
to say, until a report is done this fall, that we in the first place. Why do people keep drownwill go above and beyond the minimum (life ing here? I don’t think it’s a coincidence that
rings) to make sure our residents and guests the last three victims have drowned after lifeare safe. I use the word guest because that’s guards go off duty.
what a tourist is. They’re not strangers who
With a season that runs from the end of
don’t deserve our attention. They are guests June to Labour Day in September, the beach
whose money we want, Wednesday,
yet whose safety
2008.patrol costs the municipality $48,000 per year.
May 14,we
A4 BRACEBRIDGE EXAMINER,
cannot ensure. Worse yet, the guests who we That’s not much when you consider that the
fail the most are those who are most vulner- town brings in $350,000 annually from its
able: young people like Elizabeth Tse, 20, Jule parking lots. Even a round-the-clock patrol
Kovar, 14, and Ryan Albrecht, 17.
wouldn’t equal the income from people visitWhat is the best we can do until the report ing Grand Bend.
comes in? In a 2001 United States report
If stores were being robbed on Main Street,
called Lifeguard Effectiveness: A Report of the or pedestrians being stabbed, would the police
Working Group, commissioned by the National put a set of handcuffs on the station wall after
Center for Injury Prevention and the Centers hours? Surely someone would see a trend and
for Disease Control and Prevention, research- step up patrols. Don’t our beachgoers deserve
ers found that the chance of drowning at a the same treatment?
beach patrolled by lifeguards is less than one
The Kovars are waiting for an answer.
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View from Lambton Shores
CL: In terms of lifeguards, what is the view
If it is foreseeable, it is preventable.
- Lifesaving Society Canada, Ontario Branch of whether they should be working longer?
JB: That ’s all part and parcel of the
This is the third year in a row someone has Lifesaving Society. What we’ve done in terms
drowned at Grand Bend, and each drowning of a protocol was just follow what preexisted
happened after lifeguards went off duty. To help pre-amalgamation, and what was going on
prevent deaths in the future, Lambton Shores last previously in Grand Bend, and carried that
fall commissioned a Lifesaving Society report, on. We always interview and talk to the lifeand recently purchased life rings, a measure wit- guards before and after seasons to figure out
nesses believe could have helped save at least one what can we do different, and that’s why we’re
of the victims. The Lifesaving Society has audited changing lifeguard stands and we provided
the facility, will review policies and procedures, new surfboard equipment and so on and so
and will interview staff. Their report is due this forth. The frustrating thing is that everybody
fall. Typically they recommend lifeguards or rescue can come in after the fact and suggest this,
equipment. The Grand Bend Strip spoke with that and the other thing. As I said, that’s why
Lambton Shores Chief Administrative Officer we wanted this done professionally by the
Lifesaving Society and we’re going to go from
John Byrne about the situation.
there.
Casey Lessard: I understand you are buying
CL: So, do you see it as a coincidence that
life rings for the beach. What is the status of
each of the last three years, somebody has died
that?
John Byrne: They went up last Friday (Aug. after the lifeguards have gone off-duty.
1). There are four stations, and we bought a
JB: Again, let me ask you the question,
dozen of them in anticipation that some of what time should they be on in your mind?
them will be stolen, and one was stolen that
CL: My attitude is, if there are people on
very evening. We’re just replacing them to the beach in a strong enough mass of numkeep them stocked until we get the report bers…
from the Lifesaving Society and can plan for
JB: What’s that number for you? Again,
this for future years. It’s an interim measure at these are all subjective things. It’s easy to say,
this point. They’re about $100 a piece.
but you come down there, you look around
The Lifesaving Society was seen as a mea- and see that there are no lifeguards sitting in
sure of saying, Okay, let’s do this thoroughly the lifeguard stands. Does that register with
and have professionals come in and objec- you that maybe there are no lifeguards on
tively look at this and see what can we do to duty, number one. You look at the water conimprove things. They were also asked, Look, ditions, the high wave activity going, Gee, I’m
if there are things that are obvious to you and not sure that’s the safest place to go swimthat we should be doing immediately, please ming. Or do you just throw caution to the
let us know and we’ll do those; don’t wait for wind and go running into the lake saying,
the final report. As it turns out, there was a Let’s see what will happen?
tragic event in tragic circumstances. Certainly
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there and we’re going to see if the Lifesaving they’re less likely to access the beach after
Society recommends more, less, or different hours.
deployment of those or what.
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Of the 41 entries, they were all quite good as editorials
representing the newspapers’ home communities. There
were a variety of topics, but the one topic that stood out
was trying to keep their municipal governments’ honest
and making good decisions. I really liked the strong
language that will hopefully change the attitudes of the
local council to see the value of local heritage. Well
done.
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Premier Award ~ Editorial
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Michelle Stewart
Michelle Stewart is the
editor of the Aurora in
Labrador City, a
Transcontinental
Community Newspaper.
She is a national awardwinning journalist
including CCNA’s First
Place 2007 and 2006
winner for Best Headline
Writing. Michelle has more
than 15 years experience
in journalism.
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KANATA
SEPTEMBER 12, 2008 -

Kanata Kourier-Standard – There’s no point in
saying it was a difficult decision to choose the story
deserving of top honours. Daniel Reid offers the
epitome of what community news is all about with his story,
Four-year-old overjoyed on first day of school. It’s the simplicity of this story that makes it so wonderful. Really, who
would think to go to a child’s house to chronicle her first day
of junior kindergarten, unless, of course, she was the prime
minister’s daughter? The story flowed beautifully with great
description of both the scene at the house and the emotions
going on. Reid managed to capture the little girl’s excitement,
her brother’s feelings in his role as big brother as well as the
anticipation of the parents in this wonderfully described, very
important day in one family’s life. What makes it great is the
fact that any child, any family in any community could have
fit into this story. The only flaw with this story is that it wasn’t
on the front page.
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Ajax/Pickering News Advertiser – Crystal Crimi
was a very close second in this category with her
story A+ fresh start (very appropriate headline). This
story is one that offers hope to many who could find themselves in the same position of the main character (Terry
Rigby) in this story. After an injury destroyed his career, the
former millwright shared his very personal feelings of going
back to be retrained in an environment with classmates half
his age. Crimi effectively describes the challenges of Mr.
Rigby who had to first upgrade with a reading and comprehension disability before entering into chemical engineering.
What’s notable about this story is how it doesn’t draw pity
from the reader so much as it evokes a firm admiration for his
perseverance in spite of the obstacles – great writing style.
Toronto Riverdale-East York Town Crier – Claudia
3 ce Cautillo’s A handy way to talk to your baby (another
pla
great headline) is a very interesting piece on a new
approach to education. The author keeps the reader interested
with a detailed account of how sign language classes are
teaching babies to communicate before they can even talk.
The author didn’t leave many unanswered questions about
this concept in the story. Obviously Cautillo took the time to
talk, listen and research this.

Overall Comments

Judging this category was an enjoyable experience as it
certainly displayed how writing stories relative to education
can cover a whole gamut of topics. This year’s submissions
had news stories that offered a lot of insight into the various
education systems as well as some wonderful feature stories
that took us into the minds of both students and educators.
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AJ Groen/ News Advertiser photo
Terry Rigby, during a titration test, checks the colour of his testing liquid. Mr. Rigby suffered a workplace injury and now is in his third year of the Chemical Engineering Technology course at Durham College.

By Crystal Crimi/ ccrimi@durhamregion.com

W

hen a beam fell on Terry Rigby’s right foot and crushed his big
toe, he had no idea the impact it would have on his hands. In a
split second, his life swiftly switched direction, taking him out
of the skilled trades and toward post-secondary school.

Now, at age 44, he’s in his third year of
chemical engineering at Durham College.
“This is never what I would have chosen
to do,” Mr. Rigby said, sitting near a coffee
shop on campus, wearing a green ‘Durham
College
Dad’ T-shirt.
12
RIVER
DALE-EAST YORK
Although it’s surprised
him how well
TOWN CRIER
May 2008
he’s fit into college, the idea of returning to
school filled him with anger and frustration
at first. Like the rest of his family, he’s spent
his whole life in the skilled trades.
“It was like watching someone die,” said
Laurie Moffatt, who was Mr. Rigby’s upgrading teacher at TriArch Educational Services in Cobourg. “Terry identified himself
ing and he was chosen as a candidate for
through that work.”
labour market re-entry. The news was
Throughout his life, Mr. Rigby’s had no
“mentally paralyzing.”
shortage of work opportunities, from workAfter interest and school equivalency
ing for family businesses, framing houses,
testing, which revealed he has a reading
general contracting, and eventually becomCLAUDI
CAUTILLOmillwright.
and comprehension disability, he went to
ing aAconstruction
Features“Then in 2003, I had my accident,” Mr.
TriArch for upgrading. He tried to be positive, but it was hard.
Rigby said.
Stephan
“Terry was like the worst of all cases,”
While
doing
a
millwright
job
at
General
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Ms. Moffatt said. “You would have never
Motors,
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on a ablanket
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floor.
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thought it could happen.”
his foot.
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her right hand with
fingers “It
He was “a nightmare.” He didn’t want
crushed
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spread
apart
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lother
of other
thumba to
chin.stuff,” Mr. Rigby said, moving
wanted to be outside working on a roof or
hands almost as often as his lips. “I don’t
Herhis
8-month
-old
something, she said.
have accidents,daughter
so this isChloe
a whole new ball
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around in
front
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As Ms. Moffatt and Mr. Rigby started to
in life for me.
”
with agame
handful
other during
infants,
gain each other’s trust and he began to have
injuryof
occurred
the SARS epitaking inThe
their
success, he excelled.
demic andsurround
it took 12ings
hours
for his wounds
with
wide, curious
eyes. to. The delay caused rotting
“Most of the people I work with have an
to be attended
Black
is signing
extremely high work ethic,” she said, and
nerve
problems.
the word
“mommand
y”
with
a groupproceedings,
added they can’t change that in school.
After
numerous
of eight including
other women
taking
“People like Terry have the tendency just
temporary
positions, seeing doctors and
Laura Berg’s baby part in one of
like they did at work to achieve.”
dealing with infections,
a functionality docsign
classes.tor said he couldn’t language
In college, he’s now at the top of his
go back to millwright-
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A handy way to ta

class, joined the student ambassadors and
has done some tutoring and motivational
speaking. At first, he was filled with self
doubt and worry that others would see him
as the old guy.
“For the first week I was sitting there
going, ‘I can’t do this’,” he said.
But when a fresh-out-of-high-school student offered to help with his computer
problems, he knew he was going to be all
right. “From that day forward, I felt OK,” Mr.
Rigby said.
Having a friend and someone to help him
has been a big thing. He has a good study
group and the college staff have helped
with his test anxiety and learning disability.
The mature student adds richness to
the classroom because of their life experience, said Jeanette Barrett, dean of Durham
College’s school of career development and
continuing learning.
“They’ve done a lot they just don’t give
themselves credit for,” Ms. Barrett said.
They have a proven employment record,

bring life experience and flexibility with
them, have overcome the challenge of retraining and will be loyal, which makes
them attractive to employers, Ms. Moffatt
said. To his surprise, the juggling and not
the schoolwork, has been the hardest part.
“I’ve basically given up my life,” Mr. Rigby
said. He still has bills to pay, friends calling
and family to appease, as well as dealing
with his new physical limitations and pain.
“The biggest thing not to let happen is
just leave,” Ms. Barrett said.
If that happens, they could leave in poor
standing, which ends up on their transcript.
Durham College’s preparatory department helps get mature students ready for
post-secondary, making sure they have
day-care arrangements, backups and are
at a point in their life where they can. Staff
also investigates if someone has stopped
coming to see if they can come up with a
solution. By working with the school, students can arrange for a temporary leave in
dren’s IQs,
good standing, emergency
loans,
and
other
that’s
not
our purpose,”
Acredolo says. “Really
supports.
it’s the
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actuallythat
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the most key
that people benefits
are proud
of all.” of him.
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Newmarket Era-Banner – Power Struggle
1 e This is the whole package about the positive and
plac
negative impacts a transformer station and future
generating station will have on the surrounding community.
Shining an unflinching light on residents’ emotional resignation,
definitions of technical terms, perspectives across the spectrum,
comparisons to other regions facing similar dilemmas, Power
Struggle informs the reader in an easy to read, concise manner
then invites participation in an online forum. Glossary boxes,
pro/con columnists and a useful clear peaker plant proposed site
map help the reader navigate.
st

2 ce
nd

Niagara This Week, Niagara Falls – A War is
Brewing Over Water
pla
A comprehensive examination of the divergent
demands facing the states, provinces, and municipalities
bordering the Great Lakes, this is one of the best in tackling the
international linkages of fresh water. Terrific use of heavy hitting
sources in the Canadian/American governments, International
Joint Commission, Maude Barlow of the Council of Canadians,
WorldWatch and scientific reports. It makes the reader look at
water as a business commodity. Good use of a full tabloid width
image of rowers at rest. The headline with “War” and “Water” in
prominent point size pulls the reader into the story.

3 ce Clarington This Week – More Nuclear in Ontario’s
future
pla
If not Candu, then who? The search for a nuclear
technology vendor in Ontario and the timeline until nuclear
energy lights Ontario houses is meticulously tracked in this
report by Keith Gilligan. Numbers, in the billions, and timelines that hinge on getting “everything lined up” help the reader
understand the huge governmental commitment this will take.
A terrific quote from Greenpeace rep Shawn-Patrick Stensil,
featured as a pull quote in the layout, “Ask a stupid question, get
a nuclear answer,” is a fine counterpoint. Topping it all off is the
novel layout of the story inside a broken-outline nuclear generator tower with the atomic ellipses forming the O of Ontario. A
video interview online augments the information.
rd

Overall Comments
Overall this category shows the environment is front and centre
in many municipalities across Ontario with a local media committed to keeping it there. Whether it be biosolids, sewage sludge
spread on agricultural land, school children leading the green
charge in their classrooms, the novelty of noiseless electric jeeps,
homeowner use of windmills and solar panels, buying local
produce and using green cleaning products, community news
reporters are helping educate their readers and challenge them to
participate. Reporters in this category, on the whole, researched
their topics from a myriad of angles making the scientifically
complicated simple and covering believers and skeptics equally.
The best and better reports included a wide range of sources:
scientific, political, taxpayer, health provider. The energy and
innovation shown in the newspapers’ commitment to reporting
issues of environmental importance is commendable.
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(ERE IN .IAGARA WERE SURROUN
DED BY IT A FINITE RESOURC
E THAT
IN JUST A FEW SHORT YEARS
MAY BE SUCH DEMAND
THAT IT WILL BE A POINT OF
CONFLICT BETWEEN NATIONS
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Companies have to guarantee on-time, on-budget delivery
By Keith Gilligan
kgilligan@durhamregion.com

DURHAM -- In 2018, when an Ontarian goes to turn on a light, the plan is the power could be
coming from new nuclear reactors built next to the existing Darlington or Bruce stations. The power
could also be coming from refurbished reactors at the Pickering and Darlington stations.
Over the next decade, the provincial government is looking to invest billions -- estimates are $40
billion -- on nuclear projects. That’s a far cry from a saying about nuclear power that went ‘power too
cheap to meter’.
Earlier this month, the government narrowed the field of vendors down to four companies, including
Atomic Energy of Canada Limited, the builder of the Candu reactor.
A decision on what will be built and where will be made by the end of the year, says Alan Findlay, a
spokesman for Ontario energy minister Gerry Phillips.
The government’s position from the start has been “basically, we want the best value for Ontarians,” Mr. Findlay says. That’s why Candu isn’t the only technology being considered.
The other vendors are: AREVA NP - US Evolutionary Pressurized Reactor; GE Hitachi Nuclear
Energy - Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor; Westinghouse Electric Company -- AP 1000
nuclear power plant. The AECL reactor being considered is the ACR 1000 Advanced Candu. Mr.
Findlay says the technology will be selected by the end of the year and the new units would come
on-line in 2018.
Pat McNeil, the senior vice-president of nuclear generation development for Ontario Power
Generation, says it’s possible to meet that deadline. “As long as everything lines up. The challenge is to get everything lined up.” It will take up to two years to prepare the site and he says
construction could start as soon as a licence is acquired.
Building will take between three-and-a-half-and-five years, then another year to get the reactors operating. The new units could generate anywhere from 1,000 to 1,700 megawatts each. As
one would expect, environmentalists take a different view of the government’s plan. ShawnPatrick Stensil of Greenpeace says the power produced at Pickering could be replaced with
renewables and conservation. Powering up with renewables is “definitely” possible, Mr. Stensil
says. “There’s the full gamut of options. The (nuclear) industry says it’s too small.” Wind and
solar aren’t enough to replace nuclear, but he says environmentalists have “never said it has to
be all wind and solar.” Refurbishing Pickering ‘A’ was years overdue and billions over-budget.
Refurbishing Pickering ‘B’ would cost $5 billion and that’s “close to the cost of ‘A’, and it was
abandoned because it was too expensive,” he says. Refurbishing Pickering ‘B’ financially “doesn’t
make sense and it’s close to a large population,” he adds. “They’re not talking of the option of
replacing Pickering (with renewables), which are quicker (to build).”
His retort to more nuclear energy is, “Ask a stupid question, get a nuclear answer.”
The energy is needed to close the expected gap between supply and demand. By 2025, the Ontario

‘Ask a stupid question, get a nuclear answer.’
– Shawn-Patrick Stensil, Greenpeace
Power Authority estimates a gap of 10,000 megawatts of electricity between what can be supplied in the province and what will be used.
As an example, the Pickering nuclear station can produce about 3,090 mw if all six reactors are at full power.
Eric Williams, president of the Canadian Nuclear Society, which pushes nuclear power, said recently that meeting
the demand is like “a large ship at sea. It takes a long time to get it turned around.” Refurbishing the four ‘B’ units at
Pickering would extend their life to 2060, when they would be permanently shutdown.
OPG filed an EA report on the refurbishing proposal to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission near the end of last
year.
newsdurhamregion.com
“Clear to success is understanding the work to do before you start doing it,” Mr. McNeil states.
Watch a video interview at
“If we refurbish ‘B’, we won’t make the same mistakes we made on ‘A’,” he says. “We understand what some of the work
newsdurhamregion.com
is.” Doing a refurbishment includes completing a “complete, rigorous assessment of the plant condition,” he says. “Our view,
there’s no significant environmental impact” refurbishing ‘B’, he says.
Mr. Findlay says the government’s intention all along was to build two reactors at either Darlington or Bruce.
(Pickering isn’t an option for new nuclear reactors because there isn’t enough space.)
“It’s been stated all along, it will be one plant with two units,” he says.
The initial number was 1,400 mw, and that would have been two 700 mw reactors. Each unit at Pickering is capable of producing
about 515 mw. “The decision was made to use the newest technology. Those are larger single units,” he states.
From an economic standpoint, “it’s best to build twin units.”
Having spent his whole life working with Candu reactors, Mr. Williams is somewhat biased when he says the technology “works well. I’ve
worked with them around the world, but we have to look after them.” The issue for AECL and Candu is being able to build new reactors on
time and on budget. The company says it has delivered six Candu 6 reactors to customers around the world over the past 11 years, all on-time
and on-budget. There’s a financial risk for vendors, given the Ontario government expects the winning bidder to cover the cost of going overbudget or over-schedule.
Diane Flanagan, with Infrastructure Ontario, which is overseeing the awarding of the contract, says there are a “number of criteria” being considered by the government. “One is the best value for Ontarians. Will it create jobs and stimulate development,” Ms. Flanagan states, adding the jobs
are both of scientific and local construction. A Request-for-Proposal method is being used to judge the bids.
The RFP doesn’t allow the four companies to lobby the government or speak to the media about their proposal. Each also has to provide financial
security. If not, they could lose the contract.

Sponsored by Sun Media
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Phyllis Barnatt is a faculty
member of Niagara
College’s Journalism-Print
program in Welland,
Ontario. She teaches
international politics,
Canadian politics, media
law, reporting and
newswriting and special
fields of writing. Students
produce the college
newspaper, Niagara News,
which won Canadian
Community Newspaper
Association awards in
2008 for second best
college/university
newspaper in Canada,
second place for best
campus feature and
second place for best
campus news report. Her
11-year career in
community news was with
The Fort Erie TimesReview where she covered
municipal politics as a
reporter/photographer
before becoming editor
and finally, managing
editor. She is a graduate of
Brock University,
St. Catharines, with a
bachelor of arts honours
degree in politics and of
Niagara College’s
Journalism-Print program,
Direct Entry.
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

F E A T U R E

Niagara This Week, St. Catharines – The Birds
With eye-catching art that aptly deserved the front
e
c
a
l
p
page play it received, coupled with strong
writing that held this judge‘s attention to the end, the feature
writing over 10,000 award goes to Niagara This Week, St.
Catharines. The feature about flocks of birds, estimated at
100,000, causing havoc in St. Catharines. Doug Draper’s
words, combined with stellar photography by Gord Bowes,
lifted this feature to the top of the 60 entries. The feature
could have been written a little better in terms of naming
the actual birds, starlings, which was noted in the front-page
subhead, but far down in the actual story, and the layout was
slightly off in terms of text runaround on the right side of a
cutline. Overall, though, a good, interesting piece and wellpresented package.
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Burlington Post – The Ultimate Mother’s Day Gift
The Burlington Post finished third for its
fantastic and fascinating feature entitled The
Ultimate Mother’s Day. The story, perfectly timed right
before Mother’s Day, is about a Burlington woman who is
carrying her sister’s child as a surrogate mother. While well
written and scoring high in community content thanks to the
efforts of reporter Tim Whitnell, it lacked the layout design
punch of the overall winner. The photograph of the expecting parents touching the belly of the obvious pregnant sister,
which used as front page main art, was a mirror image of the
inside photograph. A good effort nonetheless.
pla

When competition entries reach as high as they did in the
feature writing over 10,000 category, the great thing is the tremendous amount of variety. The top three finishers are stellar
examples of what fine feature writing should be: Begin with
strong, tight and colorful writing and couple it with stunning
graphics, resulting in an overall presentation that keeps the
reader entertained and informed right down to the last period.
Other newspapers, especially those who finished in the
distance, need to discover what consists of a feature story and
equal it with great photographs, graphics, design and layout.
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%VERY NIGHT AT DUSK
TENS OF THOUSANDS
OF STARLINGS DESCEND
UPON A SMALL AREA
IN NORTH 3T #ATHARINES
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Elmira-Woolwich Observer – A Moment Frozen
in Time
pla
Elmira-Woolwich Observer’s entry was the most
visually stunning of the entire category. Designers Matt
French and Pat Merlihan must be singled out for their
creative presentation about a story featuring a mural which
used Elmira District Secondary School students as models 23
years ago. Great leg work on behalf of reporter Vanessa Moss
and the rest of the newspaper for tracking down the majority of the models and finding out how their lives turned out.
The newspaper, itself, should be commended for giving the
unique feature room to breathe over a four-page supplement.
The writing, however, could have been a little stronger as it
was no match for the visually stunning presentation.
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Jerold LeBlanc, 44, is editor
of the Wetaskiwin Times
Advertiser newspaper in
Alberta. The post follows
on the heels of eight years
spent in the daily newspaper environment, working
as a copy editor for the
Edmonton Sun. Jerold has
more than 22 years of
journalism experience, the
majority at award-winning community newspapers, where he’s earned
provincial and national
accolades for his writing
and photography.
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TUESDAY’S WING NIGHT
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Plains Road business
in ruins after second
fire in seven months
By Dennis Smith
BURLINGTON POST STAFF
The scene of a Friday morning fire that
destroyed Halton Satellite has been turned
over to insurance company investigators,
said a Burlington Fire Department
spokesperson.
“We’re not requesting anyone from the
Ontario Fire Marshal’s Office,” said prevention officer Ben Rotsma. “The cause
of
the fire is undetermined.”
An OPP cadaver dog trained to search
for human remains was summoned
to
sniff through blackened remains of the
building at 369 Plains Rd. E. to ensure
no
See Cadaver page 3
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Woollam — Special to Burlington Post
FAMILY BOND: About five weeks after
today (Mother’s Day), Dr. Jenna Davis,
middle, is expecting to give birth to the
right, and Karma’s husband, Adam Brown.
first child of her sister Karma,
The baby, a girl, is the result of a procedure
that placed Karma’s fertilized eggs into
happily-married mother of two, who
offered to carry her sister’s baby after
her sibling. Davis is a
Karma’s uterus was damaged by radiation
for non-Hodgkins lymphoma of the
treatment she had undergone
cervix. While the arrangement is not
an adoption, the two couples signed
tions up to the moment of birth clear
a legal agreement to make expectato both sides.
Derek

Burlington woman carrying sister’s baby

By Tim Whitnell
More accurately, Davis is, in her own
words, son, Gavin, 3.
BURLINGTON POST STAFF
acting as a “gestational carrier” of a child
that she
The germination of Jenna’s extraordinary
says belongs to Karma and her husband,
Adam. offer stemmed from Karma’
Dr. Jenna Davis is a happily-married mother
s inability
“This is a very different feeling,” Davis
with two youngsters and a third child well
said of child. In 2003, Karma was diagnosed to bear a
on the the pregnancy. “People have to remember
way — but she insists it’s not hers.
this is Hodgkins lymphoma of the cervix, with nonnot an adoption. It wasn’t mine before
a rare form of
it started cancer.
Her stomach is large and round, as
she is growing. I feel a different bond. I love
the baby
about 5-6 weeks from giving birth, but
Karma, who has never had a child, and
the 34- (but) it feels like my niece. I’m not
Adam
preparing a were not married at the
year-old is adamant that it is her sister’
time of her diagnosis,
s baby.
(newborn) room. I’m really content
with my having only been together
Davis, a family chiropractor and acupuncturfor a few months. The
family,” she said.
ist with a practice in Oakville, is acting
couple decided to harvest her eggs and
as a surDavis and husband D’Arcy, married for
have them
rogate for her 35-year-old sister, Karma
more
fertilized
with Adam’s sperm and then frozen —
Brown.
than 10 years, have a daughter, Emily,
5, and a See Woman
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Manitoulin Expositor – “Around the world in 6
1/2 years,”
Jim Moodie’s first place winning feature on a
globe-circling cyclist was a captivating read from start to
finish. It described a unique adventure, jam-packed with
intriguing details supplemented with community reaction
that kept the story moving despite its length. Photos chosen
provided further insight into the trip.

Around the world in 6 1/2 years

place

Homecoming bittersweet for globe-circling cyclist Rob Cassibo

2 ce In second place, Martha Perkins’ poignant and
a
pl

nd

Minden Times – “One brave little man,”

inspiring story of a boy’s life with cancer was
beautifully told, beginning with a lede that transports the
reader into the boy’s world and maintains the hold with
much descriptive detail. An attractive layout included a
variety of photos and ample white space.
Tillsonburg News – “Peters enjoying role as
3 ce speaker,”
pla
Third place winner Jeff Helsdon used initiative to
provide a behind-the-scenes look at the speaker of the legislature, turning a potentially dry topic into an interesting,
informative feature, beginning with an attentiongrabbing lede and continuing with unique details such as
the “ghosts” of government. The layout would have been
improved with a more modular look.

THE TIMES

rd

Overall Comments

An honourable mention was not awarded as there were
several features that qualified. Overall, many of the
features in this category provided fascinating glimpses of
people and their communities. General suggestions for
improvement include using ledes that grab the reader’s
attention, ‘showing’ rather than ‘telling’ by providing
detailed descriptions, and considering layout and
photography as essential elements in attracting the reader.

( circ. -9,999)

WEDNESDAY,

by Jim Moodie
LITTLE CURRENT—Standing on
the snowy sidewalk outside the
Anchor Inn in his beat-up cycling
garb last Wednesday, his trusty
Cannondale bike heaped with
panniers and drybags, Rob Cassibo draws a few inevitable ganders
from curious passersby.
“You’re a brave man,” remarks
one woman. “Are you going far?”
A smile breaks across his windruddied features. “Gone far,” he
sighs.
He’s not kidding. In a little over
six years, the 43-year-old science
teacher has gone farther on two
wheels than most of us would
conceive of going in a lifetime on
four.
He’s crossed six continents—
every major land mass in the
world barring Antarctica—and
81 countries (that’s counting the
UK nations as one). He’s logged a
staggering 110,000 kilometres—
nearly three times the circumference of the globe.
Now, having rolled like a holyfool ghost back onto Manitoulin,
the place where the whole crazy
odyssey began back on a hazy, pre9/11 day in 2001, he’s finally calling the tour de la monde complete.
“You know that scene in ‘Forest
Gump’ where he says ‘I’m tired
and I want to go home’?” the
cyclist remarks, moments after
crossing the swing bridge and dismounting from his endlessly
rebuilt (the frame is the same, but
not much else) bike. “I get that
now.”
The only problem, he playfully
points out, is that he no longer has
an actual home on Manitoulin,
having sold it to Al and Charlene
MacNevin before setting out on
his journey. “I’m basically an
unemployed homeless man,” he
says.
It’s all relative, though, Mr. Cassibo is quick to add. “In Africa,
people would look at me and say,
‘He has a bicycle and a lot of
things.’ In North America, people
look at me and think I’m going to
steal something.”
Having been a carefree, self-propelled vagabond for six-plus
years, the cyclist admits that, as
much as he’s arrived at a Gumplike resignation about the need to
settle down, the transition back to
a ‘normal’ life is going to be difficult. “In some ways I feel like I
just got out of prison,” he
remarks.
Travelling without a watch or
phone, and accessing the Internet
only sporadically over the course
of his multi-year journey, Mr. Cassibo managed to miss out on most
of the major world events of the
past half-dozen years—learning
about them only belatedly and
sidelong.
He read about the deadly
Columbia space shuttle explosion
in an old paper he found while
waiting out a blizzard on Israel’s
Mount Zion—a year after the
tragedy had occurred. As for the
2004 tsunami? “I found out about
that a year and five days after it
happened,” he says. Hurricane
Katrina? “I was out of the loop in
Siberia.”
While the scope of such
tragedies hit with a surreal shock
once word finally reached him, it
was a different bit of news that
probably garnered the most disbelief. “I met this guy who told me
that Schwarzenegger was the governor of California,” he recalls.
“‘Dude,’ I said. ‘You’re making it
2008
up.’“ 13,

FEBRUARY
Yet if one part of him feels “like
I’ve been locked up in a box while
the rest of the world went on,” the
metaphor doesn’t do justice to the
sense of liberation he’s felt. “I’ve
actually been free as a bird, wan-

Minutes after ending his six-year world cycling tour, Rob Cassibo slams back his favourite treat—a Diet Coke. Mr. Cassibo is
well known on Manitoulin for never being far away from the beverage—what he describes as “the nectar of the Gods.”
photo by Alicia McCutcheon

A beach ball globe, Mr. Cassibo discovered, was the easiest way to describe his
adventure to locals who spoke limited English or who had limited knowledge of
world geography. This picture was taken on the top of Gran Paradiso in the Italian
Alps, which he reached after cycling 125 kilometres up a single hill, only to
encounter a parking lot and a wall of ice.
photo supplied

Having a bit of a roadside rest in Australia, with the dramatic monolith of Ayers
Rock in the background.
photo supplied

dering the world aimlessly like
zones and deserts and blizzards.
Caine in ‘Kung Fu,’“ he says. “I’m
You’d think he might be a bit
worried that the good days are
tired after cycling for six years
over now.”
and 110,000 kilometres, but if anyAll these comments, it should
thing, he seems invigorated. You
be noted, come out in one big
also get a glimpse of the former
headlong rush, his mind jumping
teacher in him—the way he gesfrom thought to thought and place
ticulates, jokes, spills out inforto place. One minute we’re in
mation in such a manic, infecTibet; the next we’re in Tierra Del
tious way.
Fuego. He’s bursting with anecHe was named a Teacher of the
KTV Ontario in 2000—a
dotes and adages (his favourite
Year by
WEE
EWSonTHIS
being the one he glimpsed
the
year before selling his house, givside of a hippy van, warning,
ing away his truck, and trading
‘Don’t believe everything you
his chalk brush and lesson plan
think’), all these reflections and
for a passport and a Lonely Planet
epiphanies that have been bouncguide. He’s lost touch with most of
ing around inside his helmet
his fellow teachers since, but stuthrough six years of labouring
dents email him to this day.
alone over mountains and bridges
Mr. MacNevin, the father of one
and borders, through danger
such student, is here to greet the

returning cyclist, whom he spied
by chance while driving through
Espanola the previous day with
wife Charlene. Knowing the
adventurer’s fondness for Diet
Coke—because the fridge had
been full of the stuff when the
MacNevins moved into Mr. Cassibo’s house—he’s met him at the
bridge with a bottle of the bubbly
by way of a welcome-back present.
For Mr. Cassibo, it’s one more
friendly gesture to cap the countless other acts of kindness he’s
experienced in his time on the
trail. “The friendliest country I
experienced was South Africa,”
he says. “Every third day I’d come
across someone who would ask,
‘Where are you going on that push
bike?’ and then demand I come
back to their house for a ‘braai’—
their word for barbecue. I stayed
with the rich of the rich and the
poor of the poor.”
In Pakistan, he busted a wheel
on a pothole, and went looking for
someone who could fix it. “In
North America, they would throw
a rim like that away, but this guy I
found spent two-and-a-half hours
squatting over a piece of rail to
hammer the wheel back into
shape, and when I tried to pay
him, he said, ‘It is my human duty
to help a stranger in need,’“ he
recounts, still amazed by the
man’s generosity. “Can you imagine someone in Northern Ontario
fixing your car for free if you
broke down?”
Having travelled through so
many of the world’s poorer corners, Mr. Cassibo has found the
final leg of his trip through Canada a bit disorienting. As much as
he loves the terrain and its people,
he’s now shocked by our relative
wealth and casual approach to
consumption.
“Yesterday
I
watched a guy put $125 of gas in
his truck,” he marvels. “In Cuba,
you make $10 a month. In some

ways, I think I feel more comfortable in a Third World country.”
While he admits that he drove a
truck himself while living on the
Island, and “had a whole house on
my own,” the experience of
trekking for so long with limited
funds, and seeing how others get
by on next to nothing, has taught
him a lot about thrift and ingenuity.
You can tell that just by looking
at him: the Gore-Tex jacket he set
out in, once a bright, repellant yellow, is now a leaky wreck, its
delaminated surface puckered
here and there with patches of
Seam Grip. His pants have so
many hand-stitched seams across
the thighs that it looks like he’s
trying to make some kind of punk
statement, circa 1979. His saddlebags are frayed and misshapen.
He could probably have sprung
for a few motel rooms, particularly during this latest wintertime
jaunt across Northern Ontario,
but he obstinately pitched his
tent. He admits he was tempted to
get a room in Wawa, after cycling
through -22 temps in White River
(home of the famous oversized
thermometer depicting plunging
mercury), but balked at the price.
“Do you know how much they
want for a motel room these
days?” he says.
It wasn’t the first time he cycled
through a deep freeze. “I never
planned on getting to Russia in
winter,” he says, “but as I was
coming through Europe, I got
sidetracked. ‘All roads lead to
Rome,’ right?” So he detoured
south, and then north again
through Scandinavia, passing
through Hell, Norway, among other ominously named locales, “and
by the time I got to Moscow, it was
New Year’s Eve, and minus 42. I
wouldn’t recommend it, but it’s
how it worked out.”
He had studded tires to help
facilitate his progress across the
snow-encrusted Steppes and the
wind-whipped wastes of Siberia,
but a thick hide and a certain
God-given padding were probably
crucial in the heat-retention
department. Mr. Cassibo may be
the first endurance cyclist to
return after six years of calorieconsuming effort and look as
husky and well-fed as the day he
left.
He’s not fat, by any means, nor,
of course, in bad shape. You don’t
cycle six continents without being
incredibly fit, and getting fitter by
the day. “I’m just a large shape,”
he says. “I played rugby at university. I’m a case in point that you
can go around the world and still
be big.”
Prior to embarking on this twowheeled odyssey, Mr. Cassibo had
undertaken several two-bladed
ones, using his summer breaks
from teaching to kayak long
stretches of Canada’s Voyageur
route. Mr. MacNevin, who rented
the teacher’s waterfront home in
those days as a summer escape—
since the teacher obviously wasn’t planning to spend much of his
‘vacation’ in the abode—recalls
the year that Mr. Cassibo set out
in his kayak, paddling west
towards Thunder Bay. A month or
so later, he showed up again in his
boat—pit-stopping
for a Diet
PAGE 3
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Request to Voluntarily

Reduce External

Water Use
Construction of the Mall
task requires one of the Road Water treatment Facility is nearing completion.
The last
and the well is tied into production wells to be off-line while the well house
the new facility.
is abandoned
As such the County is requesting
that all Tillsonburg
use during the period from
July 7 to July 14, 2008. residents reduce their outdoor water
Residents are requested
sprinkler systems. Pleaseto only water lawns once per week, this
are showing signs of stress hand water flower containers, vegetablesincludes automatic
and gardens that
washing of vehicles, decks on your normal watering day and time. Please
and driveways.
minimize the
Voluntary outside water
use is expected on the
street address as follows:
day corresponding to the
last digit in your
• 0 & 1 – Monday
• 2 & 3 – Tuesday
• 4 & 5 – Wednesday
• 6 & 7 – Thursday
• 8 & 9 – Friday
Time Restrictions:
The speaker of the
sees everything to Ontario legislature also overdo with Queen's Park.
Peters, who is a history
For
buff, this is a perfectSteve
Building maintenanc
e and decor are among role.
responsibilities.
these

• Residential: 6 am – 9
am & 6 pm – 9 pm
• Commercial: 8 am – 10
• Automatic Sprinklers: am & 3 pm – 5 pm
4 hour period between
midnight and 6am
Permits are still required
for: New sod, seed or treated
tems and fund raising activities.
lawns, automatic sprinkler
sysFor more information
contact:
Town of Tillsonburg
Customer Service Centre
County of Oxford
519-842-9200
Water Services
519-539-9800 ext. 3129

All arrows point
to the Tillsonburg News
for Yard & Garage Sales!
There’s only one place to
advertise your
local Yard or Garage Sale!
And that’s the
Tillsonburg News!
Put your message where
people will be
looking for it. Every Friday
in the
Tillsonburg News we’ll publish
a Garage
Sale Finder Map where your
Garage Sale
will be easily found.
Plus, we’ll give you a “Garage
Sale Kit”
which includes signs and
more.
Stop by and pick up your
kit for a
successful day!

To place your Garage/Ya
rd Sale call

519-688-6397

211092 E

Sponsored by O’Donnell, Robertson & Sanfilippo
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JUDGE

E.P. Chant
E.P. Chant has been
the Managing Editor of
Student Publications –
including the OCNAmember Saint newspaper
– at St. Clair College in
Windsor for 14 years.
Previously, he worked for a
dozen years, as a reporter
and editor, for a family of
weekly newspapers based
in Amherstburg, Ontario.
He holds a degree in
Communication Studies
from the University of
Windsor, where he also
served as Editor-in-Chief of
The Lance newspaper.

Elmira-Woolwich Observer – Silent Suffering
During the past couple of years, I’ve judged general/
human interest feature writing in the OCNA
competition – and this newspaper won one year, and received
an honourable mention in another. Now, here I am handling a
different category, but with the same result. It would certainly
appear that there is a partnership of reporters and editors
in Woolwich which really understands the intricacies and
philosophy of feature-writing. This piece is an exceptional
one, describing how economic depression in the agricultural
business can lead to psychological depression among farmers. More poignantly, it explains how, given their hardy and
proudly independent mindsets, many of these individuals are
reticent to reach out for medical and/or counselling assistance.
It “has it all”: an economic angle, human interest, and current
news (because an outreach program is now underway to provide free counselling to troubled farmers). A nice centrespread
lay-out, with informative graphs, too. Given the (largely) rural
setting of The Observer, this feature absolutely oozed local
relevance … and, more than that, might have been a life-saver
for some troubled readers.
place

2 ce
nd

Stoney Creek News – “Canada’s invisible caregivers
face issues in silence”
Increasingly, we’re seeing coverage of Baby
Boom-aged adults who are, now, caring for their elderly
parents. Here’s a fascinating twist on that: a simultaneously
sad and uplifting look at the sizeable number of teenagers
who are caring for their chronically ill and disabled, middleaged parents. Like The Observer’s “agricultural depression”
feature, this one is multi-faceted and comprehensive: human
interest with the personal stories of several families, newsy
(agencies are now attempting to provide resources to the
care-giving teens), widely researched (stats about the number
of such young caregivers, locally and internationally), and
advice-laden (tips and agency-contacts for such caregivers,
and suggestions to help high school teachers identify and assist
such teens). Well and comprehensively written, and, truly, an
eye-opener to a societal situation which probably very few of
us have ever thought about.
pla

Kanata Kourier-Standard – “Did you know you stop
3 ce breathing when you sleep?”
a
pl
First-person treatments of one’s own medical
condition can, often, seem a tad egotistical (at best) and maudlin (at worst). But Nevil Hunt pulls off his tale with self-effacing humour and, ultimately, a great deal of helpful information.
His problem?… Sleep apnea – and a severely dangerous case
of it, given that he actually stopped breathing at points during
his slumber. While light-hearted throughout, his account of
the testing, diagnostic and treatment procedures is medically
detailed, but in layman-readable form. Also, the piece featured
the best photo caption I’ve read in quite a while: “A facemask
may not be the sexiest thing you’ve ever worn to bed, but
given the health risks of sleep apnea, it looks much better than
a corpse in the morning light.”
rd
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There are deﬁnitely deaths happening
in the farming community
as a result of suicide.
-Heidi Wagner

55%

of respondents said they
had trouble sleeping

30%

felt verbally or
physically aggressive

16%

were taking more
medication than usual
* Vista Survey System

Silently SUFFERING
ARTICLE BY VANESSA MOSS

AgResolve Program Aims to Help Farmers Cope with Stress

S

hrouded under a veil of idyllic rural settings,
many farmers in Ontario are silently suffering.
Unpredictable weather, volatile commodity prices
and high land costs – among many other concerns
– ﬁll farmers’ lives with stress. The coping mechanisms have been few.
That’s where the AgResolve farmer-support program comes in.
“Farmers have no one to talk to but their wife at
home,” said Woolwich AgResolve representative Ab
Martin. “Whereas most of us get out into the community, they don’t. Their problems are sort of kept
internal; we would like to give them an opportunity
to talk to someone who can help them.”
Originally launched in September 2006 to help
farmers in Haldimand-Norfolk, Cornwall and
Chatham-Kent, the program expanded in the summer to cover seven new areas, including Woolwich
and Wellesley townships.
Adjusted based on farmer input over the past
year, AgResolve provides free, conﬁdential, prompt
(within 48 hours) counselling services to farmers
and their families either over the phone through
the Farm Line (1-888-451-2903) or in person at designated meeting spots.
Leslie Josling was the driving force behind the
program’s introduction.
“I was aware that there had been a high suicide
[rate], particularly amongst tobacco farmers during the interest-rate crisis in the mid-80s. Then, as

I saw the next looming crisis in farming, I was concerned about what the implications would be, so I
began exploring ways that we might be able to meet
the psycho-social needs of farmers.”
After reviewing a survey of 491 farmers across Ontario in February 2005, Josling learned 84 per cent
felt there was an urgent need for some kind of outreach program.
“Farmers in the survey were telling us that suicide is a factor, that there needs to be this network
in place to help farmers deal with the stress, so that
it doesn’t get to that point,” explained AgResolve

There is this almost inescapable
stress that often sets in when
things are tough.
-Rick Gamble
program coordinator Rick Gamble, noting that according to responses, drinking, drug use, sleeplessness and mood swings were also on the rise.
Gamble’s grandparents were cash croppers, and he
spent 23 years working as a news reporter for CKCO
television, interacting with farmers for stories.
“This is important to me because I really have seen
ﬁrsthand some of the absolute turmoil that farm
families are going through. Knowing that there
are resources in place to help, but which are going
largely undiscovered is really hard to deal with. We
know that we can make such a difference, and we
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just need to get these folks in touch with the people
who can make that crucial difference for them.”
Gamble said the stressful situations he witnessed
over the years stemmed from farmers’ unique circumstances.
“There is no distinction between a farmer’s home
life and his work life. Most of us, if we have a really
tough job, we can go home and escape the stress. Or,
if there are challenges at home, we can go to work
and at least get a little bit of a break, but with farmers there is no such line – there is this almost inescapable stress that often sets in when things are
tough.”
Add to that the drought this year and you’ve got
some serious issues to deal with, said Heidi Wagner,
rural community health worker for the Woolwich
Community Health Centre (WCHC).
Wagner publicly supports the program because it
helps those that WCHC can’t.
“To go to counselling costs money, and farmers
will not spend that kind of money on themselves
because that’s just not the way they’re made up.
They tend to spend more on their animals and their
machinery and put themselves last; AgResolve will
allow farmers and farm families to get counselling
for free.”
She also said that the program’s timely response
is crucial, since farmers’ problems can escalate
quickly and lead to devastating consequences.
“There are deﬁnitely deaths happening in the farming community as a result of suicide,” she said.
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In homes across the
country, children and
teenagers are caring
for sick and disabled
family members
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GASPING FOR BREATH

Lend a
hand in to a
neighbour

‘Did you know you stop breathing when you sleep?’

at sleeping. Give me a soft
surface and some spare
time, and sleep comes easily.
I’ve always been good
at breathing too. It comes
naturally; hardly have to
think about it at all. Or so I
thought.
But being overweight
caught up with me during
last summer’s vacation.
Banished to the couch of
our rented beach house
in Ocean City, Maryland,
because of my snoring, it
was my father who noticed
it – I stop breathing when
I’m asleep.
Then I gasp and rush to
gulp in air, without fully
waking up. Then the cycle
starts again. Sleep, snore,
stop breathing, gasp and
gag, roused from sleep.
It’s a condition called
sleep apnea. Apnea is
a Greek word meaning
“Breathe, you idiot!” or
something like that.
It took a few moments
on Google to determine
that apnea can kill you
instantly (strokes are quick
and nasty) or it can kill you
slowly by enlarging your
heart until it wears out prematurely. I immediately
decided to stop Googling
things. Then I phoned my
family doctor and made
an appointment to see him
as soon as I got back to
Kanata.
If you know someone
who stops breathing – and
you’d like them to live a
while longer – insist they
see their doctor. Drag them
there if you must. Every
doctor understands how
serious apnea can be even
if most of the public has no
idea.
My doctor referred me to
a respirologist – Dr. Alikhan
– and he arranged an overnight sleep test at a clinic
on Broadview Avenue.
“Here’s a test I can excel
at,” I thought. “Just lay
down and sleep.” And the
sleep part was easy, even
if I had wires and sensors
stuck to my head, face,
chest and legs.

help with basic housekeeping, laundry and
meal preparation.
The WOCRC acts as a
referral service with the
client paying $12 per hour
directly to the worker.
Time requirements vary
according to need.
For more information
or to register as a worker for the Home Help
program please contact
Colleen Caldwell at the
resource centre at 613591-3686.
A facemask may not be the sexiest thing you've ever
worn to bed, but given the health risks of sleep apnea, it
looks much better than a corpse in the morning light.
The sleep technician
– yes there is such a thing,
although ironically they
have to stay awake for the
night shift – drew on my
head, then used tape and
putty to attach sensors and
wires until I looked like the
Griswold’s Christmas tree.
Thankfully the technician
plugged the wires into the

Every doctor
understands
how serious
apnea can be
even if most of
the public has
no idea
right piece of equipment,
and not an electrical outlet,
or apnea would be the least
of my worries.
After I slept six or seven
hours, the tech gave me a
return appointment to go
over the results with the
doctor four weeks later.
About 48 hours elapsed
before I got the call asking
me to come in sooner.
SEVERE CASE
Alikhan had a sheet of
paper in his hands when
I arrived in his office. He
explained that one set of
sensors had counted all the
times my sleep was inter-

rupted by breathing problems.
“Under seven times an
hour is not considered a
problem,” he said. “Seven
to 15 times is considered
moderate. Over 30 times is
considered severe.”
This Alikhan guy had
some bedside manner. He
paused before delivering
the punch line.
“You were a 69.”
Seeing the possibility of
a good story for the paper,
I asked if I could be a case
study, but it turns out 69
is nowhere near the worst
apnea Alikhan has seen;
one guy hit 120. I didn’t ask
if he’s still alive.
The good news is I’m not
dead yet, although another
sensor tracking how much
oxygen was present in my
bloodstream says I came
close to pushing up daisies.
“We like to see that stay
above 90 per cent of what’s
normal,” the doc said of
my nighttime blood-oxygen level, turning the page
of data so I could follow
along. The line on a graph
went up and down as the
night went on, then slipped
into the red around 4 a.m.
“See here,” Alikhan said,
pointing at the lowest spot.
“You dropped into the 70s.
That’s not good.”

APNEA,
SEE PAGE 11

Cash Back Now
On Your Car Insurance
Insurance company rates are $100’s,
even $1,000’s apart for the same car
and driver.

All you need to do is call the contact
provided by InsuranceHotline.com.
The insurance rep will do the rest.

For Free…InsuranceHotline.com instantly
quotes you the best price available from
over 30 of the top insurance companies.
80% of drivers that go on-line find an
average savings of $780, instantly.

Look at this chart…There’s a spread of
$1,000’s from the insurance company
offering the lowest rate to the highest
rated company.

Then you decide if you’d rather wait for
your insurance to renew, or get your
money back NOW by switching to a better
priced insurance company.
Make no mistake…It’s easy to switch.
InsuranceHotline.com emails you your
quote and gives you the name of the
insurance company that has the best rate,
along with their contact information.
Lee Romanov
President, InsuranceHotline.com

30 Insurance Companies Quoted – Lowest to Highest Rate
Driving Record

Vehicle

LOW

HIGH

Good Record

Pontiac Grand Am
SE 4DR

$1,313

$4,698

2 Tickets

Chevrolet Blazer
S Series 2DR 4WD

$1,588

$5,509

The probability of you being insured,
right now, with the insurance company
that has the best rate for you is low.
InsuranceHotline.com directs you to
the best priced insurance company.

InsuranceHotline.com finds this rate for drivers!
$5,000
$4,500
$3,500
$3,000
$2,500
$1,500
$1,000
$500

Go to www.InsuranceHotline.com and get your
money back now.

Sponsored by Hamilton Community News
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Burks Falls Almaguin News – Introduced with
a sepia image at the top of front page, readers are
directed to Page 12 for a well-crafted profile of a
man who, a century earlier, had moved to Powassan
without his newborn son and young wife, to start his own
newspaper. Supporting the story by Campbell was a series
of quotes, entitled ‘In the words of JB Lake,’ garnered
from editorials from the time period 1907 to 1916.
place

2 ce ‘what ifs?’. This is a fascinating interview with
la
p

nd

Minden Times – For Jenn Watt’s Exploring the

Michael Fay whose “passion is finding the lost
moments in history and bringing them to light through his
plays and fiction.”

3 ce Rick Vanderlinde is about the demolition of a
la
p

rd

JUDGE

Innisfil Journal – Another one bites the dust by

150-year-old house and the resultant outcry of a
shocked community. The story is well presented and
supported by great images.

Honourable Mention

To Martha Perkins of The Haliburton County Echo, for
her story following the death of Lou Consky. Lights dim
at Molou Theatre. A compelling story about the man and
the main-street institution he started in 1941 with his wife
Molly.

Ron Ennis
Ron Ennis is the managing
editor of Transcontinental’s
chain of community
newspapers in the Province
of Newfoundland and
Labrador. Mr. Ennis has
been in the business for 42
years, having enjoyed stints
as a reporter, editor and
today as managing editor
and general manager. Ron
and Delores have five
children and four
grandchildren.

Overall Comments

There were 67 very competitive entries for this year’s
Heritage Awards. For the most part the quality of reporting
and research was quite high, while for some their
presentations (layout and design) left something to be
desired. All in all, judging of this particular category was
both interesting and enjoyable.

Sponsored by Fort Frances Times
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Burlington Post – The Burlington Post’s
place exhaustive examination of the challenges facing
a community trying to find and retain
physicians was the first place winner in the very competitive investigative news story category. The coverage
included extensive interviews with many stakeholders,
including physicians, health officials from the local and
provincial level, and community members. An excellent
example of in-depth coverage of a complicated issue.

2 ce The Mississauga News took second place with
pla
nd

Dan Singleton
Singleton has been the
editor of the Sundre Round
Up weekly newspaper
since 1994. He has an
English Degree from the
University of Calgary and
a journalism diploma
from the Southern Alberta
Institute of Technology.
Over the years he has
judged many CCNA and
other regional newspaper
competitions.

Mississauga News

an in-depth examination of the hard times that
have fallen on one of the community’s historic districts.
Here again the coverage included many interviews with
community members, giving the all-important human
element to a complex issue.

By Jason Misner
BURLINGTON POST
STAFF

Hospitals — considere
health — suffer when d a gateway to our
there are not enough
family doctors to take
on what are called
privileges. These privileges
allow family physician
to enter a hospital
s
to check up on the
status of
their patients who
have been admitted
for
treatment.
If a hospital is the
gateway, then a family
doctor is the communi
ty’s gatekeeper. And
the
gatekeeper is feeling
stressed in Halton.
The family doctor shortage
is leaving some
current general practition
ers (GPs) with very
large patient rosters
— some as high as
3,000
— as they do their
best to fill the gap and
provide residents with
health care. Doctors
will
tell you they find
it hard to say no
to new
patients.
Halton falls short by
as many as 30 doctors. FULL ROSTER: As the chief
of family medicine
In a municipality
Kovacs oversees a
with a
and director of the
Derek Woollam –
program of nine hospitalis
Burlington Post
than 400,000 perhaps population of more
ts looking after 175-195 hospitalist program at Oakville-Trafalgar
that number doesn’t
Memorial Hospital,
patients a day.
that need follow-up
seem high, but it has
Dr. James
care. If there is no
created a problem
family after 175-195
for at doctor to do that,
least the last five
hospitals are left with
patients every day.
years. The math tells
Each
that talist has a
you responsibility. There
some 30,000 people
patient roster of approxim hospi- stopped obstetrics, so that
are at least a couple
are without a family
I can have
ately 20- able life,”
doc- ways to do that
of 25 patients to
tor.
but they require
care for.
said one unnamed doctor a reasonmoney,
staffing, coordination
cited by the
The shortage also
Milton
CMA
has
in
its
hired
report.
or
speaks to the concern
simply a dependen
“Never again will I
cy patients. On average one hospitalist to oversee hour weeks.”
— and some hope —
about family doctors
work 90that family physician
and hospital privileges
s are for 10-15 patients that doctor is responsible
and it’s a two-fold
, willing to accept privileges
In fact, older doctors,
a day.
problem at Oakville.
aged 55-65 were more
Trafalgar Memoria
Oakville and Milton
The major issue with
likely to have reduced
l and
hospitals have started
a hospitalist program
their scope of practice
a — and one being
Milton District —
(12-17 per cent) than
hospitalist program
part of
studied by bodies
physicians in the under—
like the 35 and
Halton Healthcare
35-44 age groups (7-8
system gleaned from a influential Ontario Medical Associatio
Services
the payment. Currently
n — is
— and Burlington’s
Margaret Kahng, director per cent).
United States. That
Joseph
, the
of medical affairs
means position
Brant Memorial.
is not supported
the hospital has
with Halton Healthca
hired a through
One, because of the
re
the Ontario
doctor who looks
lack
Services, says GPs
after the Ministry
of family doctors, the
are
of Health and
needs of all the in-patient
heavy,
deciding not take
s Long-term Care.
time-consuming
on priviwho don’t have a
patient
Hospitals
leges. Specialists are
family are required
workload means some
left to
to pay for
doctor. They are referred
MDs
look after the care
to of their global it out
are reluctant to
of inas orphan or unaffiliate
take on
funds.
patients.
hospital privileges.
patients. The physiciand Administrative staff and
That has become
Second, the new wave
boards must decide
an
looking after these
where
of
increasingly difficult
admitfamily doctors coming
prac“I resigned my hospital ted patients is called a hos- the money will come from.
into
tice because specialists
communities isn’t
It’s difficult to get
are
nearly as
exact
very busy. Just
privileges and stopped pitalist.
interested in taking
getting
salary figures as
on privOakville’s program
hospitals
them on the phone
is the are
ileges. They want
obstetrics, so that I
to enjoy
“There are less family challenge for the can be a
can veteran of the two, having such reluctant to release
some leisure time
nurses
numbers since they
been launched eight
have a reasonable
with
who are trying
physicians who want
years are competin
life.
their families and
to
get
to answers as
g with one
particiNever again will I work ago. Milton started one this another
they help
pate in other communi
work in the hospital
to fill their hospipast February.
ty
, so the follow-up care with
activities.
of a
90-hour weeks.”
it all has a trickle effect.” patient.
The time difference talist position, paying for it
A6 The Mississauga News — Wednesday, May 28, 2008
The more senior crop
themselves.
Anonymous doctor between the start of the
of
“There are less family
two
doctors — from the
quoted in 2002 Canadian
The underlying problem
babyMedical programs is wide, spanning
Margaret Kahng, physicians who want
boom generation
is the family doctor
to
Association survey two different
with at
director of medical affairs, work in the
shortprovincial gov- age.
hospital, so it
least 25 years of practice
According to
Halton Healthcare Services all has
ernments, yet the
—
a
underlya
trickle effect,”
are used to working
Canadian
ing cause to implemen
60-70-hour-work weeks
Medical
Kahng says, noting
t the Association
plus taking on hospital
143
survey
program
conducted in 2002,
privileges.
is the same — lack
Oakville GPs have
a num- leges, a
of GPs and decisions
Family doctors are
privinumber she would
by some of those practising ber of doctors wanted off the “medical
not obligated to take
like
to
see
on not to take on hospital
treadhospital privileges.
higher.
mill.”
Nine per cent of doctors
There are different
Yet, hospitals have
privileges.
forms of privileges
were reducing tors
patients
Oakville has hired nine
their responsibilities.
doccan apply for. Hospitals
hospitalists, looking
make the decision
“I resigned my hospital
about permitting doctor
privileges. They range
privileges and
See Some

Once a quaint town, Malton now is characterized more
by violence and poverty than nostalgia and charm

page 10

Photos by
Steve Der-Garabedian

problems surrounding the rise of methaphetamine use in the community looked at the problem
from several angles, including the response from police,
an addiction program and government officials. A
well-written, concise examination of a troubling trend.

A world
of hurt
Refuse and run-down store fronts litter the once-proud neighbourhood of Malton, one of Mississauga’s oldest communities.

fallen on hard times.
"Obviously, crime has been a serious
issue here lately," acknowledges Adams.
"We need to work with the police and
our social agency partners to strengthen
the community and reduce crime."
Malton is unique in that it's largely
isolated, physically, from the rest of
Mississauga. Neighbouring Pearson
International Airport, which occupies a
huge piece of land, virtually separates
the community from the rest of the city.
Geographically, it's Mississauga's
Alaska.
A springtime walk through Malton,
and its heartland on Goreway Dr.,
brings to light myriad changes that are
disturbing to longtime residents such as
Rotolo and Roy Willis, who have witnessed the transformation.
The corner of Goreway and Morning
Star Drs., with its coffee shops and food
joints, was once considered the meeting
A Mississauga street sign welcomes visitors to the com- place for Italian and British immigrants.
munity of Malton, founded almost 200 years ago.
They enjoyed gathering there to discuss
old times and current affairs of their homeland.
The area is now a breeding ground for mischief
and mayhem, according to residents, with groups
of teens loitering and stirring up trouble with seniors who call the neighbourhood home.
“Young people hang around hassling older people in the mall,” says Carla Speranza, whose father,
Paolo, stopped taking his daily walk to Westwood
ome call
.comit Mississauga's wasteland. Mall because of the harassment. “They don’t stop
The Barrie Advance news.barrieadvance
Conversely, there are those who view it as for them when they’re driving into the mall; they
a diamond in the rough. Others aren't don’t respect them, and it’s a major concern.”
sure exactly where it's located, or even if
The Malton Greenway used to be a stretch of
it's part of this bustling city.
picturesque forest that, coupled with the sound of
Countless opinions regarding Malton, a commu- waterflow from nearby Mimico Creek, was a getnity of about 40,000 people in Mississauga's away from the factory and industry noise that
northeast corner, exist.
engulfs the area. Today, the greenery is dotted with
One belief, however, is echoed by the masses: in pop cans, beer bottles, pizza boxes and empty cigathe last 20 years, things have gone awry in this rette packs.
secluded, working-class community. It's rich in
In the summer of 2006, the greenway was the
multiculturalism, but caught in a web of violence scene of a murder.
that continues to grow.
Morning Star Dr. was viewed not long ago as the
Malton was the scene of four murders between jewel of Malton, lined with tiny bungalows whose
last November and this past April, and six (of 20 colourful perennials made the relatively inexpenhomicides in Mississauga) since the middle of sive homes seem priceless.
2006. No other specific area of the city has seen
The street, today, has seen much better days.
that many murders during the same period.
The historic character and charm has been
It has shaken residents, leaving them wondering replaced with old buildings and truck traffic that
how such heinous crimes could take place in the can be heard from inside Westwood Mall.
community in which they chose to raise their chil“There are lots of older neighbourhoods there
dren.
that are deteriorating and there are lots of property
“This area has turned into a disgrace, and we’ve standards issues there,” says Willis, 73, a commugrown sick of all the crime we see and the crime nity activist who has been part of Malton's politiinflicted upon us,” says Carmela Rotolo, 60, who cal scene for decades. “It’s been defunct for a
has lived on York St. for 34 years with her father, while."
Antonio.
Willis lived in Malton for 28 years before movHer home has been broken into four times.
ing to Port Credit. He still has close ties to the
“I’ve had enough; we want to move,” she community and is a member of Malton
declares.
Neighbourhood Services, a non-profit organization
City of Mississauga Ward 5 councillor Eve that helps new immigrants and youths.
Adams, who represents Malton, says the area has
"When is the last time anything new of any

Overall the entries in this category were well researched
and written. The top entries were typically the ones
where the reporter or reporters spent a good deal of
time working on the stories. Good investigations
should not be rushed.

importance was ever built in
Malton?" asks Willis. "There's
nothing new of any size that's
going up there. A lot of it is
run-down."
Peel Regional Police statistics, to be officially released in
June, show crime isn't slowing
down in Malton. In Peel police
21 Division (population
230,624), which includes
Malton and part of Brampton,
there were 1,432 crimes of violence in 2005, and 1,496 in
2006. Last year, that number
rose to 1,511. The incidents
include assaults, robberies and
attempted murder.
Meanwhile, both 11
Division (west Mississauga,
population 357,448) and 12
Division (east Mississauga,
population 287,123) saw less
violent crime, with 1,248 and
1,476 incidents, respectively,
reported last year.
Only 22 Division, which
covers the remainder of
Brampton, had more such
incidents in 2007, with 1,970
cases of violent crime.
-5
Tuesday JULY 29, 2008 - Barrie Advance
Wesley Jones, president of
the
Malton
Black
Development Association, says
he walks the streets, visits local
mom-and-pop businesses and
talks to students at Lincoln M.
Alexander Secondary School.
He says there seems to be "a Adult entertainment options are almost as plentiful as the planes
lot more" crime in Malton that constantly fly over Malton.
of a Peel police survey of attitudes and opinions
today compared to 15 years ago.
Jones' organization tries to help the area's black conducted in 2005. The police survey found nearly
community through cultural, educational and half of Peel residents (48 per cent) are afraid to
community outreach activities. It offers a home- walk their neighbourhood at night.
Peel police Chief Michael Metcalf acknowledges
work assistance program as well as scholarships to
Malton has a Crips presence that has increased in
black youth in Malton.
He says Malton is in short supply of large "social recent years. The Crips are a well-known internameeting places." There aren't many franchise tional gang established in Los Angeles in 1969.
Their colour is primarily, but not exclusively, blue.
restaurants or ice cream shops in the area.
"These are places with a family atmosphere They're known to be extremely violent and
where people can go with their parents and maybe although multiracial, the Mississauga sectors conmeet other families," Jones says. "Without these tain a strong Jamaican influence. They often refer
things in place, you're seeing all of our youth to each other as “cuzz.”
The Peel police gang unit, which works out of
hanging out at the mall and congregating with
lab in Essa
the meth
Intelligence
other teenagers."
fter the bust of a would-be
Bureau,
also to
Although she doesn't live in Malton,last
Advance
Ad haswanted
week, The
Township Adams
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of the
considers it a safe place to live. She has walked at foundne
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be never
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The News' survey yield- here. There
raising any alarm bells. McMenemy said
Separated from the rest of Mississauga by several 400-series highways and the sprawling Pearson International ed results that were well I wish they would stay in Rexdale, but they
a batch.
to makeabove
numbers from that
See Malton page 7
Airport, Malton streets can be isolated and lonely at night.
single item for each

Graced by diversity,
tormented by violence

S

“That’s the problem with at-home labs.
Someone could do this with no chemical
background, just like they were making
a cake. They’re using solvents, acids
and bases, and it’s dangerous if you
don’t mix it together properly.”
OPP SGT. TOM MCMENEMY

METHOD A
O FIND
DRUG’S INGREDIENTS VERY EASY T

METH NICKNAMES

Ramsay purchased a regular-sized,
in the cost of clear
ingredient needed and spent $64.38. Add
hot and cold, and
tubing, a Pyrex-type bowl that can withstand
the ground for less than
a scientific flask, and the project is off
buy all of the supplies
$100. Within two hours, a person could
needed to get a lab going.
the production
The meth recipe websites do not promote
may try to do it on their
of meth, McMenemy said, but people
own for “economic gain.”
drain cleaners are
Since chemicals like paint thinners and
likely have a strong
used to make meth, a home lab would
smell.
McMenemy
Much like an indoor marijuana grow house,
could be a clue to a
said unusual behaviour around a home

clandestine lab.
and they are
“The supplies are needed in large quantities,
strong chemical odours
strong concentrations, so there will be
coming from the building.”
would come and
Unlike a marijuana grow-op, where people
at-home meth lab will
go to tend to the plants, people with an
in a matter of hours,
typically live there. Meth can be made
whereas marijuana takes months to cultivate.
make a one or
McMenemy said a small lab would typically
two-ounce batch of meth once a month.
so another clue
Drug traffickers can sell from their home
would be the
that something is going on in the neighbourhood
from the home.
number of strangers coming and going
would
chemicals
of
“Any home that’s exposed to these type
into effect.”
be contaminated, so that has to be taken
educated the real
He said the OPP’s drug enforcement has
and it’s
meth,
about
Society
estate board and Children’s Aid
programs.
also taught to students in drug awareness

ON PAGE 6
By Leigh Blenkhorn

METH MADNESS
Janis Ramsay
SIMCOE COUNTY BRACING FOR METH INVASION By
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alton’s shortage of
family doctors is
having a domino effect
on three of the
region’s hospitals.

Story by
Louie Rosella

pla

BURLINGTON
POST, Friday,

at the hospital

H

Part one of a
three-part series

rd
Advance
3 ce Barrie
The Barrie Advance’s examination of the

Overall Comments

www.burlington post.com

Replacing the family
doctor

Many of Halton’s
new family physicians
are not as keen about
admitting privileges
as their predecessors
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Oshawa This Week
Oshawa This Week won by incorporating
e
c
pla
compelling front page art and news design and
four pages of aggressive and generous coverage of all
parties reacting to the announced closure of the city’s GM
truck plant. This is a massive story for Canada’s motor city
and This Week did it justice.

Get local 24/7 newsdurhamregion.

MORE GOLD
FOR RUNNER

Alarms
& Locks

Alarms, Locksmith,
Closed Circuit Camera,
Window Bars, Safes,
Phone Lines

Need to Replace an Alarm Battery?
We Have All Sizes!

Connor Darlington now
takes aim at OFSAA MEET

English adventures in Asia: NEWS / 9

68 pages

JUDGE

AUTOCREDIT4U.CA
1-866-929-9955
Bad credit?
No credit?
Can’t get a loan?
No problem!
We will get you approved!

See our special section
available only online at
thetruckstopshere.newsdurhamregion.com

SPORTS / 25

905-430-1500

10 Sunray St. Unit #7, Whitby

Pressrun 79,700

THE TRUCK
STOPS HERE

Optional 3 week delivery $6/$1 newsstand

Going, going . . . gone
GM announces Oshawa truck plant closing permanently, putting up to 2,600 people out of jobs

2 ce Niagara This Week, Welland
Niagara This Week’s staff writer Michael Speck’s
pla
brilliant lead, ‘John Deere has written the city a
Dear John letter’ opens a well-written and sourced report
about the closure of the famed manufacturer of lawn and
farm equipment, eliminating about 800 jobs by the end of
2009. Great all-round reporting.
nd

‘Once this thing wears
off we’re going to plan
our strategy in regards
to them not living up
to their commitment,
I just don’t have my
head around that at
this moment today.’
-- An emotional
CAW president
Chris Buckley
addresses the media
at a news conference
held at the CAW
Local 222 Hall

newsdurhamregion.com

Watch video stories on
the announcement at
newsdurhamregion.com

For more stories on the
GM announcement,
see pages 3, 8, 10, 11
Walter Passarella / Metroland

Buy Dad a Gift Card...and make his DAY!
With over 95,000 products in
his favourite store, Dad can
get exactly what he wants.
Choose your own amount or
buy a preset amount of
$10, $25, $50 or $100.

Vaughan Today
3 ce While not as compelling as plant closures, the
pla
front-page coverage of Vaughan’s mayor being
investigated for contravening the Municipal Elections Act
was a big enough story to land Vaughan Today third place
in this category. Philip Alves provided readers with a fair
and straightforward account of the controversy, providing
balance and great play for a major story.
rd

The Canadian Tire Gift Card.
Easy to get and easy to give.

2nd rotor1/2 price Grooves for enhanced
performance and pad life

Buy one ATE PremiumOne™ rotor at
our regular price and receive the 2nd
matching rotor for 1/2 price!

Metacote™ protective coating
resists salt, dirt & corrosives

ATE PremiumOne™ rotors feature

Expels heat, gas
and water

unique elliptical grooves which channel away
gas, heat and water for optimal performance
and brake pad durability. When these
grooves start disappearing, you’ll know it’s
time to change your rotors. Come ready to
install - no grease or oil to remove.
2 year warranty. 16-2200X

OSHAWA

Gibb St. At Stevenson
905-728-9862
Wilson Rd. At Taunton
905-433-5079

WHITBY

Taunton [Z_j_ed
Rd. At Garden
m[bbWdZB f[b^Wc
905-430-5377
Consumers Dr. At Garden
905-668-1296

ATE PremiumOne™ rotors.
16-2200X. Reg. from 38.99
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Shop early for greatest selection. Sorry, no rainchecks. Assortment may vary by store. Sale ends Friday, June 6, 2008.
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Joe Banks
Joe Banks has been an
Ontario community
newspaper reporter, editor
and publisher for 25 years.
He now coordinates, and is
a professor for the
journalism program at
Algonquin College.
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Examiner
1 e Bracebridge
This
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concise
and told a tale about how a
c
a
pl
balcony collapsed when a wedding party
was posing on it for pictures. The Bracebridge
Examiner took first place because they had the best
quotes and the most detail in their story.
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by Matt Driscoll
“I do poor well,” says
Stephanie Myshrall, keeping an eye on her daughters
MaryJayne and Raychel as
they play on the couch in the
next room.
She speaks with confidence
and doesn’t hesitate to use the
word “poor.”
“It is what it is,” she says
coming back to make eye
contact. “I’m not ashamed of
myself and I’m happy for what
I’ve got.”
The 28-year-old works 10
a.m. to 2 p.m., five days a
week and makes roughly
$400 every two weeks. With
that she pays the bills on her
subsidized Bracebridge apartment and looks after her two
daughters, who are eight and
four years old.
Myshrall
doesn’t
need
Statistics Canada to tell her
Muskoka has a poverty problem; she sees it every day.
Ask the average Ontarian
to give you their impression
of Muskoka and they’ll likely tell you about luxury cottages, wealthy hockey players
and business moguls sucking up the sun at their lakeside Shangri-La. Muskoka is
renowned for such opulence,
but if you scratch through
that thin veneer you can see
the playground of the rich for
what it really is.
A place where the average family income is 12 per
cent less than the provincial average, but the average home value is roughly
$300,000, according to the
2006 Canadian Census.
A place where 40 per cent
of the permanent households

Kingsville Reporter

3 ce
pla

Arnprior Chronicle-Guide
Third place used humour to explain how
bugs were getting into a museum and
causing damage.

dispose of the building,” said Bob Kaye, TLDSB superintendent of business. “We are very hopeful that this issue will
reach a positive outcome for all concerned.”
Jeanne Pengelly, TLDSB communications officer, confirmed
Monday that the appeal was submitted Friday afternoon.
She said the timetable for an OMB hearing is currently
(See ‘School' on page A6)

WEALTH OF POVERTY. Four-year-old Raychel Myshrall laughs with mother
Stephanie and older sister MaryJayne looking on, sitting on the family couch. The
single mother educates her children on the value of hard work and a positive attiPhoto by Darren Lum
tude.
make less than $30,000 a
year.
A place where the 400-person wait list for Muskoka’s
500 affordable homes is measured in years, not months.
That list contained only 305
names in 2007, and 217 the
year before.
Myshrall waited three years
to get into her subsidized
apartment.
“It’s easy to find a place to

live in Muskoka if you’re rich.
If you’re poor, forget it,” said
Myshrall.
She excuses herself to cough.
Myshrall’s fighting a chest
infection but can’t afford the
prescription, so she’s doing it
“au naturel,” she says.
“An ounce of prevention” is
the family motto, as bowls
piled with apples and massive
bunches of bananas fill the
kitchen. Fruits and vegetables

help keep the girls healthy,
and can be purchased cheaply
after a few days on the supermarket shelf.
“Everybody knows I’m a bargain hunter. We spent $50 last
week and walked out of the
grocery store with eight bags
of food,” she said. “It wasn’t
always that way. Things were
really bad up until a few years
ago. I’d have to tell the girls I
(See ‘My' on page A6)

Rae questions Clement's residency
in riding of Parry Sound-Muskoka
by Jacqueline Lawrence
riding.
A Liberal member of
Although the Conservatives
Parliament would offer this recently committed to hostriding more help with job ing the 2010 G8 summit
H Ein Muskoka, Rae said he
Tthan
creation and tourism
its current Conservative MP believes local voters would
Tony Clement, who is only prefer an MP who is more
an “occasional visitor” to the engaged, and knows what is
area.
going on in the area.
That’s the message former
“Obviously, having someOntario premier and current thing take place in 2010 is
Liberal MP Bob Rae brought a positive thing,” said the
to Bracebridge last week, former New Democrat. “But
$ when he met with party sup- the real issue, I think, in this
porters at Muskoka Riverside riding, is to have somebody
Inn.
here who really understands
Rae began the July 17 visit this constituency, who’s lived
in Parry Sound, where
he
and
here,
who·knows what going
NO. 28
· federal
the riding’s
Liberal on (and) who has a feel of it
VOLUME 132
candidate Jamie McGarvey in his fingers and his bones.
hosted a question and answer And that person is Jamie
session with residents. The McGarvey.”
pair took the opportunity to
If elected, the Liberals, he
pledge their support to the continued, would help with
area, as well as to question job creation and
tourto keep
ableboosting
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coopreactions of andto ism
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quickSound-Muskoka.
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Overall Comments

not the approach the federal
government should take.
“Our minister of finance
would be telling people
Ontario is the first place (to)
invest in,” Rae said. “I think
that spirit of co-operation has
been sadly missing (with this
government).”
Clement, in response, characterized Rae’s comments as
a desperate attempt by the
Liberals to regain support in
Parry Sound-Muskoka.
·
He
said
he
believes
McGarvey has instructed
Rae and other high-profile
Liberals to personally attack
him because he is “too cowardly” to do it himself.
“This is the best strategy
Jamie McGarvey can come
up with after being the nomi- GREETINGS. Former Ontario
nated candidate
for asons
year,David
to premier Bob Rae (left) shakes
, along with
Dwayne
attack me personally and say
Keithhands with Mayor Don Coates
to locate
set out about
I’mSteven
(untruthful)
where during a visit to Bracebridge
and
I reside.”
last week. The Liberal MP for
Kyle.
and
whenToronto Centre spoke to a
Clement said he
“livesleft
here,
they turned
“Kyle said
works
here and plays here”
crowd of local party supportthe harbour and were
in Parry
left Sound-Muskoka.His
they
ers at Riverside Inn.
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Eight-Year-Old Credit

This category was very difficult to judge as there were so
many excellent entries. All three top stories were excellent
with good quotes, descriptive detail and great leads.

8,

2008

by Jacqueline Lawrence
The Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario
(AGCO) is investigating the role staff at the Lake
Joseph Club played in the events leading up to the
fatal car accident that killed three young Toronto men
near Minett earlier this month.
AGCO spokesperson Lisa Murray confirmed last
week that the commission is conducting an investigation into the club’s activities on the evening of the
accident.
Tyler Mulcahy, 20, Cory Mintz, 20, and Kourosh
Totonchian, 19, all of Toronto, died July 3 when their
vehicle plunged off a Peninsula Road embankment
and into the Joseph River.
A fourth passenger in the vehicle, Nastasia Elzinga,
19, also of Toronto, was treated for minor injuries at
South Muskoka Memorial Hospital and released.
While police have yet to receive toxicology reports on
the victims, Bracebridge OPP said July 11 that speed
and alcohol were definite factors in the crash. The
men reportedly had drinks at the Lake Joseph Club
before the accident.
Murray said the AGCO is looking into the matter.
“We’re looking at the question of ‘was there any
connection between this place (Joseph Club) and the
accident,” she said. “Anytime we get information that
there could be a connection between the sale and service of alcohol and an accident, we check it out.”
The question of whether staff over-served alcohol to
the young men will be examined, she indicated.
Murray said the commission is talking to staff and
patrons of the club who may have witnessed the
group’s activities. It is also working with local police to
learn more about the events leading up to the crash.
According to the Liquor Licence Act, establishments
convicted of over-serving alcohol can face a maximum
fine of $250,000. Individuals convicted of the same
offence can face a maximum $100,000 fine and/or one
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Scholars
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Air
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by Laura
MacLean
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The man
convicted of the sexual assault that
occurred on the Hunters Bay trail in Huntsville last
November was sentenced on Monday during an emoInc. publication ban
tional court hearing
that
saw the
Publishing
of CanWest
A Division
protecting
his identity lifted.
In Huntsville
court, Judge
George Beatty sentenced
Y PAGES
TWENT
Steven Edward David Yearley, 18, to serve a total of
five years and nine months in a federal institution.
The judge took into account prison time Yearley has
already served since his arrest, meaning a final sentencing of four years and seven-and-a-half months
from now.
Yearley pleaded guilty to three offences committed
on Nov. 13, 2007, including sexual assault causing bodily harm, robbery and threatening. These
offences occurred while he was still a young offender.
Arrested on his birthday, Nov. 15, Yearley subsequently escaped police custody in Bracebridge only to
be re-arrested Nov. 19.
For offences committed following his escape, he
pleaded guilty to possession of 2.5 grams of marijuana, escaping custody and five counts of break-and
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Former premier refers to MP as ‘occasional visitor' to area
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The severance would have allowed TLDSB to sell the nowvacant building and retain the field for use by local elementary schools. Earlier this month, the town’s committee of
adjustment for consent denied the application in a narrow
2-1 vote.
“This is the next step in the process of being able to sever
the old high school from the rest of the property in order to

Stats reveal ‘soft underbelly' of
poverty in playground of the rich

young boy who saved his dad’s life.

rd

WEDNESDAY, JULY 23, 2008

by Matt Driscoll
The Town of Bracebridge has a fight on its hands.
Last Friday, Trillium Lakelands District School Board
(TLDSB) filed papers to the Ontario Municipal Board (OMB)
appealing the town’s decision to block the severance of the
former Bracebridge and Muskoka Lakes Secondary School
(BMLSS) athletic field.

Isabell Redding, A.A.E.
Publisher, editor and
business owner Isabell
Redding (nee Shoff) grew
up in Drumheller, AB and
is the fourth generation
of her family living and
working in the valley. She
has been in the printing
and publishing business
since the age of 15. With
more than 20 years experience and as a graduate
of Mount Royal College’s
prestigious journalism
program in Calgary, AB, her
work has been printed in
many weekly newspapers
across the province as
well as in the Edmonton
Sun, Calgary Sun, Calgary
Herald and Alberta Report.
She decided to come
back to her hometown
of Drumheller in 1999 to
start up her own printing
and publishing business
to offer Drumheller and
area residents the most
comprehensive community
newspaper in the world
with the latest news, sports
and entertainment. She
won the award for Best
National Editorial from the
CCNA in 2008.

www.bracebridgeexaminer.com

School board, town, head to OMB

2 ce Second place also told a great story about a
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Alliston Herald – It was not a great year for

A well-written story brings a large issue down
to the local level. Kurtis Elsner talked to a wide range of
farmers, and painted a detailed picture of how the drought
and the high Canadian dollar are affecting local producers.
It’s one thing to talk about the effects of the weather and
the economy, quite another to show how those abstract
things affect real-world people. Despite the large number
of interviewees, the story never becomes tedious - it keeps
moving along with new information.
rd
Orangeville Banner – Running On Empty
3 ce Another
well-written story about a large issue
pla

– rising fuel costs - brought down to the local
level. Interviews with more producers may have added
some extra detail to the story. The layout was clean, bright,
and very well done.

Overall Comments

Rural stories are often looked down upon as “cat-crossing-the-street” stories, insignificant, and unimportant. But
most of the entries showed that these stories are important,
relevant, and merit the same skill, time, and effort as larger,
hard-nose stories. Rural stories are essential in most
Canadian communities, and it’s good to see that the
newspapers in this category recognize this.

it’s here...

www.ottawaregion

auction .com
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Police plot to clamp down on underage drinking at rural fairs
BLAIR EDWARDS
KOURIER-STANDARD

Megan never attends a
rural fair without first getting her buzz on.
The 16-year-old Kanata
girl usually downs at least
half a mickey of vodka
before she steps out the
door.
“It works faster,” says
Megan. “I personally don’t
like the taste of it, so I get it
down as fast as possible.”
Liquor lubricates her
social skills, she says, making it easier to socialize
with the thousands of teens
who ritually attend Ottawa’s
rural fairs.
“Not falling down drunk,”
she says. “Just enough so
you’re not shy.”
Getting the booze isn’t a
problem, she added.
There are plenty of 19year-olds at her high school
– students who failed a
grade – who are willing to
buy liquor for their underage classmates.
Megan never tries to
smuggle liquor onto the
fairgrounds because she’s
scared of being caught by
police officers or security

guards at the gate – but that
doesn’t stop most of her
friends, she says.
“Even if you have a halfempty water bottle, if you
say it’s water they’ll believe
you,” Megan says. “I don’t
think they really ask questions. They just open your
bag and close it.”
Some teens hide the liquor
bottles in their clothing, she
added.
“They can just put it in
a normal water bottle and
put it down their pants,”
she said. “If you’re wearing
cowboy boots, you can stick
it in your cowboy boots.”
Underage drinking is
rampant at Ottawa’s rural
fairs, says Staff Sgt. Mel
Robertson, a supervisor of
the Ottawa police’s rural
west section.
Most of the thousands of
teens who attend Ottawa’s
rural fairs drink alcohol
either shortly before the
event or on the fairgrounds,
he said.
“The community should
be very concerned about the
level of alcohol consumption going on in rural areas,”
he said. “Underage con-

sumption is very prevalent at
these fairs.”
Police say more than 50
teens were intoxicated at the
Carp and Richmond fairs,
held last month.

"Even if you have
a half-empty water
bottle, if you say
it's water they'll
believe you. I don't
think they really
ask questions.
They just open
your bag and close
it."
• Megan
(Kanata teen)
Several intoxicated youth
at the Carp Fair were sent to
CHEO, Robertson added. A
drunk teen at the Richmond
Fair was also sent to hospital.
Underage drinking
wasn’t a big problem at the
Metcalfe Fair (Sept. 27-

30), said fair spokesperson
Meredith Brophy, who sits
on the board of directors of
the Metcalfe Agricultural
Society.
“I’m not going to deny
it happens, but it’s not a
major problem on our fair
grounds,” she said. “It’s
something we have well in
hand.”
Security guards patrol
the fairgrounds during the
Metcalfe Fair, she said, and
if they suspect a youth is
drinking liquor, they will
sniff the drink.
Police are working on
a plan to clamp down on
underage drinking at rural
fairs by not allowing people
to bring open drink containers to the events – a proposal that is receiving support
from both the Richmond and
Carp fair management.
“We do plan to put a policy in place next year where
we will not allow any open
bottles on fair grounds,” said
Dale Green, general manager of the Richmond Fair.
That includes pop cans,
water and juice bottles – the
fair won’t stop mothers from
bringing bottles of formula

for their newborns.
The Richmond Fair
already searches all bags
and nap-sacks at the gate
and employs security guards
to walk the fairgrounds.

"Kids aren't
bringing it with
them. They have
kids outside
throwing it inside
to them or kids
will smuggle it in
ahead of time.
• Ottawa police
Staff Sgt.
Mel Robertson
Brophy said the Metcalfe
Agricultural Society will
consider the police policy.
“We would have to consult with local police if it
was going to happen,” she
said.
Joyce Trafford, general
manager of the Carp Fair,
said she supports clamping
down on underage drinking.

She said security guards
at the Carp Fair already
check all nap sacks, purses
and bags at the gate – but
that won’t stem the flow
of contraband alcohol, she
added.
“Kids aren’t bringing it
with them,” she said. “They
have kids outside throwing
it inside to them or kids will
smuggle it in ahead of time.”
Trafford blames the parents.
“People brought these
kids in the world,” she said.
“They should look after
them. I think parents have to
have a bit of responsibility.”
Robertson said he will
present a proposal for the
ban to the general managers
of all of Ottawa’s rural fairs.
“Whatever we propose for
Carp and Richmond should
be used for Navan, Metcalfe,
Osgoode, Cumberland and
Gloucester,” he said
Megan says the policy
won’t stop teens from drinking at rural fairs.
“They just won’t put it in
their backpack anymore,”
she said. “I think people who
are going to drink are going
to drink no matter what.”

Ken MacInnis
- Alliston, Ontario

- October 31, 2007
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Richard Vivian - The Banner

Kanata Kourier-Standard – Police plot to clamp
down on underage drinking at rural fairs
place
The best writing among all of the entries. The
use of Megan to introduce the subject of underage drinking - and closing the story with her - is a great technique,
and turns what could be a standard news story into a great,
accessible read. Well-researched without getting bogged
down. It’s a tight, informative read.
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

Leo Blydorp is worried the cost of producing his crops won’t be recovered, due to rising gas prices and unpredictable weather.

RUNNING ON EMPTY
The effects of high fuel prices are evident everywhere. People are curbing their
driving habits and paying more for most
everything they buy.
Local farmers are feeling the pinch particularly hard, as their output costs jump
and revenue prospects remain relatively
unchanged.
“The cost of fuel, just fuel, can be anywhere from 25 to 40 per cent of your cost
of production. If you have that increase by
50 per cent in six months, you can imagine

Rising fuel costs hurt farmers’ bottom line
By RICHARD VIVIAN
Banner Staff Writer

what happens,” says Ron Munro, who runs
Munro’s Country Garden in East Garafraxa
and serves as president of the Greater
Dufferin Area Chamber of Commerce.
“In our own operation, our cost of fuel
is now exceeding what we pay our employ-

THE COOL SIDE OF TRANE
Reliable air conditioning for your home

ees. You can [only] do that one year in a
row and something’s got to give.”
Fuel is an essential component of agriculture. Without it things would move a lot
slower and be more labour intensive. Think
of the process involved with horse-drawn

plows or harvesting by hand, and the
accompanying store prices.
In addition to the equipment needed to
operate a farm, fuel is a major expense in
getting the end product to store shelves.
“It goes straight to the bottom line,” Leo
Blydorp, a farmer for the past 14 years, says
of fuel costs. “What I pay for fuel, it’s got to
come out of whatever I get.
“We’re not price-setters, we’re price-takers.”
See We’re, page 5

519•941•3001

Ask about our
Competitive Pricing Program
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Premier Award ~ Editorial
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Burks Falls Almaguin News – “Rose as thorny

Nunavut News/North – “Cambridge Bay
2 ce students nab muskox”
a
pl
Very good writing and research, interesting
article, relevant to community, with very good photographs and lay-out.

A graduate of St. Francis
Xavier University in Antigonish, NS and resident of
Arichat, NS, Jake Boudrot
has been the editor of The
Reporter newspaper in Port
Hawkesbury, NS for the
past seven years. During
his time, The Reporter won
second place in the Atlantic
Community Newspapers
Association’s best local
editorial category in 2004;
won first place for best
local editorial at the
Atlantic Community’s
Newspaper awards in
2005; finished second in a
the Canadian Community
Newspaper Association
category for general
excellence; and won 10
Atlantic Community
Newspaper Awards for
categories of general
excellence and community
service. He has been a
judge for the Ontario
Community Newspapers
Association Better
Newspapers Competition
since 2006.
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3 ce Good writing and very good research, very
pla
rd

NWT News/North – “A sustainable harvest”

relevant to community, with very good photos
and lay-out.

Honourable Mention

Petrolia Topic – “Pepper greenhouse growing”
Very well written and well researched, rather relevant
to community with good lay-out and photographs

Honourable Mention

New Liskeard Temiskaming Speaker – “The little
rural school” Very well written and excellently
researched, that is very relevant to community,
with good photographs and lay-out

( circ. -9,999)

FEDNOR FLAP

COMMUNITY CONNECTION
Officer builds relationship
between force and citizens

Liberal leader’s visit
helps stir the
ongoing debate
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PAGE 3

Well written, deeply researched and interesting
article, very relevant to community, with excellent,
eye-catching colour lay-out and photographs
nd

Jake Boudrot

S T O R Y

SERVING EAST PARRY SOUND DISTRICT SINCE 1885
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This week in the

Highlands
Big brother
watching soon

Laurel J. Campbell
Staff Reporter

KEARNEY – The Town will send out
a request for proposals for the
installation of a security camera
system.
This comes in part, said mayor
Jeff Johnston, after the town has
experienced ongoing vandalism
problems.
They’ll look at installing surveillance equipment at three sites —
the Kearney Community Centre,
Lions Park and the municipal
garage, Johnston said.
He added that the cameras will
likely stream to somewhere offsite.
Town employees may be able to
access the video online, he said,
now that the Town Office has highspeed Internet.
An offsite feed, Johnston said,
also means that if someone tried to
break into the office to find the
recording, it wouldn’t be there.

Five drivers
find the ditch
ALMAGUIN – As the weather
changes from fall to winter, it’s
catching some drivers off guard.
North Bay OPP report investigating five different collisions in
the Port Loring area on the morning of Nov. 20. At least two were
described as rollovers. The accidents were attributed to slippery
road conditions due to fluctuating
temperature and weather conditions.
Highways 522 from the junction
of 524 and west, Hwy. 524 and Hwy.
534 near the 524 junction were
reported as extremely slippery.
Police advise motorists to take
extra care in driving at this time of
year.

CAO/clerk isn’t
acting anymore
MAGNETAWAN – Earl Evans’ title
just got a little shorter.
The acting CAO/clerk for the
Municipality of Magnetawan since
August, Evans is now officially fulltime in the position.
At a council meeting on Nov. 14,
Magnetawan council passed a resolution confirming the hiring of Evans.
He officially started Monday.
Evans took over the clerk’s role
after the sudden departure of Brenda
Fraser this past summer. The departure, however, wasn’t a surprise after
the Almaguin News uncovered legal
bills dating back to the beginning of
the year. The bills were in regard to
advice on such a move.
Fraser was recently hired as the
clerk of Perry Township.
According to a press release from
the Municipality of Magnetawan,
Evans comes with considerable
experience having previously served
as the CAO/clerk for the Township of
Tiny and was the CAO of the Municipality of Grey Highlands.
Evans would not discuss his hiring, but is quoted in the press
release as saying, “I am quite
impressed with the Magnetawan
municipal staff and look forward to
working with them. Council is
working hard to accomplish its
objectives and I want to assist them
in their endeavors.”
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Rose as thorny as ever

PHOTO BY LAUREL CAMPBELL

WILD RIDER: Norval Rose uses his four-wheeler to get around the farm and inspect his property. In his hand is
a court summons he received in September for not wearing his helmet while out inspecting his fences.

Prepare for a long fall
Native forecaster says he is expecting winter to arrive late
Laurel J. Campbell
Staff Reporter
DOKIS – You don’t need to get
the winter boots out yet, but
you will want to have a tall pair
handy by the end of December.
“We’re going to have a long
fall, according to the signs,”
said Gord Restoule, a native
weather pundit from Dokis.
“But I think there’s also going to
be a lot of snow when winter
finally comes.”
Restoule predicts “a real

severe cold snap in January and
February, but a long roller coaster of a fall. The animals are
doing absolutely nothing right
now. They’re not excited about
anything and even the beaver
haven’t stocked up any groceries
outside their lodges. They’re
obviously not expecting to have
to stay inside for a while yet.”
There are even a few robins
left, Restoule pointed out, and
“the geese weren’t flying too
high either,” he said. “When
they fly low it means they’re not

Township
worried over
AHIC delays
Keely Grasser
Staff Reporter
EMSDALE – Delays in the
construction of the new
Almaguin Highlands Information Centre (AHIC) are
forcing Perry Township to
ponder temporary arrangements for their office, says
its mayor, Bill Core.
Currently, Perry Township’s office is housed in a
trailer in Emsdale.
“The building we’re in
now is in bad need of
repair,” Core said.
But now the mayor is
worrying that it will be even
longer before the township
is able to relocate their services to the new building.
A deal between Perry
Township and the Ministry
of Transportation (MTO)
will see the swap of the current township-owned AHIC
building on northbound
Hwy. 11 between Emsdale
and Novar switched for a
new building at the Fern
Glen Road interchange. The

CHISHOLM – Norval Rose will celebrate his 80th birthday
on Jan. 16, 2008. Whether or not he spends it in jail will be a
testimony to his stubborn and outspoken nature that has
pitted him against the poverty of the depression, the lack of
formal education, the trauma of a marriage break up and
the insolvency of the beef industry. Through it all, Rose has
been a winner, and he says he has no reason to believe this
“ridiculous squabble with the OPP” will be any exception.
Last September, Rose took his four wheeler out to
inspect the fences on his 200 acre Chisholm Township farm.
“I wanted to look at the fences and also the township
ditching,” he said, “when a police car came by and the officer got out, with his gun strapped to his belt, to ask me
questions. I had all my papers and identification with me,
but I still got a $110 fine for not wearing my helmet. Mind
you, the helmet was right there on the carrier, but the
policeman said that wasn’t good enough. He said he had a
job to do, and I told him I had a job to do too. I’m inspecting my own fences.”
Unfortunately, Rose was inspecting them from the township road, where wearing a safety helmet is the law, “but I
was right along my own property line,” he argues. “It won’t
be the first time I’ve been in court. The case comes up soon,
and I guess the outcome will determine where I’ll spend my
80th birthday,” he said, eyes twinkling.
Still feisty at 79, Rose is
looking forward to a good “The case comes up
argument. There’s nothing
he loves better than
soon, and I guess
matching wits with those
the outcome will
in authority, and nothings
he’s prouder of than overdetermine where
coming adversity through
hard work and ingenuity.
I’ll spend my 80th
“Coming on 80 is a
good age to be,” he said.
birthday,”
“A lot happens in 80 years,
a lot of it good, but there’s
NORVAL ROSE
always some bad comes
with that. Nobody ever misses the bad stuff though.”
Raised in Rutherglen, Rose says his youth was marked by
“complete poverty and depression. It would have been better if we’d gone and lived with the wolves. I sometimes look
back and wonder how we made it through,” he said, “but
then everyone was in the same boat I guess.”
Yet even at that young age, Rose questioned why the
adults allowed themselves to “become discouraged and
depressed. They just sat down, defeated,” he said. “I
remember going out to cut green wood in the afternoon for
the fire that night and wondering why we didn’t cut wood a
year ahead and dry it. Dad farmed, such as it was, but he
could have done better. He just seemed too beaten down to
try. We had a maple bush, but we never made syrup, and we
should have. We had fat pork, and dad made sure it was
good and fat, we did a lot of fishing in the stream for speckled trout as kids, and we were good hunters, even though
dad wasn’t. I really liked hunting, but dad never did.

in a hurry to get out of here.
When they fly high, you know
you’re in for a cold snap.”
Restoule says snow is traditional during the first week of
November, “but I really don’t
know why that is. It’s happened
every year I can remember,
some years worse than others,”
he said. “I really noticed it when
I ran a hunt camp. One year it
snowed so bad that I had to
come home and get the snow
machine. But the November
Continued
on Page 2
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Tree of Remembrance relit
Keely Grasser
Staff Reporter

new building will host both
a tourism information centre and the township’s
offices.
He said there’s been a
snag in the MTO’s consultant tendering process.
“What the MTO has said
is when they hired consultants, there was a mistake in
the consulting price,” Core
explained, adding that it
caused a back-out from the
deal.
MTO spokesperson Gordan Rennie confirms that
there was an error with the
consultant proposals.
The MTO, he said,
became aware of the problem after tenders closed on
Aug. 24.
“To ensure the public
receives value for money
and timely delivery of the
project, we decided to retender
the
consultant
assignment,”
Rennie
explained.
As for specifics about the
error, he said that since the

BURK’S FALLS – A tree on the
grounds of the Burk’s Falls and
District Health Centre will again be
alight with memories of loved ones.
The annual Tree of Remembrance program allows people to
sponsor a light on the tree to
remember and acknowledge their
deceased loved ones during the holidays, says the Almaguin Palliative
Care Team’s (APCT) Mary Manuell.
The APCT has been lighting the
Tree of Remembrance since 1994.
Those adopting a light make a
donation to the APCT. The amount
is at their discretion.
The Tree of Remembrance is
more than a fundraiser, Manuell
said. “It’s a way for people to
remember loved ones. I know often
people say that it’s like buying a gift
for the loved one who died.”
She said people from as far as
British Columbia have sponsored
lights. Some lights are dedicated to
long-deceased people, she said, but
families still want a way to remember them, even years later.
The donations go to offset the
mileage and training expenses.
The APCT is a group of dedicated
volunteers who provide compassionate, supportive care to dying
people and their families in the
Almaguin area. Volunteers aren’t
“medical people” but provide grief
support, respite, companionship,
light meal preparation, reading and
other support.

LIT UP WITH LOVE: Volunteers hang lights on a tree on the
grounds of the Burk’s Falls and District Health Centre. The tree,
each holiday season, is transformed into the Tree of
Remembrance, where people can sponsor lights in the name of
their deceased loved ones. The campaign is a fundraiser for the
Almaguin Palliative Care Team. Pictured from left are Helen
Healey, Mary Manuel, Betty Soth, Margaret Ross and Larry
Continued on Page 2 Laidlaw.
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out a Farm Credit loan
for
had seven or eight cattle milk, but we they kept hounding me $10,000 and he recalled. “I went in as the
as if I owed new
in the barn. them a
“We were doing well
steward and asked for Teamsters’
All people had to do
million dollars. A lot
getting our treasurer
$4
heads a little bit and was use their farmers that was,” he said, of help for I figured we were still only an hour. message across,” said Rose,
Bob Nixon. He said there
plan ahead and to
“we just
babies
“so I went the union
had
the bank which was
despite everything,
and had to crawl before in should have been a lot more militant to be a tax angle in there somewhere.
things could have me
glad to lend could
Typical politician,”
been better, but few
walk, but they still refused we and farming would be in a better
Rose said with a
in the community off. $10,000 and I paid Farm Credit In
place laugh.
me. than it is today.”
fact, they
did that,” he said.
You’d think I’d borrowed
his own one phone fired me. All it took was
Rose
It was during a visit to
money, the way that
Rose remembers “wading
call to the
loan bothered the
Rose’s farm by beverageclaims that at his peak as a
through
an hour later I was Teamsters, and Ontario Agriculture Minister
Farm Credit manager
snow in the winter and
producer he could run
rehired and we that
so much.”
Riddell, bottle in eight
off a
got our $4. I ran into
Having made the decision
in the spring, to get flooded creeks
minutes.
a guy I worked to one of Rose’s other hobbies came
to school. I was farming
to
go
“That’s faster than you
with
light.
in school to Grade
coming
Among
in 1947, Rose married
out of the grocery store
his many talents, Rose
could drink
8,
in just after that
a level with Grade 2 which is about 1949.
and he pointed to his has been known in the past to make it,” he said. Some of his product
now, and I never
once made its way
his own liquid refreshment.
loaded grocery cart
“I think the happiest
learned very much. I
to
a
and
cattle
left school as soon of
told
sale
memories never would
me he
in
South River, “and
“You can make beverages
my life are the day
as I could reach the
have been able to feed
plow handles,” he and
I got married his
from they ever had,” it was the best sale
almost anything,” he
family
said, “and I couldn’t
when the children
he said. “They were
said, “but
even read.”
were born,” employees.if I hadn’t stood up for the and wheat
he said. Rose has five
Lack of formal education
are the best, and you corn bidding like bastards. I lent the
They would have starved
children, three on
should to someone,
still
wasn’t sons and two
always use brown sugar.
$1.95 an hour.
about to keep Rose
and I never got it back.
daughters, “and 10 or
I told Riddell
down. “I forced grandchildren
11 really good. I neverThat made me feel that farming was
myself to learn to read,
so bad, we had to live I’d love to have it now, not to use,
, I tried to
thought
I’m past that, but to
you learned or you because either up the other day, but count them the job, but it was something much of on partridge heads and
hang in my back
moonshine room
I got mixed do when
never made it up,”
I had to and if things
as a souvenir.”
in life,” he said. “I
he said, “And I have
things on the farm got
didn’t get better I’d have
was a big boxing grandchildren
two great- in the
tough open my farm
to
With such a colourful
fan back then and
late 1960s.”
home as a whorehouse
.”
past, it’s little
my
wonder that Rose’s
and sell moonshine
So it was
He and his wife separated
I would pack our mitts brothers and
upcoming court
from a roadside date
and fight one with
in 1969 hearing from easy for Rose, when stand. Jack
has
another,” he remembers.
put
the two oldest boys remaining
a
Riddell
twinkle
other
(who had sampled
back
area farmers in
“I wanted the farm
on 1980 that they
“If you want something in his eye.
to read about sports
with their father.
were facing bankruptcy, Rose’s product during the visit) was
bad enough,
and it’s for the good,
pretty quick though,
to declare it was time
Rose
Herald and I had to in the Family
and you’ve
to do something he’d
and he said your
sit and sound supportingtook an active role in about
research, then you should done
take that idea back
out the letters until
it. Determined
his Chisholm community,
to provincial it,” he
they made words. driving
go after
situation and not sit to react to the
said.
Back then, no one
a township truck
back
cared
educated. It was a strange if you were plow, and helping to build and snow seen his parents do in the as he had
depression,
roads and “I decided
time in the bridges.
1930s and early 40s.”
we better get a union
going,”
he said.
“Back when we were
With a sense of purpose
putting these
and logic bridges in,
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beyond his years, Rose
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general farm
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

B E S T F E AT U R E / N E W S S E R I E S
1s

t

Whitby This Week – Heartache and Healing
This four-part series about the Durham Children’s Aid
Society and the families it serves is an effective use
of a story series model to open up the society to the newspaper’s
readers about the staff and how they do their jobs, and the impact
that has on both parent and child clients. Dealing with child
abuse and parental neglect concerns is something that is hard to
get information about from any social service agency, so a tip
of the hat to Jillian Follert for gaining that access, and for taking
that opportunity to offer some depth and brevity about the people
the society comes in contact with, helps and often frustrates. A
thorough job well worthy of this award.
place

2 ce
nd

Burlington Post – Gay youths face unique challenges
Burlington Post reporter Herb Garbutt’s series examined the issues facing gay youths in his community.
I felt his series of stories provided an excellent example of the
contradictions of how youths feel about other youths who are
gay, and the need to create greater awareness and acceptance
of our differences. His interviews were inciteful and offered
a first-person insight into how these issues present very real
consequences for people in our community, whether gay or not.
It is always a touchy subject for a community newspaper to take
on but Garbutt’s series of articles gave his readers something to
think about, to challenge ourselves on how we think and treat
others who are different from the norm. While his stories focused
on gay issues, the arguments can be applicable to any minority
group seeking to find acceptance.
pla

3 ce
rd

Barrie Advance – No Place Like Home? Are we
looking after our aging population
Barrie Advance reporter Julie DeBruin’s articles on
what seniors face today and in the future for care and housing
options makes a great case for how and why seniors have to start
thinking differently now and in the future about looking after
themselves in those golden years. With the baby boomer generation moving into their retirement years, I have to think this series
would be equally relevant to both people living in the Barrie area
or any other community in Ontario, or across the country for that
matter.
pla

Overall Comments

Story series that offer in-depth coverage about issues
facing our communities is something ideally suited for community newspapers, but isn’t always an opportunity that is taken
advantage of. While we all deal with resource issues when it
comes to devoting staff time to series projects, picking an ideal
topic and giving a reporter(s) the opportunity to flesh out issues
relevant to residents in our communities is vitally important. It
was heartening to see the quality of entries in this category and
how many newspapers are trying to take advantage of that
opportunity. Keep up the good work!

( circ. 10,000+)
JUDGE

Barry Gerding
Barry Gerding is the current
managing editor of the
Capital News in Kelowna,
B.C., which publishes three
issues a week. In the past
decade, the Capital News
has twice won the Newspaper of the Year award
for its circulation category,
above 20,000, in the B.C.
Community Newspapers
Association editorial
contest. Our newspaper
is nominated for the fifth
consecutive year for the
overall category in the
2009 award contest. Barry
has worked as a reporter
and editor throughout
B.C.’s community newspaper industry since 1981. He
has been with the Capital
News for the past nine
year. He has been editor
of three twice- weekly
community newspapers in
the Lower Mainland, and
worked at weekly publications both on Vancouver
Island and northwest B.C.
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School closure
committee
starts work
BY JACK TYNAN
North Star Staff

PARRY SOUND – The fate of
one local school now rests in the
hands of nine residents.
A committee formally
struck on October 29 has the
responsibility of talking to
residents, gathering information
and choosing which school the
Near North District School Board
should close – McDougall Public
School, Nobel Public School,
William Beatty Public School
or Victory Public School.
Facing declining enrolment,
soaring costs and budget
shortfalls, Near North District
School Board members
announced they had too many
buildings, costing too much
money, and decided earlier
this fall to look at closing or
consolidating schools in four
areas. The board then struck
four accommodation review
committees (ARCs) to look at
each group of schools, including
s c h o o l s i n No r t h B ay a n d
Almaguin.

2 ce Second place went to a series of reports
nd

Cobourg Daily Star

pla

following a community’s efforts to have a
police constable who was killed in the line of duty,
honoured for his years of service. Technicalities and
bureaucracy presented tough barriers that the community
ultimately overcame through determination and detailed
hard work that was mirrored by the paper’s coverage.
rd Minden Times
3 ce Third place winner went to a series of articles
pla
looking at the fabric of poverty in a rural
setting; affordable housing, economic development,
education and social service support. The series
represents a big urban paper approach on a small
rural paper budget.

Honourable Mention
Manitoulin Expositor

Cody Storm Cooper/ North Star

Grade 3 students Sydney Gostick, left, and Brooke Rachar react as they realize how close they are to finishing their Owl at Home novels in
the hallway of McDougall School Friday morning. Parents, teachers, students and others in the community around the school hope they can
convince an accommodation review committee that their building should not be shut down at the end of the current school year.

The group slated to look at
the four schools in and around
Parry Sound met for the first
time last week. The committee
includes a parent from each
school, two community/business
representatives, a high school
teacher, a principal from a fifth,
neighbouring school, and Tom
Shultz, the Near North District
School Board’s superintendent
of business and finance.
The Parry Sound area ARC’s
mandate is unique, because the
other ARCs were given more of
a blank slate and asked to look
at what, if any, closures and
consolidation are needed.
“As enrolment goes down, of
course, funding goes down,”
said Phil Gedden, the board’s
strategic renewal officer who
will guide the ARCs. “Parry
Sound is a little different than
the North Bay ARC in that
you’ve got four schools there
and the recommendation was
to look at which school you
could relocate students from
and close. There’s bound to be
emotion.”

Townships prepare
to lose animal shelter

McDougall school 'just like home' OSPCA welcomes help to rebuild
BY SARAH BISSONETTE
North Star Staff

BY STEPHANNIE JOHNSON
North Star Staff

MCDOUGALL TWP. – A family, a community,
and a second home are just a few of the words
McDougall parents, teachers and students
use to describe their school.
Just off of Highway 124 in McDougall
Township, the school of 219 students and
17 teachers sits on a sprawling 11 acres
of land surrounded by dense forests and
wilderness. The grounds are used for the
township’s annual Easter egg hunt and the
Victoria Day fireworks display.
Built in 1962, the school has a capacity
of 262 students. The average primary class
in the school now has 20 children, with
the most children, about 28, in the upper
split-grade classes.
Using a Facility Condition Index, the
Near North District School Board (NNDSB)
calculates that the cost of updating the
building would be the equivalent of about
36 per cent of the cost of a completely
new building.
A committee charged with choosing
which one of four schools to close will look
at numbers like that, as well as the impact
on students and communities.
In the face of funding shortfalls and
declining enrolment, the Near North board
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER
has assigned
the committee, and several
21, 2007
others like it, to look at closing a handful
of schools to stop a financial crisis. One
committee will study McDougall school and
three others – Nobel, just north of Parry
Sound, as well as Victory and William
Beatty schools in Parry Sound – and
recommend which one should close at

S.O.S.
SAVE OUR SCHOOLS
Part one of a four-part series
looking at the schools being
considered for closure in the Parry
Sound area.
the end of this school year.
Like any close-knit school, the McDougall
community bristles at talk of school closure
- the displacement of students and faculty
and the possible destruction of long-term
friendships.
To compound the fierce attachment
some faculty have to the school, a handful
of the teachers at the school share the
facility with their own children, which
they say makes the mere thought of the
school shutting its doors permanently an
unsettling one.
“The fact that I have children that attend
McDougall, it would really upset our
lifestyle in terms of transportation and
organization, especially for the fact that

Established 1831

Lights go on
Friday
By Valerie MacDona

ld
vmacdonald@northu
mberlandtoday.com

I’m employed here,” said Grade 8 teacher
Jennifer Nicholas whose three children
also study at McDougall. “It makes our
day run smoothly.”
From the moment she graduated from
teacher’s college about 10 years ago, Ms
Nicholas began teaching at McDougall
School.
“I’ve watched a lot of kids come through
here,” she said. “Some of them have come
back now as university students, coming
from teachers college. It’s been such a major
part of my life that it (would) be really
hard to see it go. It’s like my home.”
Major discipline issues, or suspensions,
just doesn’t happen at McDougall, Ms
Nicholas said. She guesses because the
school is sometimes the only opportunity
the children can meet socially.
“The kids here are genuinely really
nice, well-behaved kids. They treat each
other with respect. We hardly have any
difficulty with discipline or bullying,” she
said. “They all look out for each other. For
most of these kids, because they live in such
dispersed rural spaces, this is the meeting
space and this is where they get together
to meet their friends. It’s hard to think
that they would close any school, because
everybody has a personal, community
connection (to their school).”
Former cottager and native of Toronto,
Jodi Hinksman, said as a child she aspired
to live and work in the community.
“I loved (the area) so much, I wanted to
move up here,” said the Grade 2 teacher.
“As a child, I always said I wanted to live
in Parry Sound, on Harris Lake, and I
wanted to teach at McDougall School. I

Daily Since 1976
www.northumberlandt
oday.com

PARRY SOUND - With no news
from the Ontario Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
(OSPCA) on its future plans
for a local shelter, McDougall,
Seguin, Parry Sound, McKellar,
Whitestone and Carling
municipal staff are scrambling
to find facilities suitable for
temporary dog impounds.
Chatty, one of about 70 cats the
L a s t m o n t h , t h e O S P CA
local OSPCA branch will have to
surprised many area residents
find a home for before it closes.
and municipal leaders when it
announced it would close the doors of its Parry Sound shelter
on December 1, with no immediate plans to rebuild.
The shelter sent several abandoned pets to shelters in
neighbouring communities and is now trying to find homes for
about 80 dogs and cats in its care.

See 'Townships' page 3

Brand new books
Community comes through, buying
8,100 new titles to replace library

clear that we would not be
returning to that space again
and would face the sad news
NOBEL – Over a year after toxic that all of our books would be
mould forced Nobel school to destroyed. Students and staff
trash more than 6,000 books in were devastated.”
its library, the facility celebrated
That September, the school’s
its grand re-opening Thursday c o u n c i l t o o k t h e l e a d i n
evening.
rebuilding
the library, “one
$1 (GST INCL
.)
Surrounded by students, page at a time,” Ms Mayhew
parents, faculty and Near North said, adding that the campaign
District School Board (NNDSB) was so successful, because of
trustees, principal Jody Mayhew a number of groups, including
addressed well-wishers and the NNDSB, the community,
t h a n ke d t h e g r o u p f o r i t s p a r e n t vo l u n t e e r s , t h r e e
steadfast support during the surrounding townships, staff
One Page at a Time campaign. and students.
The fundraiser raised more than
“ We c a n n o w o f f e r o u r
$17,000, surpassing its original students one of the best libraries
goal by $7,000, and filled the in the board,” she said. “Tonight
library with 8,160 books.
marks the culmination of your
“In January 2006, our old generosity, but let me assure
The audience included
library was
closed as a result represen
you that our students have been
from various
governm
of severe
water damage,”
saidentusing thetatives
new library ever since
ministr
tourism
ies,
Ms Mayhew. officials
“By March, it area
was the first new
books began to
politici
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North Star Staff
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Joe Callahan is a professor
of journalism at Loyalist
College of Applied Arts
and Technology where he
teaches in the two-year
undergraduate Print
Journalism diploma
program. Callahan is
currently Managing Editor
of the Pioneer newspaper
and he is completing a
Master of Arts Degree in
Integrated Studies focusing
on adult education.
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schools that were being considered for closure.
The report included detailed stats, a sense of the community of each school as well as good photography, putting
a compelling face to the story. Effective design of the
package was a tie-breaker with second place.

Joe Callahan
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Highlands paycheque doesn’t go very far
Even if people can find a place to rent, the cost is often higher than people are able to pay

County and Kawartha Lakes.
“Most of the landlords now won’t put utilities in. Those
are over and above the rent. So you have say $800 for
rent, plus, plus, plus, plus,” she said.
“They’re on a limited income and it’s costing them over
$1,500 with all of the utilities. We have a real shortage of
affordable housing throughout the City of Kawartha Lakes
and Haliburton County,” she said.
The general rule when it comes to what is “affordable”
in CMYK
housing is that no one should spend more than 30 per
cent of her monthly income on housing. If it’s over 30 per
cent, it’s unaffordable.
“One-fifth of Canadians lived in households spending
more than the affordability benchmark in any one year
between 2002 and 2004,” says a new study by Statistics
Canada called “The dynamics of housing affordability.”
The study followed those paying rent, mortgage or with
no mortgage over three years to find trends in Canadians
who spend more on housing than they have in the bank.
It found that although both rich and poor would at times
spend more than the benchmark 30 per cent, it was far
more likely that poor people would be stuck overspending
on housing.
“Nearly 58 per cent of people in the lowest income
group lived in households spending more than the affordability benchmark,” the study found.
It is also far more common for renters to pay out more
than the benchmark than owners. Women living alone and
single mothers also pay a larger part of their monthly
income on housing than others.

Women’s housing dilemma
Darlene Smith-Harrison is the outreach services coordinator for the YWCA for Haliburton County. Part of what
her organization does is help women who have left violent
situations find new places to live. In some cases, the
women who come to the YWCA do not have sufficient
income to house themselves and their children.
“It’s extremely difficult to find decent affordable housing,” Smith-Harrison said.
“Women are most often the primary caregivers of children and have greater family responsibility.”
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do nothing to help.
“For women leaving a violent situation, it’s automatically a drop in household income,” she said.
Smith-Harrison noted that women in Canada still earn
only $0.70 to a man’s $1. And the 2001 Census statistics
for Minden back her up.
The average earnings of all men working full-time for
the whole year in 2001 was $35,273. For women who
worked full-time for the full year, it was $24,111. That’s
$0.69 a woman makes for every $1 a man does.
When those numbers are translated into rent, utilities,
clothing and food for children, it doesn’t go very far.

What is affordable?
The Ontario Ministry of Municipal Affairs and Housing
released numbers on what the cost of an affordable house
would be for different income groups. For someone living
on $26,000 a year ($2,000 more than the average income
of a woman working full-time, full-year in Haliburton) the
affordable house would be $88,000.
If that same person was renting, $640 would be the
affordable monthly rent. According to the same survey, in
October 2005, Haliburton County’s average rent for a onebedroom apartment was $687.
That doesn’t leave many options for low-income renters.
Stats Canada recorded 285 rented dwellings in Minden
Hills for 2006 out of 2,385 total dwellings. Of those 285,
95 are subsidized.
Even for those who don’t need subsidized housing, the
number of units available for rent is so marginal that
there’s very little choice.
“We have a real shortage of affordable housing throughout the city [of Kawartha Lakes] and Haliburton County.
We just don’t have the stock,” said Savage.

Why it matters
Lisa Tolentino is a community activator for Ontario
Healthy Communities Coalition. She lives in Kinmount

ments that risk their health unnecessarily.
“Often people don’t think about things like the quality
of the air we breathe or the water we drink [as health
determinants]. Typically, people who live in poverty have
greater risks of exposure, whether it be in their working
conditions or their living conditions,” Tolentino said.
If poor people are unable to choose a healthy living
environment (which includes housing), they access healthcare services more often, can’t work as effectively and
earn less.
“Often [poor people’s] housing is inadequate and there
are all kinds of issues related to air quality. Everything
from noise to how well-insulated your residence is,” she
said.
“If you’re a tenant, not having control over your space,
then obviously these things are more broad than economic
resources or income levels. Typically, things like social
assistance benefits don’t provide adequate income to meet
basic needs such as shelter, food and clothing,” she said.
The Health Unit’s report echoes that assertion. A single
mom on Ontario Works (a government workfare program)
will receive $571 plus a $595 shelter allowance. She will
also receive some financial supplements for her children,
but according to the unit’s calculations, after food and
shelter is taken off, there is less than nothing left.
Savage thinks that more subsidized housing would help
the situation.
The Stats Canada report agrees.
“The probability … of spending above the benchmark
[30 per cent of income] is even lower for subsidized
renters at one in eighteen,” says the study.
The median percentage of income spent on rent by those
subsidized was 26 per cent. For those renting at market
rates it was 22.5 per cent and for owners paying mortgages the median percentage was 19.6.
“While it may seem counterintuitive that subsidized
renters have higher shelter-cost-to-income ratio than market renters, they would be much higher without rent subsidies,” the study explains. “If subsidized renters had paid
the median market rent of $8,300 rather than their subsidized rents, their median shelter-cost-to-income ratio
would have been 42 per cent instead of 26 per cent.”
Next week this series will continue with an article on
employment and income in Haliburton County.
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Grand Bend Strip – No Lifeguards? No problem
Casey Lessard of the Grand Bend Strip did a
place
masterful job on two fronts: he highlighted a
dangerous situation (three drownings in three years) in
addition to paying tribute to the most recent victim, a
14-year-old girl. The five-page entry not only tugged at
your heart through an interview with the grieving parents,
but it also took the local government to task over the lack
of lifeguards at the busy beach. It was a clear-cut winner.
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Tillsonburg Independent News – 23 players, 20

Chris Abbott of the Tillsonburg Independent
News did a commendable job of chronicling the attempt by
a group of street hockey players to break the record for the
longest game. Although the players came up short, Abbott
was in for the long haul, documenting their efforts over 20
rain-filled hours. The four-page spread was full of photos
and colourful anecdotes.
rd Kingston Heritage EMC – Aging curlers stick
3 ce with the game they love
pla
Mark Kerr of the Kingston Heritage EMC
enlightens readers to the possibilities of stick curling, an
adaptation of the classic winter sport for seniors. The story
offers hope to those who can no longer curl the traditional
way by providing a look at the emerging sport.

Overall Comments

Fourteen years old, alone with a friend in rough waters. No lifeguards on duty. Sound familiar? See page 2.
INSIDE: A SPECIAL WATER ISSUE INCLUDING A TRIBUTE TO JULE KOVAR,
WATER QUALITY TESTING, FISHING WITH PURDY’S AND MORE.
COVER PHOTO BY CASEY LESSARD

Mom & Dad p. - Golf Tips p.  - Technically Speaking p. - Living in Balance p.  - To Do List p. 
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Ted Murphy
Ted Murphy is editor of the
twice-weekly Delta
Optimist, an awardwinning newspaper in
Greater Vancouver’s most
balmy suburb. Ted has
been with the Optimist
for more than two
decades, over which time
the paper has earned many
provincial and national
honours. He lives in Delta
with his wife, son and
black Lab. Ted is active in
the industry and
in his community,
including coaching his
son’s soccer team.

PHOTOS/MARK KERR

It was rather easy to narrow down the finalists as many of
the entries either didn’t fit the category or were simply
run-of-the-mill news stories that happened to meet the
specific criteria.
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Premier Award ~ Editorial

HUMOUR COLUMNIST OF THE YEAR

JUDGE

Wendy Elliott
During the last three
decades, Wendy Elliott
has been a reporter,
editor and award-winning
columnist with three
community newspapers in
the Annapolis Valley of
Nova Scotia.

Times – Greg Hoekstra
1 e Minden
This
candidate
spent time above and beyond to
c
a
l
p
create humourous features with excellent
photos and a detailed layout. He made me laugh out loud
with his description of dressing up as a belly dancer. He
recreates dialogue well and has fun as his own expense
without dwelling ad nauseum on his own opinion.
Bravo Greg!
st

2 ce Ms. Cassidy also uses dialogue effectively. She
pla
nd

3 ce This columnist, while he might be an ‘old,
la
p

Haliburton County Echo – Steve Galea

white guy’, knows how to do funny. I would
never want to try dragging him to a Celine Dion concert.

Overall Comments

This is a tricky category. Humour is a very individual
thing, but the entrants must aim to appeal to a wide
audience. Those who write too long or dwell too much
on their own slant stop tickling the funny bone pretty
quickly. Judicious use of dialogue is what captured the
three winners their awards.

July 22 - 28, 2008 • Page 13

County Scene Investigator Greg Hoekstra had a revelation: it was time for him and Steve Galea to come to terms with their bodies. There was no better way to do
this than taking a belly dance lesson and, since you’ve never seen a male belly dancer, that meant going under cover. (Doesn’t Hoekstra have beautiful eyes?)

In search of inner beauty

Stirling Community Press – Paula Cassidy

touches on topics that are sure to appeal to her
readers and employs a light touch. The farming female
perspective is what she sets out to profile, but farm men
get lots of exposure as well.
rd

Haliburton Highlands

CSI humour column by Greg Hoekstra • Photos by Martha Perkins and Matt James
eneath my back the couch was soft and plush.
It was a comforting feeling. Soothing, even.
It was the kind of couch that makes one feel
safe enough to lay back and talk about their innermost
demons. So, rather than waste any time making small
talk (which I assumed was typical during one’s first visit
to a place like this) I decided that instead I would simply
forego the formalities and cut right to the chase.
“I’m here because I’ve been having this recurring nightmare,” I blurted without thinking twice. “In the dream
I’m at the beach – swimming and splashing and laughing – and everything is perfectly fine. But then, as I start
to leave the water and walk back on shore, everything
changes instantaneously. Suddenly the blue sky darkens,
clouds thicken, and the perfect day turns into what could
pass for a scene from a bad horror movie.”
Deep breath.
“There are other people in the dream too,” I continued.
“To my right, a woman in her mid-20s screeches ‘Oh my
God, it’s hideous!’ with a look of sheer terror on her face.
Meanwhile to my left, a shaken young father pleads, ‘I’m
begging you, just get that monstrosity away from us…
We’ve got young kids over here, for crying out loud.’”
Deep breath.
“Slowly, I bend down to pick up my beach towel, which
is stretched out in the sand beneath my feet. ‘Sorry,’ I say
bashfully before wrapping the towel around my round,
wet belly. ‘Next time I’ll wear a t-shirt when I go swimming, I guess.’”
And with that, a single tear rolled down my cheek, followed by a long, awkward silence.
5, 2008
September
“Look,Press,
sir,” Western
the manEdition,
standing
over me finally said,
Page 22, The Community
“that sounds like a really bad dream but I’m not a psychiatrist…I’m a furniture salesman.”
“Huh?” I shot back, still confused.

B

“You’re in Sears right now, not a psychiatrist’s office…
Now could you please get off our couch?”
Slowly and shamefully I ambled toward the exit sign
before the 15-year-old sales assistant yelled out one final
word of advice.
“Hey, Mister,” he said. “I’m no expert or nothing, but
based on the dreams you’ve been having, it sounds like
you need to come to terms with your body.”
And with that, I knew just what I had to do.
•
“Steve?” I shouted into the sticky pay phone in the
parking lot. “It’s me…Greg. Look, I’ve just had a revelation. We’ve been going about things all wrong!”
“What the heck has come over you?” replied my CSI
counterpart Steve Galea. “Going about things all wrong?
You’re starting to sound like an editor!”
“No, don’t you get it?” I said. “For the past two weeks
we’ve tried everything to get in shape. We’ve tried caber
tossing, we’ve tried entering an Iron Man marathon...
none of it’s worked. Maybe instead it’s time that we come
to terms with our bodies.”
“What are you getting at?” asked Galea inquisitively.
“Belly dancing,” I said matter-of-factly. “I’ve already
arranged for a private lesson in the park this afternoon.
There’s just one thing – you need to be dressed as a
woman.”
“WHAT?!,” responded Galea with an exasperated
howl. “You really have gone mad, haven’t you? Are you
sure our editor Parsimonious Perkins didn’t put you up
to this?”
“Trust me, Steve. When have you ever seen a male belly
dancer?” I insisted. “Just meet me in the park in one hour VISIT THE COMMUNITY PRESS
WEBSITE AT
dressed in full drag.”
ess.ca
munitypr
www.com
The first step
in the transformation was to get Emily
NEWS
for MORE FARM
Stonehouse
to do Hoekstra’s make-up.
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Even the law
isn’t perfect

Premier Award ~ Editorial

COLUMNIST OF THE YEAR
Messenger – Jeffrey Morris
1 e Manotick
First
place
in this category goes to Jeffrey Morris
plac
of the Manotick Messenger. There is no doubt in
my mind that Jeffrey’s column is a must-read for those in
Manotick. He has a great sense of humour and can get that
across on the page. His list of things he didn’t hear at his
high school reunion was priceless. However, his tribute to
a local radio personality who died way-too-soon was pure
gold. It was moving, poignant, and hilarious – just what
the deceased would have wanted. His send off “rest in
mayhem,” was great.
st

Port Perry Scugog Standard – Tracey Coveart
2 ce Second place goes to Tracey Coveart of the
pla
Scugog Standard in Port Perry. Her column about
almost being an empty-nester left no doubt, even to those
who are not empty nesters, what it feels like. “And I find
myself longing for Christmas when the boys will be back
in the house and will once again be the loud and messy and
busy place I have come to love,” says it all. Her column
about graveyard vandalism cleverly showed just how
such acts are a heartbreaking violation.
nd

3 ce Third place goes to Mark Cripps of the Hamilton
pla
rd

Hamilton Mountain News – Mark Cripps

Mountain News. His column about how he lost
his brother to a drunk driver showed that the pain is still
there, even 20 years after the fact. Columns have to be
personal and this is a personal as you can get.

Honourable Mention

Newmarket Era-Banner – Debora Kelly
Honourable mention goes to Debora Kelly of the
Era-Banner in Newmarket/Aurora. Debora has a
wonderful writing style and her lament on homework
hit the nail on the head.
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It was “Halloween in July” and “let’s make slime day” at the Watson’s Mill Mini Wheats camp on Fri. July
25. The kids wrapped up their great week of fun-filled theme days by pulling out their favorite Halloween
costumes and spending the afternoon whipping up some slimy slime.

A beer with Buzz in Heaven
“If you got to go to Heaven and have a beer
with anyone you could, who would it be?” was
the question Buzz Kilpatrick threw my way on
Friday, July 4th, just after we went off the air. I
had no idea how poignant it would become until
Buzz, just 41 years old, passed away last week.
I had never met Buzz in person until the final
day of June. I got the opportunity to fill in for
Steve Warne on the Team 1200’s morning show,
Three Guys on the Radio (TGOR). I knew Steve
and the third guy, Stuntman Stu, but I had never
met Buzz in my media travels. I listened to him on
the radio every morning and he often read my emails to the show, penned under my TGOR
Nation nom de plume “The Godfarmer of Soul”.
But in that week spent with Stu and Buzz for
four morning hours a day, we developed a friendship.
Buzz always liked to wear
the black hat. He represented darkness and was a proud
fan of the Leafs and
Yankees, the two evil
empires in our sports universe. He also loved to be
the immoral fabric of the
show, if there is such a term. By Jeffrey Morris
He would always be the
devil on your shoulder, saying ‘why not’. It became shtick, especially when
talk turned to hot women. So what if she is your
cousin? So what if she is still in high school?
Buzz would gladly play the villain to create moral
chaos. If people took it seriously, they didn’t get
the humour.
Buzz wasn’t impressed to have me in there with
him on my first day. I was “the new guy” that he
was stuck with for a week. He warned me not to
mention on the air that I was the Godfarmer of
Soul, because the other regular e-mailers did not
know I was a journalist and the publisher of a
national sports magazine, and they would become
enraged that they didn’t get to be on the radio. He
was a bit gruff and surly, and I was concerned
after the Monday show that he couldn’t stand me
and it might make for a long week.
But as the week went on, we started to connect
and I was able to earn his respect. He saw that I
was not afraid to throw out my opinion regardless
of what people would think. We started chatting
during commercial breaks and had a couple of
half-hour conversations after the show. We started
to see that we had a lot in common, as any two
sports lovers would.
We got talking about Yankees history and
Bobby Murcer, who also just passed away. I told
him that, growing up in Prescott, one of our three
channels was WWNY in Watertown, and how
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they used to broadcast a lot of Yankee games, so I
followed the team. My favourite all-time Yankee
was Thurman Munson, who was killed in a plane
crash during the 1979 season. Bobby Murcer
delivered the eulogy and brought a sold out
Yankee Stadium and millions of baseball fans
across the country to tears with his speech. Bobby
Murcer was on Buzz’ list of guys in Heaven to
have a beer with, along with Babe Ruth, Lou
Gehrig and Tim Horton. Munson and One-Eyed
Frank McGee topped my list.
I talked to Buzz one other time after that week.
He was ripping me for Zamboni Man, as it was
during the voting time for my Canadian Media
Idol song. He told me he would vote for me if I
promised to never sing in public ever again. I had
told him a week earlier that, if he wanted, I would
sing it at his wedding if he
ever married his cousin. On
Wed., July 16, he was admitted into the hospital. He
passed away Friday, July 25.
He was 41.
Anyone who listened to
Buzz in the morning will
have a tough time wrapping
their heads around this one.
What words do you use?
Shocking? Sudden? Sad?
Tragic? As much as he was the guy we all loved
to hate, it was all in fun. Underneath all that
Yankeeness and Leafness was a really great guy. I
can’t imagine how Steve and Stu will be able to
hold it together emotionally after such a loss.
As a fan of the show, I will miss him. I will miss
his passion for sports and his no-regard-for-theline style of humour. The Godfarmer of Soul will
miss him, just as Man Stretch Lou, The Matrix,
Marko with a K, Dave in Barrhaven, and all of the
other TGOR Nation e-mailers and listeners will.
But as a fellow journalist and a friend, I can’t
stop thinking about that discussion. What if you
really do get to have a beer with the people you
want when you get to Heaven? Maybe, right now,
Buzz is enjoying a frosty one with Bill Barilko
and Ace Bailey. Maybe he’s already gone on a
bender with Babe Ruth and Mickey Mantle and
they were talking about how hot the waitress was.
Maybe he is playing darts with Joe DiMaggio. If
DiMaggio is there, Marilyn Monroe can’t be too
far behind.
I wonder, when I die, if I will get to have a beer
with Buzz in Heaven. Maybe I will, but not until
I’ve been there for a few days. Because I’m sure,
at first, I’ll just be “another new guy”. I’ll have to
earn my beer, and that may take a few days.
Rest in Peace, Buzz. Or even better, Rest in
Mayhem. We all miss you.

Letters to the editor welcome — email newsfile@bellnet. ca or fax 692-3758
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There were lots of wonderful entries in this category.
Choosing winners was indeed a tough task. The art of
column writing is alive and well in Ontario’s community
newspapers.

JUDGE

Ink on their hands
Sometimes you don’t really think about national topline issues until the
impact of the issue hits close to home.
One of the issues the Harper government had discussed during the last federal election campaign was the introduction of an elected Senate. To the average
person, the idea made sense. It seems the only time we hear about the Senate is
when the Senators are exposed by the media for their ridiculously high salaries
and their ridiculously minimal working hours.
And frankly, the average person could not care less.
But now, Senate incompetence has hit close to home.
During the aftermath of the Jennifer Teague murder, one of the most visible
men to step forward in the community’s healing process was Gary Rosenfeld.
Twenty-seven years ago, Rosenfeld and his family had their lives turned upside
down when serial-killer Clifford Olson abducted and murdered their teenage
son.
Rosenfeld’s non-profit, charitable organization, Victims of Violence, has
helped provide support and assistance for families and victims of violent crimes.
They are dedicated to the prevention of crimes against children and in this
respect to educating children on personal safety issues.
When political leaders were called together for a public forum in the aftermath of the Teague murder, Rosenfeld was the first expert called in. Olson
claimed their son, along with many others, in his serial-murder spree. But,
according to Rosenfeld, Olson has kept the nightmare alive as he has continually taunted the victims from his prison cell.
Rosenfeld, who was on CFRA with Mark Sutcliffe earlier this week, is disgusted with the recent news that Olson’s “murderabilia” is being sold on the
online auction site, murderauction.com. That site is affiliated with serialkillercalndar.com. Olson, according to Rosenfeld, has also been communicating with
young people through the website myspace.com. Rosenfeld said that Olson was
actually selling autographed photos of himself for $35, and that he was signing
the photos “the Beast of B.C.”.
If Karla Homolka’s special treatment outraged Canada, then the liberties that
Olson is taking, within the well-researched boundaries of his rights as provided
by Corrections Canada, is at a sickening level of disgusting.
Rosenfeld was involved in introducing a bill that would prevent criminals in
Canada from profiting from the crimes they committed. The bill went through
parliament and was, in a rare instance of parliamentary competence, supported
by all parties. However, when the bill went to Senate, it was shot down. As a
result, Clifford Olson and other notorious criminals can not only profit from
their crimes, but they can also raise their status as pop-culture icons. Violent
criminals who become pop-culture icons inspire copycats. Paul Bernardo was a
copycat. So were Dylan Kleibold and Eric Harris. Somewhere, out there, the
aura around Clifford Olson is sure to inspire some misguided potential criminal.
Shame on the Senate. Shame. There is no credible reason for them to block
such a common sense bill. When they wake up from their naps, they won’t have
metaphorical blood on their hands over this. But they will have Sharpie ink on
their hands, and that’s harder to wash clean. Clifford Olson has just given us a
reason to abolish Senate appointments and introduce an elected Senate.
JM
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Bill Phillips
Bill Phillips is the editor
of the Prince George Free
Press in Prince George
B.C. He is also the regional
editor for Black Press
North. He has been in the
community newspaper
business for 23 years. He is
the winner of the 2006
Ma Murray (British
Columbia/Yukon
Community Newspaper
Association) award for
outstanding columnist.
He placed third in the
outstanding columnist
category of the Canadian
Community Newspaper
Association awards in
2004 and second in 2005.
He is one of the finalists
in the 2008 Ma Murray
awards for editorial
writing, a category he
placed second in in 2002.
He also won the Black
Press outstanding editorial
writing award in 2005.
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Barrhaven Independent – Jeffrey Morris
In his feature about cancer survivor Elizabeth
Hilderman, Jeffrey Morris demonstrates the
importance of a good interview as he uses the facts and
quotes he gathered to weave an emotional story of a
heroic woman who fought hard and beat all the odds.
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1st month

place

Rita Legault
Rita Legault has been a
reporter at the Sherbrooke
Record for the past two
decades. She is a threetime winner of the Paul
Dumont Frenette Award
(2008, 2006, 1991), the
top journalism award given
out by the Quebec
Community Newspaper
Award. Over the past 20
years, she has won dozens
of QCNA and CCNA
awards in categories
ranging from news and
environmental writing to
reporter enterprise and
investigative reporting.

Oshawa This Week – Jeff Mitchell

A truly excellent newspaper story is more than just an
interesting tale, but one that is well written and well
told. Such a feat requires good interview skills and
thorough background research. Armed with the fruits of
those essential labours, good storytellers must hook the
reader with a strong lead and keep them interested - and
informed - with colourful quotes and pertinent facts. The
winners of this category have put these skills to good use.
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Northumberland News – Jennifer O’Meara
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Elizabeth Hilderman’s friends call her the most courageous woman in Barrhaven. She tells Jeffrey Morris her
story of how she beat cancer, and how she wants to give back and help others in need of blood cancer treatment.

3 ce In her series on poverty, Jennifer O’Meara has
pla

clearly done her research but she gets far
beyond reports and statistics and allows real people to
reveal the true face of poverty in her community. All
spellbinding tales told by master storytellers.
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“I never once thought I was going to die”

Peter Cripps, Jeff Mitchell has clearly created
a bond of trust with his subject to reveal a side of the
story never told. Strong research and interviews are
evident in his writing.
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The pain is gone, but the memory still hangs there like the mist
and fog on a dark, autumn
evening.
Elizabeth Hilderman’s smile
slices through the dark shadows
that fate decided to cast her way a
year and a half ago as she hugs and
embraces her children, Emily and
Benjamin. She holds her husband,
Randy. She knows, deep in her
heart, that each hug she gives them
is precious. It’s a hug they are all
lucky to have.
To say Elizabeth Hilderman is a
cancer survivor is an understatement. She fought cancer. She beat
cancer. Cancer had her all but
defeated, but she reached within
herself and looked it in the eye and
took what it threw at her and
fought back. She annihilated it.
The fear of it coming back still
hides in the crevices of her mind,
but she got through the first year.
Her smile fills the room as she
talks about reaching that important
milestone. She knows, from a
medical perspective, that she has
cleared the first big hurdle. If it
were to return, it would more than
likely have returned within that
year.
Now, she wants to help others
win their battles.
Elizabeth is working on raising
funds and awareness for the Little
Angels and the Bone Marrow
Fund. She was made aware of the
charity while she was in the hospital. Blood cancer survivor Diane
George of Alexandria and a team
of volunteers run the charity.
“I was lucky because my husband Randy was there with me all
the way, holding my hand,”
Elizabeth said. “But there were
people there who were alone.
They had no financial means of
being there, because of work commitments and travel. It was something I had never thought about. I

Jeffrey Morris photo

Elizabeth Hilderman, above with her children Emily and Benjamin and her husband Randy, was a personal
trainer and in the best shape of her life when cancer struck late in 2006. She fought hard and won her battle
and is celebrating a year in remission. Now, through a charity called Little Angels, she wants to help others suffering from blood cancer so that their families can be
at their
side.
11, 2008
April
This Week News

was around people who didn’t
have anyone there to support
them. They would always receive
flowers. Flowers are nice to have,
but I thought wouldn’t it be great
if people sent gift certificates for
gas and food so that someone
close to them could be there and
hold their hand through this.”
With Elizabeth celebrating one
year in remission, the Hildermans
want to make that loneliness go
away for other people who went

Friday,

through what Elizabeth did. They
are raising funds and volunteering
for Little Angels, so that other
people receiving blood cancer
treatment in Ottawa will have an
easier time when it comes to having family by their side.
It’s surreal that Elizabeth
Hilderman’s nightmare began on
Halloween night in 2006. It’s even
more surreal that this could happen to Elizabeth. She was a personal trainer and in the best shape

of her life. She weight-trained on a
regular schedule and took regular
and frequent cardio classes. She
would train between appointments
with clients. She was the least
likely person you could imagine to
be attacked by cancer. In fact,
because of her commitment to
training, it took longer than it
should have to even get a proper
diagnosis. The aches and pains
that were the first signs of something being wrong were attributed
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By Jeff Mitchell

to her heavy workouts.
“I still recall the first uncomfortable pain from the cancer,” said
Elizabeth, looking back at the
beginning of her battle. “I was at
a Halloween party and I began to
have some pain in my rib area. I
took some Tylenol and the pain
went away. In a few days, the pain
became so intense that I decided to
go see a doctor. They just said that
I probably bruised my ribs, which
made sense at the time. I am so
clumsy sometimes, so I thought I
had leaned a weight on my chest
while doing chest presses. The
doctor told me to take a bit more
Ibuprophen and that the pain
would subside in a couple of
weeks.”
The pain did not subside. In
fact, it intensified. Elizabeth
developed an uncontrollable fever
and night sweats. She went to the
emergency room, but after blood
work, x-rays and an ultrasound,
nothing was found. They assumed
that she had the flu.
Within a month, another symptom popped up. Elizabeth developed a rash and went back to the
doctor. This time, she was diagnosed with chicken pox.
“I was so relieved, as it had fit
all the symptoms,” said Elizabeth.
“Then I remembered being tested
for chicken pox during my pregnancies and the test came
back
C
positive. I went back to the doctor
and she referred me to a dermatologist. He performed a biopsy on
the rash and told me to stop all
medications just to make sure it
wasn’t an allergic reaction.
Unfortunately, the rash continued
to spread and the next day I was
admitted to the Ottawa Civic
Hospital.”
Elizabeth was quarantined for
two days. As she underwent
intense testing, loneliness and fear
began to set in.
See Elizabeth on page 10
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Toronto Bayview-Mills Town Crier – Patricia
Storms
place
Patricia Storm’s impressive style ranked her
entries very high. Her use of simple, easy flowing, and
confident lines, combined with great humour, evoke a
degree of cheekiness which put her submissions over the
top in this contest.
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What’s the holdu

Honourable mention goes to Walt Radda of the Port
Perry Scugog Standard who entered a cartoon making
light of the fact that he placed third in last year’s
OCNA.

Overall, there were a few submissions that were within
striking range of placing in the top three based on the
strength of artistic ability and impact, but were weakened
by low scores because they failed to enter cartoons of a
local nature. However, all the top three cartoons scored
high in terms of relevancy to their communities. They all
did an outstanding job in satirizing local issues unique to
their communities.

EDITOR
GROUP MANAGING
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EDITOR:
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one-solution-fits-all remedy
for people planning a green
funeral.
People can still carry
out their cultural traditions
around death, he says, but
can look for ways to reduce
their environmental impact
wherever possible.
There is no way around
the fact government regulations must be followed.
According to the Ontario
Board of Funeral Services, provincial law doesn’t
require that a body be
embalmed except under certain circumstances and while
a casket is not mandatory, a
burial container is.
A combustible, rigid container is also a must for cremation services.
Paul Newbigging has
been in the funeral business
for 20 years, following in
the footsteps of his father,
who started the Murray E.
Newbigging Funeral Home
in 1950.
He says “green is on top
of mind for many people
and funeral directors.”
People can be buried in a
container as simple as structured cardboard or a pine

box rather than a casket, says with no container, where the
Newbigging, in an interview body would be shrouded and
from his Mount Pleasant Rd. placed in the ground with
funeral home.
a tree or shrub to mark the
These options will decom- grave.
pose quicker when placed in
Michael de Pencier is a
the ground than a traditional director with the Natural
casket. As well, a fancier Burial Association, which is
casket can be rented for cer- looking at purchasing a site
emonies while a plainer one around the GTA for this type
used for burial.
of system.
You can purchase an enviThe
process
would
ronmentally-friendly casket involve converting old
from any funeral parlour in farmlands into meadows or
Ontario, says Caley Fergu- forests where people could
son, VP of Northern Casket. be buried, if the provincial
His company makes a and municipal governments
casket with wooden hinges change the zoning.
rather than metal, contain
“We are spending so
no dyes and uses water- much on a mahogany box,”
soluble, biodegradable glue. he says. “It’s a strain on
The inside is lined with non- the environment, chopping
down rare trees.
dyed cotton.
“We’re importing expenThe company will be
launching an environmental sive marble and using
embalming using formaldeurn this May.
With
cremation
the hyde — that’s toxic to the
decomposition of the body environment. Let’s skip all
go straight to ashes
is immediate, however air- thats.and
new com
nmountainto
ashes, dust to dust.”
borne chemicals
amiltoemitwww.hare
For people wanting to
ted in this process and are
caught by scrubbers on the go green even in death, it’s
chimneys, according to worth a conversation with
loved ones and a funeral
Newbigging.
One option not yet legal director on how to leave a
in Ontario is natural burial small footprint behind.

Graeme MacKay
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Many of us are trying
to reduce our environmental
impact while here on earth,
but how about in our final
act when we leave this planet?
Decisions around our
own mortality are not easy
to contemplate. However,
for the green conscious the
idea of departing in an ecofriendly way is catching on.
Green funerals involve
reducing the amount of toxins released into the soil,
water and air through a traditional burial or cremation.
It can also involve giving
back to Mother Nature by
planting trees or donating to
an earth-conscious company
in memory of a loved one.
As with any earth-friendly
gathering, people are also
looking at using recycled
paper invitations and local,
organic food and flowers at
ceremonies and carpooling
from the funeral parlour to
the burial site.
Environmentalist Franz
Hartmann says he’d be upset
if his death involved any
“unnecessary environmental damage”, but he is the
careful not to prescribe a
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Going Green
Kris Scheuer

Ashes to ashes, green to green

COMMUNITY CALENDAR:

Overall Comments

( circ. 10,000+)

Queensbury

OF

Roncesvallles Ave.

CARTOON

Premier Award ~Cartoon

Police are warning residents to ignore suspicious
mail after several York

Mills homes received letters
promising unclaimed riches
from Spain last month.
Several residents received
mail postmarked from Spain
telling them that there is

a safety deposit box containing $77.7 million whose
owner was killed in a train
accident. The recipient is
told they share the same
last name as the owner and

arrangements can be made
to share the fortune.
Police say the letter is a
scam, and recipients should
not contact any of the numbers mentioned.
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Graeme MacKay is the
Hamilton Spectator’s
resident editorial
cartoonist. Born in 1968,
this self-proclaimed “news
geek” grew up in Dundas,
Ontario. Except for a
few art classes at a local
School of Art, Graeme’s
skill in cartooning is largely
self-taught. After studying
politics and history at
the University of Ottawa,
he travelled Europe with
pen and sketchbook in
hand. In 1997, he began
his professional career at
The Hamilton Spectator.
MacKay’s cartoons have
appeared in newspapers
across Canada and the
U.S. in addition to various
magazines and periodicals.
In 2006, he won a citation
of excellence award from
the United Nations for an
editorial cartoon on that
year’s crisis between Israel
and Hezbollah.

Trees
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Premier Award ~Cartoon

CARTOON
JUDGE

YEAR

News/North – Norm Muffit
1 e Nunavut
plac Norm Muffit’s work is pleasing to the eye and a
good use of blacks. It also had a good fell for
local issues (and is funny!) On top of that he’s consistent
which is very important. I would give him a little more
space.

2 ce
pla

Vance Rodewalt was born
in Edmonton, Alberta. In
1970 he moved to
Calgary and became
editorial cartoonist for
The Albertan, a morning
newspaper that became
the Calgary Sun in 1980.
In 1984 he accepted an
invitation from publisher
Patrick O’Callaghan to
become editorial
cartoonist of the Calgary
Herald where he has been
the resident cartoonist
ever since. Vance has won
many awards including a
national newspaper award
in 1988. His work is
syndicated world wide
by Artizans.
“ Who would have
thought that you could
make a nice living making
fun of important people? “
....Vance Rodewalt
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Overall Comments

I enjoyed all the entries. They all showed artistic
ability and imagination.
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Health comes from
doing good deeds
FROM
Up Here
John Ningark, a former MLA,
is from Kugaaruk.

Spirituality as a subject is not always an
easy topic to talk about. For one thing, it is
unseen, elusive and, some say, for the weak
soul. I say it is a part of nature's blueprint of
life.
I was baptized within a year of birth, as
the records state. Baptized as a Christian.
At Repulse Bay there were two Christian
denominations, Anglican and Roman Catholic. Each ministry did their best to convert
more than their adversary but they had enough
sense not to go beyond the peaceful means of
saving souls. I am grateful to be a Christian
and will forever hold to the practice. I state
this without prejudice to others.
A good deal of time was spent out at the
seasonal campsites. The four seasons offer a
variety of opportunities and the knowledge
to live with them was passed down from
generation to generation. It was not an easy
livelihood. There were many times of plenty
but also many lean times. Regardless, it was a
harmonious way of living with nature.
When we were not struggling the elders
would discuss customs, culture and ways and
means of keeping in touch with the traditional
spirituality. The cardinal principle of our
culture, according to our elders, was to give a
drink of water when asked. It was, and still is,
the unwritten rule that when a child, friend or
enemy, or even a person barely alive, calls for

Parry Sound North Star – Jonathan Mahood
Jonathan Mahood is my second choice. His work
is well drawn and has a good sense of drama.

rd Parry Sound Beacon Star – Tony MacDonald
3 ce Third place goes to Tony MacDonald. He tackled
pla
some pretty tough issues and made good points
with the use of symbols.

( circ. 9,999-)

water, always give them that
drink.
It is universal knowledge
that no one lives forever.
People go on to somewhere
beyond the rainbow and continue their existence in a better
life with their lost loved ones.
Our elders used to tell us to
approach destiny with caution,
even if you walked a particular
route in life many times before. I was told to
be even more cautious when approaching man
than nature. There are things such as bad luck
but there are also consequences of infringements of the rights of people and nature.
Our elders used to say that every living
being has a spirit as well as an unseen guardian. The guardian knows your actions and
intentions – both good and bad. Your good
deeds are rewarded accordingly and the bad
ones are punishable not only in your generation but also inherited by generations to come.
Therefore your children and grandchildren
never really become immune to punishment
for the wrongs you did to others and nature.
It is beyond my ability to understand the
reasons of going so far with punitive means. It
seems somewhat unfair. However, we were not
encouraged to challenge questionable aspects
of our culture.
To sum up, we were told that a healthy
mind was a product of a soul that does good
deeds for others – this means people and
environment. Our elders used to say that the
mind is a powerful tool. If a person had no
guilty feelings inside, that person and their
family would live long and full lives.
This small advice continues to be a proven,
good remedy to make one well time and time
again.

NNSL WEB POLL

WITH THE GOVERNMENT OF NUNAVUT WARNING OF MUCH HIGHER
OIL PRICES, DO YOU THINK SMALL-SCALE NUCLEAR REACTORS ARE AN
ACCEPTABLE ALTERNATIVE?
Yes, even though nuclear power comes with risks, so
does oil. Besides, Nunavut is ready to support uranium
mining.
We should harness the wind and solar power.
No, the health and environmental hazards of nuclear
reactors are too great to bear.

HAVE YOUR SAY
Does Winnipeg need a friendship centre? Go online to
www.nnsl.com/nunavutnews to vote in this week's poll.
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L AY O U T

1s e Olympic Games in
plac
t

Whitby This Week –

JUDGE

Beijing.
Photographer Ron
Pietroniro went more than
the extra mile – likely closer to
6,500 miles – to get a variety
of shots as he and sports
editor Brad Kelly were in China
and reported back with a great
layout that conveyed a lot of
information. The pages covered
a variety and generous amount
of high quality colour shots as
good as can be seen in most any
publication anywhere. Emotion,
action, family members watching an
athlete compete – and even Whitby’s
In case of EMERGENCY
own Priscilla Lopes-Schleip crossing
the finish line ahead of a Jamaican
competitor to win the bronze in the
women’s 100 metre hurdles in a true
photo finish race. As well, Whitby’s
Erin McLean and other Ontario
residents and Canadians were pictured
to make the overall layout extra
interesting. Technically very good
photographs, sharp, well cropped and
encapsulating high drama in many. I
suspect that hundreds if not thousands of pictures were
taken by this photographer from the paper. Memorable.
Pietroniro deserves gold on the OCNA podium at this
year’s awards.
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use old Baden school

for training exercise
s

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 5, 2008

Last week local
fire
the Waterloo Regional stations and idents to be aware
of the activity and
Police Service
were in Baden,
making use of the not be alarmed.
old Baden Public
Although the police
School.
force has a
The school will
few buildings in
down to make way soon be torn they can practice the region where
for a residential
their skills, using
developm ent.
a
Developer Mike building slated for demolition
Schout offered the
like
building to emer- this school offers an opportunity
gency services for
for
their training sce- them to try techniques that may
narios over the last
one
day be needed in
few months.
a similar environLast week he tactical
ment.
unit of the
police force was
Officers practiced
practicing
using the least
entrances and breaching explosive amount of explosives
walls
possible
on breach
Thursday and Friday
to
of this past others, a door in one scenario. In
week. A prominent
officers practised
sign warned resforcing
their way through
walls to reach

hostages.
The New Dundee
and Baden fire
departments practiced
an explosion
and fire scenario
on Monday night.
Fire fighters lit a
fire on the roof
and lit barrels on
fire
building with smoke. inside to fill the
They then practiced
navigating
the smoke-filled
halls,
dummy from inside, retrieving a
and climbed
on the roof to extinguish
the
fire.
“When we’ve got
this, it is invaluable,” something like
said fire fighter
Paul Koenig.

Rich Holmes grew up in
a newspaper family in
Alberta back in hot metal
days and has spent his
entire adult life in the
industry. He has served on
the CCNA board and is a
past president of AWNA.
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New Hamburg Independent –

Photographer Tim Murphy has a variety of
excellent photos that show emergency groups like
police and fire departments practicing drills. Some scenes
with action that many people would not often see. Well
laid out. Good work.
Minden Times – Life on the Farm.
rd
3 ce Photographer Greg Hoekstra brings the
pla
lovable farm animals to the readers’ page with
a feel good group of shots. The pictures include a day old
baby lamb and other animals that seem to lead a happy live
on the five-generation Cox family farm. It just feels good to
look at the layout. Well done.

LIFE ON THE FARM
ra
• Photos by Greg Hoekst

•

on the calendar, the
it may still be weeks away
and renewal, and although family farm on Horseshoe Lake Road.
Spring is a time of birth
come early to the Cox
to their farm, including
season seems to have
a number of new animals
Casey Cox have welcomed one day old when the photo was taken.
In the past month Joe and
below who was only
at bottom right, who
the playful baby lamb shown born recently, including the shy fellow shown
also been
his loving mother.
of
belly
the
A number of calves have
behind
to
camera from
generations, is now home
would only pose for our
in the Cox family for five
been
has
which
workers.’
farm,
not enough
Casey estimates the
cows, and ‘too many horses,
in the experience.
share
roughly 80 sheep, 120
to
out
us
inviting
family for
The Times thanks the Cox
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JUDGE

Terry Peters
Terry Peters is the
Managing Editor of the
North Shore News, one
of the most awarded
community newspapers in
Canada. Previously as
a photographer at the
paper before becoming
Managing Editor he has
won over 30 National
and Provincial
photography awards.
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Oshawa This Week – Colour Her Bronze
1 e The photo of Priscilla Lopes-Schliep jumping for
plac joy as she realizes she has won an Olympic bronze
medal is emotional, captures the moment and was
given great presentation by the newspaper. I was originally
torn by the fairness of a photo from an international event
competing with other more local events but in the end
determined that while it was a much bigger stage the
challenges for the photographer were the same. To be in the
right spot at the right time, to stay focused on your subject
and be ready for that one moment that will tell the story.
If this photo had been taken at a local track event it still
would have been a great shot and ultimately I didn’t feel the
photographer should penalized for having the good fortune
of being able to go to the Olympics to cover the local athletes
performances.
st

Ottawa East Weekly Journal – Splash Forward
nd The water polo photograph shows outstanding
2 ce
composition and excellent focus. Looking at it you
pla
are immediately drawn into the defenders eyes
followed by the goalkeepers expression and then back to the
ball about to be thrown. It tells a story and makes you feel
like you are right there watching the game. It was given plenty of space on the front page but it is a shame that the editor
felt it was okay to lay all that type on top of the photograph.
It is bad enough to put the Splash Forward headline on it but
to also put the caption on top of the photo is poor design. It is
unfortunate that so many editors feel it is acceptable to ruin
the integrity of good photographs for their own typography
placement.

WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 20, 2008
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Ron Pietroniro / Metroland

BEIJING -- Whitby’s Priscilla Lopes-Schliep leaps into the air after watching the replay of the women’s 100-metre hurdle final and finally realizing that she has just won a
bronze medal for Canada. For more on Ms. Lopes-Schliep, seeFriday,
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COMMUNITY NEWS

Brain damage

Jim Donnelly examines
concussions in youth
sport
in a new series.
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LOCAL NEWS

Splash

Epic adventure

An Orléans man tries
to
make children’s dreams
come true.

FORWARD
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De La Salle's Stephanie
LeSaux, 3, battles against
Colonel By’s water polo
their match Tuesday, Feb.
team during
12. De La Salle won 6-3.
(Photo/Darren Brown)

Cuts planned for summe
r

NHL bound

A local hockey sensation
finally gets the big
call.

> Laura Cummings
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Clarington punts it
back to the Region
By Jennifer Stone
jstone@durhamregion.com

Ron Pietroniro/ Metroland

OSHAWA - Ben Chain lets go of the weights after successfully breaking
his own Canadian record of 100 kilos. Ben was competing in the Special
Olympics Summer Games being held in Durham Region this week. More
photos on page 22.

2007’s

Hooper said.
Months ago, it became clear as a result of
comments from Regional Chairman Roger
Anderson, that Clarington’s stance on the
matter really didn’t matter, Coun. Hooper
said.
“I get the impression it’s going to forge
ahead anyway,” he said.
But Orono resident Linda Gasser said Tuesday’s motion was less about protecting Clarington and more about showing support to
the Region,
“Mayor Jim Abernethy couldn’t come to
(Regional) council with a host community
agreement in his back pocket but he could
come with an endorsement of the business
plan,” Ms. Gasser said.
Only Clarington’s four local councillors supported the motion, passed in January, indicating Clarington would not be a willing host.
The three Regional councillors, including the
mayor, voted against it.
Wednesday, Mayor Abernethy pointed
out that the municipality has been negotiating the host agreement for almost a year and
the unwilling motion was passed six months
ago.
“Those things are a mixed message,” he
said.
If Clarington accepts a host community
agreement, it’s an indication of the Municipality’s willingness to host, said the mayor.
“It clearly established that Clarington council supported the business case, subject to
negotiations with the Region on the host community agreement. If we signed the contract,
we would be the host community,” Mayor
Abernethy said. “On the basis that we signed
a contract, we would be a willing host.”

CLARINGTON -- The Municipality has put
the ball back into the Region’s court when it
comes to a host community agreement aimed
at an incinerator being built in Clarington.
Council held yet another lengthy, hastilycalled closed-door meeting Tuesday, to look at
the Region’s most recent offer for a host community agreement.
After more than four hours behind closed
doors, councillors passed two resolutions, one
indicating that parts of what the Region offered
were not acceptable. The other indicated support for the Region’s business case for the
incinerator but asked for further information
on safety and economics.
Councillors said “there are certain positions
within the agreement that are not negotiable,
and they took a hard position on that,” Clarington CAO Franklin Wu said. “The ball is back in
the court of the Region.”
Details of what the Region offered remain
confidential as negotiations continue.
This was the second such meeting in as many
weeks for Clarington councillors. Last week,
councillors looked at an offer and sent it back,
indicating if the Region agreed to a lengthy
wish list from the Municipality, “Clarington
council is prepared to reconsider its ‘unwilling
host’ stance.”
That stance still hasn’t changed, say councillors. But some feel the Region is going to build
the incinerator in Clarington anyway, so it’s a
matter of getting the best deal possible.
“We want to be sure we get the best, safest facility, and that it will somehow benefit
the people of Clarington,” Councillor Ron
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Power Chain

Overall the entries were quite good, where they often fell
short was in the ability of the photographer to bring you right
into the essence of the action. Tighter cropping in the layout
or with the lens will help. There were plenty of good colour
reproductions in the entries but a lot of the black and white
entries were poorly reproduced. The papers should all keep a
close watch on the values of the gray tones to ensure that their
black and white reproduction is crisp and has a lot of impact.
I thought there were some very solid entries in this category
but the top three stood out for not just their great timing
but the intensity of the subject’s expressions. A great sports
photo is that combination of peak action, good composition,
emotion, and sharp focus. These photographs excel in those
categories.
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Clarington This Week – Power Chain
rd
3 ce The young weightlifter is captured under extreme
effort in this well composed photograph. It wasn’t
pla
until I had completed the judging that I discovered
this photo was also taken by the first place winner.
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OPPORTUNITY CAME KNOCKING! OVER 50 2007-2008-2009 DEMO MODELS
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Burlington Post – Tense Moments
Photo’s focus (rescue) draws reader’s eye to
e
c
a
pl
the seriousness of the situation. You know
immediately that the ring of emergency members is
framing the central focus of the person they are
attempting to rescue. The photo’s cropping of the
situation is well framed with straining hands, ropes,
determination of EMS personnel, debris and what
looks like an attempted earlier rescue with a life ring.
The unusual colour of the water also plays a part in the
composition of the photo.

3 ce The photographer met this photo opportunity
pla
rd

Barrie Advance – Car/bus crash

head on to allow the subject shot to work to
the best advantage. Though not at the height of the
immediate moments after the crash, the intensity of
the Emergency personnel is in play. The concern
for the safety of the injured people who are trapped
is reflected in the safety glasses they are wearing to
minimize any further injuries as the EMS crews work
with tools to free them. Even the subliminal message
to the left of the photo – the stop sign on the door of
the rescue truck – works.
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Local Olympians
making waves

GIFT CERTIFICATE

Kids 10 and under ﬁll out a ballot with every kids meal purchase between
August 20th to September 1st, 2008. Winner will be notiﬁed by email Sept. 1/08.
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Liesa Kortmann – Burlington Post

TO THE RESCUE: Three Burlington firefighters work to free Burlington resident Terry Spearin
from chin-high water in a swollen creek on Monday afternoon. Spearin found himself pinned

against a drainpipe after attempting to clear some debris from the flooded neighbourhood waterway. Following the harrowing ordeal, the 67 year old vowed to leave such tasks to city staff.

Burlington man plucked from rising floodwater
By Dennis Smith
BURLINGTON POST STAFF
Terry Spearin doesn’t plan to remove debris
from a neighbouring creek anymore after being
rescued by firefighters from chin-deep, rushing
floodwater on Monday.
“I recognize that’s the city’s job not mine,”
said the Kerns Road resident. “It was an unnerving experience that I do not wish to duplicate.”
Rain-swollen water lodged Spearin’s right leg

drown,” said Vermeulen. “The suction was
strong. It was like rapids pulling through the
culvert.”
Spearin said debris blocked the culvert and
backed up the water, which rose above his neck.
“The force of the water was so powerful, it
was the author of my problem,” he said. “The
trouble was they had to get close to me and had
no idea how my feet were caught.”

in a culvert gate on the north side of Four dialed 911 after he saw the trapped man.
Seasons Drive shortly after he waded in to
He pulled out a six-metre extension ladder
remove some debris. His left leg thenmber
became 24,
and2008
another neighbour threw a rope for Spearin
, Septe
anchored
in theesday
mud by the
debris.
to hold onto. He remained stuck in the creek.
Wedn
The 67-year-old was trapped alone in waist“He was getting tired and I was afraid he’d
deep water for about 10 minutes before neigh- pass out,” said Vermeulen.
bours heard his cries for help.
Burlington firefighters arrived and tried to
“I was looking around the ravine thinking, free Spearin as the water rose from his waist to
‘This is a lonely place to be,’” he recalled.
his chin.
Hans Vermeulen heard yelling from the
“He was stuck against the drainpipe up to
creek behind his house at about 4:30 p.m. and his neck in water. I was afraid he was going to
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Business leaders talk
growth, health, educa
tion
with Premier McGu
inty
By Laurie Watt

Honourable Mention
Paris Star – Dramatic river rescue

It took firefighters and
paramedics about two
hours to extract people
injured in the accident
riding in a vehicle involved
and the driver was taken
RICK VANDERLINDE PHOTO
in a crash with a city
to Sunnybrook Trauma
bus on Saturday. Five
Centre in Toronto by
passengers were
air ambulance.

Chopper called in
after car/bus crash
By Rick Vanderlinde

FEATURE

Safety from the sky

18,000 patients each

year are admitted to

Kris Allary saw the whole
By Leigh Blenkhorn
horrible crash.
Allary was sitting in a
car at Bayfield Street
and
Grove Street when he
n air ambulance respondi
saw a car crash into a
ng to
Barrie
Transit bus in the intersect
Saturday’s accident on
ion at 2 p.m. on Saturday
Bayfield
.
“The bus rolled up into
Street grabbed the attention
the intersection. The bus
of
was looking to make a
hundreds of motorists
left-hand
when it
into the intersection looking turn as the car came landed on the bridge
over Highway 400.
to go straight and just
went head-on with the
Barrie Police closed the
bus as the bus was trying
Bayfield Street
to bridge for about
make the turn,” Allary
two hours to allow the
said at the scene.
helicopter to land when it
was needed following
a
collision between a car
and a city bus at BayDRIVER / Page 10
field and Grove Street
at 2 p.m.

A

Ornge aircraft

The air ambulance transpor
ted the car’s driver to Sunnybrook Trauma
Centre in Toronto.
Though some have seen
the air ambulances
land on highways, many
had not seen one
land on a city street.
According to Christine
Bujold, from the air
ambulance company Ornge,
it’s not that out
of the ordinary.
“Ultimately, it’s up to
our pilots to decide
where it’s safe to land,”
she said.
OPERATES / Page 9
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A 37-year veteran in the metro
and community newspapers
industry, Brees’ background
in journalism, business and
marketing create a solid mix
for the daily attributes of the
weekly newspaper industry. She
is the seventh generation of a
newspaper family which has
spawned publications in Manitoba, Saskatchewan, B.C., and
Alberta in the past 108 years.

AS LOW AS

NOW IS THE BEST

BARRIE

Our Opinion, Our

Hugo Brees is known throughout Alberta for his photographic
skills behind the lens. He is
an acclaimed photojournalist
and community newspaper
photographer, who always
seeks out the unusual shots
for his audience and readers.
Over the past decade, Brees has
been recognized internationally,
nationally and provincially for
his technical detail, skills and
the calibre of his craft.

Is the region
still blue?
Page 9
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nd Peterborough This Week – Body found in
2 ce creek
pla
A difficult shot, not for the queasy at heart.
Photographer has set the tone of the body’s find with
situational backdrop - low bush along the water in
the foreground and a stark riparian block wall in the
background. This allows the reader’s eye to focus on
the arm of the body the policeman is in the process of
pulling from the water. Well cropped, lighting provides
time of day and shadows provide another element to
the stark reality of the find.

PHOTO

GUELPH LINE

SPOT

WALKERS LINE

BEST

Premier Award ~ Photography

When Rob Hamilton
was
always used to say, cities mayor, he
need to “sing
from the same songboo
k” when it comes
to getting provincial
politicians to pay
attention.
And, when Premier Dalton
McGuinty
came to town last week,
he heard a chorus
of local business leaders
singing
song, with three key verses: from one
intervene on
growth to give Barrie some
more employment lands as the area
plans for growth;
make an immediate
$11.8-million cash
injection in the Royal
Victoria Hospital,
and assist Georgian College
to construct a
new $55-million health
sciences building.
GROWTH / Page 9

Street racer faces
lifetime driving ban

Ryan Kiedrowski is well-known
to the readers in the Brooks
and County of Newell for his
tenacity of reporting fair and
balanced news. His community
newspaper stint has seen his
skills tested as reporter/photographer, then managing editor
of two Saskatchewan weeklies
and their sister regional papers
before returning to southeastern Alberta. Kiedrowski
is a seasoned journalist with
inter-provincial editorial awards
to his credit.

Nauman Nusrat, 20, will
never legally
drive a motor vehicle again.
So said a Barrie judge
Tuesday in handing down sentence in
the case of the man
who pleaded guilty in
April to speeding
up Highway 400 last
summer, and clipping a truck driver.
David Virgoe, 48, was
killed after
swerving to avoid the
speeders.
Nusrat was handed a
conditional twoyear sentence, two years
probation and
ordered to forfeit his vehicle.
He was also handed a
lifetime driving
prohibition and fined $250.
Two other men charged
in the case are
due back in court later
this month.

2008 Awards Results
Page 31

Premier Award ~ Photography
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Mississauga News
This is an excellent image in that it
e
plac
conveys powerful emotion and makes
the story jump. All four judging categories are
well represented and met. It is a shot showing
enterprise and thought by the photographer.

auga News 10 The Mississ

2 ce News photos are as much about being in
pla
nd

Ian Cobb

the right place at the right time as
anything else. And this shot is that credo
personified. Well Done!

Oakville Beaver
3 ce This photo is similar in nature to the
a
pl
first place shot, but it is not quite as
impactful. Still, great work!
rd
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page 11
monike
Murders
the
d.
See
Just a few years He had countless run-ins
He never returne 3, a man was killed.
her son was targetfrom his home.
Latchana insists was viewed as "a
last Nov.
Donna
a.m.
in the same spot. and had become a stranger
3:45
At about
ended David
r because he
job
with police, no life was no longer spiralling armed with a .357 handg un Latchana out- ed for murde
He confronted
to his family. His hit rock bottom.
Latchana's life.
downward; it hadrefused to stay down. Thanks
But Latchana
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may
benefit from
provincial
savings

Murdered
woman was
‘sparkle on
top of water’

Infrastructure would
get boost from surplu
s
BY DAVID FLEISCH

Staff Writer

ER

If the province stays
in the
black, York Region
municipalities could and other
see muchneeded money flowing
to infrastructure projects.
This week, Finance
Minister
Dwight Duncan
unveiled the
Investing in Ontario
pledges any budget Act which
surplus over
$800 million to provinci
al infrastructure.
That money could
anything from roads be used for
and public
transit to social housing.
“The proposed Investing
in
Ontario Act would
strike a balance by ensuring
that surpluses
would go to both
debt reduction
and to governm
ent priorities,”
Mr. Duncan said.
All surpluses are now
directed
towards paying off
the
debt and, if the surplusprovince’s
hits $800
million, the first
$600 million
would continue
to go to that
end.
The surplus in last
get was $2.3 billion. year’s budBecause the money
will be
distributed on the
basis
ulation, York Region’s of popresidents would get 1 million
cent of any funding. about 8 per
Using last year’s numbers
, an

BY JOE FANTAUZ

Staff Writer

A dove is released by
STAFF PHOTO/MIK
Scott
E BARRETT
the service for the slain Atherton, (in sunglasses), the boyfrien
d of Brenda Healey
woman Friday at St.
after
market.
John Chrysostom Catholic
Church in New-

See PLAN, page 4.

▲

Ian Cobb is editor of
The Valley Echo weekly
newspaper, based out
of southeastern British
Columbia’s Columbia
Valley. Cobb has been
editor of The Echo since
1994 and in his 18 years in
the community newspaper
business, he has received
32 Canadian Community
Newspaper Association
and B.C./Yukon
Community Newspaper
Association awards, with
honours in writing,
photography and layout/
design. He has also served
as a judge for CCNA,
OCNA, MCNA and SWNA
on numerous occasions.
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Brenda Healey was
remembered as a
daughter and sister
loving
during her funeral
Friday.
As her cloth-draped
coffin was slowly
to the front of a
moved
packed St. John Chrysost
Catholic Church
om
in
wiped their eyes and Newmarket, mourners
wept
“She was the sparkle quietly in the pews.
on top of the water,”
Healey’s boyfriend,
Ms
Scott Atherton, said
tears, thanking those
through
who offered their
lences since Ms Healey’s
condodeath.
He said she was known
for
her “zest for life”
and infectious smile.
“Goodbye Brenda,
my
York Regional Police angel,” he said.
27-year-old Newmar began investigating the
ket woman’s death
8, cordoning off a
March
High
Officers found Ms Street home in Sutton.
room in the home, Healey’s body in a washpolice said earlier
this week.
Ms Healey died
by drowning, a
examination determin
medical
ed, and police suspect
foul play.
She was rememb
her rules of life: have ered during the service for
the good in others. fun, never give up and find
While mourners may
find Ms Healey’s passing difficult, death
is
the end, Father Bob not the “great disaster” or
the service Friday, Ouellette, who conducted
said.
“Today, we celebrate
the eternal life God
given us,” he said.
has
During the commun
ion, some mourne
broke into tears
rs
and held each other
as the

www.oakvillebeaver.com

See POLICE, page 12.
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United Way
agencies
hurt by
cutbacks
■ By Angela Blackburn
OAKVILLE BEAVER STAFF

The Oakville United Way (UWO)
appears to be anything but united with
its member agencies these days.
At the core of the discontent is funding cutbacks to many member agencies.
■

See Agencies page 2
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FATHER’S MISSION: Rob Ellis, president and founder of Ontario Youth at Work, bows his head during a video presentation featuring his son David,
who was killed in a workplace accident in 1999 on his second day on the job. Ellis told the students at St. Ignatius of Loyola, Tuesday, he still cannot bear to
watch the presentation.

‘Do it for Dave’
Grieving father urges students to ask for proper orientation and safety training
■ By Paloma Migone
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ond day on the job.
The mourning father told the story to St.
Ignatius of Loyola students yesterday to raise
awareness on youth safety in the workplace.
Ellis, founder and president of Our Youth at
Work, has been a safety advocate reaching
thousands of listeners through presentations
at school assemblies and corporate meeting.
Ellis’ presentation is focused on teaching
students about workplace safety and making
sure employers “look over them and respect

them” by providing safety training and orientation before starting a job.
“I heard that the presentation would be
emotional,” said Marianne Pasiliao, president
of student council at Loyola.
And emotional it was.
He began the presentation with a video
about his son David. It included details about
his death, family interviews and a speech from
Ellis.
■

See Students page 3
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Vaughan Citizen – Sofie Uretsky, 13
1 e This is human interest through the eye of a
plac
camera at its best. The photographer’s
imagination and originality pulls the reader into this front
page story right away. Well done – a quality feature
photo.
st

2 ce Only one point behind first place, this high
la
p

nd

Kingston This Week – High Flying Buskers

flying action shot of three on pogo sticks, while
giving each other a high-five, is a great photograph. The
photographer has put it all together for the action, but city
hall in the background pulls the action into the community without taking away from the focus of the picture.
Good planning, timing, and positioning of the camera
have tied this shot into a winner.
Ottawa East Weekly Journal – Past Battles
3 ce Perhaps this shot has been done before in a
pla
variety of different ways but this photographer
has used it to best advantage. An aged man, sitting and
looking down at a photo of a World War II soldier, is
enhanced by the fact that almost 50 per cent of this shot
is an open area for the editor to utilize. And that has been
well utilized with a large white headline of “Past Battles”
and a much smaller cutline below. An impacting front
page picture through photographer/editor teamwork.
rd

Honourable Mention

Peterborough This Week – Brushing Up
An artist brushing hot wax, through the use of a torch,
onto a cenotaph statue is a high quality shot full of
human interest. The photographer has set the shot up
well, and cropped it just right using the natural angle
of the statue and the artist to its best advantage.

P H O T O
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Subway
extension
still on way,
feds say
Former MPP says
delay political games
BY DAVID FLEISCHER

Staff Writer

Has the subway to York Region
gone off the rails?
Federal funding, key to putting shovels in the ground, was
announced by Stephen Harper
in March 2007, but has not officially materialized.
The money is part of the
Building Canada program and
last year’s announcement came
as part of a $4.5-billion commitment to transit and infrastructure programs in Ontario.
Each province must work
out its own framework, with
P.E.I. and New Brunswick having finalized theirs, but Ontario’s
agreement is still under negotiation. The hang-ups are with the
overall framework and not the
subway project per se.
“We’re eager to have an agreement signed,” federal transport
ministry spokesperson Maryse
Durette said.
Premier Dalton McGuinty
said he expected the funding to
be announced this week, but
something fell through.
As far as she knows, there
was no planned announcement,
Ms Durette said. The 17-month
process shouldn’t be seen as a
concern though, according to a
provincial energy and infrastructure spokesperson.
“It’s not uncommon for a government to make an announcement and then work out the
See ACTUAL, page 12.

STAFF PHOTO/STEVE SOMERVILLE

Sofie Uretsky, 13. holds up a test tube of some sort of familiar-looking red liquid...participants tried to guess
what the various substances are in several test tubes used in this forensics day camp, ingeniously created by
instructor Ira Miller, in background. The actual substance in her tube is not blood, but simple egg batter and
food colouring.

Jill Hayward

‘Elite’ campers on mock crime scene
New summer day camp cashes in on popularity of forensics investigation experts such as Grissom
BY KEELY GRASSER

Staff Writer

A report of unidentified toxins
found at Dufferin Clark Community Centre attracted the response
of a group of quick-thinking young
crime scene investigators Wednesday.
The team discovered bags of
multi-coloured liquids and had to
identify the material using skills

that could come straight from an
episode of the TV show CSI.
It was all part of the Forensic
Camper Institute, a new day camp
operated by the City of Vaughan.
Under the instruction of ‘forensic specialist’ Ira Miller, campers
between 11 and 14 learn problemsolving techniques and science
skills to help them solve mysteries
set up by camp instructors.

show us if this is blood or a toxin,”
explained 13-year-old Sofie Uretsky,
who held a vial of red liquid.
Campers were examining samples of the liquids3TOCKS
underZ "ONDS
micro-Z ')#3
Z -UTUAL &UNDS Z 22303
scopes.
They used pH tests such as lit-ATTHEW #LARKE
mus paper and phenolphthalein
to
 1UEEN 3TREET
determine if the mystery substance
 Mr.

was acidic or basic,
Miller

That morning, Mr. Miller briefed
campers about the toxins in the
building, said Carolyn Burton, 12.
They also had to follow clues
just to find the liquids, she added.
Campers studied the liquids in
their forensics lab, a small room in
the community centre, with walls
covered by posters and yellow evidence tape.
“We’re looking for signs to

WWWEDWARDJONESCOM

See MURDER,
page
-EMBER
#)0& 11.
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High-flying buskers

The Pogo Dudes (l-r) Nick
sticks. The trio is one of McClintock, Chadd Deitz and Fred Grzybowsk
some 35 acts taking part
i seem
and venues visit www.kings
in the 20th annual Kingston to be flying high above City Hall as they demonstra
PHOTO: ROB MOOY
tonbuskers.com. See story
Buskers Rendezvous that
te their amazing feats of
on page 3.
takes place downtown until
skill
Sunday. For a complete on pogo
list of buskers
92
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Jill Hayward is editor of the
North Thompson Star/
Journal, in Barriere, British
Columbia. She has been
with the paper since 1993
and says she loves the
opportunity to write and
take photographs, two
of her greatest loves.
Through the newspaper
industry Jill has been
recognized several times
for her work not only as
a photographer, but as
a journalist as well. Well
known for her unique
nature and wildlife
photographs, she markets
privately to a wide range of
customers. In her spare
time she takes
commissions for portraits,
weddings, and special
event photography.
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Chris Bush
Chris Bush has been
involved with photography
for more than 25 years and
has worked professionally
since 1992. Bush is the
lead staff photographer
for the Nanaimo News
Bulletin and has been with
Black Press full-time since
1998. Other clients have
included the Vancouver
Sun, Province, Globe &
Mail, Ottawa Citizen and
many other regional and
national trade publications.
Commercial photography
for various companies and
organizations plus event
coverage and headshots
and portfolios for models,
actors and professionals
comprise the major portion
of his private work. Bush
has won several regional
and national awards for
spot news and feature
photography.
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Burks Falls Almaguin News – A Thorny
Rose
e
c
pla
Rarely does a photographer nail a truly great
environmental portrait, but Laurel J. Campbell
has with her image of farmer Norval Rose. The
simplicity of the composition, expression in the
subject’s eyes, inclusion of the background with its
family photos, rifles and interior architecture of the
home speak volumes about the subject and draw the
reader into his story. Campbell’s technical decisions on
depth of field, exposure and lighting also support her
photograph’s ability to tell its story. A genuinely strong,
no gimmicks photographic rendering. Well done,
Laurel!

2 ce This abstract image by photographer Matthew
pla
nd

Vankleek Hill Review – Healing Music

Talbot features a harpist, a patient and
background reflected on a mirror-like surface
(possibly the lid of a grand piano) and immediately
grabs the reader’s attention. The patient lying face-up,
the strong geometric shapes and colours of the harp
and background graphic and the parallax error caused
by the subjects’ relationship to the reflective surface
that shifts and offsets the reflection imparts a “Dali”
like quality to the image. This is an unusual and
striking variation of a “reflection” shot that definitely
causes the reader to do a double-take. The motion blur
on the harpist indicates a slow shutter speed, making
this a technically more difficult shot to pull off. Great
work Matthew!

3 ce at Splendera Stables
pla
rd

Arnprior Chronicle-Guide – Sharing a laugh

We’ve all seen close-up shots of horses
showing big teeth in what appear to be big equestrian
grins, but photographer Sherry Haaima captured a
fleeting moment when horse and owner mirror each
other with big grins showing vast tracts of teeth and
gums - even their eyes are closed simultaneously as
if they really are laughing together at their own joke
in conversation with the photographer. The image is
played big with elements and composition kept large
and simple for maximum visual impact. Exposure
and focus are dead on. Way to capture the moment,
Sherry!

ALMAGUIN NEWS, Wednesday, November 21, 2007 — Page 13

PHOTO BY LAUREL CAMPBELL

PAST GLORIES: Norval Rose proudly shows off a bicentennial certificate signed by then-Ontario Minister of Agriculture Dennis Timbrell, presented to him for his efforts on behalf of northern farmers. As the founding president
of the local Federation of Agriculture, Rose was known as being outspoken and radical in his efforts to increase farm incomes.

PIONEER PROFILES

A thorny Rose
“We were doing well getting our treasurer Bob Nixon. He said there had
out a Farm Credit loan for $10,000 and he recalled. “I went in as the Teamsters’
Continued from Page 1
“We never had much milk, but we they kept hounding me as if I owed new steward and asked for $4 an hour. message across,” said Rose, “we just to be a tax angle in there somewhere.
had seven or eight cattle in the barn. them a million dollars. A lot of help for I figured we were still only babies in should have been a lot more militant Typical politician,” Rose said with a
All people had to do was use their farmers that was,” he said, “so I went the union and had to crawl before we and farming would be in a better place laugh.
Rose claims that at his peak as a
heads a little bit and plan ahead and to the bank which was glad to lend could walk, but they still refused me. than it is today.”
It was during a visit to Rose’s farm by beverage producer he could run off a
despite everything, things could have me $10,000 and I paid Farm Credit In fact, they fired me. All it took was
been better, but few in the community off. You’d think I’d borrowed his own one phone call to the Teamsters, and Ontario Agriculture Minister Riddell, bottle in eight minutes.
money, the way that loan bothered the an hour later I was rehired and we that one of Rose’s other hobbies came
“That’s faster than you could drink
did that,” he said.
Rose remembers “wading through Farm Credit manager so much.”
got our $4. I ran into a guy I worked to light. Among his many talents, Rose it,” he said. Some of his product
Having made the decision to go with coming out of the grocery store has been known in the past to make once made its way to a cattle sale in
snow in the winter and flooded creeks
44
NUMBER
in just114,
South River, “and it was the best sale
in the spring, to get to school. I was farming in 1947, Rose married VOLUME
after
that and he pointed to his his own liquid refreshment.
“You can make beverages from they ever had,” he said. “They were
in school to Grade 8, which is about 1949.
loaded grocery cart and told me he
“I think the happiest memories never would have been able to feed almost anything,” he said, “but corn bidding like bastards. I lent the still
a level with Grade 2 now, and I never
learned very much. I left school as soon of my life are the day I got married his family if I hadn’t stood up for the and wheat are the best, and you should to someone, and I never got it back.
as I could reach the plow handles,” he and when the children were born,” employees. They would have starved always use brown sugar. I told Riddell I’d love to have it now, not to use,
he said. Rose has five children, three on $1.95 an hour. That made me feel that farming was so bad, we had to live I’m past that, but to hang in my back
said, “and I couldn’t even read.”
Lack of formal education wasn’t sons and two daughters, “and 10 or 11 really good. I never thought much of on partridge heads and moonshine room as a souvenir.”
With such a colourful past, it’s little
about to keep Rose down. “I forced grandchildren, I tried to count them the job, but it was something I had to and if things didn’t get better I’d have to
myself to learn to read, because either up the other day, but I got mixed do when things on the farm got tough open my farm home as a whorehouse wonder that Rose’s upcoming court
and sell moonshine from a roadside date has put a twinkle back in his eye.
you learned or you never made it up,” he said, “And I have two great- in the late 1960s.”
“If you want something bad enough,
in life,” he said. “I was a big boxing grandchildren.”
So it was easy for Rose, when stand. Jack Riddell (who had sampled
He and his wife separated in 1969 hearing from other area farmers in Rose’s product during the visit) was and it’s for the good, and you’ve done
fan back then and my brothers and
I would pack our mitts and fight one with the two oldest boys remaining on 1980 that they were facing bankruptcy, pretty quick though, and he said your research, then you should go after
another,” he remembers. “I wanted the farm with their father.
to declare it was time to do something he’d take that idea back to provincial it,” he said.
Rose took an active role in about it. Determined to react to the
to read about sports in the Family
IN QUEBEC)
Herald and I had to sit and sound supporting his Chisholm community, situation and not sit back as he had
INCLUDED: PLUS PST
out the letters until they made words. driving a township truck and snow seen his parents do in the depression, NINETY-FIVE CENTS (GST
31, 2007
, October
and “I decided
Back then, no one cared if you were plow, and helping to build roadsWednesday
we better
get a union going,”
educated. It was a strange time in the bridges.
he said.
Ontario
Hill,early
“Back when we were putting these
1930s and
40s.”
Ontario has three general farm
Vankleek
With a sense of purpose and logic bridges in, the farmer closest to the organizations that act as lobbies for
beyond his years, Rose left home at bridge work would supply all the agriculture, the National Farmers’
13 to help his family by working in rigging and in return he would get Union (NFU), the Christian Farmers
the lumber camps. At 17 he went 50 cents an hour. When we built the Federation of Ontario and the Ontario
.
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PRICE
to western Canada
a harvesters bridge over the creek down the road, Federation of Agriculture (OFA).
“We didn’t figure the Christians
excursion, a
yearly ritual for young I worked on the crew for $4 a day
ally
2007 . . Jeep Commander, loaded
. . . . Pick!
25,000
. . . . $31,995
We treat you
Weekend
and you were expected to bring your would want us, and we thought the
Ontario farm boys.
Hill
comes early in Vankleek
homes roll. . . . $17,995
“My613-525-2300
parents bawled me out for that, own tools,” said Rose. “I was working OFA was pretty wimpy so we asked
2007 . . PT Cruiser . . . . . Christmas
. . weekend
. . . . as. .five. heritage
. . 24,000
Green Valley
this
613-525-1480
to visitors during the
telling
me there was lots of work to be one day when my axe dropped in the for a NFU representative to come
out the red carpet
Tour on Sat2006 . . Subaru Legacy, loaded
. . . . Home
. . 36,000
. . . . $18,995
Victorian Christmas
done at home. I left with $10 in my creek. When I couldn’t get it back from and speak to us. But the NFU didn’t
Advance tickets are
urday, November 3.
are on sale
pocket and when I was waiting for the the shore, I took off all my clothes have enough money to bring a rep up
Tickets
$
event.
this
must for Cab . . 51,000
2006 . . Ram 2500 Diesel aMega
REVIEW
until Friday, No-. . . . 42,888
THEI felt
train,
so1893
bad about my folks that and jumped in the water to get it. I here, so we settled for the OFA. The
at most shops in town
if theFounded
train heading back home had just about froze and it took me quite night they came to the Sportsplex (in
upcoming
2006 . . Grand Caravan . .vember
. . . 2.. . . . . .of. your
22,000
. . . . $22,495
Send us the details
on The Reof come
in first, I think I would have a while to find it and the township Powassan) we had over 200 people
to us for inclusion
A locally-owned,
Find out more
2006 . . Malibu, auto, air .events
. . .Local
. . Events
. . . page.
. . 15,000
. . . . $15,995
taken independent
it. I worried about my parents foreman docked my pay for the time I and sold 75 memberships, the most
view’s
online.
the
whole time
I was out west,” he was looking for it. That’s how close the they’d ever sold at one meeting,” Rose
newspaper
community
2006 . . PT Cruiser Convertible. . . . . . . . 9,000 . . . . $22,988
township was for money in those days, said.
said. published
Elected as the local federation’s first
Later
that year, Rose attempted but I wasn’t about to lose my axe. It
every Wednesday
2006 . . Chrysler 300 Touring . . . . . . . . 25,000 . . . . $23,488
Ontario
for Eastern
president, Rose soon made a name
to join
the Royal
Canadian Mounted cost me a lot of money back then.”
Quebec.
and Western
2006 . . Sebring . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26,000 . . . . $15,995
Rose also shared his expertise in for himself and the local OFA, which
Police
(RCMP), “and I got the same
lecture about lots leof work that beaver control with the township, an was immediately branded as radical
text-searchab
2005. . . Dodge SX 2.0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78,000 . . . . $10,995
To buy our
needed
to be donevisit
around here,” he issue that haunts Chisholm council to in its suggested approaches to fixing
DIGITAL EDITION,
the woes of farmers. When subsidized
remembers.
“My parents wouldn’t this day.
2005 . . Caravan . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 92,000 . . . . $13,995
www.thereview.on.ca
“I trapped 55 in one year,” he said, Irish beef was coming into Canada
support my trying to move ahead and
2005. . . Grand Caravan . . . . . . . . . . . 100,000 . . . . $15,995
I had noPublisher:
money for clothes. The RCMP “but few people trap them now. The causing Ontario cattlemen to fall
Sproule
wouldLouise
have educated me, too, but in best way to get rid of them is to blow further behind in sales, Rose said “the
your clocks back . . .
Turn
2005. . . RAM 3500 Quad DRW
Diesel.
. 68,000
. . . . $42,995
when
view.on.ca
the
end, I didn’t
have the money for them up. You set the dynamite one OFA talked a lot and did dick all about
review@there
this Saturday evening, as we
night,
the trip to Saskatchewan so I dropped day and blow up the lodge the next it, so I got up at an OFA meeting in
2005. . . Town & Country . .you
. . retire
. . . .for
. .the
. 48,000
. . . . $25,995
Time. The
Editorial Department:
move to Standard
morning about 10 a.m. when the Toronto and told them to talk to the
out.”
savings
view.on.ca
editor@there
2005. . . Dakota EXT 4x4. . .move
. . . .from
. . . .daylight
. 32,000
. . . . $23,888
After that disappointment, Rose beaver are inside. You have to use a longshoremen in Montreal. Tell them
time takes
time to standard
was hired by the Ontario Northland long cord and electric caps, because not to unload the stuff,” I said, “and it
c harp
on the first
a vibroacousti
at 2 a.m.
through
2004.
. . Dodge
Ram
Quad
Diesel
. 118,000
. . . . $29,995
effect
goes
Ian 4x4
Habok
with
will
cause
such
a
stink
of
rotting
meat
rather
the
beaver
will
hear
you
coming.
I
Railway,
and
despite
his
lack
of
training
Amanda
Department:
massage,
Advertising
Sunday in November, OctoFibromyalgia sufferer can be described as an internal
(photo. M.
in
Montreal that something will
w.on.ca
was ads@therevie
moved up to
First Class Linesman used to use a 100 foot extension cord across
hospital.
2004.
. . Ford
Freestar
. . . .than
. . .the
. . last
. . .Sunday
110,000
. . . . $10,995
Hawkesbury
therapy session, whichof the program at the
web site:
be
done.
I
said
if
that
doesn’t
and sneak up slowly and touch it off. soon
withinVisit
twoour
weeks.
pioneer
the
ber.
Hepburn,
w.on.ca he explains,
2004. . . Subaru Outback. . . . . . . . . . . 164,000 . . . . $14,400
sink the boat in the harbour and
You need to use 10 or 12 sticks of work,
“Help
was scarce,”
www.therevie
Talbot)
“and I was good at climbing and never dynamite and beavers will fly through plug up the shipping lane. They never
2004. . . Dodge SX 5 speed . . . . . . . . . . 40,000 . . . . $11,500
the air. Any that are left will freeze or did of course, but we should have
found it hard to learn
things.”
Member of:
At 19 years
of
age, he committed to starve, so it’s really not that hard to been more militant. That’s what the
2004. . . Grand Caravan with DVD . . . . 39,000 . . . . $17,995
Community
The Canadian
buying
his uncle’s farm
in Chisholm, keep the population down. I tell you, if Teamsters would have done.”
and the
Newspaper Association
2003 . . Ford Econoline, auto, air . . . . 83,000
. . . . $15,995
With Rose leading the charge,
I was young enough now, I’d get rid of
Secret Lives
where
he stills lives today.
Ontario Community
Powassan soon became a destination
“This
was Association
the house my mother the beavers in Chisholm in a hurry.”
Newspaper
2003. . . Chevy Cavalier . . . . . . . . . . . . 55,000 She
. . . . . $9,995
Having served on Chisholm council point for beleaguered politicians
was born in,” he said, “maybe that’s
why my parents never objected to my as deputy reeve and having been a looking to silence the militant farm
walked
2003. . . Caravan Quads . . . . . . . . . . . . 96,000
. . . . $10,995
decision to move here when they had member of the school board, Rose voice.
2003. . . Jeep Liberty Ltd. . . . . . . . . . . . 83,000away
. . . . $18,488
“We had a meeting here with both
objected to so many other options for found a new outlet for his outspoken
go-ahead by
Talbot
given thethe
By Matthew
been early
a
provincial and federal ministers of
and
persuasive talents
in the
me.”
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from
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highspeed
bringon the plight
agriculture, Jack Riddell and Eugene
After long
harping
While Rose has never regretted 1980s. council
to finally
Glengarry
life of
North
Whalen, along with outspoken farm
buying the farm, he questions
his of farmers, saying that farming “never
1998. . . Ford F150 Reg. cab pickup . . 145,000 . . . . . $9,995
vegan area.
Rural Community Broadband
Association’s
said
Wilford and defence
paid offRecreation
one penny
on the price
of this activist
immediate move to become a farmer.
2006 and Allen
slime
The Dunvegan
the project since Aprilminister
Prices exclude taxes, registration and licence. Vehicles may include daily rentals.
at work
Jean Jacques Blais and
farm,hasit been
all had
to on
come
from otherhighspeed internet
“It would have been better if I’dInitiative
just team
the first step in getting
>> 10
beready
network
income,”
hewill
was
to take on the another with Stan Darling, Mike Harris
dumped the cattle here and rented
Dunvegan
theout
Glengarry
a “coverage
Ernie exEves all at the same time,”
Ministry
of Agriculture and Food.
the land,” he said. “I had a goodacross
job North
in its proposal and
for
Barrett Xplore included
a springboard
provider
as
serve
Rose
recalls.
“Imagine
that
happening
To do
this,
he
relied
on
his
with the railway making 78 cents Service
an
would
34, which
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la Valbe built on Highway
township.
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working
Standard today.”
hour, but the buildings here weretender”
run toexperiences
at the HOURS:
of thefor
from the
signal into other parts
Yan Faille stands guard yesterday
of $34,000
(October 30) around
taking
commitment
OPP constablethat
A farm
demonstration
took
in North Bay
where
he was
down and it was a lot of work. A lot
of thePaving
a total
Township
has alafter a hold-up
just
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Barrettinstrumental
the $4,000 the township
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includes
over the Farm Credit
offices in North
inwhich
bringing
the Teamsters
work for nothing, and it proved to be
nth Andy MacKay
noon. (photo D. Millette)
township for the extender, budget for the project.
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grants
Bay, and
in a sit-in at the
2007 area businesses.
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union into several
nothing for all the years I was farming.
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Iris Smith
Tim Cox
Brad Cartwright
>>resulted
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Iris Smith
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Brad Cartwright
“Back then, we were working for Empire Hotel, saw Rose hauled off
That’s the way the government treats
work
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Business Office
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farmers. Even in the 1970s, when I had $1.95 when people doing the same job in a police cruiser as the television
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recorded the event.
three farms and Street
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treatment plant

administrative officer
By André Dumont
its search for a new chief
a new
>> 2
HAWKESBURY – With of Hawkesbury is now also looking for
town
(CAO) ongoing, the
on leave. His voice mail
treasurer.
Thibodeau is currently 19 to November 2.
Current treasurer Michel
October
Online this week at
from the office” from
to specify whether Thisays he will be “away
refused Monday night
he is on a
and
www.thereview.on.ca:
Mayor Jeanne Charlebois
leave. “Let’s just say that
Township, Hawkesbury
sounds
All residents in Champlain picked up weekly, following bodeau was on sick leave or vacation
Listen to the healing
VANKLEEK HILL –
harp
have their recyclables
position last week. Applicants Ian Hepburn’s vibroacoustic galto all three municipalities leave,” she said.
East Hawkesbury will
Thibodeau’s
circulated
posted
photo
$74,233
agreement
our
ranges
Visit
The municipality
annual salary
music online.
ratification of a recycling
more!
by November 5. The
Recycling Committee.
Hill and L’Orignal en- must send their resumés
lery archives and much
which form the Joint
at
in Hawkesbury, Vankleek
circulating that Thialways more online
have their recycla- to $90,304.
Currently only residents
to confirm the information is seeking a less-de- There’s
Residents in other areas
The Review was unable
that he
www.thereview.on.ca
joy weekly recycling collection.
to:
work exhaustion and
week.
bodeau is suffering from town.
Send your comments
2008.
bles collected every second
weekly pick-up by April
>> 2. review@thereview.on.ca
has been calculat- manding position with the
The plan is to initiate
weekly in all three municipalities in certain areas
The cost of collecting
even if collection
household
per

3.
$35

>>
and

ed at between $33
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Following is an opinion
piece written by Grant
Robertson, National
Farmers Union Ontario
co-ordinator.
This past weekend our
pect a great many people family did what we susfrom small town and
rural
Ontario have likely
not done very often.
We went
shopping in a downtown
Toronto grocery store.
The first thing we noticed
was the absolute massive size of the place.
Within a short walking
was, we estimated about or biking distance there
10 times the number
people living in condos
of
and apartment buildings
than live in the whole
of our hometown. It
stands to
reason the place would
be big, but this was
bigger
than any grocery store
we had ever been in,
certainly much bigger
and
than the ‘superstores’
of our
region.
The next really obvious
thing to come to our
attention was the display
that took pride of place
you entered the shopping
as
area of the store.
As you entered there
was
bright signage, prominently a display with large,
lighted and it was obviously placed to draw
attention. Over it all
in big,
bold lettering was ‘grown
nearby.’ I guess it was
much of a stretch to
too
say grown locally as
this was
as close to as south as
you can get in the downtown
core. Offered up for
sale was Ontario Asparagus,
with the growers listed,
as well as hothouse
cherry
tomatoes (again the
grower was listed) and
a number of other Ontario
products.
It was a fascinating
experience walking
around
this grocery store. The
selection was breath-taking
for a person who likes
to cook different kinds
food. To say we were
of
a bit like kids in a candy
store
would not have been
an exaggeration. We
walked
the aisles like tourists
at a festival taking in
all
products available and
the
as farm/food activists
it was
hard not to be a little
bit fascinated.
One thing that was
quite
store only carried groceries noticeable was this
and other household
products. Many of the
‘superstores’ in our
part of
the province now have
whole sections dedicated
clothes, TVs, small
to
appliances, and an assortment
of other items. The
store we visited was
pretty
much dedicated to the
kitchen and to cleaning
few of the other rooms
up a
in your house.
As farmers who retail
our own farm grown
products, there was one
other thing we noticed
almost
as soon as we walked
through the door. Food
much cheaper than
was
in our local grocery
store. Now
of course there is the
old supply and demand
issue
so some price discrepancy
I am writing this week’s
might make sense,
on a larger scale it demonstrates
but
the Boreal Forest northeastcolumn from
of Chapleau
the absurdities at
the base of our current
where I have been conducting
food system. Here we
wetland
were
visiting from one of
bird surveys for the
the areas that produces
Canadian Wildlife
food spread out over
Service.
this huge store, yet there the
was a
large difference between
As I love birds and
what we would pay for
love exploring
same item in our local
the
wetlands, I am having
grocery store in comparison
a sensational
to what was in front
journey, one that will
of us.
continue through
In our distorted food
most of June.
system, food is grown
in one
place, shipped to another
My first few days were
for some kind of processspent in Chaping, maybe shipped
leau Game Preserve,
at least once more somewhere
reportedly still the
else for even more processing
largest game preserve
in the world. I
and then shipped to
the food producing
have fond memories
area at a price far above
of this wild place
Michael Runtz
what
the original farmer was
from an excursion in
paid.
the late
The reality is that rural
I was conducting helicopter1980s when
residents, not just urban
waterfowl
Nature’s Way
people have found their
surveys for the Canadian
food disconnected from
Wildlife Sertheir
community in ways
vice.
that makes them unsure
of the
quality and healthfulness
I will never forget
of that food. (That’s
my
the grocery store, in
why
to Chapleau. The helicopterintroduction
order
passed over
more confident, provided to make shoppers feel
the train tracks that
that friendly sign right
border the northat the front). It used
ern part of the massive
for this expedition,
to be that most communities
reserve to begin
particularly being
had a cheese maker,
a low-level flight along
alone and travelling
a butcher, a baker and
a winding creek.
a lot by canoe.
all manner other shops with
No
Before I even reached
sooner than we had
local
entered the
Chapleau, I
tastes. Today it is mass experts catering to local
preserve when through
began to encounter
production, often void
animals. A number
my window I
much taste. Our little
of
spotted a large Gray
trip
Wolf on the bog mat of White-tailed Deer, a couple of Moose,
city revealed a microcosm from the country to the
a mere dozen metres
from me. It bound- and no fewer than nine Black Bears
our food system around of what is happening to
ed across the floating
the world. Farmers
mat of sphagnum, were met along the highway.
create
wealth for others, but
throwing great splashes
One bear was a female
local communities are
of water into
with two cubs
dered from enjoying
hinthe air as it ran.
and all three, just
economically what they
like
the other six,
create
paying much more
The creek was a meandering
were grazing fresh grass
for the food they grew
growing on the
one cleared
when it
comes back to their
and the wolf soon was
hillside bordering the
community. It happens
out
of
view
road.
as
daily
around the globe. The
we rounded a bend.
I stopped the car and
next time I hear someone
But just around the
quietly got out
that farmers are the
say
next bend was another
to take a few photographs.
cause of high retail
life-long memory
Despite being
prices I
will remember back
— a Great Gray Owl
some distance from them,
to our little shopping
perched atop a
mom
excursion
and do my best not to
weathered cedar snag.
ately sent the cubs scampering immedichuckle too loudly.
into the
Thus, I had rather high
woods and up a tree.
expectations
Page 6 - The Arnprior
I expected her to do
Chronicle-Guide - June
the same but
10, 2008

Sharing a laugh at Splende

ra Stables

Photo by SHERRY HAAIM

Tales from the North

A

instead she started to
come towards me,
stretched out with its
slowly shaking her
head across a log.
head from side to
It was comical watching
side. I knew that this
was an indication
the mother
sleep, for every now
of aggression so I worked
and again her ears
my way to the or
paws would twitch,
other side of the car.
or she would
roll on her side and
I then leaned over the
stretch out. She
hood only to looked
see her head appear
very much like a pet
across the far side
dog having a
snooze. A very large
of it. I decided it was
black one, that is.
time to get back
There were other animal
in the car.
encounters,
too, including two very
She walked around past
shy Lynx that
my door and vanished
disappeared behind
as quickly and as quietly
the back of the car.
as
they had appeared.
She was out of sight
for a moment or
Then, of course, there
two and then I felt the
car jerk.
animals too. In particular,were smaller
I decided it was time
sandy sites
to leave, think- were
ing she had put her
alive with insects.
weight on the back
My favourites were the
bumper. The next
morning when I
Tiger Beetles,
large-eyed predatory
unpacked some gear
beetles
I discovered the on
the run. When frightened, that hunt
back bumper was decorated
Tiger Beewith a set tles fly
of round perforations!
a short distance only
to land and
run again. Most species
My first full day in
are brown with
Chapleau pro- a few
vided me with many
white markings. One
other sightings of
tiny lakeside
beach held no fewer
bears.
than three species.
Oh, did I mention that
All were in open areas
there are also
such as old Black
burns or the edges of
Flies and Mosquitoes?
logging roads, and
So far I
have been able to tolerate
all were doing the same
them without
as the bears I having
met before reaching
to resort to insect repellent.
Chapleau.
As you might have
All were eating new
guessed, my face
grass, dandelion and
flowers, and other fresh
neck are reflecting the
results of my
green growth. stubborn
They were grazing
resistance.
just like cows, and
even sounded exactly
I have now moved
on
like one of these
where I enjoyed canoeing to Timmons
great bovines in action.
some beautiful marshes along lakes
One late evening I met
and rivers.
a female and
The next column will
her two cubs gobbling
relate some of
down dandelions the
as if they were candy
encounters I am having
. After a while all
here.
three seemed to get
very tired and they
The Nature Number
eventually lay down
is 613-387-2503;
together, one cub
e-mail is mruntz@star
t.ca.
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Kingston This Week – Rob Mooy
Mr. Mooy is a true professional and a credit to his craft.
He sees what a situation has to offer, and passes those
details on to the reader in a clear, crisp and well cropped photo
that enhances the event. Wherever possible, Mr. Mooy captured
faces, especially the all important eyes. His work tells the reader
an instant story in most cases. His innovation and imagination is
shown by capturing an aerial view of the new community arena,
and the well presented photo of a young boy taking a cell phone
photo of crocuses. Nice colour and shadow balance. His technically
enhanced submission of Santa Claus in the crystal ball with the
children was well done.
place
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 24, 2007

The staff at
Kingston This
Week wish
all of our
readers and
customers
a safe and
happy holiday.
Here’s hoping
all your news
is good this
season.

2 ce
nd

Haliburton County Echo – Greg Hoekstra
Mr. Hoekstra presented a complete and interesting
a
l
p
submission of photos which included dim lighting
challenges, of particular note, an Earth hour photo with a mixture
of computer screen light, dash control lights and a table lantern
glow. The news photo outside Codfather’s Restaurant with the
police barricade was well done. Night-time lighting is difficult to
shoot; this is one he’s captured well with his equipment and skill.
His skills are also demonstrated with his versatility in an eye-popping games photo during the caber toss, and in a photo showing a
rider becoming airborne during a snow machine race.

3 ce

QConversations . . . . . . . . . 3
Q Sports & Rec . . . . . . . . . 9
Q KTW Draws. . . . . . . . . . . . 15
SUPER
Hockey Hall of Fame inductee
Q Music
BeatM
. .OM
. . . . . . . . . 16
is guest
Lisa Malott swims, bikes and
speaker at Thursday’s Rotary
. . . . . . . . . . .runs
18 – and
Golf Classic Q Classifieds
becomes a role model for
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION: ROB MOOY
her children

WAKEBOARDER INJURED

JIM GREGORY & THE NHL

An 11-year-old water sport
enthusiast was
hit by his board on Monday
afternoon

Santa checks to see if Madison and Karter have been naughty or nice this Christmas.
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EMS has
busiest
day ever

MARTHA PERKINS

MARTHA PERKINS
Editor

Last Monday the
constant
blare of ambulance sirens
was
an indication that the Haliburton
County EMS department
was
experiencing its busiest
day on
record.
“We were definitely
scrambling,” says EMS director
Pat
Kennedy.

The quick response of
a Hyland Ice delivery driver
is being
credited for saving the
life of a
Haliburton woman on
Saturday
afternoon.
Clayton (Bev) Billings
was
westbound on Hwy 118
and was
just approaching the West
Guilford intersection, when
a Ryder
truck made a quick left
in front
of him. It was when a
mid-size
Buick that was following
behind
the Ryder truck tried
to do the
same thing that Billings
had
act fast to avoid a potentially to
fatal accident. He swerved
to
left, crossing the highway the
and
going into the opposite
ditch.
Still, his delivery truck
hit the
passenger side of the
oncoming
Buick and spun it around.
The female driver’s
air bag
went off and witnesses
believe
her injuries were fairly
minor
given the severity of the
impact.
“I think [Billings] is
a hero,”
says Gordon MacKay
of Gatineau, who was following
the
Hyland Ice truck and saw
the accident happen. “I think
he saved
her life. He swerved
to avoid
her.”
MacKay’s wife Claudette
Nantel says, “It was probably
the best
thing he could have done
in the
circumstances.”
At the accident scene,
Billings
said, “I had no place
to go and
I knew I’d hit her head
on
cut out. There’s no doubt so I
that I Haliburton
hosted
would have gone right
over her setting of Head its third annual Dusk Dances from Thursday
car [if I hadn’t.]
to Sunday last week
Lake Park. The travelling
in the picturesque
outdoor dance festival
dancers, including Louis
GREG HOEKSTRA/Ec
ho

Milton Canadian Champion – Graham Paine
Mr. Paine provided a well rounded portfolio of work
pla
which included the warm and fuzzy side of the
community life. His Remembrance Day photo shoot was extremely
powerful. He shows strong skill initiative in capturing impact in
news photos, using a static shot of a woman holding wedding
bands that were retrieved after a house fire to dramatize the sense
of loss of the moment.
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Passions flare at dusk

See Driver page 26

featured a number
Laberge-Côté and Nova
of renowned
Juliet before parting”.
Bhattachar ya (above)
For more photos from
in the number “Romeo
Dusk Dances see page
haliburtonecho.ca.
and
18 or visit our online gallery
at www.

To handle the 20 calls
on July
14, the department had
four ambulances and two emergency
response vehicles on
the road.
Kennedy also had to
call
EMS departments in Apsley the
and
Bancroft for help. “It was
just one
of those days,” he says.
“Everything happened that day.”
But as busy as it has seemed
this
summer, the number of
calls for
the first two weeks of July
aren’t
up by a staggering number.
There were 108 calls from
July
1 to 15 this year, compared
to 103
in the same time frame
last year,
What’s changed, however,
is
the nature of the calls and
where
they’re happening.
Because of last year’s
decision
to stop doing non-urgent
transfers, the percentage of
calls that
are genuine emergencie
s is up.
As well, Highlands East
is turning into a hot spot for calls.
In the first two weeks
of this
month, there were 28
calls
Highlands East, compared in
to
nine last year.
In a totally opposite
trend,
there were six calls in Algonquin
Highlands during the
same time
period, compared to 24
last year.
In Dysart, there have
been 48
calls this June compared
to 28 in
early July 2007.

Hugo Brees is known
throughout Alberta for
his photographic skills
behind the lens. He is an
acclaimed photojournalist
and community newspaper
photographer, who always
seeks out the unusual
shots for his audience and
readers. Over the past
decade, Brees has been
recognized internationally,
nationally and provincially
for his technical detail,
skills and the calibre
of his craft.

See Increase page 23
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First off, I would like to say that it’s an honour to judge the
submissions for OCNA’s Photographer of the Year. It is a difficult
and lengthy task, but I thank all the photographers for their varied
and interesting submissions. For the photographers to compete
at this evaluation level, it is not imperative to have an entry in all
categories, but it definitely helps to judge the versatility of the
photographer and allows a much truer assessment of skills. For
the most part, broad daylight was the lighting of choice, and low
lighting or difficult lighting shots were limited in the majority of
the portfolios. A well versed community newspaper photographer
should be well acquainted with their equipment and know how
to shoot in many different variables of lighting and action. This is
essential when covering indoor sporting, musical or dance venues.
Weather can also play a part in the knowledge of the photographer
to enable them to produce the effectiveness of the shot. Be aware of
your elements and shooting restrictions at all times. Remember that
as community newspaper photographers you will always have the
greatest advantage to hone your craft because you will be able to
test your skills in a myriad of situations that very few people have
the availability to access. Take your time and ‘shoot’ the story!
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Premier Award ~ Layout
B E S T

JUDGE

Jody Epp
Jody Epp has worked for
Black Press in Victoria, BC
for 8 years. 6 years as a
Senior Sales Rep, 2 years
as Director of Sales for 6
community newspapers
and now is Sales Manager
for UsedEverywhere.com, a
group of free online
classifieds sites across
Canada. Living in Victoria
all his life, he has a true
understanding how
important it is to be part
of the community. Having
a mother that works for
the daily newspaper and
a sister who works for the
local TV station Jody has a
passion for the community
paper and what makes
community newspapers
stand above their
competition. Even if it
means competing against
his own family, which is
always friendly. Jody
would like to extend his
congratulations to all the
entries, it was very difficult
to pick just three.

V E R T I C A L

P R O D U C T

1s

t

Sudbury Northern Life – 125 The Story of
Our Times
place
Amazing keep sake created with the
community in mind. This publication has a full range of
advertisers and editorial to keep anyone interested cover
to cover, with a great ratio of advertising to editorial.
Excellent layout and content for the whole community.
Clearly a lot of time and effort was put in by all people
involved. Great Job!

2 ce – Scugog’s Official Guide to Your Emergency
pla
nd

Port Perry Scugog Standard – 72 Hours

Plan
A great product that should be produced for every
community. Fantastic job of keying in on what a feature
like this should have for all types of readers. Good
layout, ads are well flowed throughout the product. Very
well rounded product, nice job.

3 ce Press – In Focus
pla
rd

Georgetown/Acton Independent & Free

Clearly a product people can’t wait to get
every month. Excellent design and layout, great photos
and highlights. Good job focusing on the people and
events of the community making the paper the ones to
bring them all together.

4/7.3()0 /&
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Clowning around at Bang-O-Rama

Candlelight Tributes
Billy Bartens, Del Hickling and Elissa
Keenleyside at Remembrance Park.
See page 16.

Summer Safety Blitz
Sparky and Buckles have fun at

Freeway the Hobo Clown and four-year-old twins Crystal and Cameron
Zytaruk love the Bang-O-Rama! For more photos from the annual
Victoria Day celebration, see page 3.

Inside this issue:

Georgetown
Volkswagen

MYAC Coffee House
Community Unity Day
Penny's Kids Say Thank You
Williams Mill
CFUW Spring Dinner

5
6
7
12
13

annual safety blitz. See page 29.

Patty Cakes Puppetry
Seniors Dinner

15
20

Grate Groan Up Spelling Bee

21

Hospital Yard Sale

27

Out & About

30

Easy decision. Tough choice.

203 Guelph Street
9 0 5 . 8 7 7. 5 2 8 5
georgetownvw.com

City Golf
now starting at

$15,300*

0*
0.9%*
$

security deposit
first monthly payment
APR finance
for 36 months

City Jetta
now starting at

$16,900*

* See Georgetown Volkswagen for full details and a decent cup of coffee.
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L i m e h o u s e

Sponsored by Sun Media

Premier Award ~ Community
S E R V I C E

Dryden Observer — Rescue North
1 e The Dryden Observer’s submission was by far the
plac
strongest entry in the category. The Observer found a
cause in the establishment of Rescue North and rallied behind
the initiative to establish an animal rescue facility in the community. One can tell be reading the coverage the newspaper
was passionate about the project and the community followed
suit holding a number of fundraisers to help Rescue North.
Children donated birthday money and some held lemonade
sales. The coverage even developed a local hero in a black
cat named King. This is exactly what Community Service is
intended to be. Well done.
st

Falls This Week — Rock the Stock Food
3 ce Smiths
Drive
a
pl
In its effort to help the local food bank the Smith
Falls This Week showed great initiative to develop its Rock the
Stock program. This is an excellent example of a newspaper
using its position in the community to have a positive impact.
The submission would have been stronger if it was given some
editorial backing. It lacked stories on people who use the food
bank, volunteers who keep it running, the economic crisis in
the community and the role the food bank plays. This was an
excellent opportunity to dig deeper into the issue, but it was
missed. There needed to be more of a focus on the people who
need the food bank.
rd

THE DRYDEN OBSERVER

Port Perry Scugog Standard – Polar Plunge
Tracey Coveart’s light-hearted coverage of the Polar Plunge
fundraiser for Lakeridge Health Port Perry was a unique way
to rally support for a project. Her feature stories leading up to
the event surely helped attract attention to the inaugural Polar
Plunge. Hopefully, this is the start of something that the
Standard can expand on its coverage next year.

Overall Comments

This was a relatively weak group of entries as many
newspapers misunderstood the category Community Service.
Athletes of the Year, tourist booklets, historical features and
promotional projects are not what I would consider community
service. However, efforts like those of Dryden, Vankleek and
Smith Falls were certainly worthy award winners.

morning.
These new additions
found immediate care and
will have a chance at a long,
healthy life ahead of them
thanks to Rescue North, an
organization that survives
on the good will and donations of people in the communities it serves, something the organization was
flooded with during the
event, raising approximately $2,000 in cash and
hundreds more in donations during the four-hour
celebration.
Hundreds of people
dropped by Triple F to wish
the King a happy birthday
in person, and the store was
packed for the noon-time
cake cutting, which featured local dignitaries

including city councillor
Gary Case, MP Roger Valley, and MPP Howard
Hampton representative
Tania Cameron, who gathered to recognize both
Kings’ community service
and the service of many
others who have selflessly
donated to ensure Rescue
North has a strong and
vibrant future in the community.
Other events included
face painting by Q’s Faces,
as well as free nail clipping
from in-house groomer
Cindy Brazil of Happy
Tails.
While King’s Birthday is
now over with for this next
year, Triple F continues to
accept donations for Rescue
North.

JUDGE

The birthday boy takes a moment to rest.

Dryden and District
Crime Stoppers Inc.

19th Annual

BAIL OR JAIL
September 19 & 20, 2008
Agricultural Complex
Call to Bail or Jail your friends . . .

223-BAIL • 223-JAIL
Friday, September 19:
5:00 p.m. -7:00 p.m.
Mystery Judge
Surprise Prosecutor
Accused:
Don McCready
Brad Boyko

Scott Jonassen
Brad Woodworth

Saturday, September 20:
Noon - 2:00 p.m.
Judge: Will Vermeer
Surprise Prosecutor
Accused:
Kate Cook
Kari Wesley
Todd Bates
Martin Skillen
Mike Ebbeling

Above: Marilyn of Rescue
North accepts a donation of
cat food and other supplies
from Randy and Brianne
Trenholm.
Right: A special poster was
printed by King’s publicist
Lorie for people to write
down their birthday greetings.

John Barlow

Crusher (Mascot)
Vince Gernat
Bill Laidlaw
Marylou Jonassen

3FMBZGPS-JGF
Proceeds will be shared by Dryden and
District Crime Stoppers Inc. and
The Dryden Ice Dogs

Participating Businesses

8FEOFTEBZ +VOF
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The Future is Ours to Discover

September 18th, 19th, 20th, 2008

AGRICULTURAL
COMPLEX
Hwy. 601
behind Dryden GM

DOORS OPEN:
Thursday, Sept. 18
4:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Friday, Sept. 19
1:00 p.m.-9:00 p.m.
Saturday, Sept. 20
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
No Admission Fee
Due to allergies, there will be no latex balloons
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Crime Stoppers Bail or Jail
A Taste of India
The Bulk Zone
Square One Printwear
Great Northern Tackle
Try Smith Supply
Qustom Quilts & More
Investors Group – Sabrina Donahue-Lake
Bath Fitter
Dryden Entertainment Series
Canadian Forces Recruitment Centre
Expedia Cruiseship Centres
Gould’s Countrywide Furniture & Appliances
Apatco Technologies
Right Step Orthotics
Image One Design Inc.
Niki’s Hair Loft
Twilight Music
Canadian Red Cross
Epicure Selections
Beverley Robinson Photography
HUB - Capital Financial – Brenda Zerbinati
Dryden District Chamber of Commerce
Canadian Pure Wild Rice (a division of The Flower Forest)
Dingwall Ford Dryden
Woodlake Marine
Bayview Toyota
Roger Valley MP
J Romu Landscape
CKDR

XXXUIFSFWJFXPODB

SORE FEET?
KENORA, ON

ATTENTION: DRYDEN DISTRICT
Mr. Peter Salkowsky of Euro Qual Orthotics and Shoes
will be attending Dr. Cortens’ new location

EVERY SECOND WEEK
Should you wish to take advantage of this opportunity to book an
appointment, please call our toll free number at 1-800-387-4705

METAL
ROOFING

Resource
Equipment Sales
Don’t worry about your roof leaking this winter
Replace those worn shingles with metal roofing
27 colours to choose from
29 ga. metal – cut to length

Free estimates & delivery in
Dryden area

$2.00 per lin./ft.
(select colours – while quanities last)

Sponsors
•
•
•
•
•
•

Metal roofing installs over existing shingles
Never worry about your leaky roof again

CKDR
Alex Wilson Coldstream Ltd.
DMTS
Gillons’ Insurance
Q104
Canadian Tire

339 Kennedy Rd.
Dryden

221-4670

NEWS

John Barlow is the
Associate Publisher/Editor
of the Okotoks Western
Wheel and winner of
numerous Alberta Weekly
Newspaper Association
and Canadian Community
Newspaper Association
awards including the 2008
Telus Editorial Excellence
Award. John, a graduate of
Southern Alberta Institute
of Technology, has been in
the newspaper business for
more than 15 years.

APRIL 18, 2008 - SMITHS FALLS THIS WEEK - PAGE 3

Food Bank Drive nets
2,000 in first week
CATHY MCNALLY
THIS WEEK

Honourable Mention

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 17, 2008

It may have been a celebration and a fundraiser,
but King’s Birthday party,
held Sept. 13 at Triple F Pet
Supply,
had
many
reminders of why everyone
had gathered to celebrate
the birthday of Dryden’s
furriest ambassador.
Held as an event to raise
money, supplies and awareness for Rescue North, the
event
attracted
large
crowds and many donations. It also served as a
reminder of the important
work the organization does
in regional communities, as
two kittens found a loving
new home during celebrations, while six more were
dropped off after having
been found abandoned in
the St. Charles St. area that

THE REVIEW

Vankleek Hill Review — Relay for Life
2 ce Vankleek Hill Review’s involvement in the Relay for
pla
Life is wonderful and the special section for the
day of the event was an excellent idea. The special section had
some good stories on people who are impacted by the event
which certainly added to the paper. The Relay for Life is
obviously a huge event in the community and it is excellent to
see The Review running right along side it.
nd

PAGE TEN

Hundreds pay tribute to the King/help Rescue North

A SHOW FOR ALL AGES, BRING THE FAMILY!

C O M M U N I T Y

Drive to a school. Tally the results.
Smile.
This was the string of events that
repeatedly occurred last Friday morn-

ing when we visited six local elementary
schools to jot down the results from the
Rock the Stock Food Bank Drive.
Co-ordinated by Smiths Falls This
Week, the three-week-long drive will benefit the Tay Rideau Food Bank. The classroom from each school that collects the
most amount of food will get their photo
published in a future issue of our newspaper.
Last Friday was the first week to gather the results and we were more than
impressed.
Montague, St. Francis, Lombardy, St.
James, Chimo and Duncan J. all surpassed
our expectations for the first week, collectively tallying more than 2,000 items!
In-school rivalries are heating up,
including the ongoing competition
between Mrs. Storie and Mrs. Poulin’s

classes at Chimo. Duncan J. classes are
also challenging one another to step up
and three classrooms vying for second
place are all within four food items of one
another.
Chimo student co-ordinators Garrett
Pipher and Logan Boelsma were scurrying around the school Friday afternoon
to tally their school’s results. Garrett’s
class is leading the pack, but Mrs. Storie’s
Grade 4/5 class is right on their heels.
The spirit of the competition is picking
up, and school teachers told us they would
rally their troops to continue to bring
in more items for the next two weeks.
Though it’s a friendly competition, the
main message getting delivered is that
these donations are helping out community members who require the use of the
food bank.
This drive demonstrates that local children care about their neighbours and that
every single contribution counts.
Stay tuned for next week’s issue of
Smiths Falls This Week, when we’ll reveal
the classroom leaders for week two of our
three-week food bank drive challenge!

Total number of food items collected in the
first week of the Rock the Stock Food Bank
Drive from the six participating schools = 2,021

Rock the Stock Food Bank Drive
Week #1 Results
Leading Classrooms
in alphabetical order

Chimo
Mrs. Poulin's Grade 5 class = 250 items

Duncan J. Schoular
Miss McRae's Grade 3/4 class = 109 items

Lombardy
Mrs. James' JK/SK class = 78 items

Montague
Mrs. Dagleish/Ms. Boldt's Grade 4 class = 45 items

St. Francis de Sales
Mrs. Champagne's Grade 2/3 class = 29 items

St. James the Greater

Ms. Thomas' Grade 3 class = 54 items

Smiths Falls This Week

MAXIMUM

REACH
AND

EXPOSURE

Metroland

613-283-6222
barb.lawson@metroland.com
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over 60,000 jobs
3.9 million unique visitors
● 1.7 million job searches
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KEMPTVILLE ADVANCE

Call or Email =TOTAL RECRUITMENT
SOLUTION
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Your Local
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Newspaper
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Premier Award ~Colour

USE
JUDGE

1

st

place

OF

PROCESS

NWT News/North – Stanton
Territorial
Hospital Foundation
Excellent use of colour

COLOUR
NEWS/NORTH NWT, Monday, April 28, 2008 21

20 NEWS/NORTH NWT, Monday, April 28, 2008

n
2 ce Duncan Keith Day
pla

Ian Fisher
Ian Fisher is a Professor,
teaching for the last 22
years in the Advertising
program at The
Sheridan College Institute
of Technology and
Advanced Learning. He
has been a frequent judge
for the OCNA and other
advertising competitions.
He is also immediate
past President of the
Advertising Educators’
Association of Canada
and the Autism Society of
Ontario, Peel Chapter.
Ian is currently on
sabbatical from Sheridan,
teaching advertising at
Bournemouth University
in Britain.

d

Fort Frances Times –
Great use of dynamic, strong
contrast image

3 ce – Continuing the Tradition
a
pl

rd

Fergus-Elora News Express
Nice colour ‘wash’ behind
images

Honourable Mention

Mount Forest Confederate – Look
Your Best for the Holidays
A fun, colourful feature page

Duncan Keith
Day
Monday,
July 21st, 2008

Overall Comments

Many colourful ads; an image with
good contrast really stands out.
2007/2008
was a banner year for
Duncan.
He ﬁnished 5th overall
in
contributed 12 goals and NHL plus/minus (+30),
20 assists, and average
over 25 minutes of ice
d
time
the entire league). Chosen per game (3rd highest in
for the NHL All Star game
in Atlanta, Dunc was also
honoured with an
invitation to join Team
Canada for the
World Championships
held last May,
earning a silver medal.

S

The Duncan Keith Day
Committee, The Town
and Fort Frances Minor
of
Hockey collectively take Fort Frances
pleasure in inviting District
GREAT
residents to share this
with Duncan Keith of
the Chicago Blackhawks. special day
Duncan played hockey
in Fort Frances from 1987
to this day credits much
of his success to his hockeyto 1997 and
roots which run deep
pedigree
in our
as a NHL star is a testimo community. Duncs presence here
hard work, grit, perseve ny to minor hockey players that with
rance and desire, hockey
ages can successfully
players of all
aspire to another level
of hockey. Duncan
was a GIANT perform
er at all levels of hockey
Duncan had a dream
and life.
and he chased it!
Please come out and celebra
te Duncan Keith Day
with a young
man who got his start
in hockey here in Fort
Frances.
FORMAT:
5:00 p.m.--On-Ice Cerem
onies-IFK Arena
• Introduction
• Greetings from the
Town (Mayor Avis);
• Greetings from Keith
Family
• Minor Hockey Present
ation
• Speech (Jon Paul Patrick (President, Wayne Strachan)
)
• Special Draw Prizes
• Special Presentation
(Duncan Keith Commi
ttee)
• Duncan Keith Addres
s
• Followed by autogra
phs, picture taking, minglin
g
• Barbecue/Mingling
(Ice for
Cost is a toonie: Burger, Kids Parking Lot)
Beverage & Piece of
Cake
Proceeds go towards
Minor Hockey’s new goalie
• 7:00 p.m. Wrap-up
program.

WHEREAS this comm
unity is very proud of
our
association with Dunca
n Keith and his family
; and,
WHEREAS Duncan
has always exemplifi
ed
dedication, determination
and good sportsmanship
from his days playin
g within Fort France
s Minor
Hockey, through his
climb to prominence
in The
National Hockey Leagu
e; and,
WHEREAS Duncan
serves as an excellent
role
model for the youth
of Fort Frances and the
Rainy
River District.
NOW THEREFORE

Council hereby procla

Monday, July 21st to

Duncan Keith Day
in Fort Frances

Mayor and Council

tarted by John Thomson in 1872 and continued by Mary
Thomson who became one of the first female funeral directors in Ontario in 1956, Thomson Funeral Home has been
family owned and operated for over 136 years.
Lindsey Gray and Adam Kelly recently
acquired the funeral home and look forward
to continuing the service established by the
Thomson family.
Originally from Whitby, Lindsey has been a
licensed funeral director for six years and has
worked in funeral services for over 12 years.
Adam Kelly has 16 years in funeral services – 12 as a
licensed funeral director. He is originally from Fenelon
Falls.
They offer complete funeral services including:
• Visitation and funerals
• Burial
• Cremation
• Pre-arranged and/or pre-paid funeral services
• Caskets and vaults
• Monuments, keepsakes
and cremation jewellery
Both Lindsey and Adam look forward to
becoming involved in the community. They
would like to thank
the residents of Centre
Wellington for their
warm welcome.
They invite you to
come to their Open
House, to see the
extensive renovations
they completed and to
get acquainted.

Open House
(formerly Thomson & Collins Funeral Home)

160 St. David St. N., Fergus

519-843-2380
www.thomsonfuneralhome.com
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Sunday, October 5th, 2008
2-4 p.m.
Everyone Welcome
Official Ribbon Cutting approx. 2:15 p.m.
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Guelph Tribune – Guelph Toyota
This ad was the overwhelming first choice for
creativity and visual impact. The designer has
created a scene in which the product on offer has been
integrated into an illustrated toy workshop, presumably
in place of toy cars. Kudos for attention shown in the toy
blocks and smaller details, however the poorly enlarged
sign graphic at top right detracts from the overall quality
of the ad, which in general suffers significantly from the
cut-and-pasting of photographs into an illustration. It’s
a distinct disconnect. If the cars had been illustrated to
better fit with the scene (and the somewhat disconcerting
elf’s face in the top left corner been rethought), the overall design would be much improved. Though uniquely
creative among this year’s entries, the ad remains rather
awkward in execution.
place

2 ce Conference Centre
pla
nd

Oshawa This Week – Tosca Banquet &

The designer made good use of photography to
create an elegant pseudo-fantasy atmosphere in this bridal
show exhibit ad, that would appeal to a wide range of
people within this niche market. Use of colour is subtle
but effective. Text treatment was somewhat inconsistent,
and the overall design was missing something, but the
movie-poster style treatment hit the appropriate marks.

3 ce WMF
la
p

rd

Milton Canadian Champion – Delacourt’s

( circ. +10,000)

JUDGE

Chanie Pritchard
Chanie is the founder
and CEO of Sage Media,
an award-winning brand
consultancy and corporate
graphic design studio
located in the National
Capital. With global
clientele ranging from
small startups to Fortune
100 companies, Sage
Media provides a
comprehensive range of
strategic visual
communication services.

This ad made quite literal use of the grid layout
to create a segmented yet coherent communicative piece.
The photography used was clean, simple and the overall
design conveyed a feeling of urban class. However, the
ad could have benefited greatly from a less overbearing
grid and more intelligent use of colour throughout. As it
stands, despite its crisp appearance, it blends in with the
background.

Honourable Mention

Port Perry Scugog Standard – Coffee Culture
The central area of this ad is an excellent example of the
proper balance between minimalism and marketappropriate atmosphere. The photograph chosen displays
a simple yet thoughtful use of depth-of-field and colour you can almost smell the coffee beans. At the same time,
as a whole it is not as intriguing as it could be.

Sponsored by News-Net
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C R E AT I V E

Collin Gribbons has
worked in print publishing
for more than 30 years,
dating back to his
involvement in the editorial
board of his student
newspaper at the
University of Guelph.
He has variously
worked as a reporter,
editor, creative director and
public relations
consultant in Ottawa,
Montreal and Toronto. He
is the founder of Union
Communications, where he
has been a partner for 25
years. The agency’s work
has appeared hundreds
of time in OCNA-member
newspapers, much of it
designed by Jim Anderson
and Siobhan Kennedy.
Their valuable assistance
in the judging was much
appreciated.
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Parry Sound Beacon Star – Halloween Special
The submitted advertisement is small, but follows
good design principles which would make it stand
out at any size. The fingers lead the eye to the headline and
the small ghost figure keeps the eye moving downwards
through the copy. The typography is imaginative without going
overboard. If we were to improve this ad, we would close crop
around the fingers to eliminate a confusing background and reexamine the red stroke around the fingers and the prices.
place

2 ce
nd

Collin Gibbons

A D

Grand Bend Strip – Caught Stripping
The fake cover pages which highlight this tonguein-cheek campaign are amusing in themselves
but also feature outstanding photography. The display of front
pages, with the bogus page as the centerpiece, shows good
Photoshop skills. The “Caught Stripping” slogan is a good reference to the newspaper’s name. To improve the ad, we might
think about making the bogus front page even larger vis-à-vis
the collage of real front pages behind. And we’d take another
look at the typography below the photos.
pla

3 ce
rd

l’s
Sarah Marshal s
ic
et
th
Es
&
ge
Massa
ry Sound
17 Bay St. Par

HALLOWEEN
SPECIAL

SPOOKY NAIL ART

MANICURE

$3.00

$17.00

9933
50 or 774Call 773-30
ok early!
bo
so
31
er
Octob
offer expires

Collingwood Enterprise-Bulletin – “I wish…”
Good use of empty space, a stark headline, sparse
pla
but effective copy and excellent photography make
this a winning campaign. It’s a good example of how less is
often more when it comes to advertising. We think better type
placement would make these ads even more effective: a bit more
breathing space between the headings and the border and better
line breaks to eliminate widows in the short body copy.

Honourable Mention

Thornhill Salam Toronto – Persia Beauty
Subtle use of blacks, quality printing, excellent photography and
good close-cropping techniques show good design sense and
graphic skill. The quality of reproduction in this advertisement is
the best we saw among the entries. To make the ad more effective, we’d revisit the use of a decorative typeface in the headline,
and there is an unfortunate spelling error – repeated twice – in
the English subhead.

Overall Comments

OCNA members represent the entire spectrum of newspaper
printing and graphic design technology, from sophisticated fullcolour publications to black-only half-tabs. The key in every
case is for graphic artists to most effectively use the media
they are given to work with. I think that means always keeping
some basics in mind: strong, contrasting headlines; classic type
faces; keeping needless ornamentation to a minimum; attention
to typographical conventions, photo editing and the rules of
grammar and spelling. Ontario’s community newspapers are
effective vehicles for their advertisers, but must always be on
the lookout for ways to improve their design skills in the face
of competition from so many other media sources. Especially
in the smaller newspapers, graphic artists would benefit from
internet-based research on design principles and ideas which
they could implement in their own publications.

CAUGHT STRIPPING!

Anjhela’s Stripping

this winter! ARE YO

You may not associate
winter with Stripping,
but once the cold hits,
nothing will warm you
up like reading the Gran
d Bend Strip.
Grand Bend Strip VIP
subscribers

U?

will be the ONLY people
receiving the Strip’s month
Starting in November,
you won’t be able to ﬁﬁnd
ly publication from Novem
nd the Strip anywhere
ber to April.
unless you are a memb
VIP members also get
er of the Strip Club.
exclusive access to www.g
randbendstrip.com.

Yes, please give me VIP

access to the Grand Bend

Strip!

My cheque for $12 is enclosed
. [Visa/MC/PayPal accepted
online]
Name: ______________
_____________________
____________________
Address: ______________
_____________________
____________________
Town: ______________
_____________ Postal
Code: ______________
Phone: ______________
_
_____________________
____________________
E-mail: ______________
_____________________
____________________
Send

to Grand Bend Strip, P.O.
Box 218 Grand Bend,
ON N0M 1T0. Rates
six issues from Nov. to
listed are for Canadian
April. Your information
addresses only, for
is safe with us. It will be
For U.S. and internation
used exclusively for
al rates, call 519-614-36
14 or visit http://www.grandbendmembership purposes.
strip.com.

NOW IS THE TIME
TO SUBSCRIBE!

DON’T MISS OUT
- GET SIX MONTHS
OF
THE GRAND BEND
STRIP FOR ONLY
$12

I WISH...
my friends were still
alive. If only they hadn’t
decided to drink and
drive.

THIS LONG WEEKEND PLEASE DON’T DRINK AND DRIVE
This community message is brought to you by the Enterprise-Bulletin

Sponsored by News-Net
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Northumberland News “Your move. Your best
strategy is with us!”
Nice look, clean and clear, easy to read. The
audience knows exactly which publication and contact
information is visible. Consistency throughout is excellent. Would be nice to see a date & be careful with heading consistency especially with the headings on the centre
spread and back. Nice use of header at the top of each
page and ties into the main message and cover.
place

Haliburton County Echo “You be the judge”
2 ce Great concept, original and nice visuals. Be
pla
careful with the size of models (young girl is
too large... looks unrealistic) Would be nice to have a bit
of colour in the heading to make it stand out a bit from
the body text. Piece is clean and visually appealing
design. Publication branding is visible and well maintained.

These successful
businesses in our
community choose
Northumberland News
as their method of
flyer distribution
It’s the most costeffective and proven
means of distributing
their message to
potential customers
When deciding on how
to send your flyers,
don’t leave your
investment to chance

nd

3 ce Nice use of colour and clean layout. Would be
la
p

rd

Thornhill Salam Toronto

nice to see more of the photo and make the
contact info less grand. Nice use of logo/brand in ad to
identify the publication. Clean and visually appealing.

Honourable Mention

Call
Northumberland’s

BEST CHOICE

DELIVERING
RESULTS

2-4-1- Pizza
123 Chinese
21 Degrees
Abbott Diabetes
Active Magazine
Aig Assurance
Alnwick Haldimand
Library
Arby’s
Avanti Pizza
Bad Boy
Bath Fitters
Bargain Shop
Bassett Furniture
Bath Solutions
Bear Essentials
Bell Mobility
Bell Sympatico
Bell World
Bennetts Home
Furnishing
Bentley
Bigley Shoes
Bulk Barn
CAA
Canadian Tire
Cash Converters
Cash Depot
Cerc Employment
Services
Cheslers Shoes

Chrisco Hampers
Cyndi’s Greenhouse
Circuit City
Clearing House
Cobourg Audio Video
Cobourg Home Building
Centre
Cobourg Home Hardware
Cobourg Honda
Colborne Foodland
Comfort Zone
Community Training
and Dev
Cortesis
Country Hearth
Culligan
Dell Computers
Dickson Carpet One
East Of The City
Easy Home
Eb Games
Ed Hepburn Jewellers
Enviro Masters
Fabric Land
First Ave / John Deere
Fishers Foodland
Fm Windows
Free Topping Pizza
Future Shop
Ganaraska Region
Conservation

Garry’s Hot Tubs
Giant Carpet
Global Ryan's Pet Food
Golf Town
G.Davidson Heating
Gilmers Home Hardware
Building Centre
Herbal Magic
Herbal & Traditional
Heritage Furniture
Home Depot
Imperial Carpet
International Pool& Spa
Jen's Creations
Jimakis Pizza
Joice Sweanor
Jysk
K.F.C.
Kawartha Tv & Stereo
Kawartha Vision
Kennedy Automotive
Kia
Kip
Leons
Liberty Tax
Liquidation World
Living Art
Matthews Automotive
Supply
Marks Work Warehouse
Mc Leods Eco Water

M&M Meats
Men In Black
Micheals
Millwork
Napa
New Image Electrolysis
Northumberland Hillls
Hospital
Northumberland Life
Nutrition House
Ocean Jewellers
Ontario Lottery
Ontario Toyota Dealers
Part Source
Pave Rite
Pearl Vision
Percision Optical
Pizza Hut
Pizza Pizza
Port Hope Denture Clinic
Prestige Carpet
Prime Restaurants/
Casey’s
Pro Hardware
Proctor & Gamble
Quiznos Subs
Randall's Office Centre,
Cards and Gifts
Reeds Jewellers
Reids Dairy
Revlon

Rogers Wireless
Rona Cashway
Royal Windows
Royalton Furniture
Sears
Shoppers Drug Mart
Showtime
Side Roads
Sir Sanford Fleming
College
Sizzling Wok
Sport Chek
Square Boy Pizza
Staples Business Depot
StarChoice
The Brick
The Read Centre
The Shoe Company
Toys R Us
TSC Stores
United TV Stereo
Valassis
Vallance Equipment
Wakley
Walmart
Watson’s Guardian Drugs
Y Buy Nu
York Super Pharmacy
Zap Records
Zellers

for
flyer distribution…
Northumberland News

Maurissa Grano

Wednesday
THURSDAY
and Friday!
ECHO

special feature

THE HALIBURTON COUNTY
ECHO • Tuesday, February
19, 2008

• PAGE 16

A Metroland Northumberland County Media Group Publication

“From eye-catching photograp
hs
to solid writing to strong
editorial pages,
the Haliburton County
Echo
has what it takes
For
more information
to stand out
from the pack.”
Ontario Community Newspaper

Association judge,
best newspaper
in its class in 2006

naming the Echo the

or

“An informative, creative
and
“The cream of the crop
uncluttered view of life
quickly rose to the
in Haliburton
top. There is
County. The Echo is easy
question that the Haliburto
to read, call our advertisingnodepartment
n
to
your supported
flyers, please
at 905.373.7355
County Echo is the best
withbook
great photos
of the lot with nice,
by well-written
crisp layout, sharp photos,
stories
and strong leads.”
www.northumberlandnews.com
great content,
nice balance between editorial
Ontario Community Newspaper
and
Association judge,
advertising and an eye
naming the Echo the
best newspaper
for detail.”
in its class in 2005

Canadian Community
Newspaper Association
judge,
naming the Echo the
best newspaper in its
class in 2006

You be the judge.
Every week, the Echo’s
team of reporters and
photographers
bring you the news that
you need to know about.
They cover
the events that make this
county such a vibrant
collection of
communities and introduce
you to the people they
think you’d
like to meet. But they’re
not the only ones who,
year after year,
make the Echo one of
the most respected weekly
newspapers
in Ontario. There is a dedicated
advertising and administ
rative
staff working together
to give this county the
type of
newspaper it deserves.

10

10

JUDGE

10

10

10

Hunstville Forester
Nice concept and layout! Lacking publication
branding.
THE ECHO. IT’
S BEEN YOUR C
OMMUNITY’S N
Make it your newspap
E W S PA P E R S I N
er today and we are confiden
CE 1884.
t that it will become the
newspaper of

your future.
P. O . B o x 3 6 0 •
Haliburton, O
N • K0M 1S0 •
705-457-1037 •
w w w. h a l i b u r t o
necho.ca

Sponsored by Windsor-Essex Community Publishing

Maurissa Grano graduated
from Cambrian College of
Applied Arts and
Technology in 1992 with a
Diploma in Graphic Design.
In 1994, Maurissa and
Johnny launched Creative
Odyssey Marketing and
Design and she has been
the creative force behind
its success. Maurissa is
a Registered Graphic
Designer with The
Association of Registered
Graphic Designers of
Ontario, and has designed
and created marketing,
advertising and corporate
images for all market
sectors. She can provide
bilingual customer service
in both English and French.
Maurissa oversees a very
creative and forward
thinking Art Department
and continues to upgrade
her skills through seminars
and courses. In 2006,
she was recognized with
a Greater Sudbury and
Manitoulin 40 Under 40
Award, which celebrates
young men and women in
the community as leaders.
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JUDGE

Shauna Chan
Shauna Kelly is the Media
Director for Jan Kelley
Marketing. The University
of Toronto and Sheridan
grad began her advertising
career at DDB Vancouver.
Shauna then worked at
Cossette Media in Toronto
on the Nike, H&M and Bell
Mobility businesses and
then later moved on to
Starcom Worldwide as a
Strategy Director on
Nintendo, Diageo and YTV.
But it’s not all strategies
and GRPs. Away from the
JKM confines, you’ll find
her on the links trying to
snag a few hints from her
golf-pro hubby, or waving
the Wii wands with the
family.

R E T A I L

L A Y O U T
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Orangeville Banner – Jody’s Flair For Hair
Eye-catching and great use of background
place
display. We liked the use of the stylists
brick wall to serve as the backdrop in addition to the
placement of the name banner overlapping the actual
store sign. The use of individual photo profiles for
each of the stylists was well done, leading to a more
personal yet professional looking ad. The message
was suitably chosen in a font that contributed to the
salon’s professional image while complimenting the
background. Contact information was clear, so the
basics of the communication was maintained.

-941-2496
GEVILLE 519
UNIT 8, ORAN
75 ALDER ST.

Salon!
ne who chose us asour#goal1 toHagiveirour clients
Thank you to everyo
made it
For the past 13 years we have
It is such an honour for us.
courses on a regular basis.
iques by attending education
as a team.
up-to-date styles & techn
ideas and together we work
ive
creat
&
unique
own
professional service.
My girls all have their
s receive personal care and
client
all
e
ensur
to
is
focus
Our main
us! - Jody Richardson
Thank you again for choosing
IT IS OUR PASSION!

Carrie Duffy
Stylist

Ashten Secco
Stylist

Jody Richardson
Owner/Stylist

Shelley Keeling
Stylist

y
Woudenberg Tanya Kearsle
Jenn Morrison Joslyn
Stylist
Stylist
Stylist

nd
Perry Star – Ballantrae Stone
2 ce Port
Clear orientation and layout & we really
pla

liked the use of the stone as the template
for the ad – nice tie in with their business. Great
use of photos and like the way they added a calm &
peaceful personality to the ad. Background colour
was complimentary and blended the different images
nicely together.

3 ce Florist
pla
rd

Fergus-Elora News Express – Drimmie

We felt this advertisement told a really
nice story. The use of the historical images really
dialed up the long time family management over the
past 35 years. The photo layout was nicely done in
a way that took the reader through the story of their
history. Personal touches with subject’s first names
in each photo really established this company as a
community staple.

Delivery

1981
Vehicle -

Celebrating

The Store Today

35 Years!

West
32 Mill St.
70’s
David - Late

David - Early 80’s

ly Today
The Fami

1973-2008

95 Metcalfe Street

came to the ﬂower shop.
avid Drimmie started out after
Weddings are a big part of the business
high-school with the intention
and one of their favorite parts. Drimmie’s
of going into landscaping,
two
can now say they have worked with
many
which is what he did for one
generations of wedding parties creating
an
season. At the age of 19 he purchased
diﬀerent looks over their 35 years.
support
existing business in Elora with the
Other aspects of the business include;
was
of his family. David Drimmie Florist
in preparation for
students
co-op
training
this
decoration
established August 29, 1973. During
the ﬂoral industry, interior ﬂoral
of
time David attended the University
made artiﬁcial
oﬀered by of model homes, custom
for resale.
Guelph for two specialized courses
arrangements and staging homes
the top of
s
Flowers Canada and graduated at
The Drimmie’s team do house consultation
ﬁnishing
his class.
with
help
need
who
people
for
Day
In preparation for his ﬁrst Mother’s
or if they are trying to
decorating
in
touches
days
They enjoy
in 1974 David didn’t sleep for three
create settings for special events.
ng
overwhelmi
an
was
range
straight. The result
the challenges! Their ﬂoral tributes
and
success.
from simple and elegant to high-style
at 65
Drimmie Florist was ﬁrst located
exotic.
space
featured
Metcalfe Street. Soon needing more
David and Karen’s work has been
Street
two years later he moved to 32 Mill
Canadian Florist magazines,
several
in
their
to
La
and thirteen years later moving
Style at Home, Century Home and
present location at 95 Metcalfe Street.
They have
David Belle Wedding magazines.
shows to
After about seven years in business
demonstrated many ﬂoral design
advertised for help in the shop. Karen
the local horticultural society, churches,
knew
applied for the job. Neither of them
Match.
Plowing
the
and
schools
come
at the time how their lives would
They are a full-service ﬂorist with
soon
your ﬂoral needs
together and the business would
and compassion and care for all
to
become a family business. They married
- from sympathies to smiles, birthdays
can say it
raised four children together.
babies or “just because” - ﬂowers
“I’m not sure that was in the job
all.
a
description,” recalls Karen who has
the couple enjoy
business
the
of
Outside
University
hunting.
background in ﬁne arts from the
gardening, old cars and antiques
Guelph.
of Waterloo and the University of
David and Karen love to build limestone
such
“Being a ﬂoral designer is easy, having
walls and stairs to enhance the garden
soon
a great teacher like David.” Karen
settings.
al
competed and won several internation
up her piano and vocal
keeps
also
Karen
awards at the Royal Botanical
this
lessons, creativity never stops with
Gardens. Having children and
working
couple. They love what they do,
working wasn’t a problem for
together on everything.
the Drimmie family – they just

D

Open House

David & Karen in 2008
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Val Rowsell
Stylist

Fri. & Sat., Sept. 12 & 13 2008, 8:30am - 6:00pm
20% OFF in-store purchases Friday & Saturday
on giftware, garden accessories & silk flowers
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Orangeville Banner – Women In Business
This selection has an excellent design that is
clean and sleek, and the articles are displayed in
an effective way that is not too cluttered. This is a
creative idea, and a great way to inform the community
about local business women. This selection is consistent
in its design, and overall this stands out as an effective
and attractive piece on its own.

Tuesday, February 19, 2008

place

Kingston Heritage EMC – Wanted: Kitchens &
2 ce Bathrooms in Need of Updating,
pla
This ad concept itself is interesting and
enticing, but it is also executed extremely well. This
displays a great deal of creativity, and the layout is set up
in a way that makes the whole piece very appealing and
distinctive.
nd

3 ce This Holiday Gift Guide is set apart from others
la
p

rd

Vaughan Citizen – Holiday Gift Guide

JUDGE

Celebrating Dufferin County’s

Women in
Business
Women making their mark on business community
By AMANDA JEROME
For The Banner

Dufferin is growing and so
is the number of women
involved in its business sector.
Here, and in the rest of
Canada, there are more
women in the work force, holding management positions and
running their own businesses.
According to a report
released in 2006 by Statistics
Canada, Women in Canada: a
gender-based
statistical
report, 58 per cent of all
women aged 15 and over were
part of the workforce in 2004,
which is a 16 point jump from
the 42 per cent in 1976. Thirtyseven per cent of those women
were in managerial positions,
but even still women working
full-time had an average earning of $36,500 in 2003, which is
71 per cent of what their male
counterparts make.
One doesn’t have to look
hard or far to see how local
businesswomen are making
their mark on the community.
Take Barbara Gardiner.
She’s the branch manager of
Orangeville’s Meridian Credit,
is active in volunteering with
and raising funds for a number
of community initiatives, and
is chair of the Greater
Dufferin and Area Chamber of
Commerce’s education and
training committee. Through
the latter role, she has

launched a mentoring program, where local businesspeople, tradespeople and professionals go into high schools,
perform mock interviews and
review teens’ resumes.
Last year, she was awarded
the first Donna Messer Women
in Pursuit of Excellence
Award
through
Dufferin
Women in Business, an offshoot of the chamber of commerce that hosts monthly
events where women can network and learn from each
other.
“It is such an honour to be
included,” Gardiner says
about receiving the award.
“We have a real dynamite
group of women in this town!”
Gardiner, who has worked
in the banking sector for 32
years: “I started when I was 18
with Royal Trust. I have been
everything from file clerk,
teller, trainer and now a
branch manager,” she says.
She moved to Orangeville
eight
years
ago
from
Burlington and says there are
a huge number of women
involved in business here.
“We are a very entrepreneurial society… we have glass
blowers, painters, authors. I
have never been in such a
diverse business community,”
she says.
Orangeville’s Nancy Frater
fits into that group. The owner

Barbara Gardiner

Nancy Frater

Barb Russell

and operator of BookLore,
Frater was named the first
Woman of the Year by the
chamber of commerce at its
annual Business Excellence
Awards, last spring.
“There are so many successful women in business,” Frater
said in an interview with The
Banner following the awards.
“It’s important to recognize
women in business and the
contributions women make to
the community.”
Nominees — and it was an
impressive lineup — were
judged on several qualities
including their ability to provide leadership in the business
sector, human relations skills,
public relations skills, customer service and community
spirit.
The idea award came out of
Dufferin Women in Business,
an organization whose success

is due in part to the vision and
hard work of chair Barb
Russell.
Russell, a director with the
chamber of commerce, was the
recipient of
last year’s
Chamber
Member
of
Excellence Award, recognizing
that hard work.
Dufferin
Women
in
Business has experienced
rapid growth and Russell says
she is proud to be a part of the
organization. One of her aspirations for the future is to continue mentoring women.
“I would love to make sure
that other women are mentored and get involved in
Women in Business,” says
Russell, who has just launched
a
new
career
at
1st
Impressions Corporate and
Sportswear Inc. in addition to
her custom picture framing
business.

Russell’s advice to young
women starting out in business is to dream big.
“Don’t let anyone stop you,”
she says. “You can do it. ‘I
can’t’ shouldn’t be there. ‘I can’
and ‘I will’.”
Gardiner suggests young
women find a mentor “to talk
about their good days, their
mediocre days, bad days.
Someone who will give them
the truth.”
The president of
the
Greater
Dufferin
Area
Chamber of Commerce, Rob
Rice says that women contribute a lot to the local business scene.
“I think it’s a huge sector of
the business community,” Rice
says about working women in
Dufferin. “I think it’s where a
huge amount of the creativity
and forward thinking comes
from.”

due to its tremendous layout and effective
placement of articles throughout the entire issue.
The simplicity of this overall piece is what is most
appealing about this, as the presentation on each page
is clean, consistent, and attractive.

Holiday

Nove mber 2007

Gift Guide
The Kingston Heritage

EMC ~ Tuesday February

19, 2008 9

Heather Howatt
Managing Partner Account & Media Director
Heather has extensive
experience in small
business development and
management both as a
consultant and business
owner. In her years at UPEI
Business Institute, she took
the lead manager role in
research, business
planning, feasibility
study and marketing
management projects for
clients across PEI. With
Results Marketing &
Advertising, operates
primarily in strategic
planning, account
management, media
planning & buying.
She joined Results Marketing PEI Inc. as a partner in
1994. Heather is known
for going the extra mile
for her clients –
every job worth doing is
worth doing well.

THE
U L T I M AT E
H O L I D AY
GUIDE
FOR
GIFT
GIVING
IDEAS!
A SPECIAL SUPP
LEMENT TO THE
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Premier Award ~ Advertising
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t

Uxbridge Times-Journal – Think Green
Uxbridge
place
Great Idea, eye-catching photo; theme carried
through supplement nicely.

2 ce Weekend
pla
nd

Barry’s Bay This Week – Labour Day

Creative, exciting use of colour; fun layout;
lots of information in a bright easy to read format.

Darlene Giles
A B.Comm. graduate with
a major in marketing (and
a minor in English
Literature), Darlene began
her career selling
newspaper advertising
space. A St. John’s native,
she quickly moved to one
of Atlantic Canada’s
leading advertising
agencies, originally in
account management.
In a short time she found
her true niche was
writing, switching her role
to Copy Director. A move
to Toronto saw her in the
position of Creative
Director with Wings & Ink,
a marketing and
merchandising firm.
Darlene has held this
position for ten years.
Her experience
encompasses direct
marketing, print, corporate
campaigns, online
campaigns, web, TV, radio
and video for Canadian
and international clients.
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3 ce 2008
la
p

rd

Haliburton County Echo – Summer Guide

INK GREEN
THUXBRIDGE
UXBRIDGE

Great cover visual that captures the heart of
summer; very tidy and clean layout throughout; nice
colour throughout.
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Premier Award ~ Front Page

B E S T B R O A D S H E E T F R O N T PA G E
Midland Free Press
1 e The Midland Free Press entry presented a clean,
plac
modular front page, with nice use of white space
and three interesting stories. The writing is strong,
notably the ‘Beach Access’ story, which eloquently
presented a strange and troubling community issue. Also
setting the Free Press apart from the pack – it didn’t turn
every front page story to an inside page.
st

2 ce The Lindsay Post entry has an eye-catching
a
pl

nd

THE FREE PRESS

Friday, July 25, 2008

IN THIS
EDITION

Chronicle
3 ce Dunnville
The
Dunnville
Chronicle did a great job using
a
pl
two photos to frame the ‘Hollywood invades
Dunnville’ headline and story. Using the large headline
font, nicely above the fold, fit the subject matter to a tee.
The writing was generally strong.
rd

Honourable Mention

Vankleek Hill Review
The Vankleek Hill Review had some of the cleanest
layout of all the entries and a strong dominant photo.
The editor(s) of this paper need to work with the
reporters to produce stronger copy.

Dunlop
against
animal
cruelty
bill

John Marion’s fence in Balm Beach is a
symbol of a community deeply divided over

BEACH ACCESS

Opponents make
themselves heard at
policy meetings

LEAH
KRISTUFEK

Story Page A4

KENNETH
SAULNIER
Festival du Loup welcomed a wide variety of
francophone artists to
Huronia last weekend,
including Acadia’s Saulnier.

See Page A3

BY COURTNEY WHALEN

D ay s o f m e e t i n g w i t h i n t e re s t
groups have convinced Simcoe North
MPP Garfield Dunlop that proposed
animal cruelty legislation will create
“a lot of unhappy campers.”
Dunlop was in London this week for
a Standing Committee of Justice Policy meeting, just one of several being
hosted in various locations this week.
The committee is looking at Bill 50 the
Provincial Animal Welfare Act, 2008,
introduced by Premier Dalton
McGuinty’s government in April.
“As soon as you start talking about
pets and animals, it brings people
CHRISTINA BERNARDO PHOTO
out,” said Dunlop, who as the ConservOPP officers investigate the latest damage to the fence; according to the fence’s owner, overnight on
ative community safety critic is repreWednesday, culprits draped gasoline-soaked rags over the fence and set it ablaze.
senting his party at the committee
meetings.
He said those meetings have drawn
delegations from a wide demographic,
from animal rights groups who want
even stronger legislation than proBY DOUGLAS GLYNN
couldn’t believe it. We got absolutely
posed, to farmers and hunters conBALM BEACH –
no co-operation until we interviewed
cer ned that, if passed, the new
his story’s not just about “the people two days later.”
legislation would limit the scope of
fence.”
The fence – extended over time to
their business or recreation.
And it’s not just about John the water’s edge where it impedes, but
“It’s starting to remind me of the pit
Marion, the man who built it and who doesn’t prevent beach access – has bebull legislation,” said Dunlop, referspends much of his time monitoring come a symbol of what the dispute is
ring to legislation that came into effect
security cameras that swee p the all about.
in 2005 banning pit bulls in Ontario.
perimeter of his cottage, in fear of
Marion claims he extended the
Although he said new flaws in the prowhat “they” might do.
fence because people littered his propposed bill seem to appear with each
It’s the story of a long-standing bat- erty, damaged his patio furniture and
new presentation, he’s identified some
tle over access to the beach; a battle abused him and his family.
key areas of concern.
that has divided many of the people of
Ongoing abuse, he says, has forced
One
of those includes a provision
this Nottawasaga Bay shoreline town- him to become “a prisoner in my own
that would allow officers with the Onship and which has – at times – turned home.”
tario Society for the Prevention of
violent.
What has polarized the community
Cruelty to Animals (OSPCA) to underOne of the latest incidents – an at- is a dispute over the rights of private
take a warrant-less search of property.
tack on the fence by someone wielding property owners and what some peo“That’s one of the areas we’ve really
a chainsaw – captured media head- ple say is the “public” right of access
got to be concerned about,” said Dunlines, but did little to explain why a to the beach. Each side is relying on a
lop.
crowd of people would stand by, some court decision that they adamantly
If passed, the new legislation wouldapplauding, as a camera was snatched contend supports their respective pon’t give officers a free pass, said manfrom the hands of Marion’s wife, or sition.
ager of marketing and public affairs
why t h e 6 3 - ye a r- o l d wo m a n w a s
A mediation effort launched by Onfor the OSPCA Alison Cross.
knocked to the ground.
tario’s Attorney-General back in 2000
Currently,
she said, if officers see an
OPP Inspector Rick Philbin, who to address the conflict went off the
.THEPOST.CA
WWW
animal in distress, they can enter a
served nine months in a policing role rails four years later without reachproperty (although not a dwelling).
with the United Nations in Kosovo, ing a solution.
The proposed legislation would exsays in all that time he never witIn the executive summary of their
RICK PHILBIN
p a n d t h at t o i n cl u d e re a s o n abl e
nessed the kind of hatred shown (and r e p o r t , P a u l To r r i e a n d J a m e s
OPP INSPECTOR
grounds to believe an animal is in disheard) on the tapes that captured the McKenzie of Global Resolutions Inc.
tress. She gave this example:
crowd’s actions.
observed, in part:
“If we know there is a do g in a
“The mob behaviour that day was
parked car but the windows are tinted
unacceptable,” he said. “Our officers
See ‘HOW MUCH’ on Page A10
EDthe dog and see the car
weINCLUD
can hear
$1butGST
moving, we would currently have to
get a warrant and by that time the dog
could have suffered brain damage.”

A provincial solution sought for troubling problem

‘’

T

The mob behaviour
that day was
unacceptable. Our
officers couldn’t
believe it. We got
absolutely no cooperation until we
interviewed people
two days later.

Ed
W YEAR
Hunt
AND HAPPY NE
HAVE A SAFE

The Midland resident is
being recognized as a pioneer in 24-hour mountain
bike racing.
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than 70
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fires and
nearly
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BREAKING NEWS AT MIDLANDFREEPRESS.COM

The local teen is one of
10 young people involved
in a summer youth entrepreneur program.

Lindsay Post

headline, while a touch busy, drives the
message home. The lead story’s large fiery photo
complemented the subject matter, but didn’t unduly
dominate the page. The two stories are interesting and
well written.

Who owns what? Bill Molesworth is talking copyright/Page B5

Retired man wins $100,000/Page A11

TO SERVE THE
Point Crescent, said Tim Cranney,
Fire Marshal
investiPROUD
deputy fire chief in Severn.
The news came as a shock to some
gation of cottage
people who have lived for years in the
quiet neighbourhood by the Severn
blaze raises concern River.
BY NATHAN TAYLOR

I nv e s t i g a t o r s h av e d e e m e d a
$200,000 weekend fire in Sever n
Township suspicious.
The Ontario Fire Marshal and the
OPP have taken over the investigation and are trying to determine what
caused the fire Saturday afternoon at
a seasonal residence on Lauderdale

007
s2aw

“It’s very unsettling,” said Donna
Oliver, who has for more than 35 years
had a house a few doors down from
the scene of the fire. “This is a relatively non-crime area. It seems so
pointless if it is a criminal act.”
Carol and Paul Heckendorn have
lived in the area for eight years, and
Carol Heckendorn said the owners of
the bur ned house — who weren’t

home at the time of the fire — “are really nice people.”
They have a daughter in a wheelchair, she added: “So, luckily, they
weren’t in (the house).”
On Tuesday, the cottage was boarded up and surrounded by yellow “fire
scene” tape.
The Heckendorns, like others in the
neighbourhood, are now wondering
why the fire is being considered suspicious and if it was arson.
“I would hate to think anything
would happen to our house,” Carol
Heckendorn said.

WEEKEND

Midland Legion
garage sale
Want to do a little garage sale-ing?
Royal Canadian Legion Midland
Branch 80 is holding a garage sale today, Friday, July 25 from 1 until 7 p.m.
and Saturday, July 26, from 8 a.m. until
some undetermined time.
Proceeds go to the Legion which is a
major sponsor of a wide variety of
community events and activities.
See Page A2 for more activities.
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Edward Hill
Edward (Ted) Hill is the
editor of the Goldstream
News Gazette, an
award-winning biweekly
paper serving five
communities within
Greater Victoria in British
Columbia. Edward used to
travel the world with
an offshore surveying
corporation, but decided
journalism was more
interesting. He worked as
a reporter/photographer
for the Cowichan News
Leader and Ladysmith
Chronicle on Vancouver
Island, and took the helm
of the Gazette in
September 2008. He has
earned a science degree
from the University of
Victoria and went to
journalism school at
Langara College in
Vancouver.
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1953 Victoria

Tribune
1 e Guelph
The eye is immediately drawn to the dominant
plac
art of the football photo, and the action is only
enhanced by some good Photoshop work in overlapping the photo with other text and design elements.
This is complemented by two stories with lots of local
relevance and good use of colour for the cutline. Sports
photos are a great way to bring action and excitement to
a front page, and this is a great example of how to do it.
st
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BY DOUG HALLETT
Guelph Tribune
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Local executive left
in dark about Barr
BY DOUG HALLETT
Guelph Tribune

Overall Comments:

All in all, I was impressed by the papers that dared to
take chances and not settle for the old fallbacks. There
were papers with large photos on their front pages
– some even with no stories at all – that turned out
fabulously, as the photos did all the storytelling that was
needed. Some of the papers looking to improve should
look to break away from the defaults – find a new
font, a new angle, a slightly different way of doing
things that can make a really big difference. A lot of
times, I saw too much Times New Roman in headlines,
too much resorting to default settings on things like
kerning and leading. Little tweaks can make a big
difference; don’t be afraid to experiment and improve.
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Father, two childre Neighbours
tried to
perish in house ﬁren ent
er home
Toys For Tots Drive

Non-proﬁt native
housing provider
Wigwamen owns
the local home

DANIELLE MILLEY
dmilley@insidetoron
to.com

A shrine of stuffed
animals and ﬂowers lies on a snow
bank next to the
sidewalk outside the
Caledonia Road
home where a ﬁ
re early Saturday
took the lives of
a man, his fiveyear-old daughter
and four-year-old
son.
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New luxury
hotel in
uptown gets
approval

Economy
dominates
election call
BY BOB VRBANAC
Chronicle Staff

ith the winds of
change already
blowing in the
elecU.S., the Canadian
torate will have their chance
the
to get caught up in
14
storm in time for the Oct.
election.
federal
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Call it the Obama
candithe
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Pallin effect
dates that have energized
House
White
the
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they
south of the border, but
interesthave made politics
casual
ing for even the most
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BY GREG MACDONALD
Chronicle Staff
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councillors as a new
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was
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The BarrelYard s,
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approved in principle
on the Canbar
summer, is to be built
of Erb Street
lands near the corner
Drive.
and Father David Bauer be one of
The project is slated to
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multiple multi-storey
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“This is monumen
developCoun. Mark Whaley. “Thisto change
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y as it
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before.”
never has been changed
ents also
Auburn Developm
a 150-room
announced on Monday
site.
luxury hotel for the
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The $20-millio n BarrelYard a
Group,
hotel will be run by Decade
runs some
real estate company that built on
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hotels in Ontario. It will
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Erb Street and fit in architecturant,
developme
with the rest of the
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said Mike Siskind, principal
Decade Group.
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a
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Continued on page 8
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Crunch time

over
Field with a 30-17 win
opening of the new Warrior on their own turf, and
game
Warriors celebrated the
The University of Waterloowas the first time the Warriors played a football the home opener, see page 26.
It
from
fans. For more pictures
McMaster last Saturday.
of 4,000 enthusiastic
they enjoyed the support
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Storm

Guelph Gryphons
dramatic
during Guelph’s
fifthdodges a tackle
38-31 upset of the
come-from-behind
Hawks at University
ranked Laurier Goldenon Saturday. The win
Stadium in Waterloo Yates Cup final this
in the
of
puts the Gryphs
they host the University
Saturday, when
at Alumni Stadium.
Mustangs
Western Ontario
16.
For more, see Page

Jane St.

Waterloo Chronicle
rd
3 ce Again, a dominant piece of art in a photo from
pla
a University of Waterloo football game brings
a lot of action to this front page. That is tempered by a
pair of well-balanced stories: one about the federal
election call that brings national relevance, and one
about a local hotel development that adds significant
local relevance. Colour is again used well to set off the
hotel story. Some of the writing is a little long-winded
for my liking, but overall this is a page with much
reader appeal.

, a party
talked to
do,” said Dick Chapman
“The people I’ve indicaexecutive member.
any
were never given
on the executive
a problem.”
tion that there was
Barr on Page 10

▲

Glenn Cook has been
working at the Saint City
News since September
2005 and editor since
January 2008. Prior to
that, he worked as a sports
reporter at The Free Press
in Fernie, B.C. He graduated from the Bachelor of
Applied Communications
program at Mount Royal
College in Calgary, Alta.,
in 2004, and while there,
served as both sports
editor and managing editor
of MRC’s independent and
award-winning student
newspaper, The Reflector.

board of the local
large part of the association appears to
Conservative riding
ouster of
the dark about the
have been kept in
leading up to it.
Brent Barr and events going on. None of us
“I don’t know what’s
veteran and

A

Scarlet Rd.

Glenn Cook

York Guardian
nd It was the cohesiveness of this front page that
2 ce really made it stand out. There are three stories
pla
that are all related to this one house fire, but
clearly have a hierarchy set out. The photo of the home
with a memorial of flowers in front of it could be better
– some action or human faces would have put it over
the top – but, in its context, still has a lot of impact. The
stories are well-written and very much convey the
human aspect of this tragedy.
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Premier Award ~ Front Page

B E S T TA B L O I D F R O N T PA G E
Uxbridge Times-Journal
1 e The Uxbridge Times-Journal featured excellent
plac
writing and a picture which vividly illustrated
the top story.

HAPPEN
LTS AS THEY ion.co
ELECTION RESU
m
ht @ newsdurhamreg

st

2 ce
nd

pla

New Hamburg Independent
The New Hamburg Independent had a clean,
uncluttered look and strong news content
overall.

Paris Star
3 ce The Paris Star ran a captivating story on an
pla
important and relevant topic. The story layout,
with the text wrapping around the picture, was a daring
move which added impact. The page would have been
stronger with a photo from a local hockey game instead
of a media service picture from NHL action.
rd
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Arson destroys ch
were on
down. Demolition crews
start the
scene Tuesday morning to
process, which Brock firefighters
said could take days.
there to
Lay Pastor Judy Hein was
her church
witness the remainder of
being destroyed.
memo“This is people’s lives and
Staff Writer
She
ries,” she said of the church. the
with
CANNINGTON — A 17-year-old
said she will have to meet
15 charges
determine
to
Cannington boy is facing
congregation
church
million in
in the
in connection with $4
where services will be held
a fire that
churches
arson damages, including
near future, noting other
early
destroyed a historic church
in the area have been supportive.
”
out.
sort
Sunday morning.
“It’s going to take weeks to
fact furDurham Regional Police respondMs. Hein smiled with the
Laidlaw
pews over
ed to multiple calls in the
niture inside, including
on SunrelaStreet area in Cannington
100 years old, were salvaged
ly
day, Oct. 7, starting at approximate
tively undamaged.
find four
the church come
4 a.m. Officers arrived to
watching
Also
after
who said
vehicles on fire, and shortly Trindown was Stewart Arksey,
at
all his
were alerted about a fire
he has lived in Cannington like
the hour,
ity United Church. Within
life. “I’ve never seen anything
fire along
another vehicle was set on
this,” he said of the fire.
Church,
with the Knox Presbyterian
Meanwhile, the Presbyterian
a meetaccording to police.
community wasn’t without
by
Shortly after, officers assisted
place on the long Thanksgiving
suspect
a
residents
the canine unit tracked
ing weekend. Cannington
the
also witto a nearby home and arrested 17Doreen and Grant Oliver,
The
invited 23
youth, according to police.
nessing the demolition,
named
into their
year-old, who cannot be
members of the church
Act, is
under the Youth Justice
home.
of break,
charged with two counts
Ms. Hein, who became emotionn, seven
watched
enter and commit-arso
al for a short time as she
of miscounts
five
the old
arson,
down
of
counts
crews prepare to bring
of rehad
chief and a charge of breach
building, explained the church She
cognizance.
recently been renovated inside.
The damage to the Presbyterian
building,
church, a 144-year-old
See No, page 2
be taken
required the structure to

Teenager charged
in $4M rash of
Cannington fires
By Jeff Hayward
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Region program
will enhance
industrial park
UXBRIDGE — North Durham
have incommunities will soon
creased access to broadband
in part,
communications thanks,
from the
to cash handed down
Province.
Durham Region has announced

from
it has secured $262,000 creto
the Ontario government
service in
ate high-speed Internet
The
Uxbridge, Scugog and Brock.
telecomRegion, municipalities,
and other
munications providers
to
private partners will contribute
the project costs.
to
In a July report presented
estimates
Uxbridge council, cost
The
of the project were provided.
broadforecasted cost to create
was
Uxbridge
in
band capability
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$

3499

the
$242,000. Of that number,
$80,667,
Province was to chip in
the Region would contribute
would be
$40,333, and Uxbridge
$40,333.
responsible for the other
higher
The numbers were slightly
to pay
in Scugog with Durham
in the
$49,000 and Scugog to chip bill of
same amount toward a total
$294,000.
was
Brock’s municipal share
See Region, page 2
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John Arendt is the editor of
the Summerland
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The front page is the place to showcase a newspaper.
The stories should be the strongest and most important
in the paper and the pictures should be the best, most
captivating images available. While reviewing the wide
gamut of submissions, I came across everything from the
brilliant and creative to the less than stellar offerings.
The top papers were separated by just a few points.
Other entries lost because of a weak photo, mediocre
layout, dull writing or a combination of all of these
elements.

net
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Overall Comments

al photo
Jeff Hayward /Times-Journ
deChurch in Cannington as
furniture from Knox Presbyterian
by a fire early Sunday.
Township firefighters retrieve
CANNINGTON — Brock
structure, which was destroyed
to take down the 144-year-old
molition crews prepare

SPORTS

Firebirds looking
good as season
launches at home
Page 25

A special section featurin
g people, places
and new faces in our commu
nities Page 13

Collision injures tracto
r operator

Wellesley firefighters
inspect the scene of a
collision between a tractor
Monday at around 4:30
p.m. The 65-year-old
and a car on Hessen Strasse,
driver of tractor suffered
ing from the head. The
north of Wellesley village,
driver of the car had
minor knee injuries from head injuries as a result of the accident, and
press time
was bleedthe accident. No further
information was available
at

West rink opening

set back to Oct. 26
Pendergast emerges vict
orious
New MPP
TIM MURPHY, INDEPENDENT

looking forward to serving

CHUCK KUEPFER

Special to the Independent

Long after other local
ridings were
decided on October 10,
voting results
for newly-formed riding
of KitchenerConestoga in the 2007
Ontario election
weren’t known until
a couple hours
after the polls had closed.
That made for a suspenseful
, anxious evening for local
candidates.
It wasn’t until the 11th
hour —
shortly after 11 p.m.
— that Liberal
Leeanna Pendergast
arrived at her
party to celebrate a rather
narrow margin victory over Progressive
Conservative Michael Harris.

STAFF

DOUG COXSON
denied ice time to accomIndependent staff
modate youth teams
that
The good old New Ham- require the ice for league
play.
burg arena will have
to do
Players have had
for at least another week
But it was Pendergast,
as fer the inconvenie to sufdelays on the Wilmot
nce of
Conestogo, who emergedwho lives in
Recre- having no water
victorious
ation Complex’s west
for showers
among the riding’s seven
rink at the new facility.
candidates.
continue.
That
“I can assure you that
for the next
New Hamburg Minor should be remedied this
four years, the dedication
week, following
and hard
Hockey and the New
final
work you saw in this
Hamcampaign will
burg Firebirds were notified approvals from the region.
continue,” said an ecstatic
Difficulties with
Pendergast
Oct. 5 that work on the
in her victory speech
large enough contractors finding
at the Edelweiss
rink won’t be complete
to comTavern in Kitchener.
and plete masonry
ready for use until Oct.
work last
“It was just so much hard
26. summer is being
work that
An original timeline had
blamed for
went into it,” Pendergast
the at least part of the
said Friday.
west
delay.
rink
opening
Feeling a bit numb, she
Oct. 17
“We were not generous
said she is
after the initial delay
thrilled her constituents
was in our contingenc
“made a good
announced in July.
y,” said
choice.”
The township has been township CAO Grant WhitPendergast said she was
tington.”We wanted
confident
accommod ating
to
on election night.
user make sure it would
groups at the old arena
be open
and for this hockey
Continued on page 2
season.”
some adult groups
were
Continued

constituents of Kitchene
r-Conestoga

Pendergast collected
16,316 of the
votes (41.8 per cent)
to become the
first-ever MPP for Kitchener-C
ga, a riding that encompasse onestos a mix of
urban and rural communit
ies and
includes Woolwich,
Wellesley and
Wilmot townships.
A noisy contingent of
Liberal supporters decked out in
red and wearing
Leeanna Pendergast
buttons cheered
as results began trickling
gast was out in front from in. Penderthe
moment
polls began to be reported.
Harris placed a close
second in the
polls with 14,446 ballots
cast in his
favour for 37 per cent
of the riding’s
share of the votes.
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In Real Estate

Looking to buy?
Looking to sell? What
is hot on the market?
Check out our real
estate section on page
20.

★

In Focus

PDHS actors and
actresses are gearing
up for their first musical—the Broadway hit,
Grease. See more about
the highly anticipated
performances on page 14.

$1.25 includes gst
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★ In Sports

★

Call today for a FREE
no obligation quote.

Proudly Serving Paris And Area For Over 150 Years

Today’s
Star

Need a little help getting the wrinkles out of
your golf game? Look no
further than new golf
pro- Brody. See story on
page 10.

N e w s p a p e r

519-893-8052

Issues of violence in Canada’s favourite sport
were thrust in the spotlight again after a heated
Southern Counties hockey game in Paris in
February.
A 17-year-old minor hockey player was charged
last week with assault with a weapon, stemming
from an alleged attack that took place at a midget
rep game, according to an OPP issued
press
release. The Wolfpack squad
was playing the Caledonia
Thunder when a Paris
teen allegedly struck
a Caledonia player in
the mid-section with
his hockey stick, states
the press release. The
incident occurred after
the play was over and
the referees did not see
the alleged hit, said OPP
Constable Larry Plummer.
“The kid (accused) was
immediately pulled from the
game,” stated Plummer. The
OPP’s lengthy investigation
wrapped up last week when
the teen was charged. “We had
to go through all the potential
witnesses. It was hard ﬁnding
people who actually saw what
happened.”
Plummer suggested emotions ran
high during the hockey game, and said
some witnesses indicated the injured
Caledonia player was mocked by at least
one player from the Paris Wolfpack team
before being removed from the ice and
transported by ambulance to Brantford
General Hospital. He was diagnosed
with a ruptured spleen and internal
bleeding.
The incident brings back a childhood
memory for Plummer, who recalled a

friend that died from a ruptured spleen after a
hockey stick was jabbed into his stomach. “If you
don’t get medical attention, a ruptured spleen
can kill you,” said Plummer of the seriousness of
the alleged attack.
The incident now has the Paris Minor
Hockey Association executive looking closely
at its policies and procedures when it comes to
aggressiveness in hockey.
“It’s prompted a lot of discussion,” said Rick
Shannon, PMHA president. “We have just elected
a new executive and violence will be openly
discussed. I can’t say a
lot

Save Time
Save Money
Call Us FIRST

Offering 4 Levels of
Retirement Care

on what we are going to do (policy-wise) because
it is not just my decision,” said Shannon during
an interview with The Star.

Continued on page 2
Stories of violence in the NHL or OHL, as seen
below during a recent Toronto Marlies game,
are common sports page headlines. In the
minor leagues, however, it’s almost unheard
of, said OMHA executive director Richard
Ropchan. A Paris minor hockey player was
charged with assault with a weapon last week
from an alleged attack during a February 22
Midget Rep game in Paris.
~Sun Media
Photo
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Premier Award ~ Section
B E S T

Kevin Higgins
Kevin Higgins began his
journalist career as a
sports reporter at the daily
newspaper, The Western
Star. Soon he moved on to
the news department and
was there until 1994. He
then took the sports editor
position at the weekly
community newspaper, The
Advertiser, in Grand
Falls-Windsor, NL. In
1998 he transferred to
the weekly community
newspaper, The Beacon,
in Gander, to become its
associate/sports editor until
2006, when moved into
his current position as The
Beacon’s manager/editor.
Through these years, he
has won both CCNA and
ACNA awards for his
writing, photography and
layout skills.

t Whitby This Week
1s e This year’s winner, Whitby This Week,
plac
provided readers with a solid combination of
these elements, giving a more in-depth look at what is
happening on the local sports scene than its competitors.
It had an array of local content, ranging from minor to
professional sports, and included features, event results
and upcoming event/competitions. It also provided a
look at various sports through quality photographs. The
only thing lacking was a statistic/scoreboard section,
which could have given the paper an avenue to provide
its readers with even more local coverage. Actually, this
element was missing in most entries.

rs at gtaathletes.com

your local competito

RLES READ
AND TABIA CHA
ANSON HENRY

in
from a training session
after landing here
is now in Beijing
Henry will make his
The Pickering duo
Olympic events started.
for
and eager to get
the starting blocks
Singapore, ready
when he steps into
Stadium on Friday
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It’s a chilly Novembe
r afternoon
in Brampton, but
the mercury is rising indoors at a boxing
club in the
southeast part of
town.
It might be the lively
Latino music or the sweaty
boxers
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but there’s no denying tion of both,
it’s hot in the
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The dozen or so
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completely focused
on the task on
hand, whether it
is doing combinations
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sparring in
pairs. Judging
from the intense
con-

Woodbine winner

Local connections

Oshawa This Week

Overall Comments

2008

Stay up-to-date on

3 ce Oshawa This Week came in third despite
pla

matching the two higher finishers in most
categories. The difference between first and third for
this newspaper was the other two focused a little more
on local content. This paper, like the two ahead of
it, had quality photographs, strong writing and solid
layout, but it too was missing youth coverage and a
statistic/scoreboard element.

Friday, August 15,

olls into Beijing
Pickering duo str
Y TO COMPETE

Brampton Guardian
2 ce The Brampton Guardian garnered second
pla
place, using a strong front-page layout, with
a dominant photo and a sports briefs section. The paper
was also one of a few with a statistics/scoreboard
element, and displayed some very good photographs
and features. The element in this paper that keep it
out of top spot was it lacked coverage of youth sports,
which is especially important in community newspaper
coverage. Remember, every mom, dad, grandfather,
grandmother, aunt, uncle etc… loves to read or see what
their little one is accomplishing.
rd

31

eijing
B
2008 DAY 8
This Week News

OW

nd

Entries in this class hit a wide range in terms of sports
coverage, with some newspapers making it an integral
component of the community coverage, while others
looked at its sports pages as an afterthought. There was
a group of entries finishing just out of the top three, and
they were well represented. The difference was that in
this group there was one or two elements missing or just
couldn’t match what the top three provided its readers.
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Sailors hit
the water

Walter Passarella / Metroland

WHITBY -- The Lake Yacht Racing Association recently held a week long regatta in conjunction with
the Whitby Yacht Club. It featured boats from all across the Great Lakes. Above, three of the five eight
metre sail boats make a turn, while top left, three break out for the start of the race. Bottom left, a crew
gets ready to hoist the spinnaker sail to finish the race.

Hoar goes from the operating room to the lacrosse floor
If he so chose, Stephen Hoar
could take your knee out in a
lacrosse game, then see to it getting replaced.
Fortunately he’s not the type to
do the former. While a rugged 6foot-2 defender most opponents
would rather avoid, he’s by no
means a dirty player.
As for the latter, well that’s what
makes his story so interesting.
Hoar, a 26-year-old Bowmanville
native with a long list of achievements on local lacrosse floors and
hockey rinks, has fashioned quite
a career for himself as in the medical field.
A kinesiology major and graduate from the University of Toronto, Hoar now sells orthopedic

implants and trauma instruments
to hospitals.
With so many people getting
knee and hip replacements these
days, it’s a lucrative business.
And busy.
In addition to marketing his
goods, Hoar is also involved in
the surgery, helping out the nurses and doing his best to see that
patients resume a normal life.
He says it’s a 24/7 type of job, but
as part of a three-person team, his
colleagues are able to cover him
when he’s sweating it out on a
lacrosse floor.
Thanks to his heavy workload,
Hoar took some time between his
National Lacrosse League season
with the Rochester Knighthawks

Brian McNair
before returning to the Brooklin Redmen, and played only five
games in the Major Series regular
season.
But Redmen coach Peter Vipond
gladly granted Hoar that time and
welcomed him back because of
what he brings to the table. And,
no, we’re not referring to the operating table here.

“He’s a good ball player both
ends of the floor,” Vipond said
after Wednesday’s heartbreaking playoff loss to the Brampton
Excelsiors.
“He’s got experience, he’s a good
draw man, he’s a good checker. He
can run, he can score. We needed
to have Steve here.”
Although only five years
removed from a junior career that
saw him win two Founders Cups
with the Clarington Green Gaels
then play three seasons with the
Whitby Warriors, Hoar is considered a veteran on the rookieladen Redmen.
But, despite the work commitments and the fact he’s been married just over a year to his wife

Kerri, Hoar says the pride of pulling on the Redmen jersey still has
that lure for him, no matter how
far the team may be from competing for a championship again.
“It’s a real honour and pleasure
to be part of this team,” he said
Wednesday, still visibly upset at
the game’s outcome. “There’s no
money in summer ball, but it’s
great to play and a great way to
stay in shape. I love competing at
anything I can do. So, it’s a way to
kind of let that out of my system.”
With the demands of his job, he
needs it.
Brian McNair’s column appears
every third Friday. E-mail him at
bmcnair@durhamregion.com
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Ajax/Pickering News Advertiser – Faces of the
Future
place
The supplement that stood out across all the
criteria categories was: Faces of the Future. During a time
in which our youth are going on- line for their information, this supplement seems a perfect way to engage
younger, newer readers. All of the youth were featured
with editorial and a full color picture. Even the advertisements were fun to read. It would be difficult to read this
and not be inspired.

JUDGES

FACES OF THE FUTURE
DURHAM REGION YOUTH TAKING A POSITIVE DIRECTION.

2008

Simcoe Tuesday Times-Reformer – Going
2 ce Green
pla
The second place, Going Green, informed
readers on what Norfolk is doing to create a better
environment. With heightened awareness of such an
important topic, I think you’ll see more newspapers
producing green supplements.
nd

ETROLAND
DURHAM REGION MEDIA GROUP

3 ce 2008
pla
rd

G ing
green

Nunavut News/North – Opportunities North

The third place goes to Opportunities North
2008. This was a huge supplement that featured the
many opportunities in Nunavut. With big bold graphics
and charts, the pages of the feature were really inviting
and interesting to read. Well done.

Honourable Mention

June 2008 • 25th Annual Award Winning News/North Publication • $5

OPPORTUNITIES

NORTH
NO
TH

24, 2008
RMER JUNE
TIMES-REFO
NT TO THE NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
SUPPLEME
A SPECIAL

2008

Northumberland News – Leap Year
An honourable mention goes to Northumberland News
on their Leap Year supplement. They made a supplement
out of a day that happens only once every 4 years.
Whitby This Week – Beijing Olympics 2008
Additionally, Whitby This Week did a terrific job
producing a supplement on the Beijing Olympics 2008,
featuring a number of the athletes and the schedule.

is working
How Norfolk
g
ward makin
and living to
onment
a better envir

Tina Hennigar
Tina Hennigar, Sales
Manager at Lighthouse
Media Group, loves
special sections and prides
herself on getting inspired
from other talented
newspapers.”Supplements
can and should be fun.
We’re asking our readers
to commit more of their
time to read our paper, so
lets make it entertaining.”
She also writes a blog for
their papers award- winning website southshorenow.ca, called Oh Brothers,
often self- deprecating and
always heart warming.

nunavut
nun
vut nnews/no
north

Overall Comments

Patrick Hirtle

• Construction
• Government Spending
• Business Assistance
• Development Corporations
• Trade Shows
• Chambers of Commerce
• Manufacturing, Wholesale
& Retail Trade

Sponsored by Metro Creative Graphics

C Section

• Introduction
• Mining
• Oil & Gas
• Transportation
• Power
• Tourism
• Communications

B Section

A Section

This was a very difficult category to judge. One thing was
not difficult to ascertain; the creativity and talent of the
papers in the Ontario Community Newspapers
Association is remarkable.

• Land Claims
• Commercial Fishing
• Country Foods
• Fur
• Arts & Crafts
• Farming & Forestry
• Workforce
• Education

Patrick Hirtle is the
Special Features writer
for Lighthouse Media
Group whose supplements have won national
awards. Patrick is also an
award winning columnist
with his sports column,
Bleacher Bum. He is a
clever writer, captivating
story teller and talented
photographer.
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Kemptville Advance – 150 Years of History
Great Editorial Content covering a wide
place
variety of times and events through history in
the community. Loved the design and layout, it was
clean and creative. The advertising support showed a
strong sense of pride in the community.

2 ce Great Design and layout with great use of
pla
nd

Parry Sound North Star – Sanctuary
colour.

Trisha has worked in the
Advertising Industry for
over 14 years in a number
of capacities. She has
had extensive sales and
marketing experience in
different advertising
mediums from Magazines
to online sales. In addition
to this she has sold
nationally for VanNet
Newspapers representing
over 50 community
newspapers in British
Columbia for 10 years.
Currently she is the Sales
and Marketing Director
at the Langley Advance
Newspaper - a division
of Canwest Community
Publishing which publishes
twice per week with a
distribution of 41,100
newspapers.
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3 ce This piece was a great example of corporate
pla
rd

Petrolia Topic – Substance Abuse

social responsibility and was of great service
to the community. Very informative.

141748

Trisha Snow
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BEST COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER WEB SITE
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Elmira-Woolwich Observer
www.observerxtra.com
place
This website grabs the visitor right away with
a beautiful design, colour scheme, easy to read font style,
and quick navigation. It has incorporated an excellent
use of new technologies including having a Facebook
page, e-mail signups, news feed and comments, Google
ads, blogs, and an online form for submitting sports
scores. Posting photographs and contact information on
the individual staff members helps personalize the entire
newspaper experience. Flash design gives you greater interactivity with your public. Consideration to the website
visitor has been given priority. Just excellent!

2 ce www.lakefieldherald.com
pla
nd

Lakefield Herald

This one grabs you with the image of the front
page at the top left. Tells the coverage area right off
the bat. Advertisers, particularly national advertising
agencies, want that information. Having a map to the
office and a time and date for the local area are great
ideas, as is the calendar of events. Offering CBC News
provides your customers another service. Well done. This
was the only online newspaper in the competition that
showed where you can pick up an off-line newspaper
(newstands). Providing a Links page not only shows
community support, but also helps get you higher rankings on the search engines. Online ads are simple and not
overwhelming. Very well done.

JUDGE

Kathleen Windsor
Kathleen Windsor is an
award-winning editor and
has been doing desktop
publishing projects for
many years. In 1996,
Kathleen began website
designing and has since
won awards for several
different websites.
Her business, Windsor
Graphics is one of the
most respected
Internet broadcasting
companies in
Western Canada.

3 ce www.northernlife.ca
pla
rd

Sudbury Northern Life

This one was one of the only websites in the
competition that had obviously designed their site for
all monitor resolutions. Those with their monitors set at
800x600 will not have to struggle with a scroll bar along
the bottom. Big points here. Ads were not distracting
or overwhelming, which is very important. The “About
Sudbury” option is excellent because it lets your worldwide visitor know where you are and what you’re famous
for. Very appropriate additions include the Video News
and Google Ads. This website had excellent navigation
– very easy to follow. Nicely done.
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Premier Award ~ Online

BEST COMMUNITY NEWSPAPER WEB PORTAL

JUDGE

Cheryl Wirch-Ryckman
Cheryl Wirch-Ryckman is
the Director of Marketing
and Operations New
Media for Black Press.
Cheryl worked agency-side
and then in print before
making the leap to the
fast-paced world of Black
Press’ New Media division
a few years ago. Black
Press has over 150
papers/websites North
America-wide delivering
quality daily and
community news that
matters, both in print
and online.
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Oshawa This Week
www.newsdurhamregion.com
place
Well designed website that is equally
appealing to a neophyte web user as it is to a
demanding high end user. Icons are kept to a
minimum and design is clean with simple, uncluttered top navigation for primary items. The
site pushes the boundaries of what other papers
are doing online, integrating things like Related
Stories into front page summaries to drive
additional page views, creative use of a map
widget to illustrate and reinforce the essence of
community news, and engaging the reader by
inviting submissions including video. Someone
to watch in 2009.

2 ce www.yorkregion.com
pla
nd

Newmarket Era-Banner

Good site that sets a tone of caring
about the community and the readers. Features
like Essential Numbers and Plain English reach
beyond the traditional purview of delivering
the news and into supporting the community
as evidenced by a variety of other community
links including information about schools, local
photos, walking tours along with a business
directory. You Speak is an interesting video
feature that takes the traditional community
paper feature story and gives it voice and action.
With such great stories, I was hoping to see
more articles from the Newmarket region.
rd
This Week
3 ce Peterborough
www.mykawartha.com
pla

Navigating to the Peterborough This
Week took a second but was well worth the
effort. It was a good blend of lots of current
content with easy access to older stories all
well organized within categories. The media
portal widget was one of their more innovative
touches to the site providing a slide show to
tempt the reader to read on about the adventures
of Their Scrappy Quilter. The calendar and the
Our People Our Pride add good community
interactivity.
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Premier Award ~ Online

LOCAL ONLINE INNOVATOR OF THE YEAR
1s

t

Toronto Community News, Etobicoke Guardian
InsideTorontoVotes is a great idea. It is exactly what
place voters need: one stop place to go to find out everything about the election. A very good effort for a
community newspaper. What it lacks – by comparison, say to
the Toronto Star site, or our Coast.ca election site, is statistical
and historical analysis. Where are present and past election
results, esp for the Etobicoke area? Where is the context that
a newspaper should give, that informs readers and makes the
newspaper more authoritative? That kind of information gives
log legs to the site. But – videos are great. Write up is great.
Tag cloud is perfectly placed. Overall interactivity is very good.
The design is simple and easy on the eye. Up to date political
news coverage, well done!

2 ce
nd

Oshawa This Week
This site navigates well. The double navigation bar
pla
along the top, between the local newspapers and
topical navs is great. Without the news view, this
is a great, usable site. So, the question is, how does news view
improve it? These news view maps are very useful and will
prove more and more useful the longer they are in existence.
By using this data from the archive, the newsroom could map
out trends in any number of civic problems: crime, accidents,
store closures, whatever. It could add a huge amount of value to
the site, depending on how it’s used. I am thinking of http://chicago.everyblock.com/crime/ as a similar example. But, even
used simply, it is an attractive visual aid. The front page of
news view could be pulled in a little tighter to the region it
covers, so the action looks more varied and is more inviting to
the reader. There is too much empty dead space on this wide
view from the home page jump. The video player is better than
most. Search functions very well and achives are easy to use. A
nice clean, easy to read, easy to search website.

JUDGE

Andy Murdoch
Andy Murdoch works
as the web editor and a
contributing writer at The
Coast, Halifax’s weekly
newspaper, in Nova Scotia.
He was part of the team
that recently redesigned
and relaunched their site,
thecoast.ca. He has
previously worked as a
writer and researcher for
the Toronto Star, the CBC
and The Guardian (UK).

Sioux Lookout Wataway News
alternate character sets in a site doesn’t
3 ce Allowing
sound
like
a big archievement, but it can be difficult
a
pl
to implement. It is an essential component to a rural,
multilingual readership who may not have access to high quality computers. When it can be made seamless to the reader, it
is a big improvement to a site, which is why I give high marks
to the impact of this improvment. What would be great to see
is a button of the front page that offers the ability to flip the site
to another language in one click. In terms of overall design, a
lot of the good stuff is hidden under a bushel. The audio and
video are great and could open up a real community presence
that would compete with community radio, however, they are
buried. They should be more prominent on the front page. Use
of photos is good, but more information could be provided; the
click through off the primary photo (top left hand side) gives
little info after the click through and is a bit of a waste. Still,
I like seeing big photos. It’s a few steps from being a great
website, but this year’s improvements are a big step forward.
rd
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S U R F E R ’ S

S E L E CTION

t
1s e Vaughan Today
plac

JUDGES
OCNA Members

www.vaughantoday.ca

Each OCNA Member
Newspaper was given two
chances to vote for the
Surfer’s Selection Award.
They were instructed to
choose a first and second
choice for the Best Web
Site. Each first choice pick
was given two points and
each second choice pick
was given one point.

nd
2 ce Elmira-Woolwich Observer
pla

www.observerxtra.com

3 ce Oshawa This Week
rd

pla

www.newsdurhamregion.com

Vaughan Today www.vaughantoday.ca
Elmira Woolwich-Observer www.observerxtra.com
Oshawa This Week www.newsdurhamregion.com
Huntsville Forester www.huntsvilleforester.com
Alliston Herald www.allistonherald.com
Sudbury Northern Life www.northernlife.ca
Parry Sound North Star www.parrysound.com
Sioux Lookout Wawatay News www.wawataynews.ca
Peterborough This Week www.mykawartha.com
Creemore Echo www.creemore.com
Ottawa East Weekly Journal www.eastottawa.ca
Newmarket Era-Banner www.yorkregion.com
Vankleek Hill Review www.thereview.on.ca
Nunavut News/North www.nnsl.com/nunavutnews/nunavut.html
NWT News/North www.nnsl.com/nwtnewsnorth/nwt.html
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1st Choice

2nd Choice

Placement

16
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4
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3
2
3
1
1
0
0
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19
6
7
1
9
5
3
4
4
1
1
1
2
2

1
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5
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11
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Premier Award ~College/University

S T U D E N T

F E AT U R E

of Waterloo, Imprint
1 e University
–
Ashley
Csanady
– The
c
pla
problem of perception
Informative and well-researched,
Csanady’s piece on eating disorders also
seems to have a firm grasp on a breezy
style of writing that proves palatable.
Furthermore, it is important to note that
the layout of this feature is second to
none in the category.
st

16

Features
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The problem of perception

17

JUDGE

Struggling with body image in the modern world; fighting to see through a clear looking glass
Ashley Csanady
STAFF REPORTER

I

t’s been almost three years, but I still get nauseous
at the sight of an underwear model. I still have to
fight the urge to purge every time I overindulge,
and a mirror is still a friend or a foe depending on my
mood. The smallest comment about my athleticism
— or perpetual lack thereof — can send me into
an obsessive downward spiral for days. And in the
immortal words of Garbage, the kick is still divine
when I see bones beneath my skin.
My love-hate relationship with food has been a
lifelong and painful battle — one that I still wage on
a daily basis but culminated in double root canals the
spring I graduated from high school. What started
as a seemingly brilliant way to “control” instances
of binging with girlfriends at a sleepover or after
a visit to the now long-gone Tien Hoa Chinese
Buffet, quickly spiralled into an unbreakable cycle
of eating and purging that led to extraordinarily
painful dentistry. Almost eight hours of excruciating surgery — freezing doesn’t work well on me,
so I felt every scrape removing the nerve exposed
teeth by erosion from my stomach acid — wasn’t
enough to stop me. It took a low point that involved
a boy (who was never worth it in the first place),
way too much bad emo music, a tube of cookie
dough, and a moment of clarity to finally put an
end to that self-destructive disorder.
The initial momentum that led to a full-fledged
obsession was starting a strict and medically supervised diet and exercise regime when I was 14.
Over the next two years, I quickly went from trying
to take a more health-conscious approach to food
to seeing it as both a reward and an enemy that
needed to be expelled as quickly and efficiently as
possible. It took me two years to call my “problem”
what it was: bulimia. And has taken over another
six months to finally write about it.
So why write about it at all? I think catharsis was
definitely at play, but more importantly I wanted
to share my story in hopes it could help someone
realize what she is doing to herself is not worth
it. Our societal obsession with weight and appearance is getting worse, and the depictions of eating
disorders in popular culture are less than helpful.
People with eating disorders, be it bulimia, anorexia
or over-eating, are not the vain self-indulgent people
so often depicted in movies and on TV.
The blonde bimbo cheerleader who
pukes up everything she eats or
the control freak who chooses
to rule her eating on top of
everything else aren’t the

only people who develop eating disorders. It can
be anyone, and while it may be sparked by low selfesteem, the behaviour is not tied solely to aesthetics
and superficial qualities.
I have always considered myself an informed,
media-savvy person. Even though I knew the stupidity of my actions, I couldn’t stop myself from
doing it. I knew better, that no matter what, I was
never going to be 5’ 4” and 115 lbs — I’m 5’11”
and even if I starved myself I would never be 115
lbs before I was near-death — but that didn’t stop
the voices in my head from telling me I shouldn’t
eat, or the cover of Cosmo from taunting me from
its rack. It’s an irrational set of behaviours built
upon even more irrational set of societal norms.
I could be told to “love myself no matter what”
countless times, but that, even today, doesn’t stop
my thoughts of inadequacy.
I know I’m not alone, and I know there are
countless girls out there who feel the exact same
way. Regardless of whether or not they are, as of
yet, engaged in extremely self-destructive behaviours, the thought processes alone can be harmful.
The numbers seem to be growing as well.
“27 per cent of Ontario girls 12-18 years old
were reported to be engaged in severely problematic food and weight behaviour,” according
to a recent study done by the National Eating
Disorder Information Centre (NEDIC), a notfor-profit organization mandated by the Ontario
Ministry for Health to provide information regarding eating disorders and their treatment
That is more than one in four girls engaged in
severely problematic food and weight behaviour.
On top of that, NEDIC also reports that eating
disorders are now the third most common chronic
illness among adolescent girls. It doesn’t seem
shocking when you consider that, according to
NEDIC, 55 per cent of 15 year-old girls would
change the way they look if they could, and 81
per cent of 10 year olds are dieting. These stats
may be a few decades old, from 1992 and 1986
respectively, but they paint a picture of a society
where no matter what Raffi says, no one feels
free to be who they are.
We can bitch until the cows come home about
the necessity of portraying more positive body
images through the media, but, realistically, that’s
not going to change anytime soon. Christine
Tauer Martin from Counselling Services explains that, while eating disorders may be
a manifestation of low self-esteem
that could be influenced by the
media, there are usually more

factors such as depression, anxiety, and stress at
play. The best thing is to realize when “dieting”
goes too far and how to help someone who you
think may have an eating disorder.
Although Tauer Martin stresses that there is
no such thing as a “good diet,” she explained
that there’s a gradient scale between dieting behaviours and those of an eating disorder. What
she refers to as the “Continum of Weight PreOccupation” is a sliding scale from feeling fat, to
dieting and exercising, to starving oneself and/or
purging and/or abusing laxatives and/or overexercising. There’s no absolute, and the middle
area is full of grey. Some behaviours are always
troublesome, but the more one becomes engaged
in them, the more likely they will continue to
spiral until the “problem” behaviours become
a full-fledged eating disorder.
While I have been focusing on eating disorder
in women, and will continue to refer to a sufferer
using female pronouns, it is important to note that
men too can be victims of eating disorders.
“With men it is a growing concern,” said
Tauer Martin.
In fact, “females are more likely to seek treatment [and] males don’t recognize it as often as
females,” said Sandy Chuchman, the registered
dietician for Health Services.
“There are actually lots of students on this
campus you may not notice who have an eating
disorder,” added Chuchman, who had half of
her appointments last year taken up by students
recovering from eating disorders. She went on
to explain that a student who goes to the gym
excessively, overeats, binges or purges may not
look like the ‘typical’ boney Kate Moss-style
poster child for anorexia, but that doesn’t mean
she isn’t doing just as much harm to her body.
“There’s a fine line between going grocery shopping and looking at nutrition labels and having them
take over your life,” said Chuchman.
So how do you tell when someone is hitting the
gym too hard, or that perpetually skipped meal is
becoming too much of a routine? According to Tauer
Martin, it’s about intuition and knowing the person
involved. If the behaviours start to “twig” you or you
are starting to get concerned, and you know there’s a
lot going on in the individual’s personal life, it might
be time to talk about their eating habits.
“You don’t have to diagnose […] and you

The main eating disorders as defined by NEDIC

are not responsible for fixing them,” she said.
The best thing you can do is support her and be
“someone to talk to that’s not going to judge or
look down on them.”
Taking that step to approach someone who
you think has an eating disorder is undoubtedly
difficult. Tauer Martin emphasized that you need
to make sure she understands that you are trying
to help, and make sure you don’t accuse and keep
the conversation non-confrontational. Remember, even with the best of intentions, you may not
get the desired response, she later added.
The person may even be resistant to the suggestion that she has a problem. I remember when
six of my girlfriends sat me down in Grade 11
to tell me that they knew what I was doing, and
they were scared for me and wanted me to stop.
They might have had the best of intentions, but
their “intervention,” was not the right way to go
about it. Not only did the encounter piss me off,
but the behaviour didn’t stop for another year
— until I was ready to address it.
If you think that you, or someone you care
about, may have an eating disorder, contact
someone at Counselling or Health Services,
or a family doctor and get more information.
Whatever you do, “Do not think [the behaviours
are] going to go away on their own, because they
don’t,” said Chuchman.
Chuchman explained that there is a four-pronged
approach to recovering from an eating disorder.
First of all, the victim needs to be ready to recover.
Then, she normally will need medical supervision,
counselling, and, finally, a nutritionist. She said her
job, as a nutritionist, is about helping rebuild a healthy
relationship with food, and see it as fuel not a foe.
But, in all honesty, I don’t know whether that will
ever be a possibility for me, and both Chuchman and
Martin agreed that for many people eating disorders
are a lifelong disease.
“The longer they have been struggling with
an eating disorder, the more longstanding the
behaviour may become,” said Martin.
I may have broken the habit, but the
urge still lingers. The voices keep whispering inadequacy. The magazine covers keep
taunting. The sight of my thighs still turns
my stomach, and I still constantly compare
myself to other women. But maybe someday
that’ll stop, and then I’ll be able to look
in the mirror without having to fight to
like what I see.

Anorexia Athletica (Compulsive Exercising)

Anorexia athletica is a condition where people over-exercise because they believe this will control their bodies and
give them a sense of power, control and self-respect. It isn’t a clinically recognized diagnosis in the same way
that anorexia nervosa or bulimia are, but compulsive exercising can have serious health consequences.

Binge Eating Disorder (BED)

Individuals with binge eating disorders eat excessive amounts of food at one time. They do this for two reasons:
They are very hungry because they have been dieting or restricting their eating in some way. The binge is a response
to that hunger.
They over-eat to comfort themselves, to avoid uncomfortable situations, or to numb their feelings. The binge is
an attempt to soothe themselves emotionally.
People who binge-eat are often ashamed and embarrassed. They also tend to be genetically heavier and larger than
the “average” person. They do not, however, generally try to compensate for their over-eating by vomiting, fasting,
over-exercising or abusing laxatives, as people with anorexia or bulimia may do. One in five obese people engage in binge eating.

Bulimia Nervosa

Bulimia nervosa is characterized by cycles of bingeing and purging. As with anorexia, this behaviour is driven by
a desire to regulate feelings, and with worries about body weight and shape.
The cycle begins with the person rapidly eating large amounts of food in a single sitting. The eating feels automatic
and helpless. This may, initially, numb uncomfortable feelings, like anger or sadness. But it also creates physical discomfort
and anxiety about weight gain. As a consequence, the person tries to rid the body of the food that was consumed.
This is attempted by vomiting, using laxatives, enemas or diuretics, by exercising excessively, by skipping meals or by dieting.
These purging behaviours don’t achieve the desired goals - to feel more physically comfortable and not gain weight.
Instead, they are very harmful to health.People with bulimia may well have a weight that is regarded as “normal”.

Anorexia Nervosa

Anorexia Nervosa commonly begins during puberty and can be recognized by the following symptoms:
• Losing a lot of weight.
• An obsessive desire to be thinner.
• Being very afraid of gaining weight or becoming “fat”.
• Being unable to see our body as it really is: it always seems larger than it actually is.
• Allowing our weight and shape to overly influence how we feel about ourselves.
• A powerful desire to take control of our lives and feel competent. We believe we can
achieve this by controlling our eating and weight.
Anorexia and bulimia have similar symptoms. However, anorexia can be recognized by the following:
• Significant weight loss without any logical reason, like illness.
• Significant reduction in eating accompanied by repeated denials of hunger.
• Dieting when not over our healthy weight range.
• Signs of starvation. This can include the thinning or actual loss of hair, the appearance of a
fine, white hair on the body, frequent bloated feelings, yellowing palms or soles of feet and/or
a dry, pasty skin.
• Abnormal menstrual periods in women.

Eating Disorder Not Otherwise Specified (ED-NOS)

Individuals who experience a mix of anorexia and/or bulimia and/or binge-eating symptoms,
but who don’t fall neatly into one of the medical categories, are said to have an Eating Disorder
Not Otherwise Specified (ED-NOS). These individuals should also receive the help and resources
provided to individuals who have a “neat” clinical diagnosis.

acsanady@imprint.uwaterloo.ca

Where to go for help/ more
information
Counselling Services
Needles Hall, room 2080
519 888 4567 x32655
Health Services
519-888-4096
www.healthservices.uwaterloo.ca
Eating Disorders Awareness Coalition of
Waterloo Region (EDAC)
519-745-4875
Overeaters Anonymous
519-585-7805

Ryerson University, Ryersonian
nd – Anthony Capuano & Nicolas
2 ce
Heffernan – If you build it, will
pla
they come?
This feature manages to pose an
interesting question and then goes in
depth to find out the answer. Indeed,
though the topic may seem a tad dry to
non-sports enthusiasts, it nonetheless
manages to address a business model of
varying success. In the end, the feature
also manages the rare feat of answering
its own question.
Cambrian College, The Shield
3 ce – Christine Girard – Life a
pla
juggling act
This is a well-written feature that features
lively writing. Girard is able to paint a
picture as well as tell the story of the
piece’s main focus. Indeed, though the
focal point of the feature is no Michael
Jordan, Christine is able to make the
reader care about his station.

National Eating Disorder Information
Centre
www.nedic.ca
1-866-633-4220
Bulimia Anorexia Nervosa Association
www.bana.ca
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Cheryl Heath
Cheryl Heath is the editor
of The Clinton NewsRecord. Heath, who
possesses a Bachelor
of Arts degree from the
University of Windsor and
is a graduate of the
St. Clair College
journalism program,
has nearly 20 years of
experience in the
print-media industry
with both weekly and
daily newspapers.
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Life a juggling act

Student balances family, work, school and athletics
Jerome Bailey
copes with life’s
challenges
By Christine Girard
Shield Staff

Most Golden Shield basketball
fans know Jerome Bailey can dribble a basketball. Many fans are unaware of how well he can juggle.
He faces the challenge of getting
good grades, helping the team win,

working and raising a child.
Bailey, 24, is in the Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning Techniques program.
Three of his 11 years playing basketball were spent with the College
as No. 23 — a number he picked as
a nod to his idol.
Michael Jordan, proclaimed as
the “greatest player of all time,” inspired him to get involved in the
game.
A shooting guard for the team,
Bailey has an average of 16.37
points per game.
But basketball isn’t always just
fun for him.
Bailey considers playing basket-

ball and getting good grades to be
major accomplishments in a life that
goes further than just basketball and
school.
He works at Costco and enjoys
the hours. He only works during
breaks and holidays. He is trying to
get work with Vale Inco.
“I want to focus more on school,”
Bailey said.
Bailey also makes time for his
three-year-old daughter, Kandice
Doyle.
His daughter is described as being “the best thing that ever happened to me.”

“I ﬁnd myself in college
that I’m not as aggressive
like I was in high school.
I need to work on that. It’s
all in the head too.”
— Jerome Bailey,
Cambrian guard

Photo by Ron Thomson

Bailey rises above his opponents for an uncontested layup against the
Centennial College Colts on Feb. 16.

He and Kandice’s mother remain
good friends, although they are not
a couple.
He doesn’t think being a father is
much of a challenge.
“It’s quite easy,” he said. “Her
mom makes it quite easy. She’s a
good mother.”
His daughter helps with his positive outlook on life and facing its
challenges.
“Just having her there, it makes
you want to work harder.”
Although Bailey has never suffered any major injuries during a
game, he has hurt his ankles during
practice.
“My knees used to bother me,
but not anymore,” he said.
No matter how good a player is,
there’s always room for improvement. Bailey would like to work on
his aggressiveness.
“I ﬁnd myself in college that I’m
not as aggressive like I was in high
school. I need to work on that,” he
said. “It’s all in the head too.”
Bailey says the best part about
playing basketball are the dunks.

Photo by Ron Thomson

Bailey battles for a one-handed rebound against the George Brown
Huskies on Feb. 8.
“And winning,” he added.
Bailey thinks the challenge of
balancing school, basketball, work
and raising a daughter to be “pretty
hard — but life is hard.”

He doesn’t want to change anything in his life.
“Everything is good right now. I
just want to ﬁnish school and work
on my career,” said Bailey.

Men and women serve up wins
Cambrian wins
after Boreal
promises victory
By John Nicholson
Shield Staff

College Boreal’s promise of victory fell short Feb. 6 when they lost
in straight sets to Cambrian’s women’s volleyball team, 25-20, 25-10,
and 25-7.
Golden Shield women’s head
coach Dale Beausoleil overheard
Boreal players after its tight ﬁve-set
victory, saying they were going to
beat Cambrian at their next meeting.
Boreal was so conﬁdent in its
chance of victory they went as far as
to guarantee victory.
“Bring it on,” said Beausoleil after he heard those comments.
Cambrian went on to demolish

Boreal with straight wins in front of
a roaring home crowd.
“It’s great to beat them tonight,”
said Beausoleil. “Anytime we get a
win it’s great.”
Kristin Martel was happy to be
able to shut them up.
“It was very nice to beat them, especially when we were able to beat
them three straight,” she said.
The coach was happy with how
his team performed against the lower ranked Vipers.
“Everyone did their job,” he said.
“Everyone stayed composed and
didn’t let the game slip away which
was huge for us.”
“Its hard to maintain intensity
when you play a team that is lower
in the standings like Boreal is,” said
Martel.
Martel was again leading the
charge for the home team with 14
kills, one block, and one service ace
for 16 points.
“Martel is always someone who
we can count on to score for us,”
said her coach.
Adriana Pacitto had a strong

Photo by Ron Thomson

Teresa Parada redirects the ball
during the win against College
Boreal.

serving game according to Beausoleil. “She served real well in the second set for us.” He continued, “Her
serves were a big reason for winning
that set.”
First-year Teresa Parada had a
strong game scoring six points, with
ﬁve kills and one block.
Cambrian’s men’s volleyball
team also took advantage of a winless Boreal team Feb. 6, to get its
game into shape for the fast-approaching playoffs.
Cambrian’s straight set victory
over Boreal, 25-19, 25-21, 25-18,
put them in position to face St.
Claire in the crossover match which
would determine which team makes
provincials.
“I’m happy we are in a position
to make provincials,” said head
coach, Stephen Beausoleil.
Jean-Francois Paquette stood out
in his coach’s mind.
“He’s a very workman like player,
not very emotional,” said Beausoleil.
“Nothing fazes him. He just goes
out and gets the job done.”
Paquette had six kills, one service

ace for seven points in the game.
Ben Cambridge led all players
with 10 kills and ﬁnished with 11
points.
Christian Copp had a strong
defensive game, as he led the game
with four blocks and ﬁnished with
11 points to tie Cambridge for the
game-high honours.
While Cambrian’s coach was
happy to get the win, he wasn’t
thrilled with the intensity the men
showed throughout the game.
“We are getting better at maintaining our intensity,” said the
coach. “It’s not something you can
just teach during practice. A lot of
our guys are third-year players and
they still have a tough time with it.”
Beausoleil added, while Boreal
may struggle to get wins, it is still
a well-coached team with some
strong dangerous players. They have
a couple players who know how to
hit and a couple real good blockers.
He was happy that his men were
able to play within themselves and
didn’t try to accomplish too much
while facing a weaker opponent.
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Ryerson University, Ryersonian –
Sarah Boesveld – Conservatives Getting
place
Freaky
Sarah Boesveld went out and asked if the Conservatives’ pitch to student voters would work, then backed it
up with further research.

2 ce Von Jeppesen and Adam Holmes –
pla
nd

Lois Tuffin
Lois Tuffin is a news junkie
who gets her fix every day
as editor in chief of
Kawartha Media Group
with newspapers and a
website covering
Peterborough, the City
of Kawartha Lakes and
Brock Township.

Sheridan College, Sheridan Sun –

Lockdown – This is not a drill
Von Jeppesen and Adam Holmes earn second place for
their coverage of an on-campus lockdown.
Niagara College, Niagara News –
3 ce Monica Keyes – Read ‘em and weep
pla
Monica Keyes’ look at why textbooks cost
so much adds depth to a common complaint and the
accompanying artwork gave her an edge.
rd
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This is not a

Honourable Mention

Ryerson University, Ryersonian – Adam Huras,
“We are the champions...in 2011”
Von Jeppesen

Overall Comments

The litmus test for these stories was simple – would
they engage student readers? The winners quoted
students and not just officials who work with them.
The other entries could have improved with clearer
writing and use of a nut graph so students can learn
more quickly why they should care.
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Read ’em and weep

Photo illustration by Ryan Kelpin

Book prices take toll on student budgets
By MONICA KEYES
Staff Writer
It·s the Àrst week of classes.
You·ve just spent the last four
months working long menial hours
to earn enough money for one more
year of school. Your inspiration
over those four grueling months
is the thought that with a diploma,
you·ll never need to work those
long menial hours again.
Standing in line at the campus
bookstore, you consider your
Ànances. You·ve planned it all:
tuition, groceries, transportation,
rent, entertainment. Everything has
been taken into consideration. Now
you wait until you·re Àrst in line for
the chance to blow your budget.
For some students, purchasing
textbooks has become a phobia
worse than that brought on by
Ànal exams.
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At the Welland campus bookstore, automotive student Siewlee
Veelaphan, has one of the most
expensive basic textbook totals.
Four books published by Thomson Nelson make up the core of
his program. They·ll set him back
$340 before taxes.
“We already pay $3,000 on
tuition. We then have to pay for
textbooks. They should just supply
them, ” says the 26-year-old.
Pre-health student Allison Nichols agrees with Veelaphan. The
18-year-old Ànds textbook prices
“ridiculous.”
“If you·re paying to come to
school, textbook prices should be
cheaper.”
In Nichol·s one-year program,
she said she has already spent about
$700 on books and will need to
purchase new books next semester.

Computer Engineering Technician program student Matt Clark,
21, said he will be spending
between $1,200 and $1,300 on
textbooks during his two-year
program.
He says textbook pricing is
“pretty fair” compared to what he
spent at university.
“It is a pain to have to buy something on top of tuition, but it is all
relevant to my future work, so I·m
keeping them.”
“We·re for the students. We·re
not the bad guys,” says Text
Manager Sharon Yacyshyn at the
Welland campus bookstore.
“We question everything that
comes into the store here. We go
back to the instructors, deans and
secretaries to see if the book is
really needed.”
Book choices and costs are re-

viewed by Yacyshyn when orders
come to make sure the best choices
are made by instructors for
students. If one book can do what an
instructor has two doing, then why
not use that one book?
Although the bookstores are
owned by Follet Educational
Services, the Niagara College
bookstore prices are set within the
campus store. Because it is a business, there is a mark-up price on
textbooks, but some of the money
earned goes to the college.
“Ten per cent of everything sold
in the bookstore goes back to the
college, and it is used however
the college feels the need to use
it,” said Agnes Hodgson, store
manager.
Students like Veelaphan, Nichols and Clark are not only giving
money to the college through

Sponsored by Ontario Journalism Educators’ Association

tuition, but are also paying an
extra 10 per cent to do whatever
it is they aren·t doing with tuition.
In his two years at Niagara, Clark
will be giving about an extra $130
to the college, roughly the cost of
one textbook after the mark-up
price and extra 10 per cent are
tacked on.
Education is expensive, and the
bookstore acknowledges this by
“always looking for better deals
for students.”
“You have to look at what you·re
taking. It·s geared to your course,”
said Yacyshyn, adding that automotive, dental and paramedic
students have the highest cost in
textbooks.
“Students keep their books as
reference books; they·re an investment.”
Continued on Page 2
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Loyalist College, The Pioneer
Jessica Darmanin,
place
It was close between first and second place in
this category. What pushed Jessica Darmanin to the top
was her ability to effectively tell an emotional story with
one image. All the elements came together for a thought
provoking and touching photograph. The image took
readers into the couple’s home and shared an intimate
moment between them. Nicely done.

Selected documentary projects by Loyalist College Photojournalism students - March, 2008

2 ce Blake MacEwan,
nd

Loyalist College, The Pioneer

pla

Second place by Blake MacEwan definitely had
impact. This risque subject was handled delicately and
tactfully. Kudos to The Pioneer for publishing an image
that evokes such reaction.
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· March, 2008
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Centennial College, The East Toronto
3 ce Observer – Laura Stanley,
pla
Third place finisher Laura Stanley successfully
made an eye-catching image. It’s visually interesting,
well exposed and reproduced very well.
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Low Income Housing A-11
New Canadian A-12
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Environment gets a hand...

Lance Anderson
Lance Anderson has been
in the community
newspaper industry for
16 years first starting as
a darkroom technician in
high school. He was later
hired as a reporter/
photographer at
Lindsay This Week and
eventually transferred to
Peterborough This Week
and worked as a reporter.
Two years ago he was
hired as the paper’s staff
photographer. Mr.
Anderson has won
numerous provincial and
national writing and
photography awards
throughout his career
including OCNA’s Reporter
of the Year in 2007.
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‘WOOPS’! Students from Whitney Public School show off Woop-covered hands at the Eco-Action Kids Awards, held April 8 at the Evergreen Brick Works in East York.
Three Canadian students received $1,000 each for their green contributions, with another $1,000 donated to an environmental organization. Participants kicked off
the event by throwing balls of Woop (a mix of clay, organic compost, native seeds and water), which burst when they hit the ground and encourage plant growth.

Ofﬁcials set
up measles
clinics after
rise in cases

‘Proud’ East Yorker
gets Bulldog Award
By BASEER SYED
If you call Donna-Lynn McCallum’s house
when she’s not home, her answering machine
will say, “You have reached the home of a
very, very proud East Yorker.”
If you pass her house on Mortimer Avenue,
you’ll see a 10-year-old sign that reads: “East
York says ‘No!’ to Mega City!”
And if you say anything negative about
East York while she’s around, well, she’ll let
you have it.
These are only a few of the many
reasons why East York gave 63-year-old
McCallum the East York Bulldog Award
for her outstanding contributions to the
community.
Beaches-East York MPP Michael Prue
presented the award last Saturday at the
Borough of East York Employee Reunion.
Held at the York Reception Centre on
Millwood Road, the event attracted everyone
from East York city planners from the 1980s
to East York municipal councillors from the
early ’90s.
As outspoken as McCallum is when it
comes to her love for East York, she remained
modest as she accepted her award.
“I never thought I would receive an honour
like this because I really don’t deserve it,”
she said.
But as soon as McCallum said that,
several people from the crowd shouted, “You

do!” and the roomfull of hundreds of East
Yorkers erupted in a big round of applause.
Prue
certainly
believes
McCallum
deserved the award.
“I don’t know anyone who has done a
better job preserving East York history for
the last 15 years than Donna,” he said.
McCallum, who has lived in East York for
50 years, recalled moments in her life where
she had to be aggressive in defending East
York’s pride.
“I remember being at a council meeting
where Jack Layton and Kyle Rae were
talking to each other right beside me,”
McCallum said. “I heard them say something
about East York, and I told them, ‘You better
not be saying anything bad about East York
because I’m sitting here!’”
The event was more than just the
presentation of the Bulldog Award. It was
a chance for current and former East York
employees to reminisce about the good times
they had before the forced merger of East
York and five other formerly autonomous
municipalities into the Toronto megacity.
Municipal amalgamation was formalized
on Jan. 1, 1998, under the provincial
Conservative government of Mike Harris.
East York’s commissioner of parks,
recreation and operations in the 1990s,
Claire Tucker-Reid, knows why having the
See FORMER, page 3

Observer, Baseer Syed

A REAL WINNER: MPP Michael Prue
congratulates East Yorker DonnaLynn McCallum for winning the first
E.Y. Bulldog Award for her outstanding contribution to the community.

‘I never thought
I would receive an
honour like this
because I really don’t
deserve it.’
– Donna-Lynn McCallum

Sponsored by Young Drivers of Canada

By DREW BERNER
If Toronto Public Health officials are overly concerned about
a recent rash of measles cases
around East York, they’re showing few symptoms.
Toronto Public Health released
a statement on Monday advising
the public that doctors have diagnosed an unusual number of
new measles cases in the GTA.
They think the epicentre of the
outbreak may be a contagious
person who was at several eastend locations at the end of March
and early April — including Toronto East General Hospital.
They set up a clinic at the East
York Civic Centre on Tuesday
and Wednesday to treat people
who might have come in contact
with the contagious person.
And they’re asking anyone born after 1970 to call
416-338-7600 if they were at
TEGH, on floor A3, Saturday, April 5, between 8 a.m.
and midnight. If they haven’t
been
immunized
or
had
See MOST, page 3
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The Belle River Lakeshore News is a paper
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Seaforth Huron Expositor
2 ce The Seaforth Huron Expositor is an
pla
outstanding small circulation newspaper.
The Expositor benefits from strong overall design and
presentation, beginning with an excellent flag on front
page. There is extensive and thorough coverage of the
community, strong opinion pages and an overall
commitment to excellence.
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The Essex Area Food Bear
held their annual Polar West
Splash at Belle River’s
Beach on Sunday.
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Huron East
shoots
down
handgun
ban

Manotick Messenger

Huron East council
shot down a resolution
from the Township of
Galway-Cavendish and
Harvey asking the
federal and provincial
governments to ban
the ownership of
handguns.
“If you ban the
ownership
of
handguns, only the
criminals will have
them,” said McKillop
Coun. Bill Siemon at
council’s Feb. 19
meeting.
Seaforth Coun. Joe
Steffler disputed the
statement in the
resolution
that
“handguns have the
sole purpose of killing
people.”
“Who dreamt that
up? Guns don’t kill
people; people kill
people,” said Steffler.
Mayor Joe Seili
noted that during a
recent holiday in
Florida, the first hour
of the news was filled
with “who shot who.”
“I don’t think they
were proposing taking
guns away from the
police,” he added.

rable newspaper. It covers the community’s
news quite well, and makes all articles interesting to
read. Also, the photos, ads, stories, and layout make the
Messenger an excellent, all-around good newspaper.

Andre Delaire
Editor
Lac La Biche Post
Lac La Biche, Alberta
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editor
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To find someone to sell Huron East, DeputyMayor Bernie MacLellan made a sales pitch of his
own to council Feb. 19 for another $50,000 in the
economic development budget.
“We did a number of interviews and there is one
person everyone is confident will do a phenomenal
job if we’re willing to bite the bullet. Unless we up
the budget to $150,000, there’s no sense talking to
the person,” he said.
MacLellan told council that while the economic
development committee had approached Central
Huron about the possibility of sharing an economic
development officer, the neighbouring municipality
is not interested for the next six months to a year.
“They’re intrigued with the possibility but they’re
not willing to put the money into it right now,” he
said.
Saying he realizes that hiring a full-time
economic development officer just for Huron East is
“a tax burden,” MacLellan said there’s no sense
continuing with an economic development
committee without someone to write grant
proposals and follow up on the ideas of the
committee.
“There have been a lot of things that never would
have happened if we hadn’t had an economic
development officer,” said MacLellan, pointing out
that the last economic development officer Ralph
Laviolette filled the position part-time.
“Ralph did a bang-up job here and we’re going to
notice a big difference when he’s gone. We will stay
stagnant as we did for the 50 years before the last
five,” agreed Seaforth Coun. Joe Steffler, referring
to the years before Huron East had an economic
development officer on staff.
Mayor Joe Seili pointed out that the economic
development budget, which has been as high as
$120,000, has only been at $100,000 for the past
few years because all the money wasn’t spent.
Seili said that even though the county has hired
three people recently to do economic development
for Huron County, very little is being done to
promote Huron East.
“Other areas get the lion’s share because they
have people to write the proposals. To rely on the
county, it’s all going to one area. I sit on the

Olde Fashioned
C h r i s t m a s Pages 11 - 16

Conservation Fair...Local
students learned how to
become
more
Hilary Long photo
environmentally conscious Grade 1 student Jaden Boyter, of St. Patrick’s School in Dublin, concentrates
during a fair at SPS as he looks at the snow to plot his next jump in the potato sack race during
recently...pg. 8
the school’s winter carnival on Feb. 20.
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To save a
princess
Shoppers Drug Mart to host in-store
gala Nov. 29 to help four-year-old
BY JEFFREY MORRIS

Frank McTighe
Owner, Editor & Publisher
The Macleod Gazette
Fort Macleod, Alberta
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What kind of a price tag do
you put on love?
Do you really know what it
means to take a deep breath and
say to go ahead and save the life
of a loved one, regardless of the
cost.
Brenda Stocks knows. She
knows every time her four-yearold daughter Renee looks up at
her and smiles. The smiles are
priceless, but the medication to
keep the girl behind the smiles
alive is going to be $200 per
day.
Brenda sat in a chair in the
corner at the Shoppers Drug
Mart at Strandherd and Jockvale
in Barrhaven Tuesday afternoon, talking to pharmaceutical
representatives in Toronto. As
she absorbed the realities of the
cost of the medication needed to
keep her four-year-old daughter
alive, she fought back the tears.
She wants to be positive, but on
some days, it’s just too much for
her to handle.
“I’m sorry,” she said, unable
to keep herself from crying any
longer. “Some days, I just have
a hard time dealing with all of
this. Why did this happen to us?
What did we do to deserve this?
I don’t want to hear or read
about why God lets bad things
happen to good people. I just
want my little girl to be
healthy.”
Brenda turned to her friend
and was given a warm and comforting hug. Helen Phelps, the
store manager at Shoppers, has
been standing alongside her for
much of her battle. On Thurs.,
Nov. 29, Shoppers will be hosting the Princess Renee Gala.
The event will take place from
noon to 7 p.m. and will include
complimentary makeovers, consultations,
mini-manicures,
prizes, gift baskets, and appetizers. Tickets are $10 and are
available at the store. Proceeds
will go to help pay for Renee’s
medication.

Renee has Glutaric Acidemia
Type II. Only 15 children in the
world have been diagnosed with
the rare disorder. It’s a genetically inherited disorder that prohibits the digestion and breakdown of proteins and fats. Most
people born with the disorder
only live for a few days.
Renee became seriously ill
when she was about six months
old. Andrew Stocks, her father,
is a paramedic, and he thought
something was seriously wrong,
so he took her to CHEO.
Eventually, the diagnosis came
back.
“I never thought I could be so
frightened,’ said Brenda.
The expression says that
when it rains, it pours. The diagnosis came in 2004, and Brenda
and Andrew have been fighting
to keep their family together
since then. While this was going
on, Brenda’s brother, living in
London, had his car t-boned in
an intersection by a driver running a red light. He bounced
into an oncoming car, and his
neck was broken. While he survived the accident, Brenda, his
only family, had to help take
care of him.
“It wasn’t an option,” said
Brenda. “He was always there
for us. You do things for the
people you love.”
It didn’t end there. Andrew’s
brother Chris was living in
Calgary and was shot while
stepping into a cab. He was hit
by a stray bullet after stepping
out of a restaurant and into an
Asian gang gunfight. His recovery was difficult, but he was
able to return home to Ottawa.
Last year, he was a football
coach in the Nepean Redskins’
organization.
“We’ve known Brenda a long
time,” said Phelps. “She’s been
more than a customer here. She
has had a lot of things happen in
her life, and we have been there
supporting her.”
See Princess on page 2

gst included

Deputy-Mayor
makes pitch for
new economic
development
officer

Brief

Jeffrey Morris photo

Four-year-old Renee Stocks of Stonebridge has a rare disorder called Acidemia Glucetara Type II, which prevents
her from being able to break down proteins and fats. The medication to help keep her alive will cost $200 per day,
and the Stocks family has been turned down by their insurance company and charities. Shoppers Drug Mart by
Home Depot in Barrhaven will be having a fundraiser for Renee Thursday.

Countdown begins to Manotick’s Olde
Fashioned Christmas, Dec. 1 and 2
BY AMANDA SMITH-MILLAR
The first major snowfall has arrived, so guess what’s
next? Manotick’s annual Olde Fashioned Christmas is just
around the corner! The Manotick Business Improvement
Association (MBIA) has prepared a packed schedule of
events for this coming weekend, which is sure to transform
Manotick into a “village full of holiday spirit” on Sat., Dec.
1 and Sun., Dec. 2.
This year’s schedule includes favourite activities from
the past Olde Fashioned Christmases, as well as new features. This year, Father and Mary Christmas will tour the
village on Saturday, handing out free custom Manotick
ornaments.
“They’re for appreciation for everyone coming out and
visiting us,” said Donna Copper, Executive Director of the
MBIA. Cooper has ordered about 500 of the lightweight,
white Christmas balls, which sport the message, “A village
full of holiday cheer – Manotick”.

As well, the local branch of the Kiwanis Club is having
a tree installed at the gateway of Manotick. This year,
Kiwanians will be installing a fake tree, but sometime next
spring, the club will plant a real tree.
“They do have permission and next year, they’re planning on having a permanent tree,” said Cooper. “It’s going
to be a big one, and it’s going to grow. We’re hoping to
have a tree-lighting ceremony each year for the village. So
that’s really going to add to the ambiance,” said Cooper.
Also new this year will be “Dog Portraits with Santa”, a
program where owners can bring their pet pooches into
Posh Paws (5562-B Main St.) on Saturday from noon to 4
p.m.
“You just bring your dog in, and you can get [your
pet’s] portrait done,” explained Cooper, adding that the
proceeds will all be given to K-911, a refuge for homeless dogs.
See Father on page 9
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Domino effect
A long row of wooden ‘A’ frames recently erected for the roof of a new plaza being built on Mosley Street (across the McDonalds) collapsed some time during Tuesday night
and Wednesday morning. Site construction workers spent all day Wednesday cleaning up the shambles by this strange, and no doubt expensive, ‘domino effect.’

Kevin Weedmark
Editor & Publisher
The World-Spectator
Moosomin, Saskatchewan
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New Liskeard Temiskaming Speaker
The New Liskeard Temiskaming Speaker has
place
great local coverage. Big and bold makes this
community paper stand out. The photography and presentation were excellent although colour photos would
be even better. Superior sports section, again photos and
layout are top notch.
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Haliburton County Echo

out, with a clean front page. Strong feature
photos add to the overall good look of the paper. The
feature story on the antique sled collector was very
good. A lot of news and photos packed into a tab.
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A PLACE FOR YOUTH

PASSING THE TORCH

ANOTHER REFERENDUM?

Jamie McMahon is providing a bridge to
local youth at old Victoria Street School

Local school students hold their own
services of remembrance

Fair Vote Ontario isn’t giving up on its
dream for electoral reform

Parry Sound North Star
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layout makes this busy paper easy to read.
Big photos, and lots of community news. A good
sports section all around. The features on the
disabled karate athlete and Rememberance Day
were excellent.

Young men
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hurt in
Uxbridge
accident

Group
wants
hunting
dog
test
case
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Moms discover a new meaning
for love this Valentine's Day

$1 - including GST

INSIDE TODAY

GREG HOEKSTRA/Echo

Tim Jaques

The Peaceful Parks Coalition
believes that it has the law on
its side when it says that the
owner of a hunting dog can be
charged when the dog strays on
private property.
But first it needs its day in
court to prove it.
Last week the coalition ran an
ad in both the Echo and the
Minden Times that said:
“Hunting dogs wandering on
private property is a crime in
Ontario.”
AnnaMaria Valastro is a campaigner with a coalition and
placed the ads.
She says charging a hunter
whose dog has strayed on private property has “never been
tried in court but this is what
we want to do.
“It’s kind of a grey area but
we’ve been working with the
Ministry of Natural Resources
and they think they can prosecute.”
The coalition argues that
because a hunting dog is being
used as a tool by a hunter, the
laws that forbid a hunter from
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Award-winning BC choir
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See MNR page 11

Second World War veteran Gord Kennedy is lost in thought during Sunday’s Remembrance Day ceremony in Haliburton. For a feature and more photos of the service, see pages 14 and 15.
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approximately two-hour
Community Centre,
with mail Humphrey
Rosseau, laden down
by opening ceremonies
mistress. followed
for the village's post
mayor David Conn
Seguin with Seguin
ka MPP
This is the 24th annual
and Parry Sound-Musko
Sled Dog Mail Run.
Miller.
n , o f C a r l i n g Norm
i
e
b
i
e
Muskoka
H
s
West
M
the
of
said
Members
Christie, 25, of Parry Sound, or Township's Rockrunner Kennels,
Riders start serving lunch
stroller
in the mail run Trail
he has been in either a
Memorial Hall
life and first took park
husky dog in the Rosseau
by
a wheelchair his entire
to his with her Siberian ago after at 11 a.m. followed at noon
years
adapts the karate moves
winter fun, including
others sled team nine
Elsie Chadwick family
unique situation. While
village's
he kicks event founder
snowshoe races, at the
do back and side kicks,
to take part.
others invited her
ball diamonds.
his feet forward; while
with
touch the
The day is capped off
Good fun
shift their weight to
n d d a n c e at t h e
a
r
e
n
motion
n
i
d
a
Ms
said
floor in a side-to-side
featuring
"It's really good fun,"
crouch, he
who go Whitfield restaurant Muskoka
while in a wide-leg
and the
the Heibein. "The mushers
Young
then
Jeff
and
side
one
been competing
leans over
Band.
while there, we've
other this year Roads
other of the wheelchair;
gym, he against each
this is
others run around the
See 'Sledding' page 3
(in dog sled races) and
to relax,
turns the chair's wheels.
a fun event - we get
page 3
BY SARAH BISSONETTE
North Star Staff

Wheelchair-bound man
earns karate's yellow belt

Laura Lavin
Editor
Peninsula News Review
Vancouver Island, BC

BY SARAH BISSONETTE
North Star Staff

Christie
PARRY SOUND - Patrick
kicks along
practices his jabs and
Agnello
with the rest of the Tony
students,
Memorial Karate Club
one end
working his way from
While
of the gym to the other.
precise
his fellow students use
to traverse the space,
Star footwork
breaks
Cody Storm Cooper/North
Christie periodically
Mr.
Patrick Christie from his jabs to turn the wheels
Wendy Hawes, left, and
Top photo, black belt
Karate Club class of his wheelchair.
Tony Agnello Memorial
Mr.
Mr.
practice a kick during the
Sensei Ted Hall shows
Born with cerebral palsy,

Above photo,
last Wednesday night.
during the evening class.
Christie a proper leg stretch

See 'Disabled'

Parry Sound opts
to join Earth Hour

events such as
lights off, and unique
the world took
weddings by candlelight,
t officer
notice,” said bylaw enforcemen
to council.
Purdy in her report
over 1,100 other Tammy by the collective effort of millions
PARRY SOUND – Like
ns around “Inspired
global cities are
businesses and organizatio Sound has of Sydneysider s, many
a symbolic
Parry
of
turning
Town
2008,
the
the world,
joining Earth Hour
lights to participate
agreed to turn off its
event into a global movement.”
agreed to
also
month.
has
next
Power
Hour
in Earth
Parry Sound
unanimously
in power
any significant change
At its Feb. 4 meeting, council
to turn off all report
town.
for that hour to the
accepted a resolution
between 8 and 9 usage month, Seguin Township also
unnecessar y lighting
Last
for an hour
to turn off its lights
p.m. on March 29.
2.2 million people voted mayor David Conn called "Seguin
Last year on March 31,
businesses in what
and 2,100 Sydney, Australia
Unplugged" .
for one hour.
Jan. 21 meeting
turned off their lights
Council agreed at its
mayor
reduced the city’s
in Earth Hour after
part
This collective effort
take
to
for
by 10.2 per cent
Sydney's hour of
energy consumption
David Conn read about
Toronto is
the equivalent of
in the Toronto Star.
that hour, which was
the road for one darkness
this year, as are
taking 48,000 cars off
taking part in the event the world.
other cities around
hour.
like the Harbour many
See 'Locals' page 5
“With Sydney icons
turning their
Bridge and Opera House

BY STEPHANNIE JOHNSON
North Star Staff
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Cody Storm Cooper/ North

It was this big . . .
Eric Courrier holds up a

perch he caught Sunday

on Georgian Bay during

Snowfest. See more photos

Star

page 10 and 11.

See Young

men page 13

Locally owned & family operated

Rota,
Engine
Repair
250Clemen
items Serving
program
funding
Haliburton County for 19 years
words over federal
Kenora
Mon - Sat 7:30
- 5:00
BY SARAH BISSONETTE
North Star Staff

Although first media reports
had them “clinging to life”, two
young men from Haliburton are
now expected to make a full
recovery following a serious car
accident in Uxbridge on Friday
afternoon.
Twenty-one-year-old Andy
Dawson was airlifted to
Sunnybrook health sciences
centre in Toronto with head
trauma and his friend, 21-yearold Gord Timbers, who was
driving the car, was flown to St.
Michael’s hospital with serious
back injuries.
“They both seem to be very
lucky,” says Dawson’s stepfather, Walter Tose, who spent
the weekend at the Toronto hospitals with his wife Aggie.
“They’ve both been able to
come out without permanent
damage.”
Dawson was unconscious on
Friday, suffering from a fracture
to his skull and bleeding on his
brain. He also has a laceration
to his liver, possibly caused by
the seatbelt.
By Saturday morning, however, it was like a lightbulb was
turned on. “He woke up and
said ‘Hi, Mom,’” Tose said.
There were a few setbacks after
that but “it’s amazing how
much he’s progressed.”
Dawson is suffering from
short-term memory loss.

SNOWBLOWERS
SNOWBLOWERS
Starting at

$

1,399.90

9245BE Snow Blower
9 hp Techumseh Snow King®
engine • 24” auger width • electric
start

www.emmersonlumber.com
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Innisfil Journal
1 e Good mix of hard and soft news, well-executed,
plac
eye-catching photography and very, very few
typos. Nice modular design and high quality of
production. It’s obvious a lot of care, attention and love
goes into this paper.
st

Niagara this Week, Fort Erie Post
2 ce Nice front pages and excellent editorial and
pla
op-ed pages, with well thought-out and
intelligent opinion pieces. Tons of letters to the editor,
which is evidence of a newspaper the community looks
to as an avenue of dialogue. Good Shop Local campaign,
and some beautiful ad design adds to the overall package.

FRIDAY
February 29, 2008
$1.00 76 PAGES

WHISTLE BLOWER
After 50 years as a referee,
Rick Garner has seen it all. Page 18

Innisfil men
charged in
theft ring

nd

Port Perry Star
rd
3 ce Excellent photography really raises this one
pla
up a notch. Nice selection of local news and a
really good entertainment section covering the local
arts scene, something many community papers seem to
ignore. Very creative feature pages, and overall a high
quality of proofing and production.

JUDGES

NURSES WANTED
As Royal Victoria Hospital expands
the search for more nurses is on. Page 10

Police recover
$500,000 in goods

which was selling stolen cargo
trailers to the public.
“What it was doing was
selling re-VINed (Vehicle
Identification Number) stolen
trailers to the public,” said
Det. Sgt. Stephen Boyd from
the OPP Provincial Auto Theft
Team.
Falsified and forged documents were used to register
the stolen property with the
Ministry of Transportation,
police say.
Boyd said trailers stolen in
the GTA were sold in Central
Ontario, while those stolen in
Central Ontario were sent to
the GTA.

BY LEIGH BLENKHORN

Three Innisfil men have
been charged in connection
with a theft ring that police
say scooped $500,000 in stolen trailers and recreational
vehicles.
Officers with Project Recreational Use showed off some
of the stolen vehicles Thursday. The vehicles included
cargo trailers, a snowmobile
and a new RV.
Police say an investigation
led them to a fictitious company called Haul-All Trailers,

RICK VANDERLINDE PHOTOS

BABY, IT’S
COLD IN THERE

THEFTS / Page 8

Downtown plan
reshapes Alcona

Innisfil’s 10th annual Winterfest was capped off with the popular polar bear
dip Sunday.
About a dozen courageous dippers braved the chilly waters to help raise
money for the Innisfil recreation complex.
It was Janet Deacon’s eighth icy plunge at Innisfil Beach Park.
“It takes your breath away,” the Innisfil resident said as she reached for
a towel.
Luckily, the temperature outside the water was perfect for Winterfest
— bright sunny skies and a high of 8C made sure of that.
Bradford West Gwillimbury Mayor Doug White came north to jump into
to some warm Innisfil hospitality. White raised more than $2,500 for the
Heart and Stroke Fund by taking the polar plunge.
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Editor, Columnist
Quesnel Cariboo Observer
Quesnel, BC

it’s the launch of what will
result in a whole new look for
the street and create an attractive downtown core for the
burgeoning residential community.
The draft of the study document was released exactly a
year ago and has created quite
a buzz around town.

BY BRUCE HAIN

It might be hard to recognize
the main drag in Alcona in five
or 10 years time.
The first phase of the Innisfil Beach Road urban revitalization initiative is set to begin
this spring.
For Rick Ellis, president of
the Alcona Business Association (ABA) and his members,

Visit innisfiljournal.com and go to videozone
to see a video story on the polar bear dip.

Andrea Johnson
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Volunteers
will open
more of
Scugog’s
doors

PLAYING PEEK-A-BOO

SEE EXTRA ,
PAGE 4

INTERIORS

DECORATING
DILEMMAS?
CALL A
DECORATOR!
905-985-8995
Linda Lee

PORT PERRY
— Shawn Lane
by Celia Klemenz
plays peek-a-boo
bench at the Scugog
from
Arena recentl
his grandpa, Bill
y. He was playing the players’
shinny with
Backyard Rink Hall, during a recent ‘Backy
ard
is offered each
Wednesday from Rink’ session.
2:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Staff photo

HAUGEN’S
Chicken Barbeque
is now available
for a limited time

INTERIOR DESIGNER

Providing a Complete

In Home Service

FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 23,
2007

Homeless
problem
grows
BY JEFF HAYW
ARD
jhayward@durhamreg
ion.com

BY CHRIS HALL
chall@durhamregion
.com

DISTINCTIVE

Editor
The Chronicle
Dollard des Ormeaux, QC

Affordable units in
north Durham scarce
says advocate group ,

Township needs additi
if 2008 ‘Doors Open onal help
is to be held, say staff’ event

SCUGOG — A little
munity will be needed more help from the comif a dozen or so
Township’s hidden
of the
treasures are to
open their
doors to the public
next autumn.
While Scugog’s heritage
committee has
expressed interest
in
Open’ program again carrying out the ‘Doors
Township’s manage in 2008, Craig Belfry, the
r of culture and
informed councill
recreation,
ors on Monday that
ing such an event
organizentails a heavy workloa
and that assistan
d
ce from
be necessary to ensure the community may
next year’s edition
off without a hitch.
goes
“Staff understands
required to particip the amount of work
ate in this program
cessfully and the
significant pressure sucon the Heritage
it
places
Scugog
Mr. Belfry in a report Committee,” wrote
that was presente
Monday’s municip
d at
al committees meeting
.

Albert Kramberger

Hwy. 12, S. of 7A
Manchester 905-98
5-2402

NORTH DURHA
M — The problem
homelessness in
of
north Durham is
getting
worse, according
to a local organiza
tion
assisting those in
need.
“There’s no new
(affordable) housing
being built in north
Watson, of North Durham,” said Ann
House, a charitab
le
organization support
ing families in
Uxbridge, Scugog
and
Thursday, Nov. 22, Brock.
marked Nationa
Housing Day, commem
l
orating the date
in 1998 when the
Federati
Municipalities declared on of Canadian
homelessness
a national disaster
, according to North
House. “Nine years
later, the housing
crisis in Canada
and closer to home
north Durham is
in
worse than ever,”
reads
a release from the
organization.
“The communities
are wonderful places of north Durham
to live and raise
children, but only
for
afford to do so. While those that can
affordable housing
does exist there
are not enough units
house the number
to
of
afford market rents. families unable to
“What does the crisis
look like in north
Durham? We do
not see people in
sleeping bags sleeping
on
we do see families our main streets, but
doubled up in
SEE WHAT, PAGE
5

When Pigs Fly

On the scene

‘Legend Of The Flying
Pigs’
opened Thursday
and runs
through to Dec. 1
at Town Hall 1873

with Stefanie Swinson

mediamash.ca
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Amalgamated with

T. BYERS
SEPTIC PUMPING
& PORTABLE
TOILETS

• First with News

Port Perry This Week

2004

• First with Sports

• First with Entertainmen

t

Carol Picard
Co-founder, Recently
Retired Editor
Rocky Mountain Outlook
Canmore/Banff Alberta

Optional 3 week delivery

-$4 / $1 newsstand

Clean, Modern
Units
for All Occasions

24 Hour
Serv ice

SEPTIC TANK PUM
PING 905-985-304
8

545 slots

Prices subject to change
for special events. Must
be 19 years of age or older.
ASSOCIATION. Know Your
License # C000015 BAAGWATING
Limit, play within it. The
COMMUNITY
Ontario Problem Gambling
Helpline 1-888-230-35
05

Sponsored by Metro Creative Graphics
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George Brown
Publisher & Editor,
Devon Dispatch News
Beaumont News
Alberta

Darryl Mills
Publisher,
Cochrane Times,
Airdrie Echo,
Alberta

–

Clarington This Week —
1 e A very well presented package with clean
plac
lines, strong news and community content.
In fact, this paper was the best looking paper overall.
The photos are good and there are quite a few sprinkled
throughout the paper which is appreciated. Of course,
newspapers are often running tight these days, and
in this case, the pictures might have been run bigger,
except for a snug newspaper. The strong sports section
had lots of content. With that much emphasis on sports,
it would be nice to see a standings/stats package.
Classifieds are clean and organized, but the nine
columns is strongly disliked by this judge. Good variety
of advertising and ads read well and used a lot of colour
and imagination.
st

9, 2007
Frida y, Nove mber

Clarington This Week
Pressrun 24,450
56 Pages
delivery/ $6/ $1 newsstand
Optional 3 week

since 1994
Serving Clarington

Region Media Group
Metroland Durham
at
Catch us online

Christmas parades
and bazaars on tap
Feature/ 30

Feature/ 10

What’s going
on behind
closed doors?

Dad, you’re out!

security of the
which affects the
ality or
property of the municipl matters
local board, or persona
ble individual,
about an identifia
es, trigger an
including employe
.
in camera meeting
litigation or
Labour relations,
, advice that
potential litigation -client privis subject to solicitor to eduheld
By Jennifer Stone
ilege, or meetings
s, provided
gion.com
jstone@durhamre
cate or train members anything
no member discusse
business or
that advances the
Local resithe body,
-of
GTON
CLARIN
decision making
to find out if
with in private.
dents will soon get going on
can also be dealt
either an
d is
The new rules mean
anything untowar at Claringappointed,
behind closed doors
investigator can be
can be
rs.
ton council chambe
or, failing that, a review
exactly how
OmbudsBut the details on
done by Ontario’s
not yet
that will happen are
man’s office.
ClaringAt this point, though,sure of the
known.
year, the
Starting in the new
ton councillors aren’t the new
any indient
Municipal Act allowsinvestigabest way to implem of Municion
an
Associat
request
to
The
vidual
rules.
to deteris offering a
tion be undertaken
ipalities of Ontario be billed
ality
municip
a
would
mine whether
service, which
committee of
$1,250 a day
or local board or
hourly, based on
the Ombudsng with the
either, is complyi
plus expenses. Or
to take
the review
rules on what is allowed
man’s office can do
what, if
or in camplace during a closed
-- but it’s not yet known ed with
era meeting.
any, cost will be associat
of
Under the Act, a number
in
with
dealt
See TAXES page 4
situations may be , anything
private. For example

Residents will soon
be able to ask for
investigation into
in camera meetings

03 CADI LLAC CTS

Your Family Jeweller

for Over 60 Years.

ear?
what weChristmas.
Do you ear
this
wants diamonds
She told us she

nd Milton Canadian Champion —
2 ce The front page was really liked, however,
pla
despite the age of the paper I found the
masthead distractingly dated. There was a lot of
informative local news in the package which is great,
but there did seem to be a need for some more photos
within that package. The editorial pages were very
strong and a good read. There was not as much colour
throughout as some papers, but of course, that serves
those advertisers who do use colour very well as their
ads pop. Another very solid sports section, but no stats/
standings package. And, another paper using the nine
column classifieds. Great for the paper’s wallet, not so
great for the customer. A close second place.

Dundas Star News —
3 ce The Dundas Star News front pages were really
pla
eye-catching and popped. However, a typo in
a front page cutline and a story continuing on to page 39
counted against it overall. This paper had the best news
package of the bunch, and deserves special recognition
for doing a great job of mixing big city and small community needs into one package. However, the gaudy
flyer sticking out the top of the paper was distracting
and took away from the overall impact. More photos
could have been used, and use them bigger where possible.
rd

Overall Comments

There were many quality papers in this category. One
thing that really stuck out were the number of chain
papers that have the capability to share content and
resources which gives them a decided advantage over
some of the independents.
2008 Awards Results
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Ron Pietroniro/ Metroland

Stickney
-- Little Camden
n.
BOWMANVILLE
on Sunday afternoo
at Memorial Park

SAN
MI DWAY NIS .

“At Zak's We Care
About Your Health”

19,995

HWY. #2
COURTICE

905-436-2222

AWD

THE ALL-NEW

2008 NISSAN

MONTHLY LEASE
PAYMENT

LEASE FOR

298*

/MONTH

FOR 48 MONTHS

$

DOWN PAYMENT

(48 MONTH LEASE)

*

298

S P O 348
R T S
$

LEASE APR

$

$

LEASE
APR

4,125

5.9%

1,995

5.9%

0

5.9%

$

$

%

3.5-litre 240 HP V6 engine,
225-watt Bose™ audio
All-wheel Drive, Digital
changer, Intelligent Key,
system with in-dash 6-CD
18” aluminum-alloy wheels.
City: 12.1L/100km (23MPG)
(32MPG)
Highway: 8.9L/100km

2.5 S

ROG UE FWD

395

5.9 offers O’Meara
Cup
3.9
learning
experience

DEPOSIT
$0 SECURITY
PDE INCLUDED,
170
FREIGHT AND
class fuel economy,

%

‡

MONTHS
FOR UP TO 36

WAY NISSAN

A & MSRP
E

MID E.,
398 2
Nativity
pageant Dunda
s St.
1300
8-6828
starts next Friday
Laurier Ave.
Whitby 905-66487
LEASE FOR

$

HP,
best in
side
airbags including
Well equipped with
Control (VDC), 6
16" alloy wheels
Vehicle Dynamic
CVT technology,
$24,998** – City:
curtain airbags, Xtronic™
all-wheel drive. MSRP:
and available intuitive Highway: 7.2L/100km (39MPG)
9.1L/100km (31MPG)

PURCHASE APR

LEASE APR

%

41,098

$

48 MONTHS
/MONTH FOR
PDE INCLUDED
FREIGHT AND
PAYMENT
$5,295 DOWN
DEPOSIT
$0 SECURITY

change without notice.
All prices are subject to
duties and applicable taxes.
Technology Package.
on the 2.5 SL AWD with
license, registration, insurance,
destination charges ($1,400), Premium Package and Leather Package. 4Available
$29,598. MSRP excludes
AWD with
2.5 SL AWD MSRP of
Package and the 2.5 SL
North American subsidiaries.
is a 2008 Nissan Rogue
on the 2.5 SL with Premium or licensed to Nissan Motor Co. Ltd. and/or its
S FWD. Model Shown
SL with AWD. 3Available
owned by
Nissan Rogue
for a 2008148
are trademarksNovember
publication
• Vol.
No.2.574 competitors. 2Available 2.5 S and 2.5
23, 2007
*MSRP is $24,998
names, and slogansFriday,
product names, feature
normally aspirated non-hybrid
The Nissan names, logos,
12008 Rogue vs. 2007
AWD with Leather Package.
5Available on the 2.5 SL
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Turner undecided
about parade

70 Main St. E. 875-2424

He heard it ear.

Bowmanville • 905-623-5747
39 King Street W.,
s.com
www.hoopersjeweller
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PHARMACY
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father-son basebal

Rob, during
tags out his dad,

Milton’s Independent Pharmacy
• Free Delivery
• 10% Seniors Discount
• All Drug Plans Accepted
• Written Drug Info. Available

a
issan.c
(905)
878-2881
www.midwayn
www.karensflowershop.com
72 Pages • $1.00 (incl. G.S.T.)

Is There a Doctor in the House?

inside

JUDGES
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LIFESTYLE

AUTO

Valentine sweeties

A new Outlook

Cupid visited the pottery stuIt looks like a full-size sport
dio at the Dundas Valley
utility truck, but Saturn OutSchool of Art on Valentine’s
ASK DOLLY
look is more like a minivan
Day — and it was for a good
to eight for their truck. They are not very safety consciences of how they
upanti-freeze
Dearwith
Dolly,seating
My humans
use it. The
foruse
cause.
stuff plus
leaked on
the garage
It is poisonous, isn’t it?
all-wheel-drive.
and floor!
frontSigned “Snowytwoshoes” (black & white 2 year old female feline)
Dear Snowytwoshoes, Absolutely darlin’ sgirl. That stuff is deadly. One lick could be fatal. Dogs and cats, not to
mention human kids can become very sick, or even die from drinking it. It has an attractive sweetish taste. Just tell
your humans to use it carefully, wipe up spills, secure the cap, and keep it in a secure cupboard. Keep safe all of you.
Always “Dolly”
1-800-685-9643 IF ONLY PETS COULD SPEAK.
Sara
Bergsma
550 Ontario St. S., Unit 5A

“Dolly” Hawkins.
(Registered
Golden Retriever
and Cat Lover)

Block fees and blind solicitation letters to patients
are just one part of the new daily life of Ontario’s
family doctors. As workloads get heavier for general practitioners (GPs), more are sinking under
the weight of impossible patient rosters and
never-ending paperwork. One million adults and
130,000 children in Ontario don’t have a family
doctor. Every community still wrestles with how
to recruit and keep GPs. Despite assurances by
the government that things are changing, the situation remains largely unchanged. Is there a
Doctor in the House?, a Metroland West Media
Group investigative report, looks at what’s what
for physicians, patients, recruiters and the
province five years into Ontario’s critical family
doctor shortage. For more, see the Champion’s
Special Section Is There
A Doctor In the House?
INDEX
inside today’sEditorials
paper.
8
9
Letters
13
Lifestyles
23
Auto
31
Classified
ews.com
w w w. b e r g s m awww.dundasstarn
s h o m e d e c o r. c o m

Hawkins Animal Hospital

16,595

$

0.9% FINANCING
NO PAYMENTS
FOR 90 DAYS

imagehonda.com

Complete interior design services including...
Lighting, wallpaper & fabric, window treatments, shutters
& colour consultations
BOOK YOUR CONSULTATION TODAY!

DUNDAS STAR NEWS

Dr. Debbie
HONDA CIVIC DXG (located in Pizza Hut Plaza)
2006Hawkins
6 TO CHOOSE FROM STARTING AT

ME DECORATOR ACCESSO RIES
PAINT
COVE RI NGS • HO
& SUP
• WALLPAPER & BORDERS • LIGHTING • WINDOW
PLIES
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905-875-6888
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VOLUME 125 NO. 08 • 50 CENTS

DUNDAS VALLEY

VISIT OUR
6000 SQ.FT.
SHOWROOM
TODAY!

HOURS:
Mon-Wed 7am-6pm
Thurs-Fri 7am-8pm
Sat 9am-5:30pm
Sun Closed

194 Main St. E • Downtown Milton • 905-876-4922

S E R V I N G

W E S T D A L E

COLLISION CENTRE
Owned & Operated by Alex Szabo

77 MERCER ST., DUNDAS

905-627-5458
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 22, 2008

Commissioner can’t
recommend release
of fire marshal report

Second business
improvement area
being discussed

BY CRAIG CAMPBELL
NEWS STAFF

he Environmental Commissioner
of Ontario cannot step in and recommend the release of the
the Bieprovince’s fire marshal report on
dermann Packaging fire.
the
Peter Lapp, executive assistant to
the
environmental commissioner, said
report
fire marshal’s refusal to release the
inforbecause it’s considered personal
of
mation under the Freedom
Privacy
Information and Protection of
to the
Act (FIPPA) can be appealed
commissioner.
information
province’s
“The bottom line is, there’s an appeal
said.
procedure within FIPPA,” Mr. Lapp to
“Certainly, (it) isn’t any impediment
Rights.”
of
Bill
the Environmental
McMaster University political science
after
professor Henry Jacek suggested,
story
reading a Feb. 15 Dundas Star News
about the fire marshal using personal
to
information exemptions under FIPPA
keep the report private, the province’s
should
Environmental Commissioner
comment on the matter.
envi“Is the fire marshal violating the
Jacek
ronmental bill of rights?” Mr.
be
asked. “I really think the report should
violates
made public. I don’t think it
be
FIPPA. The public interest here should
marparamount over anything the fire
shal and the company wants to do.”
But Mr. Lapp said that’s an argument
and
Information
Ontario’s
to
make
to
of
Privacy Commissioner in an appeal it’s
said
He
decision.
marshal’s
the fire
not an argument the environmental
bill
commissioner or the environmental
of rights has anything to do with.
an
He said the EBR gives residents
of enviopportunity to request a review
cergrant
to
ronment ministry decisions
to
tificates of approval, but has nothing
do with fire marshal reports. According
has no
to Mr. Lapp, the commissioner
role to play in this case.
com“The information and privacy
be takmissioner is the one who should
ing these calls,” Mr. Lapp said.
See FIRE MARHSAL/page 2
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Initial meeting will be rescheduled
BY CRAIG CAMPBELL
NEWS STAFF

expand the
fter a couple of failed attempts to
some
Downtown Dundas BIA’s boundaries,
forming
local merchants are talking about
Area.
their own Business Improvement at 3 King St. E.
Sadique Alli of Sure Print & Copy
initial informahanded out flyers announcing an
owners to
business
interested
for
tion meeting
the existing BIA
more than 100 locations outside one kilometre
a
around
focuses
boundary, which
John Street
stretch of King Street West, between
and Cross Street.
the meeting,
A snowstorm put a damper on showed up
where about a dozen business owners
to discuss the idea.
enough to
Mr. Alli said attendance wasn’t strong is more
there
make any decisions. He believes
indicated, so he is
interest than the snowy evening
soon.
planning to announce another meeting
Feedback positive
Mr. Alli
“Most of the feedback was positive,”
an estimated 120
said of his door-to-door trek to
the Downtown
stores and service providers outside
BIA.
he visited
PHOTO BY CRAIG CAMPBELL
He figures about 90 per cent of those
moments
Valley Town
Parkside Panthers teammte Jordan Tew
support the idea of starting a second expanded to
Adam Dyment (left) is congratulated by
boundaries
existing
the
having
or
BIA,
dramatically ended the local school’s second
after Dyment’s last second three-pointer
include their operations.
for sure which straight city championship win.
Mr. Alli said it’s too early to say
long-standing
route people will want to take. But Mike Classen
owner
business
King Street East
outside
believes the time has come for businesses
organizaown
their
with
the BIA to move ahead
tion.
boundaries),”
“We’re way past (expanding the
wantRecords on
the crowd. The fans got what they
said Mr. Classen, who has operated
BY CRAIG CAMPBELL
ed moments later, when Adam Dyment’s
NEWS STAFF
Wheels for almost 30 years.
to give
downtown
three pointer beat the buzzer
He said efforts to join the existing
other
Parkside a 40-37 win over the only
BIA failed many years ago.
arkside’s Senior Boys basketball undefeated senior boys basketball team.
from the
of
“We proposed that everything BIA,’ Mr.
team lost to arch rival St. Francis
in one
The win concluded Parkside’s second
Armouries to Canadian Tire
St. Catharines Wednesday morning straight undefeated season, with their
of it.”
championship,
Ontario
Classen said. “They wanted no part
Southern
row.
a
the
in
at
owner, a BIAtheir second second city championship
According to the record store
in 2000 five days after winning
Coach Nick White credited several
championship.
city
organized attempt to expand its boundary
the
in
Hamilton
an increased straight
players with clutch performances
was simply an attempt to spread among more
With the score tied at 37, the undefeat- championship.
when
post-amalgamation tax burden
ed Panthers called a time out. That’s over
See TEAM EFFORT/page 39
members.
the chant, “Let’s Go Parkside,” took
See 80 PER CENT/page 2

A

Panthers complete unbeaten season
with second consecutive city title
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Whitby This Week
1 e The Whitby This Week is the quintessential
plac
community newspaper. It delivers quality
stories with compelling writing and very good photography. It used white space as well or better than other
papers in this category. A clean, clear layout and comprehensive coverage of local news helped this paper come
out the winner. Whitby staff can also be commended for
an excellent classified section as well as high production
values. Well done.
st

Wednesday, November 28, 2007

Whitby This Week

Metroland Durham Region Media Group
Visit online at

JUDGES

60 Pages Pressrun 79,700
Optional 3 week delivery/ $6/ $1 newsstand

Serving Whitby since 1986

HALL of FAMER FACEBOOK
MacInnis visits for Silver Stick /B1

Dealing with complaints one by one /A7

‘...I don’t remember’ witness tells court
Three years later he
says he doesn’t recall
the gun, the shots
or riding in a limo
with wounded friend

cide detective he heard Mr. Belic
say, “Yeah. He got it,” as they fled
the college in a rented limousine
in the early morning hours of April
3, 2004. That information was provided in transcripts read into the
record in court Monday morning by
lead prosecutor John Scott.
Mr. Scott read the transcripts in
an attempt to refresh the memory
of the witness, who over two days
on the witness stand has said he
can’t remember a single thing
about the night he accompanied a
group of young men to the college

but a Crown witness has testified he
was telling the truth three years ago
when he spoke with police about a
deadly shooting in a college pub.
Among the key points in the
statement were the young man’s
claims that he saw Neven Belic with
a gun in the hours before Eugene
“Dwayne” Moses was gunned down
at Durham College in Oshawa and
observations of the accused man’s
behaviour following the incident.
The witness, whose identity is
protected by a court-ordered publication ban, told a Durham homi-

By Jeff Mitchell
jmitchell@durhamregion.com

OSHAWA -- He still insists his
memory of the incident has faded,

pub and then wound up in police
custody following the shooting.

‘If it’s in the statement I
guess it happened, but I
don’t remember’ -- witness
Mr. Scott has expressed incredulity that the man can’t recall
events like seeing the gun, fleeing
as gunshots rang out in the pub and
riding back in a limo with a bleeding friend who’d been struck by an
errant bullet; the witness has stead-

fastly maintained he remembers
nothing.
But Monday he did concede that
he gave police a statement several
months after Mr. Moses’s killing
and that he swore at the time he
was being truthful.
“If it’s in the statement I guess it
happened, but I don’t remember,”
the young man said at one point
Monday.
As Mr. Scott read excerpts of the
statement the jury heard the young
See MEMORY page A2

Business case for new
hospital moving along

Should we call it ‘fallwinter’?

Stoney Creek News
2 ce A strong editorial page goes a long way towards
pla
entrenching this newspaper in its community.
The Stoney Creek News provides an intimate look at the
people and events that make up the community from
its hard news section through to sports. It looks good,
though it could be even better if the hierarchy of headlines was a little clearer. Still a strong presentation and
ong: BIA inside
sition on meters wr
po
t
go
k
ar
Cl
excellent production quality make this a paper that readT
ers can appreciate.
Peace Medallion award winner ed
Trucker fear
lauded for her wisdom
Niagara This Week, Niagara Falls
Taro mishap
rd
3 ce This paper stood out from its peers because of
T
pla
the sheer effort that went into producing a very
comprehensive series on the state of health care. Good
photography and a talented creative department also
deserve to be noticed.
nd

Community pulling together

care hospital back in 1999.
Mayor Perkins called Mr. Smitherman’s comments “a political statement” and said he should
not involve the hospital when targeting Mr. Flaherty.
“They’re big boys, they can work it out.”
When approached later Mr. Smitherman was
asked if he were to receive a business case about
WHITBY -- The business case for a new hosthe Whitby Hospital what would he do with it?
pital in Whitby should be ready for the Ministry
“Obviously the conservative government decidof Health by the end of spring 2008, according to
ed Whitby would not be a full care acute hospital,
Mayor Pat Perkins.
but I am always listening to what the folks at
The Lakeridge Health Whitby task force has
Lakeridge Health have to say. I’m looking to Lakbeen working alongside Lakeridge Health offieridge Health because they are my stakeholders,
cials, Durham College, the University of Ontario
we are always open to that conversation.”
Institute of Technology, Lakeridge Health Whitby
Meanwhile, Lakeridge Health Whitby could
Foundation and other members of the communow take up to a year to re-open according to
nity to draw up plans to build a facility in future
Brian Lemon, outgoing CEO of Lakeridge Health
years.
Corporation.
“There’s no question we need a new hospital,”
Lakeridge Health Whitby was temporarily shut
said Mayor Perkins. “The growth in Whitby alone
down in July due to an electrical fire that caused
is tremendous and our existing facilities are real71 patients to be moved to alternative sites. Rely stretching to try and meet the need. If we don’t
occupancy was originally planned for this month
start looking to service those populations, we are
but further inspection by Whitby Fire Services
going to be caught without enough resources.”
5-9643
and Lakeridge
Health
is required to ensure the
Reverend Christopher White, chairman of the
1-800-68
site is up to building codes.
task force, agreed there is sufficient reasoning for
FIT Health Whitby
HONDA
2007said
Mr. Lemon
Lakeridge
a new hospital.
AUTO, PW,toPDL,
has been restored
theA/Cstate it was in before
“We have been working very hard over the past
patients moved
but they won’t know whether
year to look at the options available to us and
$ out BI-WEEKLY
they can move back FINANCING
in until January depending
make sure we have sufficient care and infrastruc0.9
on how much workNOneeds
ture in the 905 region and I think partnership
PAYMENTSto be done. Possible
90 DAYS
dates for re-openingFORare
now suggested to be
with the university and college is absolutely key
between
March
and September 2008.
in this.”
nda.com
imageho
Patients from Lakeridge
Health Whitby are curThe Ministry of Health and Long-Term Care is
ARY 29, 2008
, FEBRU
rently
at other health care locations in Oshawa,
not yet aware of any plans
• for a new hospital in FRIDAY
I T Ysecretary
N press
Bowmanville and Scarborough. The transiLaurel Ostfield said
M M Ubut
O Whitby
tion has been difficult for some patients due to
the recommendation would be considered if
non-wheelchair accessible washrooms, longer
supported by a solid plan.
commutes and limited space not suited to their
Earlier this month, Health Minister George
needs.
Smitherman said local residents should ask FedBefore the
fire, Whitby
eral Finance Minister Jim Flaherty to fund buildNITYhad 34 dialysis stations
OMMU
ing of a new hospital since Mr. Smitherman
sayssce- that have now been spread throughout Oshawa.
case
it was the best
to me it.
“We are doing the best we can but it’s been
he’s the one who closed
“It was very clear bring around turnover.” shown
very inefficient to operate and we are very keen
Mr.as
Flaherty,
now Whitby-Oshawa
MP, was a
it would
nario,
an studies have und.
Americ
Northand
to move these patients back to the lovely dialysis
cabinet
minister
local MPP in the
Mike Harer turnaro
He says
faster custom
driving stations we had at the Whitby hospital,” said Mr.
g it folris provincial
ConservativeI government
parking causes
showinthat
paid
reports saw fear, but it doesn’t
no
are
lowed
a commission’salways
recommendation
to close like Lemon.
“There
the
That’s
just
ss away.
to park,
Lakeridge
Healthwill
Whitby
full-service
acute
-- with files from Erin Hatfield
busine
a adollar
payas
pan out. People
4
coffee.
See SHOULD/Page
they pay for a
By Parvaneh Pessian
ppessian@durhamregion.com
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UXBRIDGE -- Blackstock resident MikeStrecke
Danilko and
Whitby
resident
Vince DiPassio
bike
from
struggl
“Business is
raging people from
CUKIER
BIGAIL trail
be todiscou
BYaAsnowy
on
in Durham Regional Forest. Both
of them try
hit the
trails at least once
NEWS STAFF
areas. This would
discourage people
a week.
to the area and That’s a real shame.”
be coming
sses.
when he was
g new busine
BIA says it must
Brad openin Clark said he believes that told the BIA
Stoney Creek
he chair of the ding” that led councillor
Mr.
2006, he was
of
in
favour
llor
derstan
in
was
a “misun
elected counciparking.
his organization
ber,” he said.
Clark to believedowntown Stoney Creek. We are favoured paid
you what I remem
in
meters?
“I can only tell
paid parking
,” Ed
we want parking
“Why would favour of parking meters
in
definitely not

Going the extra miles

Bradford
Retired welder Rick
travel to the
and his team will
of Congo
Democratic Republic
village.
won her the award, but it is the 17-yearto help rebuild a
old’s personality that gets her praise from
Anderson staff.
“She is perhaps one of the most altrumachinery.
EC UIDE
istic human beingsLIEITNER
have ever met,”from
said other stopped and just
By Melissa Mancini
ICHARD
“I was
BY RJohn
principal
Morrison,
who nominated
ing ‘no, no,
STAFF
EWS
N
scream
mmancini@durhamregion.com
Sanya for the award. “She does whatstarted
she Mr. Medic testified.
testi-in it.no,’”
tovalue
beeping all
does becauseeyewitn
she sees
the
She
ess
only
“There was
see
r’s inques
he couldn’t
doeshe
not want the recognition.
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WHITBY -- Sanya Manchada is humble
fy at a corone16-year-old around but e. Maybe if he
Mr. Morrison said
for someone who has accomplished so
of ahe first noticed what
into the death t run over by a (the) machinforward, maybe
much.
summer studenTaro east quar- was lookinghave seen sometheEVERY page A2
The Grade 12 student at Anderson C.V.I.
he would
bulldozer atSee
he worried about thing,” he said.
recently received the YMCA Peace Medal905
ry dump said
“The dozer
horrific
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Sanya Manchadagoing
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Sanya Manchada on the
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Oakville Beaver
1 e An overall quality paper, with a perfect blend
plac
of picture, refer and index on the front.
Features solid writing, carrying an extensively
researched health care feature. While this paper topped
the others by a narrow margin, it was outclassed in the
categories of the editorial page, photography and sports.
Attention to those areas would be well invested.
st
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Catholic
schools
pull book
■ By Kristin Rushowy
SPECIAL TO THE

BEAVER

school board has
Halton’s Catholic
Compass fantasy book
pulled The Golden
blockbuster star– soon to be a Hollywood school library
– off
ring Nicole Kidman
complaint.
shelves because of a
in the trilogy by
Two other books
Pullman have also
British author Philip
, and princibeen removed as a precautionto distribute
not
pals have been ordered
book flyers because
December Scholastic
is available to order.
The Golden Compass
out of inter“(The complaint) came

Oshawa This Week
2 ce A consistent effort at keeping inside pages
pla
interesting and well-presented. The paper
offered good feature length stories. Great sports
coverage, and the best of the top three in terms of the
editorial page, with relevant local comment.
nd

■

See Date page 2
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The good
book for a family physician.
pace
searching a telephone
don’t seem to be keeping
doing much more than
The bad news is they
are likely going to face
DOCTOR?: If so, you to make more family doctors available to everyone.
working
government levels are
news is that various
ies.
with our growing communit

Artscene................................47
Sports....................................52
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DO YOU NEED A

the house?
Is there a doctor in
B
DOC+OR

Full Delivery:
Tire,
Dominion, Canadian
M&Ms, Petcetera,
No Frills,
Vistek, Superstore,
Telus, Food Basics,
Zellers
Sport Mart,
Partial Delivery:
Wireless,
Linens N Things, Rogers Tourism, Price
Stratford
Bargain Warehouse,
Chopper, Perfect Closets,
Park,
Ho Lee Chow, Holland Sobeys, Pharma
Outfitters,
Home Hardware, Home Fortinos, Sleep Factory,
Plus, Rabba Fine Foods,
& Save,
Future Shop, Shop
Wal-mart, EB Games,
The Barn,
2001 Audio Video,
Toys R Us, Besty Buy,
Swiss Herbal, Shoppers
Get Connected, Michael’s,Mart
Drug

solicitation letters to
lock fees and blind
the new daily life of
patients are part of
Ontario family doctors.
for general practitionAs workloads get heavier
impossiunder the weight of
ers, more are sinking
ing paperwork.
never-end
and
rosters
in
ble patient
and 130,000 children
One million adults
Every
a
have family doctor.
Ontario still don’t
and
with how to recruit
community still wrestles

IN THE HOUSE?

keep GPs.
that
by the government
Despite assurances

www.oak ville.ca

, patients, recruiters
what’s what for physicians into Ontario’s family
years
and the province five
doctor shortage.
ive, two-part series
We begin this investigat in today’s paper.
inserted
with a special section
Beaver Weekend edition
in
Check out The Oakville
of Is There a Doctor
t
for the second installmen
House?
largethe
to the
remains
the situation
aver.com for a link
things are changing,
Also, visit oakvillebe
a Doctor in the House?
ly unrelieved.
coverage of Is there
the House?, a Metroland full
West Media Group team.
Is There a Doctor in
reports on by the Metroland
ion,
investigat
West Media Group

IS THERE A

Wednesday, November 14, 2007

Burlington Post
3 ce A good effort all-round, gaining high marks for
pla
the Doctor in the House feature, and great
advertising design, with extremely strong front pages.
Again, the editorial page and photography is this
publication’s weaker points. A very tight news hole
also makes attractive editorial packaging difficult.

Oshawa This Week
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LOSSA SHOWDOWN

FACEBOOK FRENZY

OSHAWA’S DWYER TO FACE WHITBY’S DONALD A. WILSON/ 15

IS IT A BUSINESS TOOL OR A BUSINESS NIGHTMARE?/ 7

Councillors
want more
accountability
from MLSE

Tensions
mounted
before
shooting:
witness

Man and dog perish in early-morning blaze

Committee votes to
demand monthly
reports from GMC
operator

Gunfire in college
pub left one dead,
two hurt

By Jillian Follert
jfollert@durhamregion.com

OSHAWA -- Fed up councillors are suggesting the City keep a
closer eye on the company managing the General Motors Centre,
to ensure programming improves
over the coming months.
Council’s finance and administration committee voted Monday
to require Maple Leaf Sports and
Entertainment (MLSE) to develop
a set of performance measures and
report on them monthly, providing
detailed explanations for any variance from the business plan.
“If you’re not measuring it, you
can’t manage it,” said Councillor
Louise Parkes, who introduced the
motion. “I’m not happy with the
number of events we’re seeing, or
the definition of what an event is.
To me, an event is something that’s
publicly ticketed and a major act.
We’re not seeing enough of that.”
According to a report given to
council last month, MLSE is on
track to surpass the number of
events projected in the 2007 business plan, with 111 events over 107
days expected for this calendar
year.
Events are defined as any day
where full revenue is collected -between Nov. 9, 2006 and Nov. 25
of this year, 27 event days were private rentals or film shoots closed to
the public.
The roster for year one also
includes six concerts, six family
shows, eight trade shows, 41 regular season Oshawa Generals games
five playoff games, and three exhibition games.
I N S I D E

Vern Faulkner
Managing Editor
Prince Albert Daily Herald
and Rural Roots
Prince Albert, SK

See OSHAWA, page 2

Your Personal Injury
Specialists
Tel: 905-315-3156

1100 Burloak Dr. Suite 300
Burlington, Ontario
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Home of Ontario’s newest university

BY Jeff Mitchell
jmitchell@durhamregion.com

WHITBY -- Tensions between
two groups of young people in
a college pub were mounting
in the moments before gunfire
erupted, leaving one dead and
two others seriously wounded,
a Crown witness has testified at
a murder trial in Whitby.
Jason Liebregts/ Metroland Durham Region Media Group
Stephen Barrington, a stuOshawa firefighters secure a home at 222 Verdun following a weekend fire that claimed the life of a man and his
dent who worked evenings as
dog. It was the second time in a week that fire crews had been called to the residence.
a security guard at the Durham
College pub in Oshawa, testified Tuesday he was on his
way to intervene as a “scrum”
formed in the early morning hours of April 3, 2004, but
stopped short when shots
sounded.
“I start toward the scrum to
Within seconds, she said, flames
break it up,” Mr. Barrington
were pouring out of the back of the
said. “As I do I hear a pop and I
house. “I heard people screaming
see smoke.”
Jim’s name” she said.
Mr. Barrington was retreating
Ian Caldwell
It’s the second time in a week
The identity of the man has not
from the source of the gunfire
icaldwell@durhamregion.com
that fire crews have been called
been released, however, neighwhen he realized he’d been hit
to the home. Neighbours said the
bours said his first name is Jim
in the legs. He fell to the floor,
previous fire occurred
and he lived alone with a
stricken.
OSHAWA -- Neighbours say it
For more
after Jim had fallen asleep
small dog.
He said that as he lay on
was a raging fire that claimed the
on this story
with a cigarette.
“Jim was great with his
the floor he also saw Eugene
life of one man in Oshawa Sunday
The Ontario Fire Mardog”, said Tyler Rose, a
“Dwayne” Moses, a former
morning.
shal was on the scene for
neighbour and friend. “It
Durham student, had fallen.
“I was standing across the street
a second day on Monday.
was basically his child.
Mr. Moses, 21, of Ajax, died
and you could feel the heat from
Fire Prevention Inspector Paul
That dog went everywhere with
after being shot in the chest.
a least 40 or 50 feet away”, Chris
Hunt, with Oshawa Fire Services,
him.”, he said.
Neven Belic of Toronto is
Spooner told Metroland’s Stesaid the investigation will take
Kathy Brown who lives next door
charged with second-degree
fanie Swinson. “It was very... very
some time. “Everything has to
said Jim did not have a lot of fammurder in the young man’s
strong”, he said.
be done extremely meticulously”,
ily. She said another resident of
death and aggravated assault
The fire broke out about 8 a.m.
Inspector Hunt said.
the street banged on her door to
in the wounding of two others,
Sunday at 222 Verdun Rd, in the
warn her about the fire and she
including Mr. Barrington.
Ritson Road and King Street area.
saw flames shooting out a kitchen
The Crown alleges Mr. Belic
When firefighters arrived the house
S home.
P O R T SWith files from Stefanie Swinson
window that’s opposite her
arrived at the pub with a group
was fully engulfed in flames.
of friends in a limousine and
that he was the gunman who
fired the shots. Witnesses at
this Superior Court trial have
AND NOW
said they saw a man wearing
905633-9393
distinctive basketball jersey
3350 Fairview St. (Across from the Ultra FoodaMart)
walking into a circle of friends
that included Mr. Moses, intenpermitted under the Municipal
tionally bumping into people.
Act.
Mr. Barrington said he
what Oshawa politicians are up to
ability to file a complaint if they
Under new legislation, municiapproached and escorted a
behind closed doors?
suspect a municipal council, board
palities will be required to
Starting in January 2008, memor committee is meeting in private
bers of the public will have the
for any reason other than those
See CITY, page 2
See SECURITY, page 2

Man killed in fire
Second time in a week that fire crews were
called to the Verdun home

Irish earns first

area Real Estate
CDs DVDs
junior hoopsin
title check
Ombudsman
to keep councillors

GAMES

New accountability and transparency policy being developed
By Jillian Follert
jfollert@durhamregion.com

OSHAWA -- Ever wondered

Two workers injured at
courthouse construction site
Using Communication

A Metroland Publication Serving the City of Burlington
OSHAWA -- Two construction
workers were injured late Wednesday morning at the site where the
new courthouse is under construction in Oshawa.
Emergency crews were called to
Bond and Division streets around
10:30 a.m. Oshawa Fire Services
Platoon Chief Dan Tennisco said
concrete forms were being lifted
into position and fell on two workers. According to Chris Gower,
vice-president and district manager of PCL Construction, the drop
occurred when a cable failed.
One of the men reportedly suf-

Bus driver
shortage
reaches
crisis level

Andrew Holota
Regional Editorial Manager
Black Press, Lower
Mainland, BC
Managing Editor
The Surrey/North Delta
Leader

By Tim Whitnell
BURLINGTON POST STAFF

-743-BLUE

www.autocredit4u.ca

*Off our regular price. Installed.
Balancing extra. 38 sizes
available. See store for details.

On some days up to 1,000 children
in Halton Region are either getting to
school late or getting home late because
of a worsening school bus driver shortage.
Some school board officials in Halton
believe big box retail stores are part of
the reason for the transportation
headaches being experienced by all four
school boards in the region.
The lure of often slightly better pay, a
fair weather working environment, no
split shifts, no bus parking dilemmas
and not having the responsibility of caring for children on a daily basis are factors being cited by school board officials
who are losing drivers.
“In speaking with staff and the (bus
company) operators, there are currently
as many as 45 driver vacancies in Halton
Region,” said Halton District School
Board business superintendent Steven
Parfeniuk. “The Burlington and
Oakville communities are the most
severely affected by the shortage.”
Karen Lacroix, general manager of
Halton Student Transportation Services
— part of the newly-created school
transportation consortia consisting of
the Halton public, Catholic, French
public and French Catholic school
boards — said last week “was definitely
the worst week we’ve had in a long
time.”
See Bus page 5

City Hall
commitsAutocredit4
to $36-M1-866-929-9955
arts centre
Thinking of
Buying or
Selling?

Made by Goodyear
exclusively for
Canadian Tire.
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Snowﬂake designs
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Canadian Tire

School board officials
say problem is causing
up to 1,000 Halton
students to be late

to Build Better Communities

Friday, February 22, 2008
108 Pages • $1.00 (incl. GST)
fered a broken leg. Both workers
Oshawa
(905) 571-3843
were treated
‘ S Wat Lakeridge
E E T Health
’ S forO U N D S
Bowmanville (905) 623-2900
non-life threatening injuries,
Scarborough (416) 281-9394
Construction at the site officially
began in late June.
Right now, it’s a massive hole in
the ground
For more
with two
on this story
cranes on location. The site
will eventually
be home to a
350,000 square foot courthouse.
905Good/Bad Credit No Credit
Ministry of Labour officials have
Walter Passarella/ Metroland Durham Region Media Group
been called in to investigate the
Two construction workers were taken to hospital with injuries suffered in
New To(2583)
Country
Bankruptcy
incident.
an accident while on the job at the site of the new Durham courthouse at
www.bluecathomes.com
Bond and Division streets Tuesday.

OSHAWA

WINTER TIRES
GOODYEAR NORDIC

441 Gibb St. At Stevenson
Mayor Jackson supports
905-728-9862

SAVINGS ON A SET OF 4 TIRES

ALL 13” save$30*
ALL 14” save$40*
ALL 15” save$50*
ALL 16/17” save$60*

STEEL RIMS

Winter Steel Rim
Size Reg. Price*

Use instead of your 13” 41.99
exisiting wheels to
protect them from 14” 51.99
salt and snow. 15” 61.99
Assorted sizes. 16” 69.99
17” 74.99
09-6152X...
Each, from 41.99 *On Multi-ﬁt wheels only

Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. Offer ends Friday, Nov 16/2007.

today’s

Post

EDITORIAL
WHEELS
SPORTS
CLASSIFIED

Michael Ivanin – Special to Burlington Post

CELEBRATING BLACK HISTORY: Above from left, Lannois Carroll-Woolery, Christine Hanson and
Chad Spaulding perform on stage at Nelson High School during last weekend’s production of Bubbling
Brown Sugar, a Broadway musical that tells the story of New York City’s Harlem district in the ‘golden
years’ of the 1920s. The local performance — part of this month’s Black History Month celebrations —
was directed by Gordon Davis and produced by the Canadian Caribbean Association of Waterloo Region.
The play was presented by Burlington Caribbean Connection in partnership with the City of Burlington,
Halton Regional Police Service, Halton District School Board, Halton Catholic District Board and the Halton
Multicultural Council. For another photo from the musical, see page 31.

Mr. Clean Magic Eraser

Bathroom Tissue
16 rolls. Sorry no
rainchecks.

Garbage Bags
26 x 36". Box of 40.
42-9729-4

99-0900-4
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WHITBY

Burlington city councillors have voted 905-668-1296
in favour of moving ahead with plans for a
$36.2-million performing arts centre.
The latest act in the ongoing drama of
the proposed downtown centre was
played out in front of a packed house of

www.burlingtonpost.com

99-0602-4

dollar
deals

Winter Steel Rim
Size Reg. Price*

Upgrade
to alloy Arnott
15” 84.99
By Kim
wheels to improve
SPECIALtheTO
look ofBURLINGTON
your 16” 94.99 POST
Taunton Rd. At Garden
vehicle. Assorted 17” 104.99
sizes. 41-7770X...
905-430-5377
The shows
go on.
Each,will
from 84.99
155 Consumers Rd. At Garden

See Arts page 3

Sorry no rainchecks.

Offers in effect
Saturday, Feb. 23 to
Friday, Feb. 29

Rd. At Taunton
‘historic’
WINTER ALLOY
RIMS decision1333 Wilson
905-433-5079

1

00

dollar
deals

4

00

dollar
deals

2

save
40%

00

6
23
37
40

FULL DELIVERY:
Ashley Furniture, Bulk Barn, Canadian Tire, No Frills, The Brick,
Wal-Mart, Price Chopper, Fortinos, Zellers, Food Basics, Sobeys,
Office Depot
PARTIAL DELIVERY:
Williams Coffee Pub, Autopark, Home Hardware, Real Canadian
Superstore, JYSK Bed Bath Home, Linen and Things, BJ’s Furniture,
Rogers Wireless, Plainsview Drug, Pharma Plus, Bargain Shop, Barbara
Beers, Business Depot, Shoppers Drug Mart, Sears, Best Buy Canada,
Future Shop, Ultra Food and Drug

HOT SAVINGS FOR A COLD WINTER!

Generous Government
and
Manufacturer Rebates
Call for details

905• 333 •1717
3200 Fairview St.
BURLINGTON

639-6711
2070 Appleby Line
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U N I V E R S I T Y

Loyalist College – The Pioneer
1 e You get the sense that this is a true team effort,
plac
with everyone doing their best to produce a
paper that is lively, energetic, thoughtful and reflective
of a community’s rich and diverse life. The emphasis on
strong photography pays off but since the photographers
are also writers, the stories are rich with detail and colour.
A perfect balance.
st

Algonquin College – Algonquin Times
2 ce Leads show liveliness and a real effort is made
pla
to entertain and inform readers. Photos also
show forethought and imagination. There is a huge flaw,
however, with the print quality of the photos. It’s probably a simple solution but muddy photos detract from the
overall impression.
nd

3 ce Very strong emphasis on campus and student
pla
rd

Humber College – Humber Et Cetera

oriented news. Lots of names and interviews.
Each page is used to its utmost so that paper offers
something for everyone. Attention to design is evident.
Cutlines need a lot of work, however. They seem to be an
afterthought. Front page needs more variety.

Rooted in tradition · Exploring

the future

JUDGE

FREE
Vol. 40 · Issue #25

Saturday, November 24, 2007

Loyalist College · Belleville,

Pinnacle
Playhouse
dolls up for
Charley’s
Aunt
Page 7

ON · Canada

Speaker
and
professor
David
Foot at the
Empire

Loyalist
College
nature club
revitalizing
the campus

Page 8

Page 4

Social
funding
in flux
Introduction of Ontario
Child Benefit poses
financial woes locally
By Tori Stafford
The recent decision
from Hastings
County to only approve
half
portion of funding to social of their
programs
next year has left many
agencies dealing with the aftermath:
if the county
doesn’t approve the
second half of
the funding, where will
the money
come from?
The decision to only approve
50 per
cent of the funding given
to
grams last year was made these proafter municipalities throughout
the
were forced to deal with province
a complex
problem resulting from
the introduction of the Ontario Child
Benefit.
The government of
Ontario announced the Ontario
Child Benefit
(OCB) as a plan to get
children off
the welfare system and
to
money directly into parents’get more Christmas ballet – Len Stepanick, who
played Drosselmeyer, hands
But the unforeseen issues pockets. School’s dress rehearsal of The Nutcracker on
the nutcracker doll to Hannah
Anne-Marie Jackson
Nov. 15. They performed
Feltham who played Clara
the ballet at The Emipre
from enacting this plan that arose
during the Quinte Ballet
Theatre on Nov. 17.
goes against
the province’s pledge
that the OCB
would not affect municipaliti
es, or
municipal budgets.
Prior to the introduction
of
the
OCB, municipalities had
the
deduct the amount of money right to
a
parent
received through the
National Child
Benefit (NCB) from their
City increases benefits
Hastings County, that offer
sistance cheques through social asa $150,000
programs
for practitioners willing signing bonus for doctors agreeing
like Ontario Works and
to
the
open a family practice
Disability Support Program Ontario Baymount subsidiary enters
and
into loan agreement; to come to area
the area for at least five remain in
(ODSP).
Twenty per cent of the
years. With
money de- development most likely
its neighbours attracting
ducted was earmarked
to begin in the new year
for local
with increasing success, doctors
By Patrick Hutchinson
programs, and then divided social
Williams
By Sean McMullen
feels Quinte West needs
among
local agencies.
However, Simmonds said,
to step up its
“We an- Losing to Belleville
program. Belleville has
ticipate
With the introduction
been
ground breaking early
8 – 0, it’s time for larly
particuof the OCB, The construction of the new Quinte new
in the Quinte West to
successful in getting family
municipalities are discovering
year.”
get in the doctor reExhibition and Raceway
sicians, with eight currently phythat a
is one step
cruitment game, said Mayor
Baymount announced
source of revenue has
signed
John Wil- and two more
on Nov. 21 liams.
dried up: Par- closer to getting started, although it
to be announced in the
that its
ents collecting the OCB
are still en- is not clear when it will actually be- leville wholly-owned subsidiary Belnear future.
The new plan was first
titled to collect the NCB,
Racetrack Developmen
presented at
but those gin.
t Cor- Monday night’s
“I didn’t start this game,
poration (BRDC) has
allowances are not deducted
council meeting and
but I hate
“There will be some disclosure
entered into a while
that we’re down eight
from soon $14.2 million Constructio
it was
cial assistance cheques.
n Loan Term was importantnot quite complete, it Williams said at council. to nothing,”
This means that in the next coming weeks,” said Sheet
that the 20 per cent the
to present it in a pub“It’s time we
(Loan)
municipali- Graham Simmonds, president and construction with a third party for lic forum so
get
more
competitive with our neighthat input and discussion
ties normally collect
of the new QER.
and disperse chief executive officer of Baymount
bours.”
could take place, Williams
throughout area social
said.
The
programs is Incorporated.
Ultimately, the incomplete
recruitment plan currently
no longer available.
version
…See Racetrack, Page 2
in place is
not on par with those in
“Because the OCB is going
Belleville and
to take
…See Doctors, Page 2
effect in August 2008, we
only recommended funding up until
June 2008,
just to be cautious. And
this will give
us time to figure out
Vets groups named
if and
his riders out to a ceremony.
can fund these programs,” how we
“We’ve had riders at all
mela Ruberto, community said Car- after battles ride with
of the repatriprogram
ation ceremonies,” he said.
co-ordinator for Hastings
“It doesn’t
each procession
County.
matter where in Canada
The County has promised
[the soldiers]
the afare from, we come out to
fected agencies that it
show
will review the
for them and their families.” support
situation and report to
By Patrick Hutchinson
the Hastings/
It’s not just at the ceremonies
Quinte Joint Social Committee
that
in 2008 From
you’ll see riders from
to determine whether
the sands of Kandahar,
the Canadian
they
to their Army Veteran Units,
able to continue the funding. will be ﬁnal resting place on Canadian
however. Many of
soil,
the
riders
are still active military
the fallen
“Right now our finance
perdepartment ghanistan soldiers of the war in Af- sonnel, Trapper
is actually working on
said, and there are curare met every step of
that
the rently 22 members serving
provincial level, so at this with the way by riders from the
in Kandahar.
point we’re Army
Canadian Two of these riders
hopeful, but we just don’t
are members of the
Veterans Motorcycle Units.
know,” Ruhonour guard that escorts
berto said. “We’re expecting
With 3,800 members
the bodies of
in 34 differ- fallen soldiers
to have ent units
to the aircraft
more information from
across Canada, the group
our
them back to Canada. But that carry
department in, hopefully, finance is an active member
the unofficial
of both the escort doesn’t
January military
stop there.
and then we hope to
and civilian communitie
speak to the
s,
“We have members in
National President Paul
agencies early in the new
the honour
(Trapper) guard that loads
year about Cane,
the funding decision.”
them on the planes
said. Over the last four
years, in Kandahar, we
the group has raised more
Many of the programs
attend
affected are million
than $3.5 patriation ceremonies, all of the rein place for low-income
for
Patrick Hutchinson
we will have Paul (Trapper) Cane, national
168 charities nation
families
president of the Canadian
pecially those with children. — es- and participated in a number wide riders present when the bodies are cycle units waits for
Army Veterans Motorthe hearses
of ben- released to the
The list efits
includes Abigail’s Place,
families in Toronto at CFB Trenton on Wednesday, and escort to leave the repatriation ceremony
and themed rides. On
a
Nov. 20, and riders from
Nov. 21. Members of Juno,
and workplace readiness life skills however, the riders were
local units will attend units were present to
Vimy and Paardeberg
out on one the funerals,
pay their respects to the
program
of
wherever they may be,”
for low income parents
two fallen soldiers.
their more somber duties,
Trap- Trapper said.
child play-based learning that uses per said, attending the
return of two
programs;
At
Wednesday’
The
Canadian
s
repatriation,
fallen soldiers to Canadian
Bancroft Community
Army
Transit; the
soil. Pte. is careful to distinguish Veteran group bers of Trenton and Belleville’s mem- Canadian Army Veterans Motorcycle
Michel Levesque and
Community Developmen
itself from out- unit,
Juno Units honour and
Cpl. Nicolas law gangs,
t Council of
Kingston’s Vimy unit
Trapper said. The group
Beauchamp were brought
Quinte, which is a communityand Otta- forces, Trapper support the armed
is
home after organized into
based losing
feels it is one of the
units, rather than chap- wa’s Paardeberg unit were present to most
their lives in a bomb attack
important.
help receive the bodies.
in ters and
…See Funding, Page 2 Panjwaii, Afghanistan on Nov. 17, but denote rather than cities, which can
“It’s our great honour
While attending the
territory, each unit is
to be able to
this isn’t first time Trapper
repatriation
named ceremonies
has led after a Canadian
and seeing the fallen sol- see these soldiers home,” he said. “As
Forces battle honour.
long as troops are dying
diers home is just one
overseas,
of the ways the we’ll
keep riding home with
them.”

Finances secured
for new racetrack

Army veteran involved every

Sponsored by Gaulin Media

Quinte West’s doctor ques
t

step of the way in all repatriation

ceremonies

Martha Perkins
In 1985, Martha Perkins
graduated from Ryerson
Polytechnical Institute’s
journalism program and
after a summer job in her
home town of Lindsay,
she asked the editor of the
Haliburton County Echo if
he was hiring a reporter.
That phone call changed
her life. She’s now spent
half her life at the Echo,
most of it as editor. In
2001 she also became
editor of the Minden Times.
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2008 Molson Community Award
in Memory of Mary Knowles
Mike Williscraft, Editorial Director, Grimsby Lincoln News and Niagara this Week
With today’s economic climate
and worries about the state of the
industry, it is hard to believe that
anyone would have spare time or
the incentive to devote to community involvement. Mike Williscraft
is an exception.
Since starting the Grimsby
Lincoln News over twelve years
ago, Mike Williscraft has prided
himself in supporting the community both through his work at
the newspaper and on his own
time. He epitomizes the paper’s
motto, “Working Harder for Our
Community”. Whether it’s for
amateur sports, economic development, or arts and culture, Mike tries
to contribute to all sectors of the
community.
Mike is committed to bettering the businesses of his Niagara
community by serving as a consistent supporter of both the Grimsby
and Lincoln Chambers of Commerce,
as well as the Grimsby Downtown
Improvement Area Board. He is also
a member of the Peninsula Ridge
Founder’s Club, the Kinsmen Club of
Grimsby, and a charter board member for Leadership Niagara, a highly respected volunteer development
program in the region.
When Mike is not working for
those organizations, he is also organizing Family Skates to support the local
food bank, mini-putt tournaments
to raise money for the West Lincoln
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Memorial Hospital Foundation, and
as of this year, coaching a girl’s basketball team through the Grimsby
Basketball Association. It seems that
Mike has managed to get 28 hours out
of each day.
One of his big projects over the
past year, for which he has devoted
much time and effort, is Niagara’s
1812 Legacy Council, which was created to raise awareness of the upcoming Bicentennial of the War of 1812.
He was instrumental in coordinating a logo contest for the Council,
including promotion and providing

funding for the prize. Mike has
freely and willingly donated his
time for numerous meetings and
has also taken it upon himself
to coordinate space in Niagara
this Week every Friday in order
to create an “1812 Bulletin”
to include in the paper. The
Bulletin has since developed a
growing, loyal and interested
following.
Mike was also instrumental
in obtaining a major economic
development grant to assist with
the revitalization of downtown
Grimsby. Mike spent many
hours doing research and with
the help of a consultant, worked
on the grant application. His
hard work laid the foundation
for the Grimsby Downtown
Improvement Area Board,
allowing other volunteers to go
forward with the project.
Mike’s dedication to the community is known throughout Niagara
West. Through his generosity and commitment, many community groups,
ranging from minor sports associations to hospitals, have benefited
from, grown, and achieved success.
For these reasons we are honoured to
award the 2008 Molson Community
Award in Memory of Mary Knowles
to Mike Williscraft, an exemplary
individual who defines the essence
of community spirit and involvement.
Congratulations Mike!

The winds of change have never been stronger than they will be in 2009,
and as always, Molson will be “Proud To Play Our Part” in this change.
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Class 1 (Circ 1,999 & Under)
Newspaper

Belle River Lakeshore News
Seaforth Huron Expositor
Manotick Messenger
Delhi News Record
Dresden North Kent Leader
Kemptville Advance
Almonte Gazette
Arthur Enterprise News
Lucknow Sentinel
Paris Star
Lakefield Herald
Grand Bend/Zurich
Lakeshore Advance
Stittsville News
Cobden Sun
Minto Express
Norwich Gazette
Rainy River Record

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

150

150

100

137
133
125
128
132
132
119
109
128
129
120

134
130
133
128
125
113
123
115
113
116
115

87
83
74
81
73
70
78
74
68
48
67

108
109
128
103
109
110

111
122
113
100
107
85

64
29
52
75
55
68

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

150

150

100

125
120
122
113
113
126
107
112
105
108
110
115
112
108
105
115
103
85
90
90
86
78
75

127
115
118
115
117
118
93
112
98
98
105
107
110
108
95
108
92
92
92
83
92
87
77

76
65
70
72
72
78
68
63
72
78
73
78
61
63
64
68
64
60
52
52
47
38
47

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

150

150

100

135
135
134
122
110
112
110
100
108
107
98
102
108
105
87
88
102

137
135
125
125
125
123
108
110
108
125
112
108
107
97
102
89
62

75
84
73
82
70
81
70
78
63
73
66
52
69
61
60
71
37

Presentation

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

Total

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

86
85
88
87
79
77
78
74
80
67
70

90
82
83
74
79
73
75
82
72
69
72

91
87
90
91
79
89
80
83
88
86
78

90
82
93
88
83
90
86
88
87
88
78

35
45
38
43
36
42
44
43
39
37
41

40
41
42
39
39
36
38
30
31
42
32

45
42
35
42
33
37
31
32
20
33
29

43
41
43
44
42
38
41
38
40
34
38

878
850
846
844
800
797
792
767
767
750
739

67
52
58
74
68
58

58
79
68
62
71
64

88
83
76
77
80
64

83
84
83
79
81
62

43
47
39
36
33
22

39
36
31
24
25
22

24
35
19
30
23
8

30
33
33
36
34
27

714
708
702
697
686
589

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

77
75
77
75
55
72
73
65
68
70
65
68
70
65
73
73
68
52
52
52
47
47
46

81
80
71
63
72
72
78
66
59
73
57
51
48
62
62
46
59
48
47
53
43
45
48

82
80
75
73
77
59
79
73
75
55
78
64
58
68
70
52
61
56
57
60
52
59
48

78
65
72
65
63
57
75
62
73
57
54
60
67
59
58
73
53
58
58
58
53
52
57

26
29
30
35
30
27
25
34
32
37
32
30
33
33
33
28
29
32
33
28
37
23
32

34
29
36
32
31
32
30
33
38
33
38
29
37
27
28
27
31
31
30
28
24
23
27

30
40
23
37
40
28
30
40
36
41
30
37
38
33
34
29
33
42
38
28
23
34
21

38
37
34
37
35
35
43
36
34
38
37
37
36
36
35
37
37
30
35
31
37
33
32

774
735
729
717
704
703
701
697
690
688
679
676
669
663
658
656
631
585
583
562
540
520
508

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

101
88
84
85
72
79
71
80
76
60
78
74
83
70
63
57
63

75
90
87
79
74
75
77
73
76
63
79
72
57
67
67
59
82

77
74
80
74
81
71
79
73
72
75
66
72
67
62
63
77
30

80
77
75
75
74
68
79
84
76
75
65
74
66
62
60
65
42

36
36
34
30
37
33
39
37
45
39
40
37
28
34
33
32
0

48
41
44
26
43
29
38
31
28
34
31
28
30
23
24
19
11

45
27
36
36
38
36
27
32
37
45
42
39
32
35
27
33
7

40
41
44
43
36
44
45
37
41
35
30
34
36
34
39
32
32

848
827
815
776
760
751
743
737
731
730
706
691
683
649
624
621
467

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

Class 2 (Circ 2,000 to 3,499)
Newspaper

Collingwood Enterprise Bulletin
New Hamburg Independent
Minden Times
Listowel Banner
Gravenhurst Banner
Deep River North Renfrew Times
Barry’s Bay This Week
Kincardine Independent
Kincardine News
Elmira Independent
Burks Falls Almaguin News
Petrolia Topic
Dunnville Chronicle
Arnprior Chronicle-Guide
Fergus-Elora News Express
Clinton News Record
Ingersoll Times
St. Marys Journal Argus
Mount Forest Confederate
Carleton Place Canadian
Cochrane Times-Post
Kingsville Reporter
Creemore Echo

Presentation

Total

Class 3 (Circ 3,500 - 6,499)
Newspaper

New Liskeard Temiskaming Speaker
Haliburton County Echo
Parry Sound North Star
Tillsonburg News
Renfrew Mercury
Fort Frances Times
Eganville Leader
Huntsville Forester
Winchester Press
Bracebridge Examiner
Dryden Obsrever
Goderich Signal-Star
Parry Sound Beacon Star
Exeter Times-Advocate
Manitoulin Expositor
Vankleek Hill Review
Grand Bend Strip

Presentation

Total

Class 4 (Circ 6,500 to 12,499)
Newspaper

Innisfil Journal
Niagara This Week, Fort Erie Post
Port Perry Star
Uxbridge Times-Journal
Nunavut News/North
Tillsonburg Independent News
Pory Perry Scugog Standard
NWT News/North
Sioux Lookout Wawatay News
Stouffville Sun-Tribune
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Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

Presentation

Total

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

130
115
130
126
117
126
117
100
114
122

134
132
122
125
128
117
114
118
128
100

78
88
82
88
78
76
84
77
81
80

80
84
77
83
73
73
74
72
75
77

83
72
83
78
75
76
62
72
71
72

80
87
75
77
78
83
85
79
76
71

83
87
76
80
76
61
74
78
74
69

40
44
53
35
42
35
39
38
22
39

43
41
38
40
38
28
31
35
33
27

36
39
33
30
35
44
34
25
20
31

43
40
40
42
37
37
33
35
33
37

831
829
809
804
778
755
748
729
726
724

Class 4 (Circ 6,500 to 12,499)
Lasalle Post
Bancroft This Week
Wallaceburg Courier Press
Haliburton County Voice
Stittsville Weekender

123
111
95
90
90

cont’d

101
113
93
110
90

75
76
73
62
4

74
79
68
65
58

71
60
65
60
53

69
67
67
72
68

71
68
73
72
68

35
35
34
35
38

30
34
32
30
28

36
35
35
35
25

37
34
32
33
30

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

723
714
668
663
554

Class 5 (Circ 12,500 - 24,999)
Newspaper
Clarington This Week
Milton Canadian Champion
Dundas Star News
Ancaster News
Waterdown Flamborough Review
Georgetown/Acton Independent
& Free Press
Niagara This Week, Grimsby
Midland/Penatenguishene Mirror
Orangeville Banner
Picton County Weekly News
Northumberland News
Elmira-Woolwich Observer
Grimsby Lincoln News
Georgina Advocate
Barrhaven This Week
Barrhaven Independent
Alliston Herald
Simcoe Tuesday Times-Reformer
Tecumseth Shoreline Week
Tecumseh Tribune
Elmvale Springwater News

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

Presentation

Total

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

125
133
130
135
135

123
128
130
128
121

80
85
92
88
85

93
80
77
75
80

75
75
68
64
63

85
85
74
75
70

90
88
83
83
88

40
40
31
31
43

40
43
37
30
15

43
33
33
33
35

45
45
43
43
45

838
833
795
783
778

130
115
126
132
113
125
119
112
123
105
90
100
88
98
83
28

114
130
117
112
113
115
123
113
104
112
109
75
68
68
65
35

86
70
76
85
83
65
69
65
45
60
55
63
63
43
53
25

77
76
76
72
80
80
71
64
69
71
65
65
64
43
45
15

76
66
64
65
70
73
65
51
64
55
53
45
41
40
40
18

78
58
83
65
80
73
58
48
68
43
60
53
53
50
63
8

84
85
87
86
78
78
75
79
75
78
73
73
72
50
55
15

38
43
38
40
35
35
35
38
33
33
28
28
26
15
13
8

18
42
30
15
20
28
36
34
20
28
23
8
10
15
8
8

31
37
21
37
33
23
33
28
15
34
25
23
32
23
18
10

39
40
42
41
40
43
37
34
39
37
33
33
33
33
25
10

770
758
757
749
743
735
720
664
654
653
611
563
548
475
465
178

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

Class 6 (Circ 25,000 - 39,999)
Newspaper

Whitby This Week
Stoney Creek News
Niagara This Week, Niagara Falls
Toronto City Centre Mirror
Niagara This Week, Welland
Waterloo Chronicle
Nepean This Week
Orleans Star

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

Presentation

Total

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

123
110
90
111
83
95
72
90

120
110
113
103
97
92
97
70

75
90
63
77
65
80
50
40

78
80
82
75
82
73
53
63

80
58
72
87
65
58
42
67

80
70
87
70
73
67
72
68

77
67
82
77
77
67
68
65

38
35
35
33
42
37
38
27

38
38
45
32
45
30
32
23

35
37
23
16
30
33
25
25

43
37
35
42
33
38
32
32

787
732
727
722
692
670
580
570

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Classified
Advertising

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

Class 7 (Circ. 40,000 & Over)
Newspaper

Oakville Beaver
Oshawa This Week
Burlington Post
Ajax Pickering News Advertiser
Newmarket Era-Banner
Mississauga News
Niagara This Week, St. Catharines
Brampton Guardian
Scarborough Mirror
Richmond Hill/Thornhill Liberal
Hamilton Mountain News
Barrie Advance
London, The Londoner
Ottawa East Weekly Journal
Kingston This Week
Guelph Tribune
Cambridge Times
Vaughan Today
Sudbury Northern Life
Toronto Mid-Town Town Crier
Peterborough This Week
Kingston Heritage EMC

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

Presentation

Total

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

50

1000

128
114
127
105
117
105
117
88
110
112
103
103
102
122
97
108
87
113
95
87
65
83

117
122
103
115
95
98
102
105
107
92
102
100
98
88
92
93
90
82
93
78
83
80

58
67
62
73
73
72
80
68
73
43
70
60
85
65
48
60
63
28
28
32
58
43

73
70
65
70
73
67
62
62
60
75
55
53
62
60
53
43
43
62
43
50
27
33

67
63
68
67
65
63
58
62
53
65
57
53
33
53
70
45
53
42
43
47
70
37

83
70
77
70
72
73
62
67
67
63
62
70
68
60
65
70
63
66
67
71
62
62

72
70
77
67
70
73
62
73
65
63
65
72
67
55
67
67
62
67
65
68
63
58

42
35
35
37
42
38
33
37
28
30
30
28
32
27
28
27
25
17
33
25
30
25

38
42
37
30
32
38
33
32
27
33
28
30
28
30
30
22
25
25
27
27
32
23

25
42
28
38
28
32
32
35
22
27
28
30
27
27
27
38
31
22
28
22
20
5

37
38
38
33
37
33
30
36
33
35
35
32
28
28
33
30
30
40
30
43
32
30

740
732
717
704
703
693
670
664
645
638
635
632
630
615
610
603
573
564
553
549
542
480

Photography

Advertising
Content

Advertising
Design

Local
Features

Sports

Production
Quality

Total

Class 8 (Universities / Colleges)
Newspaper

Loyalist College
Algonquin College
Humber College
Durham College
University of Waterloo
Ryerson University
Niagara College
St. Clair College
Centennial College

Front
Page

Community
News

Ed. & Op.
Ed. Pages

Presentation

150

150

100

100

100

100

100

50

50

50

850

135
130
110
120
110
120
110
110
120

140
135
135
120
115
120
110
110
110

80
75
90
80
85
75
75
75
75

90
80
80
75
85
75
80
70
90

90
90
80
75
75
75
75
70
70

20
20
20
25
20
20
20
20
0

35
45
40
50
45
35
40
35
0

45
45
45
40
40
40
40
35
40

40
45
45
45
40
40
40
35
35

45
30
45
40
45
40
45
35
50

720
695
690
670
660
640
635
595
590
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Sponsor Acknowledgements
OCNA would like to thank all our award sponsors:

Metro Creative Graphics
Gaulin Media
Ontario Journalism Educators Association
Young Drivers of Canada
Transcontinental Media
O’Donnell, Robertson & Sanfilippo
Hamilton Community News
Fort Frances Times
Sun Media
Hydro One Networks
Northern News Services
Ontario Power Generation
Metroland Media Group Ltd.
Metroland Media Group Ltd. Southwestern Ontario Division
Salam Toronto
Laurentian Publishing
News-Net
Windsor-Essex Community Publishing
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IN PARTNERSHIP WITH

